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Chapter 1 

SAP Customer Relationship Management supports consumer-driven busi-
nesses in their marketing, sales, and service processes. This chapter pro-
vides an overview of SAP CRM architecture, functions, and applications.

1 Introduction to SAP CRM

In this chapter, we’ll provide an overview of SAP Customer Relationship Manage-
ment (SAP CRM) and some of the key SAP CRM functions. In addition, we’ll pres-
ent information on how a business can determine its goals using SAP CRM, the
benefits of using SAP CRM, and details about the SAP CRM architecture view.
Later in this chapter, you’ll find further information about core SAP CRM areas
(i.e., marketing, sales, and service) with SAP CRM applications used by industry
verticals.

1.1 Customer Relationship Management

Customer relationship management (CRM) governs a company’s interactions
with its customers. As a software solution, it’s a customer-oriented feature that
connects with both future and existing customers. Connecting with customers
and providing customer information to agents requires technologies that orga-
nize, automate, and synchronize customer data.

Although the CRM concept was developed in the United States in the 1950s, it
came into prominence in the 1990s. Since then, the CRM market has grown rap-
idly as companies have realized the need to retain relationships with existing cus-
tomers while also acquiring new customers. Increases in customer satisfaction
can yield increases in market share.

Among the different CRM solutions software in the market today, SAP CRM
brings a 360-degree view of the customer and helps organizations decide how to
maintain relationships with those customers. SAP CRM covers a broad range of
functionality with respect to its core areas (marketing, sales, and service) and its
17Personal Copy for Rik Vriens, rik.vriens@purple-it.com



Introduction to SAP CRM1
various applications such as the Interaction Center (IC), Web Channel, mobile cli-
ents, and handheld device applications. On top of these, SAP CRM also provides
business roles for industry verticals such as utilities, media, grantor management,
waste and recycling, and finance.

So what’s the big picture? SAP CRM helps achieve corporate business goals by tar-
geting competitive agility, focusing on operational excellence, and driving
growth. Competitive agility gives organizations the flexibility to change with the
competitive world, respond to customers, and optimize the customer relation-
ship. Operational excellence reduces the overall cost to the company by reducing
system errors and adherence to accuracy. You can streamline these business pro-
cess by executing an SAP CRM implementation based on your business needs.
Finally, driving growth allows an organization to look into new opportunities and
product lines. Accommodating this kind of business change requires an optimal
tool that can respond to and sustain a company’s business needs. To that end, SAP
CRM can track and log information related to organization growth. Overall, SAP
CRM can help in achieving business goals by providing the capability to interact
with the customer to ensure superior customer interactions and experiences.

SAP CRM covers multiple business points that help companies support their CRM
strategy and allow easy user adoption. It delivers best-in-class front-office func-
tionality and industry-specific solutions by providing the following aspects:

� Operational 
Operationally, SAP CRM streamlines business processes and drives new
growth and opportunities. Its applications, such as the Interaction Center (IC),
Web Channel, and WebClient UI, have different types of users that collate
customer information and log interactions in one location. From an organi-
zation point of view, this relates to the strategy of exposing “one face to the
customer.”

� Collaborative 
SAP CRM covers different channels for direct contact with customers to collab-
orate with them in real time. Some of the key interaction channels are email,
fax, phone, electronic data interchange (EDI), and online. What does collabo-
ration look like? For a manufacturing company, this might be selling its product
to the distributor, or a wholesaler needing transaction data for its product,
which is sold to the end customer. Having this information is key to driving the
18 © 2016 by Rheinwerk Publishing Inc., Boston (MA)



Architecture 1.2
manufacturing business, and SAP CRM provides the capability to collaborate
with each of the customers/consumers in this business chain.

� Analytical 
SAP CRM covers a wide variety of reporting information related to customer
behavior. Analytics span all core functions (marketing, sales, and services) and
bridges subareas of these functions within these core areas. Reporting tasks
specific to these areas can be molded to suit your business needs.

But SAP CRM doesn’t operate in a vacuum. It’s imperative for any company to
clarify its CRM strategy and focus its attention on the future goal with CRM
deployment.

1.2 Architecture

SAP CRM is a comprehensive solution for each and every touch point at which an
organization interacts with the customer. It’s a part of the SAP Business Suite that
provides key functionality for marketing, sales, and services across different com-
munication channels (i.e., IC, Web Channel, Field Application, and SAP Enter-
prise Portal).

SAP CRM is a central component with a CRM server and is connected to the SAP
ERP backend system. In most business scenarios, complete master data originates
in an SAP ERP system and is replicated to SAP CRM for further customer usage.
SAP CRM Analytics lets you analyze your master and transaction data executed in
the SAP CRM system. By connecting to SAP Supply Chain Management (SAP
SCM) solutions, SAP CRM can execute the Available to Promise (ATP) checks and
give back results on product and locations based on the product availability.

The SAP CRM landscape contains SAP CRM Application Server (AS) ABAP and
SAP CRM AS Java, which enable you to operate a large range of business pro-
cesses. If you do pricing on any of your transactions, SAP CRM uses the Internet
Pricing and Configurator (IPC) to price items. The IPC function for pricing has
been integrated in the Virtual Machine Container (VMC), which comes as an inte-
gral part of SAP CRM system deployment. For VMC, you don’t need to install the
SAP CRM AS Java component separately because the VMC resides on the SAP
CRM AS ABAP component. However, to deploy the Web Channel, you need to
install the SAP CRM AS Java component.
19Personal Copy for Rik Vriens, rik.vriens@purple-it.com



Introduction to SAP CRM1
1.3 Business Functions and Applications

SAP CRM supports key business process across your enterprise and provides the
foundation for unique customer experiences. SAP CRM focuses on customers and
your business to drive growth, streamline your end-to-end business process, and
respond faster to changes within the competitive market.

Let’s walk through the core functions and applications that SAP CRM deploys to
overcome any obstacles related to servicing customers. We’ll cover these func-
tions with business scenarios and configuration details in later chapters.

1.3.1 Business Functions

The three pillars of SAP CRM are marketing, sales, and service. We’ll look at these
in more detail in the following sections.

Marketing

Marketing within SAP CRM helps an organization acquire new customers and
retain existing customers. It drives customer demand using the following func-
tionalities to enable direct mail, call center, web, email, and field sales:

� Marketing Resource Management (MRM)
MRM helps organizations manage their marketing resources, budgets, cam-
paigns, and personnel in an effective manner.

Because businesses change their marketing strategies based on market needs,
they need to be able to reassign funds or reallocate budgets that are already
assigned for a specific product promotion. This can be initiated by using native
Funds Management in SAP CRM to shift funds to overcome market needs and
changes. The marketing plan is a basis to form a budget for your marketing
needs in general, whereas campaigns are more specific marketing activities that
are carried out to accomplish your marketing needs.

� Segmentation and List Management 
Segmentation and List Management enable an organization to segregate cus-
tomers to target based on certain customer attributes and then trigger cam-
paigns to those specific customers.

� Campaign Management 
An organization can use Campaign Management to execute its campaigns via
20 © 2016 by Rheinwerk Publishing Inc., Boston (MA)



Business Functions and Applications 1.3
various communication channels, including both inbound and outbound chan-
nels (i.e., phone, mail, email, web, fax, SMS, etc.). Generally, when the com-
pany creates the marketing plan, it will create and assign the campaigns. This
drives the link of the marketing plan execution and the campaigns assigned to
the marketing plan. Target groups are assigned to the campaigns to execute the
product promotions.

� Lead Management
Targeting accurate leads is imperative to organizational growth and getting new
business. Lead Management is the functionality within SAP CRM that drives
the business to capture the leads and nurture them. After the lead is identified,
the organization qualifies the leads as a either hot or cold; these leads are then
converted into opportunities and sales orders.

� Trade Promotion Management (TPM)
Trade promotion is an agreement with the customer to offer a certain product
during a specific time period for a specific price and/or quantity. Trade promo-
tion is used to increase brand capital, brand awareness, and market share. SAP
CRM provides this capability and helps you link the marketing plan to the trade
promotion and integrate the trade promotion with Claims and Funds Manage-
ment.

� Marketing analytics 
SAP CRM provides a marketing analytics capability that allows an organization
to view vital information on its marketing functions and make decisions
accordingly. These analytics include SAP Predictive Analytics, measurement
and reporting, customer analytics, forecasting and planning, optimization and
refinement, and product analytics.

Sales

Sales is the core SAP CRM function that allows businesses to sell products or
goods to the customer and log them as sales transactions. A sale in itself is self-
explanatory: the selling of the goods and pushing it through logistics and invoic-
ing. SAP CRM helps provide a complete view of the sales cycle, starting with the
contract and quotation, and through to the sales order creation, delivery, and bill-
ing information. SAP CRM Sales provides the following key functionality:

� Opportunity Management 
The sales cycle within SAP CRM starts with Opportunity Management and ends
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with Sales Order Management (i.e., sales order creation or rejection). Oppor-
tunity refers to the chance that allows a company to sell products based on a
customer’s interest. For example, if the customer shows interest in a product
during any trade show or sales promotion, that interest is characterized as an
opportunity to conduct business with the customer.

Sales processes can be monitored and evaluated more efficiently with the use of
Opportunity Management because it contains a sales methodology that guides
the organization to follow certain sales best practices. This can be changed or
modified based on the organization’s needs. Opportunity Management is gen-
erally used during longer sales cycles and involving large price amounts.

� Sales contract 
A sales contract is an agreement to sell the product to the customer with a spe-
cific rate or discount based on quantity or value and for a specific period of
time. After the contract validity period has expired, the contract is no longer in
use to sell the product on the contracted price. Contract management improves
customer loyalty and customer retention by offering lower than usual prices.

� Quotations
A quotation is an agreement (often a legally binding document) between a cus-
tomer and organization for a specific product with a specific price and for a spe-
cific period of time.

Quotations are converted to the sales order, or they can be copied to create
another quote. Quotation management improves customer relationships and
helps organizations offer prices at competitive rates for a given period of time.
The quote validity period is usually shorter than the contract period in contract
management.

� Sales Order Management 
A sales order is a request made by a customer to an organization to buy certain
goods and have them delivered on the requested date. A sales order is the sales
transaction that is tracked to determine the revenue of the company. It can be
created with reference to contracts or quotations. Customers are satisfied if
they have different buying options. This means if the product ordered isn’t
available on the requested date, an organization should be capable of providing
a substitute to fulfill the customer requirement. Functions within sales transac-
tions support customer order confirmation, order status management, cross-
sell, up-sell, product substitution, and more.
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� Sales analytics 
Sales analytics provide an organization with the capability to view the complete
sales cycle from a reporting aspect. It shows the customer lifecycle, which helps
organizations make key decision in changing their business process and also
determines customer buying behavior. It also helps organizations focus on
prime customers and ensure they are serviced on time. Sales analytics covers
each and every SAP CRM function from the reporting perspective: marketing
analytics, sales analytics, service analytics, and IC analytics.

Service

SAP CRM Service plays a vital role in acquiring new customers and servicing
existing customers to fulfill their day-to-day needs. Organizations in today’s com-
petitive market are required to service their customers within service level agree-
ments (SLAs). Social media has made information available for customers who
demand more details, perhaps about a product or the company in general. This
has also caused the service industry to grow at a greater pace. SAP CRM provides
major service functionality to fulfill requirements related to servicing customers
on a timely basis:

� Service Order Management 
A service order is an agreed-upon service to be performed between a service
recipient and a service provider. Service Order Management governs service
order quotation, service order processing, service confirmations, and financial
and logistic integration. Based on the services performed, the service order can
have service items, service part items, sales items, or expense items. These form
the basis of logistic integration. For companies that have SAP ERP in their
system landscape, it’s easy to integrate SAP CRM Service functionalities. This
reduces overall integration cost and effort with any other SAP ERP tool.

� Service Contract Management 
A service contract is an agreement of services to be performed between a service
provider and a service recipient for a specific time period. Just like a sales con-
tract, a service contract consists of the price and agreement for the services that
are going to be performed for a specific period of time. As soon as a service
order is created from the service contract, the price on the contract is applied
to the service order. Having a service contract helps both the customer and
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organization maintain a relationship and reduce downtime at the customer
location.

� Complaints and returns 
Customers calling for complaints and returns are logged as complaints in SAP
CRM. You can categorize the complaints based on the customer calls received.
This helps organizations work effectively when issuing any kind of returns,
credits, or debit memos. Effectively managing customer complaints builds trust
and maintains good relationships with customers.

� Case Management
Case Management provides a functionality to manage a complex problem or
any difficult issue. These can be assigned to different groups that need to work
on the case and resolve the same issue.

� Installed Base 
Installed Base (IBase) is equipment that is installed at the customer location.
These can be devices, machinery, software, and so on that are maintained in the
SAP CRM system as a part of master data management. Service management
offers IBase services for the service contracts, and service orders are created.
Because each organization is aware of its customer’s IBase situation and the
parts sold to the customer, it gives flexibility to the customer, and the customer
receives accurate responses from an organization on any kind of service calls.

� Warranty Management 
Warranty Management plays an important role in providing an optimum ser-
vice in comparison to competitors, giving an organization an opportunity to
retain customers. In a service scenario, warranty determination occurs when
executing service transactions for, for example, a service order and service con-
firmation. Warranty claims are triggered after the warranty determination to
settle the account with the customer. Warranty Management includes product
and warranty management, claims processing, and warranty checks as its build-
ing blocks within SAP CRM.

� Resource planning 
Resource planning helps an organization plan its resources to optimally
perform service functions. This helps service managers within an organiza-
tion manage the resources and then delegate the work based on resource
availability.
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1.3.2 Business Applications

SAP CRM has different applications that can connect companies with customers.
A user interface (UI) plays an important role in the market to entice customers,
especially when conducting business processes via business-to-business/business-
to-consumer (B2B/B2C) applications. Likewise, if the SAP CRM application is a
telephony application, customer service employees will need to navigate differ-
ent screens without any hassle to provide optimal service to their customers. SAP
CRM provides different applications that help customers and internal employees
provide services effectively. The following sections provide further details on
these applications.

Interaction Center

The Interaction Center (IC) is a core SAP CRM application that connects compa-
nies to their customers through multiple channels across SAP CRM functions (for
these purposes, known as IC Marketing, IC Sales, and IC Service).

Let’s say that a customer calls an agent to place new order or to express griev-
ances regarding a product he bought. The IC tool effectively manages customer
issues and supports both the agents and manager involved in the interaction. IC
allows the agent to manage both the inbound and outbound communication
channels, such as phone, fax, email, chat, and so on.

IC functionality can be broken down into the following building blocks: telemar-
keting, telesales, customer service, and IC Management. The Email Response
Management Service (ERMS) helps organizations track customer emails and reply
to them appropriately without exceeding the SLA.

Partner Channel Management

Partner Channel Management provides the functionality for organizations to bet-
ter work with all partners involved in the sale of a product. Partner Channel
Management helps organizations deep dive into the channel partner business sus-
tainability and understand their business growth. This also helps organizations
build their forecast based on the channel sales, optimizing growth and reducing
overall manufacturing cost.
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Let’s look at Partner Channel Management features:

� Partner management 
Partner management helps organizations understand their partners and initiate
partner relationships using recruitment and profiling. With this functionality,
an organization can get information on all direct and indirect customers and
plan appropriate sales strategies.

� Channel marketing 
With channel marketing, a company can provide appropriate incentives and
generate demand for their products in the market. This motivates channel part-
ners to bring more business and visibility to the marketing needs.

� Channel sales 
Channel sales gives complete visibility of your customers regarding product
sales. With SAP CRM, your channel partner can order on behalf of the end cus-
tomers. The channel sales feature provides complete sales cycle visibility, from
order creation to delivery and billing. You can also track the end customer with
the channel sales and the customer’s buying behavior, which helps in selling
your product effectively and efficiently.

� Partner order management 
Partner order management lets you bring your channel partners into your
E-Commerce strategy and allows them to create orders via the online web tool.
The partner order management capability includes orders to cash and inven-
tory management.

� Channel service 
Supporting channel partners to service end customers is important to grow
your business. SAP CRM channel service provides the capability to support
channel partners and service them on a timely basis.

� Partner and channel analytics  
Partner and channel analytics provides a complete view of the channel partners
metrics and behavior through reporting that helps organizations make some
key business decisions.

Web Channel

The Web Channel application provides the capability to make use of web technol-
ogies, conduct sales and services, and carry out interactions with customers. SAP
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E-Commerce turns the web into a profitable sales and interaction channel that
supports both B2B and B2C business scenarios. It helps organizations carry out
their business with minimal manual intervention. Customers can simply place
orders and initiate services from the Web Channel, which results in lower order
errors and minimizes calls to the customer call centers. This channel is convenient
and easy to use, available 24/7, and allows customers to get product information
anywhere and anytime.

WebClient UI

WebClient User Interface (WebClient UI) has multiple business roles and lets you
access transactions with minimal time navigating various screens or transactions.

Think back to the traditional way of accessing different transactions within SAP
systems: via the Graphical User Interface (GUI), which requires any user to enter
different transaction codes to access those transactions. Remembering and access-
ing transaction codes can be cumbersome. In response, SAP introduced WebCli-
ent UI with SAP CRM 2006s. This web UI enables different people or various
roles within an organization to use and navigate different transactions easily and
without remembering any transaction codes. The WebClient UI is a role-based UI
designed for business users with different roles such as SAP CRM Marketing, SAP
CRM Sales, SAP CRM Service, and IC. SAP has provided manager roles in each of
these SAP CRM core areas and helps manager get the required information to
improve their process and to service their customers appropriately.

Based on your company’s business needs, you can configure the business roles in
the work center that the customer service representative works in on a day-to-day
basis.

Mobile Solutions

Many customers have mobile employees who are “out in the field,” traveling to
satisfy their end customers’ needs. In most cases, these mobile employees aren’t
equipped with the devices and the infrastructure that provides them accurate
business transaction information or any customer information. For this business
need, SAP CRM Mobile provides mobile capabilities to help organizations over-
come these issues. For example, sales and service data is provided that covers
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most of the key transactions and information required for technicians or sales
professionals. This enables field employees to carry out their work more effec-
tively. They don’t need to remember things they’ve discussed with the customer
because they have the tool to log on and access interactions. This also reduces
data redundancy.

Analytics

SAP CRM Analytics helps measure, predict, and optimize customer relationships.
In SAP CRM Analytics, data gathered within operational SAP CRM is analyzed in
terms of how customers are being serviced. This could be the segmentation of a
customer or identifying cross-selling and up-selling opportunities. SAP CRM
Analytics helps forecast an organization’s needs and determine customer behav-
ior. Data collection and analysis is an ongoing and iterative process that helps
companies plan customer interactions.

SAP CRM covers analytics that are relevant to customer information and interac-
tion, whereas SAP BusinessObjects Business Intelligence (SAP BusinessObjects BI)
offers comprehensive reporting functionality as separate application software.
SAP CRM Analytics provides the closed loop cycle, which is executed for custom-
ers and develops customer loyalty.

SAP CRM provides reporting capabilities for the following specific areas:

� Marketing analytics

� Sales analytics

� Service analytics

� Customer analytics

� Product analytics

� IC analytics

SAP CRM also provides real-time reporting as a part of interactive reporting for
data modeling in real time. It’s also helpful for any organization that doesn’t
depend on a separate SAP Business Warehouse (SAP BW) system for reporting
purposes and provides functionality to create the ad hoc report based on specific
needs. For interactive reporting, you don’t need a separate SAP BW system
because you can take advantage of SAP BusinessObjects BI content within SAP
CRM to run interactive reporting.
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1.4 Summary

This introduction provided an overview of SAP CRM business functions and
applications that help businesses drive growth and optimize business processes.
We discussed high-level information on SAP CRM core functionality and covered
key concepts on SAP CRM architecture. SAP CRM provides applications that can
be used via multiple channels while interacting with customers. Understanding
SAP CRM applications is equally as important as understanding SAP CRM core
business functions. The following chapters will deep dive into each of these areas
with real-time business scenarios and information on master data configuration.
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Chapter 2 

Master data in SAP CRM forms the basis for all business transactions 
that are loaded from other systems or created locally. In this chapter, 
we’ll look at the different configuration options for master data.

2 Master Data Configuration

SAP CRM master data is comprised of accounts, products, organizations, vendors,
Installed Bases (IBases), product catalogs, and more. It’s critical to understand
how to set up master data in the system to comply with all business requirements
and future processes. Master data setup is imperative to any project’s time line
and critical in running any project-relevant scenarios.

To achieve data harmony within SAP CRM master data, the focus must be on
organization data, business partner data and data exchange, and product data and
product data flow between other systems (mostly SAP ERP) and SAP CRM. In this
chapter, we will look at the master data setup for the organizational management,
business partners, products, pricing, and vendors.

2.1 Organizational Management

Organizational Management is an enterprise structure that should be created and
mapped based on your business needs before beginning any SAP CRM imple-
mentation project. An incorrect organization structure can lead to multiple issues
within SAP CRM transactions and impact the downstream transactions as well.

The organization structure in SAP CRM is a bit different from the organization
structure in SAP ERP from a maintenance perspective. You maintain the organiza-
tion model once for all applications in SAP CRM. Scenario-specific data in the
structure is assigned by attributes to the organizational units. These attributes are
passed onto subordinate organizational units and can be reflected in the transac-
tion that you create.
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Transactions created in SAP CRM, have the organization determined based on the
organization determination rule assigned to the transaction, whereas in SAP ERP,
the organization determination is based on the customer master sales area.

2.1.1 Concepts

The organization structure in SAP CRM is flexible and maintainable. The organi-
zation structure is comprised of organizational units and is mapped to the SAP
ERP organization structure. Additionally, you can maintain SAP CRM Sales and
SAP CRM Service organization data for the sales organizational units, or you can
create the SAP CRM Sales organization structure based on the SAP ERP organiza-
tion structure and create the SAP CRM Service organization structure based on
the service scenarios in SAP CRM. This means that you can have different organi-
zation structures for SAP CRM Sales and SAP CRM Service business functions
within the same organization.

The following are some important organizational units and elements of organiza-
tional data in SAP CRM:

� Sales organization 
This organizational unit is responsible for selling the product based on certain
terms and conditions. In SAP CRM, the organizational units are created and are
mapped to the SAP ERP sales organization within the Function tab of the orga-
nization master data.

� Distribution channel 
A distribution channel is a channel or a medium through which the materials or
services are delivered to the customer. The assignment of the distribution chan-
nel within SAP CRM is similar to the sales organization. The organizational
units that are created in SAP CRM are mapped to a distribution channel and
division within the Function tab of the organization master data.

� Division 
A division is the product line of business within an organization. If there are
multiple groups of a product, they can be defined as different divisions in the
system.

� Sales office 
A sales office is defined based on the geographical regions of any organization
or company where they want to sell the product. A sales office within an SAP
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CRM organization structure is assigned to the sales organization business part-
ner. Other attributes, such as the postal code, can be assigned to the sales
offices independent of the sales organization.

� Sales group 
The people working within the sales office are divided into sales groups.

� Sales district 
The sales district can be assigned to the organizational unit attributes within the
SAP CRM organization structure and can be copied to the business transaction
from the organization structure.

� Service organization 
A service organization owns an entity and is comparable with a sales organiza-
tion in a sales scenario. It’s responsible for processing service transactions such
as service order/confirmation, service contracts, and so on.

� Marketing organization 
An organizational unit within an SAP CRM organization structure can be a mar-
keting organization, which is used for marketing plans and campaigns only.
You can use the marketing organization to map the marketing logical enterprise
structure to the organizational units in your company.

� Position 
You can assign positions (enter “S” for object type) to the organizational units
in the SAP CRM organization structure. Positions can be anything based on
your organization (e.g., sales manager, director, etc.). Positions are mainly used
when you need to assign tasks to your employees. For example, you might
implement a workflow to send task items to employees within the position.
This is also used for evaluations of the task assignment in the reporting struc-
ture.

� Holder 
Holders are employees that are used in the SAP CRM business partner compo-
nent in an employee role (enter “CP” for object type) or an SAP CRM user
(enter “US” for object type) that is assigned to a position in an organization
model.

Having looked at these various organizational units and their definitions, let’s
now discuss the steps required to set up the Organizational Management master
data.
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2.1.2 Organizational Management Master Data Setup

In the following sections, we’ll discuss the various steps involved in maintaining
the organization structure in an SAP CRM system.

Maintain the Number Range for the Organization Structure

The section discusses how to maintain the number range for the organization
structure. From the configuration menu path, select SPRO � CRM � Master

Data � Organizational Management � Number Range Maintenance � Main-

tain Number Range.

Here, you can define your own number ranges (subgroups) for individual plan
versions (that aren’t valid for all plan versions) and object types. The names of the
subgroups are set up so that the first characters specify the plan version and the
last two characters specify the object type in detail. The structure of the sub-
groups depends on whether you’re using number assignments valid for all plan
versions or not. The $$$$ subgroup is a default setting (see Figure 2.1 and Figure
2.2). SAP recommends using the internal number range for the organizational
unit.

Figure 2.1  Subgroup Number Assignment

Figure 2.2  Organization Number Range Manitenance
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To add your own number range, add the entry based on your plan version and
the object type, and click on Number range maintenance to add the number
range based on your business requirements.

Maintain Number Ranges for Business Partners

To create number ranges for the organization business partner, use Transaction
BUCF. You’ll then need to define the grouping and assign number ranges to the
business partners. To do so, follow the path, SPRO � Cross Application Com-

ponent � SAP Business Partner � Basic Settings � Number Ranges and Group-

ings � Define Grouping and Assign Number Ranges.

You’ll be brought to the next screen, where you can either use internal or external
number ranges based on your business requirements (see Figure 2.3).

Figure 2.3  Defining and Assigning a Number Range to the Business Partner Grouping

Number ID

To assign the same number ID to the organizational unit and the business partner, you
need to maintain the HRALX/PNUMB parameters as “3” within the integration setup
with HR.

Convert Organization Model to Represent Multiple Assignments in SAP ERP

If you’re using an SAP ERP backend system with multiple assignments, then it’s
recommended to convert the organization model in to multiple assignments in
SAP CRM. After this report is executed, you can’t go back to the standard backend
integration version. Therefore, before running this report, you can also run this
report in a test mode.

Multiple distribution channels and divisions can be assigned to the organizational
units (sales organization, sales office, and sales group) with this report.
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To convert the organization model to represent multiple assignments, follow the
menu path, SPRO � CRM � Master Data � Organizational Management � Data

Transfer � Convert Org. Model to Represent Multiple Assignments in SAP

ECC.

After you execute the preceding report, you’ll see the screen shown in Figure 2.4.
Click on the Test Only button to test the program.

Figure 2.4  Convert the Organization Model to Represent Multiple Assignments in SAP ERP

The current date will be defaulted to the date of the program run. From here, exe-
cute the program. A log display will show you the list of organizational units con-
verted to the enhanced version.
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Download the Organization Structure

In this step, we’ll run Report CRMC_R3_ORG_GENERATE to download the SAP
ERP organization structure and create the same SAP ERP organization structure in
SAP CRM. Then, follow the menu path, SPRO � CRM � Master Data � Organiza-

tional Management � Data Transfer � Copy SAP ECC Sales Structure.

Select the R/3 organization structure listed in the upper portion on the screen
under R/3 Organization Structures, and click on the Generate Selected Lines

button. This step generates the organization structure within SAP CRM, which is
shown in the lower portion of the screen. You can also see the status of the gen-
erated organization structure in SAP CRM and whether it’s generated successfully
or not. After the generated structure shows as successfully generated, save the
organization structure.

You can also create a service skill group as an organizational unit in an SAP CRM
organization structure if you’re working with the SAP CRM Service organization
and structure separate from the SAP CRM Sales structure. This can be created
manually with Transaction PPOSA_CRM. Under the organizational unit, you can
create positions and holders and add attributes to the organizational unit based
on your specific business needs.

Object Permitted in Determination

The Obj Permitted in Determination checkbox should be activated for the organiza-
tion. Run program HRBCI_ATTRIBUTES_BUFFER_UPDATE to clear the organization buf-
fer. You should run the report during off hours because this report deletes the table and
rebuilds it.

2.1.3 Transport of Organization Structure

Some organizations may want to download the organization structure in each sys-
tem based on their landscape for the development system, quality system, and
production system. Other companies may prefer to transport the organization
structure from the development system to the quality and production systems to
maintain the integrity of the organization object numbers.

The following are steps to transport the organization structure from the develop-
ment system to the target system:
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1. Go to Transaction SE38, and run Report RHMOVE30.

2. Enter the object type “O” for organizational unit and object type “S” for posi-
tions.

3. Select your organizational unit within the Object ID field.

4. Select the Transport Object checkbox in the Transport section of the report.

5. Create the child transport request that has the configuration and development
changes, and then execute the program. The output of the report will show the
list of object units. The Transport column will show the list of organizational
units activated.

6. Within the menu, click on Edit � Transport/Delete to create a list of the orga-
nizational units within the transport request.

After the transport request is moved to the target system, go to the target client
and run Report CRM_COM_ORGMAN_BUPA_INTEGRATE, Report HRBCI_
ATTRIBUTES_BUFFER_UPDATE, and Report HRALXSYNC.

In some instances, you may not be able to create and link a business partner
because the organization structure and business partner are sharing the same
organizational unit. Follow these steps to troubleshoot this issue:

1. Execute Report CRM_COM_ORGMAN_BUPA_INTEGRATE with the parame-
ters shown in Figure 2.5.

2. Expand the left navigation pane, and find the list of organizational units whose
business partners aren’t up to date. On expanding, you’ll see the list of partners
as shown in Figure 2.6.

3. Select the partner on the Object Overview screen, and click the Start Repair

icon to fix the business partner, as shown in Figure 2.7.

Deleting the Organizational Unit Business Partner

Delete the organizational unit business partner by executing Report RHRHDL00. With
Infotype 1001 and Subtype B207, this deletes the relationship that hasn’t been created
correctly. Be sure to execute this report in test mode first. You can then run the steps
mentioned earlier to repair the organizational unit and business partner relationship.
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Figure 2.5  Object Synchronization and Repair (1)

Figure 2.6  Object Synchronization and Repair (2)

Figure 2.7  Object Overview

Start Repair
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2.1.4 Division and Dummy Division

A sales area is a key piece of information that a sales order needs to be free of
errors. A sales area helps to determine the sales executed for a specific business.
In such a case, some companies may not use any specific division but instead use
dummy division (i.e., 00) on a sales order to create the order free of errors and
successfully replicate the SAP CRM sales order from SAP CRM to SAP ERP.

If you want to use a dummy division in your business transaction, you must acti-
vate the Division not act. checkbox in the Division Usage section of the screen.
If you’re not working with divisions in SAP CRM, then you must activate this
field and add the R/3 dummy division in the Dummy Division section. In addi-
tion, the divisions entered in the R/3 dummy divsn text box should exist in the
SAP ERP system. If the value for the R/3 dummy divsn field is “00”, and the Divi-

sion not act. checkbox is activated, then the sales order created in SAP CRM will
be replicated to SAP ERP with division 00 at the header and also at the line items.

Most organizations use divisions to bifurcate their line of business. In those cases,
activating a header division makes more sense. If the Header Div. Act. checkbox
is selected, then the header division on the SAP CRM sales order is replicated to
SAP ERP. If material is assigned with a different division than that of the sales
order header, then the line item on the sales order will have the division from the
product master (see Figure 2.8). You can activate the header division by navigat-
ing to SPRO � CRM � Master Data � Organizational Management � Division

Settings � Define Use of Division and Dummy Division.

Figure 2.8  Cross Settings for Divisions
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2.1.5 Organization Data Determination in a Transaction

Organization data determination is important in any SAP CRM transaction
because it drives different functionality within business transactions. For exam-
ple, the price determination element is assigned at both the transaction and item
category level. You can assign attributes at the organizational unit level and main-
tain the determination rules based on your specific business needs.

There are two types of organization data determination rules: responsibilities and
organization models. The following sections look at these in closer detail.

Responsibilities Rule

The responsibilities rule type is determined based on the organizational unit.
Therefore, organizational attributes aren’t required in this case. For example, if
Team A is assigned to the sales organizational unit S1, and you want to determine
the organization of the transaction based on this specific team, then the respon-
sibilities rule is created to assign the business partner (sold-to party) to Team A.
When the transaction is created for the sold-to party, sales organizational unit
S1’s sales order will be determined based on the Team A assigned to sales orga-
nizational unit S1. The attributes within this rule are defined directly in the rule
container.

A rule container is a place where organization data is housed within a configura-
tion. Whatever organization data is added to the rules container is determined on
the sales order. Therefore, even if the organization model is set up, the attributes
don’t need be linked to the organization model.

Proceed with the following steps to configure the rule and assign it to the organi-
zation data determination:

1. Follow the menu path, SPRO � CRM � Master Data � Organizational Manage-

ment � Organizational Data Determination � Wizard for Organizational

Data Determination � Create Determination Rule of the Responsibility

Type.

2. Enter the Short description, Description, and Package as shown in Figure
2.9. Click Continue.

3. On the Select scenario screen that appears, select the Sales scenario because
you’re determining the sales organization in the transaction (see Figure 2.10).
Click Continue.
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Figure 2.9  Organization Determination from Responsibility Category – Basic Data

Figure 2.10  Organization Determination from Responsibility Category – Select Scenario

4. In the Selecting attributes screen, choose from the attributes listed (see Fig-
ure 2.11). Click Continue.
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Figure 2.11  Organization Determination from Responsibility Category – Select Attributes

5. Again, enter the basic data (see Figure 2.12). Click Continue.

Figure 2.12  Organization Determination from Responsibility Category – Basic Data for 
Responsibility

6. Because we’ve selected the partner attribute, add those partners that you want
the specific organization to be determined for (Figure 2.13). Click Continue.
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Figure 2.13  Organization Determination from Responsibility Category – Set Values for Attributes

7. Assign the organizational unit that you want to determine for the partner listed
in the previous step (see Figure 2.14). Click Continue.

Figure 2.14  Organization Determination from Responsibility Category – Assign Organizational 
Units for Responsibility

8. Complete the wizard and save the rule by clicking Complete (Figure 2.15).
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Figure 2.15  Organization Determination from Responsibility Category – Complete

9. Assign the rule you created to the organization data profile as outlined in the
configuration path, SPRO � CRM � Master Data � Organizational Manage-

ment � Organizational Data Determination � Wizard for Organizational

Data Determination � Change Rules and Profiles � Maintain Organiza-

tional Data Profile (see Figure 2.16).

Figure 2.16  Maintain Organizational Data Profile

10. Assign the organization data profile to the transaction type (see Figure 2.17).
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Figure 2.17  Assigning the Organization Data Profile to the Transaction Type

Organization Model Rule

Within the organization model rule, you need to assign the attributes to the orga-
nization model. Therefore, the organization model needs to be set up with attri-
butes to link to. The organization determination is carried based on the attribute
values you’ve assigned to the organizational unit.

For example, let’s say we have business partner A from sales office SO1. Sales
office SO1 is assigned to multiple sales areas in the organization model. When the
business transaction is created for business partner A, the system determines that
SO1 and the sales organization/distribution/division are linked to SO1 in the
organization model. In this situation, to be successful, it’s necessary to activate
the Object Permitted scenario flag for the organization data determination in the
transaction.

Follow these steps to configure the organization model rule type and assign it to
the organization data determination:

1. Follow the menu path, SPRO � CRM � Master Data � Organizational Manage-

ment � Organizational Data Determination � Wizard for Organizational

Data Determination � Create Determination Rule from Organizational

Model.

2. Enter the Short description, Description, and Package as shown in
Figure 2.18. Click Continue.
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Figure 2.18  Organization Determination from Organization Model – Basic Data

3. Select the Sales scenario because you’re determining the sales organization in
the transaction (see Figure 2.19). Click Continue.

Figure 2.19  Organization Determination from Organization Model – Select Scenario

4. Choose from the attributes listed. As shown in Figure 2.20, the Division attri-
bute is selected. The organization data determination is based on the business
partner division. Click Continue.
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Figure 2.20  Organization Determination from Organization Model – Select Attributes

5. Complete the rule as shown in Figure 2.21. The rule number will be generated
after you’ve finished creating the rule. This rule is then assigned to the organi-
zation data profile. Click Complete.

Figure 2.21  Organization Determination from Organization Model – Complete
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6. Assign this rule to the organization data profile by following the menu path,
SPRO � CRM � Master Data � Organizational Management � Organiza-

tional Data Determination � Wizard for Organizational Data Determina-

tion � Change Rules and Profiles � Maintain Organizational Data Profile.
Here, the organization data profile within the Profil section is assigned with
the organization data profile key (Figure 2.22).

Figure 2.22  Assigning the Organization Determination Rule to the Organization Data Profile

7. The final step is to assign the organization data profile to the transaction type
as shown in Figure 2.23.

After the configuration is completed, the business partners assigned to a specific
division (e.g., division 99) in the master data will be provided with a sales area
option in the transaction that has division 99 assigned in organization model.
For example, if division 99 is assigned to sales organization 1234 and sales or-
ganization 5678 in the organization model, both sales organizations will show
as a popup as soon as you enter the business partner on the transaction with di-
vision 99.

You can also use SAP-delivered rules to determine the organization data in the
transaction based on your business requirements.
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Figure 2.23  Assigning the Organization Data Profile to the Transaction Type

2.2 Business Partners

In SAP CRM, customers are referred to as business partners. Business partners are
those with whom an organization does business with. SAP CRM categorizes busi-
ness partners as follows:

� Accounts 
Accounts can be an organization, individual account, or group. Sold-to, ship-to,
payer, and bill fall under the account category.

� Contacts 
Contacts are persons assigned to the accounts. These are maintained as relation-
ships to the accounts.

� Employees 
Employees are persons who are responsible for any interactions with the
accounts.
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A business partner consists of general data and sales area data. In most business
scenarios, business partner data is required to sync from SAP ERP and SAP CRM
if SAP ERP is the client of record. General data includes information such as
address, identification, control wherein the tax information resides, classification
(information about the account group mapping and the business partner marking
if it’s a competitor, prospect, consumer, or customer), and status. The sales area
data includes data on sales, shipping, billing, and pricing.

2.2.1 Concepts

There are a few important concepts you should know concerning business part-
ners in SAP CRM. The following sections look at these concepts in detail.

Roles

Business partner roles classify the business partner in business terms, which means
that every business partner has a specific role. Each of these roles also controls the
view of the business partner WebClient UI. Some business partner roles show
specific views that are different from other roles. For example, the competitor
role has views that normal business roles, such as sold-to and ship-to, don’t have.

Roles also classify whether the business partner is a consumer, customer, pros-
pect, competitor, or rented address. A business partner role is used for classifica-
tion purposes during a data exchange between SAP CRM and SAP ERP.

Relationships

A business partner relationship specifies the connections between two partners. A
business partner relationship has categories that describe the kind of relationship
between two partners, for example, is a contact person of, is a bill to party of, and
so on.

Essentially, these categories describe the characteristics of the business partner
relationship. You can also put a validity period to the business partner relation-
ship regarding how long the relationship should be set up.
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Account Hierarchies

Account hierarchies form business partner groups within SAP CRM that can help
an organization, for example, apply certain discounts to these groups. You can
use them for statistical purposes and for marketing analyses. You can also use the
hierarchy for pricing. Pricing is carried out using conditions such as pricing
arrangements that are stored at a higher level of an organization structure and can
be transferred to the lower levels.

These account hierarchies in SAP CRM have usage assigned through hierarchy cat-
egories. A hierarchy structure can have different functions and thus also different
hierarchy categories. A hierarchy category is used for classification purposes and
can therefore be freely chosen. You can assign a business partner to several hierar-
chies with various hierarchy categories. You define hierarchy categories in Cus-

tomizing for Customer Relationship Management, by choosing Master Data �
Business Partner � Account Hierarchy � Define Hierarchy Category.

While creating the account hierarchies, you can assign the condition type to the
hierarchy nodes where the business partners are assigned. For example, if you
have any discounts assigned at the highest level of the account hierarchy, then the
discounts will be applied to all the customers under that account hierarchy node.

You can replicate SAP ERP customer hierarchies to SAP CRM by performing the
following steps:

1. Perform an initial load of the necessary Customizing settings from SAP ERP to
SAP CRM. Use the initial load in SAP CRM via Transaction R3AS in the SAP
CRM middleware and the Customizing object DNL_CUST_THIT.

2. Map the SAP ERP customer hierarchy categories to the SAP CRM account hier-
archies via the menu path, Customer Relationship Management � Master

Data � Business Partner � Account Hierarchy � Data Exchange of ERP Cus-

tomer Hierarchies with SAP CRM � Assign ERP Customer Hierarchy Type to

CRM Hierarchy Category.

3. Download the SAP ERP table KNVH (customer hierarchies) to SAP CRM. Use the
initial load in SAP CRM (Transaction R3AS) with the business object DNL_
BUPA_KNVH. A copy of the SAP ERP table KNVH is replicated to SAP CRM to cre-
ate the account hierarchy from it.

4. Start creating account hierarchies in SAP CRM using Transaction BPH_DNL.
The system creates an account hierarchy and activates the delta load for it.
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2.2.2 Business Functions

Business partners can perform a number of functions in SAP CRM. The following
sections look at these various functions in detail.

Address Data

Address data within a business partner is maintained when creating the business
partner in SAP CRM. This is the relevant address and the communication data
with the business partner. You can have multiple addresses based on the address
usage; for example, standard addresses of the sold-to party have a different billing
address and delivery address. If only one address is maintained in the customer
master data, then that is referred to as a standard address.

The communication within the business partner can be address dependent or
address independent. This data contains information such as language, telephone,
mobile phone, fax, and standard communication. You can define the customer-
preferred method of communication here.

Identification

Identification data within the business partner allows a company to enter indus-
try-specific information and identification numbers (i.e., linking the SAP ERP cus-
tomer master to the SAP CRM customer master based on ID type and tax infor-
mation). In cases of vertical industry standards, you’re required to have Global
Location Numbers (GLNs) to be maintained in the account master. This can be
entered into Location 1 and Location 2 number field within the Identification

tab, which helps to determine the account based on GLNs.

An identification number is an alphanumeric key provided by external sources that
can be used as an alternative to the business partner number to identify a busi-
ness partner. To distinguish the business partner as clearly as possible, you can
create as many identification numbers as required.

Tax classification and tax number data can be stored in the Identification tab of
the business partner. This data is required to determine how business partners
are to be taxed. The tax classification corresponds to the SAP ERP tax classification
used in customer master records.
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Control

Control information consists of control parameters, such as a business partner type,
authorization group, and print format. An authorization group is used to stipulate
which business partners a user is allowed to process. A business partner type is
used to group the business partners together. Print format determines that the
format of the print corresponds to the business partner for, for example, braille,
large print, and so on.

Control data also provides information on business hours such as calling hours,
goods receiving hours, and visiting hours. This information is very important
because calling hour information can be used in many pre-sales and Interaction
Center (IC) scenarios.

Within goods receiving hours, you assign the factory calendar that has the num-
ber of weekdays that the ship-to party receives the product. You also assign the
hours with weekdays in the goods receiving hours. This factory calendar is passed
from SAP CRM to SAP Supply Chain Management (SAP SCM) when creating a
sales order, which is then used to schedule the item for a specific ship-to party.

Payment Transaction

A payment transaction allows an organization to maintain the bank details and
payment card information of a business partner. When a transaction is processed
for the customer, payment card information on the transaction is populated
based on the data being fed in the customer master.

Classification

Classification  information shows you whether the account is a competitor, con-
sumer, customer, or prospect. If Transaction PIDE settings in SAP ERP have the
account group mapped to the classification customer for a specific SAP CRM cus-
tomer grouping, then the Customer checkbox is activated. Similarly, if the
account is a consumer, the Consumer checkbox is activated. SAP ERP account
groups are also shown in the Classification tab.

Long Texts

Long texts are customer text IDs that can be populated on the transaction for
a specific customer. For example, if there is a requirement to populate the
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customer-specific text on the sales order, then you’ll need to configure the text
determination procedure to pull the text maintained in the account master to the
sales order. This is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 4.

Status and Lifecycle Data

The customer information for this status is populated in the Status tab. Customer
can be archived, centrally locked, or not released. Based on the customer status,
you can choose whether to use this customer to process any transaction or not.
Any status related to transaction blocking reason, delivery blocking reason, or
billing blocking reason is shown on the business transaction if the customer mas-
ter has any of these statuses populated.

You define blocking reasons in Customizing for Customer Relationships

Management by choosing Master Data � Business Partner � Status Manage-

ment � Define Blocking Reasons.

A lifecycle stage enables you to record the different stages of a business partner as
it progresses through its lifecycle, with each stage representing a different view at
a particular point in time. For example, a business partner might start off as a
potential and move on to an intermediate stage as a prospect, before finally
becoming a customer.

A lifecycle stage is technically a business partner role. The assignment of stages to
a lifecycle is defined by using the functionality provided by the role exclusion
groups. A lifecycle therefore corresponds to a role exclusion group. These groups
contain a range of roles that are mutually exclusive. To enable a sequence of sta-
tuses, you can define transitions between the roles contained in a role exclusion
group, thus defining the order in which the lifecycle stages occur.

Marketing Attributes

Marketing attributes are used to create the target groups based on a certain attri-
bute set. These are assigned to the business partner master data within the Mar-

keting Attributes tab. This helps any organizations perform their marketing
functions and segment their customers based on the marketing attributes.
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Fact Sheet

A fact sheet gives you important information on the customer in a concise manner
(PDF format is available). The fact sheet overview about business partners is taken
from several sources, including business partner master data, statistical data, and
transaction data derived from SAP CRM, SAP ERP, and SAP BusinessObjects Busi-
ness Intelligence (SAP BusinessObjects BI).

Let’s say a customer service representative is preparing to talk to a customer
about some critical order. Customer service can pull the customer’s fact sheet and
get a customer information overview that may include order data, credit informa-
tion, quotation information, contract information, and so on. The fact sheet is
delivered preconfigured, which can be changed, if necessary. You can adapt the
configuration for the fact sheet in Customizing for Customer Relationship

Management by choosing UI Framework � UI Framework Definition � Fact

Sheet � Maintain Fact Sheet.

To customize the print version, see SAP Note 1040229.

Employee Role for HR Integration

An employee is an internal business partner and is categorized as a person within
an organization. You can establish a relationship between the customer and the
organization employee. You can also create a business partner employee in SAP
CRM, or you can integrate the employee within human resources in SAP ERP and
upload it to SAP CRM. You can distribute your existing internal employee records
by Application Link Enabling (ALE) from the HR application components in SAP
ERP to SAP CRM.

If you make the settings in Customizing (you can do this in the Customizing

activities under Integration Business Partner – Employee), the system creates
the business partner with the employee role and the relationship formed between
the employee and organization from the distributed HR master data.

Duplicate Checks

You can activate duplicate checks for the accounts and contacts in SAP CRM. Dupli-
cate checks aren’t activated by default. After a duplicate check is activated, a
duplicate business partner is shown as a popup, and you can either discard the
new business partner created or merge it with another account.
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The prerequisites for a duplicate check are that a third-party provider solution is
used, and the implementations for the Business Add-In (BAdI) ADDRESS_
UPDATE and BAdI ADDRESS_SEARCH are active (Transaction SE19). Generally,
TREX is used to execute the address index, and it’s used for searching the dupli-
cate address when the duplicate check is active. The partner product builds index
pools (search pools) mostly outside of the SAP system, where the search takes
place.

A duplicate check uses the Business Address Services (BAS) interface. You activate
a duplicate check in Customizing for SAP NetWeaver, under Application

Server � Basis Services � Address Management � Duplicate Check � Activate

Duplicate Check and Determine Limit for BAPIs.

Make sure that the duplicate check has been activated for both index pools (tables
BUT000 and BUT052). You can add the Threshold BAPIs as shown in Figure 2.24 if
the new partner creation has the data 80% matched with the existing business
partner in the system. In that case, the user will receive a duplicate check popup.

Figure 2.24  Activating Duplicate Check and Determine Limit for BAPIs

Installing TREX

To learn how to install TREX, check SAP Note 1249465, TREX 7.1: Installing TREX for
Embedded Serach. Refer to Transaction TREXADMIN for TREX administration.
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In the next section, we’ll see the prerequisite steps for replicating customers from
SAP ERP to SAP CRM. This is an important step in understanding how business
partners are loaded in the SAP CRM system.

2.2.3 Customer Master Data Replication

In this section, we’ll discuss the customer master replication process. The follow-
ing two sections look at the prerequisite steps and subsequent process steps
involved.

Prerequisite Steps

In this section, we’ll look at the prerequisite steps to replicate customers from
SAP ERP to SAP CRM. As previously mentioned, this is where business partners
are loaded into the system, and it involves the following tasks:

� Defining the business partner number ranges (SAP CRM)

� Assigning number ranges to business partner groupings (SAP CRM)

� Assigning SAP ERP account groups to SAP CRM business partner classification
(SAP ERP)

� Mapping SAP ERP account groups to the SAP CRM roles—sold-to/ship-to/bill-
to/payer

� Mapping SAP ERP customer master standard fields to the SAP CRM custom
fields

� Adding additional fields to customer adapter objects

� Maintaining adapter settings

Let’s begin with our first task.

Define Business Partner Number Ranges

Follow these steps to define the business partner number ranges:

1. In the SAP CRM menu, go to Transaction BUCF.

2. On the Edit Intervals: Business partner screen, choose Change Intervals.

3. Click on the Add Intervals icon (+ icon) (see Figure 2.25).
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Figure 2.25  Adding Business Partner Intervals

Maintaining number ranges in SAP CRM is the same as maintaining them in SAP
ERP (Transaction OVZC), by marking them as external number ranges.

Assign the Number Ranges to Business Partner Groupings

Follow these steps to assign the number ranges to the business partner groups:

1. Follow the menu path, SPRO � Cross Application Components � SAP Business

Partner � Business Partner � Basic Settings � Number Ranges and Groupings �
Define Groupings and Assign Number Ranges.

2. Choose New Entries, and then add the entries as shown in Figure 2.26 for
Sold-To, Ship-To, Bill-To, Payer, and so on.

3. Assign the Number range to the grouping based on the same number ranges in
SAP ERP.

Figure 2.26  Maintaining Business Partner Grouping
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Assign SAP ERP Account Groups to SAP CRM Business Classification

For each of the SAP ERP account groups, you have to define a mapping to an SAP
CRM business partner classification and grouping by following these steps:

1. Access the activity using Transaction PIDE.

2. For each account group, specify the Classification (SAP CRM customer) and
the Grouping (i.e., number ranges).

3. In the dialog structure, choose R/3 � CRM: Assign Account Group to BP Clas-

sification.

4. Choose New Entries (see Figure 2.27).

5. Enter the values based on your business requirement.

Figure 2.27  Transaction PIDE – R/3 CRM Assign Accout Group to BP Classification

Mapping SAP ERP Account Groups to the SAP CRM Roles

Customers loaded from SAP ERP to SAP CRM are loaded as sold-to parties for any
account groups in SAP ERP. Therefore, it’s necessary to map the account groups
to the business partner roles as specified in SAP Note 914437 (Pre-assigning Busi-
ness Partner Roles during Download from Account Group). The standard Busi-
ness Transaction Event (BTE) that maps SAP ERP account groups to SAP CRM
business partner roles needs to be enhanced using a custom user exit.

If you haven’t implemented SAP HR and still want to maintain employees as a
business partner in SAP ERP, you may want to consider the following steps to
load employees from SAP ERP to SAP CRM:

1. Employees are created in SAP ERP as customers if SAP ERP is the source of any
customer/employee master creation. SAP HR isn’t implemented to store the
employee master record.
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2. The User Exit Z_PI_BP_ROLE_MAP_DE_EIOUT and the copy of SAMPLE_FCT-
MODULE_DE_EIOUT should be assigned to event DE_EIOUT (table TBE34 in
SAP ERP) and be implemented in SAP ERP to map the account group to the role
in SAP CRM.

3. By default, employees are downloaded as an organization and a sold-to party
role. BAdI BUPA_INBOUND  can be implemented in SAP CRM for converting
a business partner category to a person and employee role.

4. Employees are also replicated by the same adapter object CUSTOMER_MAIN,
which is used to replicate the customers from SAP ERP to SAP CRM.

When employees exist in SAP ERP as a specific account group, just like any other
customer, and are being downloaded through standard middleware and not SAP
HR-ALE integration, BAdI BUPA_INBOUND needs to be implemented in SAP
CRM to assign the business partner category as a person; otherwise, employees
are downloaded as an organization. If you’re using the HR-ALE integration, then
the change pointers are triggered in SAP ERP, which replicates to SAP CRM to
post the inbound IDoc in SAP CRM and creates the employee master record in
SAP CRM.

Mapping SAP ERP Customer Master Standard Fields to SAP CRM Custom Fields

Follow these steps to map the standard fields from the SAP ERP customer master
to SAP CRM business partner custom fields:

1. Create the custom field on the customer master based on your business require-
ments through the Application Enhancement Tool (AET). This will add the cus-
tom fields in table BUT000.

2. In SAP ERP, go to Transaction SE11, and enter structure name “BSS_CENTI”.
Double-click on CI_CUST, and create structure CI_CUST by adding the custom
fields that were added in SAP CRM business partner using AET. Make sure to
have the custom field AET added in SAP ERP with the same sequence that was
added in SAP CRM.

3. Repeat step 2 for structure BSS_CENTIX. Double-click on CI_CUST_X, and cre-
ate the structure CI_CUST_X by adding the custom field that was added in SAP
CRM business partner using the AET. Use the component type GB_BAPIUPD.

4. Modify the code to map the fields as a copy of function module (FM) SAMPLE_
FCTMODULE_DE_EIOUT in SAP ERP.
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5. Create the customer product entry in table TBE24, and then assign it to the
event DE_EIOUT with the new function module created (copy of FM SAMPLE_
FCTMODULE_DE_EIOUT) in table TBE34.

Adding Additional Fields to Customer Adapter Objects

There may be a requirement to filter certain fields in the adapter object and those
fields that may not be available in the adapter object. Follow these steps to add
the fields in the adapter object:

1. From the SAP CRM Easy Access menu, go to Transaction SM30.

2. Enter the table “SMOFFILFLD”, and select Maintain.

3. Choose New Entries, and add the table name and field name from the cus-
tomer master if the field isn’t listed in the adapter object.

4. Save the changes.

Maintaining Adapter Settings

Follow these steps to maintain filters before downloading the customer and cus-
tomer relationship:

1. Go to Transaction R3AC1.

2. Select the business object CUSTOMER_MAIN, and click Details.

3. Go to the Filter Settings tab.

4. In the Source Site Name field, choose the site (OLTP).

5. Maintain the filter settings based on your business requirement.

6. Save your settings.

7. Click the Filter Sync (R/3) button to synchronize your filter settings.

Process Steps

Now that you’ve completed all the prerequisite steps listed in the previous sec-
tion, you can start loading the customer from SAP ERP to SAP CRM:

1. Go to the SAP CRM menu path, and access Transaction R3AS.

2. In the Load Object field, enter “CUSTOMER_MAIN” (see Figure 2.28).
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3. In the Source Site (Sender) field, enter “R/3”. In the Destination Site (Receiver)

field, enter “CRM”.

4. To run the replication, click Execute or press (F8).

5. Confirm the next screen message by choosing Continue.

Figure 2.28  Customer Master Initial Load

You can now monitor the replication status in SAP CRM by following these steps:

1. Go to the SAP CRM menu path, and access Transaction R3AM1.

2. In the Load Object field, enter “CUSTOMER_MAIN”.

3. In the Object Name field, enter the downloaded object “CUSTOMER_MAIN”
to get the download status of this object.

4. The replication is complete if the object is marked with status Done.

Replication Problems

In case of problems during replication, call Transaction SMWP (Middleware Portal), and
search for error states in the Runtime Information area. You can also access Transaction
SMW01 to get to the details of the error.

2.2.4 Plants

A plant is the logistical organizational unit where the products are manufactured
and stored. An availability check of any product is based on the plant wherein the
Available to Promise (ATP) check happens and the transfer of requirement occurs.
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Within SAP CRM, a plant is created as a business partner and is mapped to the
plant in SAP ERP or SAP Advanced Planning and Optimization (SAP APO) based
on where the availability check happens. The plant business partner is chosen as
the location and is mapped to the plant in SAP ERP or SAP APO in table CRMM_
LOCMAP.

You can download a plant by executing the following steps:

1. Create number ranges for the plant via Transaction BUCF.

2. Define the grouping and assign the number ranges via the menu path, SPRO �
Cross Application Component � SAP Business Partner � Basic Settings �

Number Ranges and Groupings � Define Grouping and Assign Number

Ranges. Similar to any other business partner created in the SAP CRM system,
a plant is also created as a business partner in the SAP CRM system. Therefore,
it’s necessary to define grouping and assign the number range for the plant
within the SAP CRM system (see Figure 2.29).

Figure 2.29  Plant Business Partner Grouping

3. Run Transaction R3AS for the object DNL_PLANT.

These steps will create the business partner with the role plant and will map the
location to the plant in SAP ERP or SAP APO in table CRMM_LOCMAP.

Plant Number Range

For the system to use the plant number range when downloading the plant, the Internal
Standard Grouping radio button should be activated against the plant grouping entry.
Also, SAP CRM doesn’t have storage locations and shipping points. Storage location and
shipping points are determined in SAP ERP when the sales orders are replicated from
SAP CRM to SAP ERP.
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2.3 Products

Products are used within the system to represent the material or services that are
sold by an organization. Products consist of different types of data; for example,
some of the information in the product master is specific to a sales area and is
used while selling the product in any SAP CRM transaction. Some attributes can
be specific to a certain plant, and some can consist of price conditions. Any busi-
ness-relevant data related to the products are stored in the product master,
including information on instance competitors, warranties, manufacturers, ven-
dors, and so on.

Product type describes the basic characteristics of a product. The following are dif-
ferent product types:

� Material

� Service

� Financing

� Intellectual property

� Warranty

� Financial service

You can deactivate these product types based on your business requirements via
the menu path, SPRO � Cross-Application Components � SAP Product � Settings

for Product Type � Deactivate Product Types.

In this section, we’ll look at the different product concepts, functions, downloads,
and uploads that can be completed in SAP CRM.

2.3.1 Concepts

Let’s consider the various concepts that are vital to understanding the purpose of
products in SAP CRM.

Attributes and Set Types

Hierarchies consist of categories, and categories consist of set types and attri-
butes. Set types are groups of fields (attributes) that are assigned to a product cat-
egory. Some standard set types are assigned to the base hierarchy MAT_, which
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is inherited to the next level of hierarchies, for example, MAT_HAWA, MAT_
FERT, and so on. Based on your business scenarios, you can create your own set
types and attributes.

Figure 2.30 and Figure 2.31 show one example of attributes and set types. A set
type has attributes and can be organization dependent. If the attribute is marked
as BW relevant, the data source is created for the set type automatically. You also
need to mark the set type as Material, Service, Financing, or Warranty in the
Product Type Selection box. You can also add fields to the UI product view and
create UI configuration for set types.

Figure 2.30  Define Attributes
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Figure 2.31  Define Set Types

Categories and Hierarchy

A product hierarchy consists of multiple categories and can be created based on
your business requirements. Lower level categories inherit the set types from the
higher level categories. Hierarchy R3PRODSTYP is the default base.

Product Categories

Products can be assigned to only one category within the same hierarchy. Set types can
be assigned to more than one category within the same hierarchy that belongs to a par-
ticular product type, such as material. The same set type can’t be assigned to a different
hierarchy of the product type material.

Base hierarchies for the product types intellectual property, warranty, or service
are created in SAP CRM. If you’re creating service products in SAP CRM and not
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replicating them from SAP ERP, don’t use hierarchy R3PRODSTYP as the base
hierarchy for service products; instead, create a new hierarchy in SAP CRM.

Loading a Service Product Type from SAP ERP

If you’re loading a service product type from SAP ERP, you’ll need to download the Cus-
tomizing object DNL_CUST_SRVMAS. Products that are loaded to the SAP CRM system
from SAP ERP must belong to at least this base hierarchy.

Figure 2.32 shows a diagram of the hierarchy, category, set type, and attribute
flow.

Figure 2.32  Hierarchy, Category, Set Type, and Attribute Flow

Relationships

Products can maintain relationships in the product master data. These relation-
ships can be accessories, warranties, customer material records, vendors, compo-
nents, customers, and so on. The data stored in the relationship of the product
master is used for SAP CRM business transactions.

An accessories relationship can be used to assign additional products as a part of
product proposals in the transaction. The Customers tab in the product master
relationship corresponds to the business partner material number. For example,
an organization product number is M1, but the customer uses M2 for the same
product. This can be maintained in the product master. Similarly, the Vendors

tab in the relationship corresponds to a vendor material number. Service is a
default product for the service order processing.

Hierarchy-
R3PRODSTYP

Set Type
COMM_PR_MAT

Attribute - e.g.
Item Cat Group and

Division

Category MAT_

Product Master
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Warranties can be assigned to the product master in relation with the validity
period and are used in the product registration. The customer warranty is checked
automatically in SAP CRM during transaction processing for service processes,
confirmations, and complaints.

Customer material information can be maintained in the SAP CRM product mas-
ter relationship and then loaded via the middleware adapter object CUST_MAT_
INFO from SAP ERP to SAP CRM. Customer/distribution chain relationship is
updated with the customer material info record from SAP ERP.

Customer-specific relationship types can be defined with the Easy Enhancement
Workbench (EEW); however, additional steps are involved to make these types
visible in the SAP CRM WebClient UI. See SAP Note 1139562 for more informa-
tion on customer-specific relationships.

Competitor Products

You can create competitor products with a material product type, which carries the
information about the product that is sold by a company’s competitor.

2.3.2 Business Functions

The following sections look at the various business functions for products in
SAP CRM.

Prices

Prices are used in business transactions such as sales orders, quotations, con-
tracts, and more, based on various combinations in the condition tables. One of
the fields within the condition table is Product. Product prices can be viewed
on the product master within SAP CRM if the condition maintenance techniques
are configured. Further details on pricing are provided in Chapter 4, with infor-
mation on the pricing functionality and how pricing works within business
transactions.

If you want to use the pricing functionality in the product master, you must assign
the product-specific condition tables and types to the appropriate condition group
in Customizing for Customer Relationship Management by choosing Master

Data � Conditions and Condition Technique � Condition Technique: Basics �
Create Maintenance Group.
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If you want to use the pricing functionality in the product master, you also must
assign the condition group to the application SAP CRM in Customizing for

Customer Relationship Management by choosing Master Data � Products �

Special Settings for Sales Operations � Assign Condition Group to Applica-

tion CRM.

If you want to view details of price calculation, you must enter the user parameter
“PRC_CALC_TRACE” and the parameter value “X” in your user preferences
(Transaction SU3).

Taxes

You can view the product taxes in the product master. By assigning the sales tax
to the product, you determine how the product is being taxed. The details in the
tax assignment block are country, region, tax type, and tax group. Details on how
to set up taxes are discussed in Chapter 3.

Units of Measure

You can maintain base unit, sales unit, delivery unit, and alternate units of mea-
sure (UoM) in SAP CRM like you do in SAP ERP. When creating a sales transac-
tion, the sales UoM is populated by default. If the sales UoM isn’t maintained,
then the base UoM is defaulted on the sales transaction.

You can only use base UoM that have been defined in Customizing for SAP Web

Application Server by choosing General Settings � Check Units of Measurement.

Sales Area Data

The sales area data within the product master is shown under the Sales and Dis-

tribution tab and contains information specific to sales. You can have multiple
sales areas assigned to a product, and the information for each sales area can be
different under the Sales and Distribution tab.

The concept is the same as in an SAP ERP. When creating the product in SAP
CRM, you can assign the sales area manually, whereas if the product is repli-
cated from an SAP ERP system, the data can’t be changed manually. If you want
to change the SAP ERP replicated product data, then you need to maintain the
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set type for the product type in the configuration BAdI: Allow Changes to Prod-
uct Data.

Sales grouping, such as product groups and volume rebate groups, are maintained
in the sales area data. The two set types assigned to the sales area data are CRMM_
PR_SALESA (Sales: Control Fields, Quantities) and CRMM_PR_SALESG (Sales:
Groupings). You can also enter the product sales text that can be determined on
the sales order if required based on the text determination procedure.

Material Data

A product’s material data is applicable at the material level, meaning this data
isn’t dependent on the sales area data or purchasing data. This is similar to the
basic data of the material master in SAP ERP. Material data consists of the basic
data for materials, base UoM, Global Trade Item Number (GTIN), and basic text.

The division is maintained at the basic data level in SAP CRM, whereas in SAP
ERP, the material has division at sales area level. A division is an attribute in Orga-
nizational Management. If a header division isn’t used in your system, the divi-
sion exists only at an item level and is derived from the product data. You specify
in Customizing whether a header division is being used. The general item cate-
gory group is defined to determine the item category on the sales transaction
(e.g., NORM).

The Global Trade Item Number (GTIN) is a 14-digit number used to uniquely iden-
tify the products in SAP CRM business transactions and sales transactions. The
GTIN includes various EAN/UCC numbering structures as well.

Service Data

Service data has set types that are used in the service processes. These set types
are as follows:

� Transaction control field 
This is set type contains an item category group and is available for service
products with contracts and service products with resources. The item category
group SRVP is provided for service products as part of standard Customizing
and is used in service orders, contracts, and confirmations.
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� Duration of work 
This set type specifies the duration of work that is required to perform the ser-
vice task. It’s used as a default value in the service item of a business transaction
and is available as information in subsequent resource planning.

� Resource requirement 
This set type contains a rule as the default value specifying how the executing
service organization, which is to perform the service, is determined automati-
cally in the service item of the business transaction. This set type is available for
service products with resources.

� Default values for service contracts 
This set type contains the service profile and response profile to be used in service
contracts in which the service is stipulated.

The service profile defines the times when a customer is entitled to a service,
with specified availability times. The response profile is used to generate date
and time intervals for the performance of service tasks. The system calculates
the time interval within which a predefined task must be performed with ref-
erence to the service profile, to which the response profile is assigned.

� Service plan 
This piece of data in the service product master contains the service interval
template for the service plan.

Warranty Data

Warranties are guarantees made by a manufacturer, vendor, or seller to a cus-
tomer to provide services for a certain period of time wholly or in part without
charge. If you buy a new product, you may receive a warranty from the manufac-
turer that covers a specific period of time or level of use.

If you sell or lease a product, you may be legally obligated to provide your cus-
tomer with a warranty for this product. As a service provider, you must issue a
warranty description stating the extent of the services you offer, for your own
protection as well as the protection of your customer.

Warranties can be categorized as a customer or vendor warranty, with a validity
period category of time-dependent, counter-dependent, or time/counter-
dependent.
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Warranty data consists of service warranty information that can be used in the
service process. The warranty determination on the service transaction is driven
through the master data setup. The warranty set types are Warranty (CRMM_
PRWTY), Warranty Catalog Data (CRMM_PRWTY_CAT), Warranty Services
(CRMM_PRWTY_SRV), and Warranty Counter Data (CRMM_PRWTY_CNT).
These are used in the warranty master.

Status Management

Status within the product master controls whether you can use the product in a
business transaction or whether it’s locked, deleted, and so on. The following sys-
tem statuses are predefined in various central SAP tables for the object type Prod-
uct Master Data (PRD) and can’t be changed:

� Locked

� Can Be Archived

� To Archive

� Archived

� Deleted

You can also configure user status, but it doesn’t have any effect on the standard
functionality.

2.3.3 Products Download

To download products successfully, prerequisite steps must be taken for down-
loading customized objects for categories in Chapter 3, Section 3.5.3 under  “Rep-
licate Customizing Objects from SAP ERP to SAP CRM.” After the customizing
objects are loaded successfully, the steps in the next sections need to be carried
out before loading the products from SAP ERP to SAP CRM.

Defining Number Ranges for Materials

The material number range setting is different from the customer master and
doesn’t require number range definition for replicating materials from the R/3
system to the SAP CRM system. If the categories within the product type material
aren’t assigned to any of the groups containing number ranges, then the system
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will take the number from the SAP ERP system and will automatically create
products with the same number in SAP CRM.

To avoid duplicating numbers when creating materials in both SAP CRM and
SAP ERP, it’s imperative that the number ranges for materials in SAP CRM and
SAP ERP don’t overlap. The configuration path to verify the number ranges for
the product master in SAP CRM is Cross-Application Components � SAP Prod-

uct � Settings for Product Type � Number Assignment � Define Number

Ranges for the Product Type “Material”. Figure 2.33 shows the information
for the product number range maintained.

Figure 2.33  Defining Number Ranges for the Product Type Material

Maintaining Number Range Groups

You can assign a number range and group the category ID within the configura-
tion path, Cross-Application Components � SAP Product � Settings for Prod-

uct Type � Number Assignment � Define Number Ranges for the Product Type

“Material” to configure the number ranges. This will be based on your business
scenarios and based on what category ID you need to assign what number range.

To maintain the number range to the category ID, you need to maintain the group
and assign the number range to the group. Figure 2.34 shows the group mainte-
nance screen for the product master.

You can assign the number range to the maintained groups and then assign the
material types to the group. When creating the products, the numbers assigned to
the material are taken from the group.
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Figure 2.34  Maintaining Groups

Figure 2.35 shows the Group Overview screen from the product group mainte-
nance. You can assign the category ID to the product group here.

Figure 2.35  Group Overview

Defining Item Category Groups

To avoid any failure when loading material from SAP ERP to SAP CRM, it’s nec-
essary to sync the item category group configuration from SAP ERP to SAP CRM
by following the menu path, SPRO � Customer Relationship Management �

Transactions � Basic Settings � Define Item Category Group.

Maintaining the Adapter Settings

To load the material from SAP ERP to SAP CRM, it’s important to maintain
adapter object MATERIAL with the necessary filter settings by following these
steps:
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1. From the SAP CRM menu, go to Transaction R3AC1.

2. Select business object MATERIAL, and click Details or press (F2).

3. Go to the Filter Settings tab (see Figure 2.36).

4. In the Source Site Name field, choose the site (R/3).

5. Maintain the object filter settings (based on your business requirements).

6. Save your settings.

Figure 2.36  Adapter Object MATERIAL

Replicating Products 

After the adapter object MATERIAL setting is completed, the next step is to load
the materials from SAP ERP to SAP CRM. To initiate the load, follow these steps:

1. From the SAP CRM menu, go to Transaction R3AS.

2. In the Load Object field, enter “MATERIAL” (see Figure 2.37).

3. In the Source Site (Sender) field, enter “R/3”, and in the Destination Site

(Receiver) field, enter “CRM”.

4. To run the replication, click Execute, or press (F8).

5. Confirm the next screen message by clicking Continue.
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Figure 2.37  Material Initial Load

Service Master Replication

To replicate the service master into the product from SAP ERP to SAP CRM, use adapter
object SERVICE_MASTER.

Monitoring Replication Status 

After the material load is started by executing the steps in the “Replicating Prod-
ucts” section, the next step is to monitor the load to make sure the products are
loaded from SAP ERP to SAP CRM successfully.

1. Run Transaction R3AM1.

2. In the Load Object field, enter “MATERIAL”.

3. In the Object Name field, enter the downloaded object “MATERIAL” to get the
download status of this object.

4. Verify that the replication is complete by checking whether all objects have the
status Done.

2.3.4 Products Upload

You can upload products from SAP CRM to SAP ERP. The product upload isn’t
automatic and has to be done manually for each product, or you can schedule job
COM_PRODUCT_UPLOAD_BATCH to upload the product changes to the SAP
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ERP system. Choose Customizing: SAP Implementation Guide � Customer Rela-

tionship Management � Master Data � Products � Settings for Product Type �
Allow Upload for a Product Type to upload any product from SAP CRM to SAP
ERP. The configuration is based on the product type and can be activated or deac-
tivated to upload the product from SAP CRM to SAP ERP based on your business
requirement.

You can also allow changes in the product master by making the set type entries
with BAdI: Allow Changes to Product Data, per your business requirement.

2.4 Pricing

Pricing in SAP CRM is used to carry out business transactions such as quotations,
sales orders, contracts, or service processes. Based on a company’s requirements,
the pricing procedure can be comprised of different condition types such as list
price, discounts, freight charges, rebate condition (if applicable), surcharges, and
more. While creating a business transaction, the system uses the condition tech-
niques to determine the correct price for the product. Pricing information in SAP
CRM can be downloaded from SAP ERP or can be created in SAP CRM directly.

In this section, we’ll look at the pricing procedure determination, group condi-
tion maintenance, and pricing routines using the Internet Pricing and Configura-
tor (IPC).

2.4.1 Pricing Procedure Determination

A pricing procedure is determined based on the sales area (sales organization, dis-
tribution channel, and division), customer pricing procedure, and document pric-
ing procedure. A pricing procedure is comprised of a list of condition types and
subtotals based on business requirements. Routines can be assigned to each of the
condition types based on business logic.

Figure 2.38 shows the pricing procedure determination configuration. The path
to this configuration is SPRO � CRM � Basic Functions � Pricing � Pricing in the

Business Transaction � Determine Pricing Procedures.
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Figure 2.38  Pricing Procedure Determination

Before creating or determining a pricing procedure, condition types, access
sequences, and condition tables should be configured or loaded from SAP ERP
based on your business requirements:

� Condition type 
Condition types are the actual price, discounts, surcharge, and so on in the
business document. Condition types can be determined automatically or
entered manually. For automatic determination of a condition type, the access
sequence should be assigned to it. A condition type can be a group condition,
header condition, or an item condition:

� Group condition: A group condition allows you to determine the price based
on the material group. You can group the product to determine the price for
a specific condition type.

� Header condition: A header condition is the condition type that applies to the
complete sales order and is at the header level, for example, header pricing.

� Item condition: An item condition is the condition type that applies to a spe-
cific line item on the sales order and is at the line item level, for example,
item pricing.

� Access sequence 
An access sequence determines the sequence of the condition tables, which
therein determines the condition record for a specific condition type.

� Condition table 
A condition table consists of a list of fields that determines the correct condi-
tion type based on the access sequence. The SAP-delivered condition table
ranges from 0 to 500 and customer-specific tables range from 501 to 999.
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� Condition records 
These are the entries or records based on the condition table and fields. The
actual price, discounts, and surcharge are entered in the condition records for
a specific period. These are either loaded from SAP ERP or can be maintained
directly in SAP CRM.

As we go through the details regarding pricing, you’ll learn how these tables and
configurations are created and performed. Specific steps are required to load the
customer-specific condition records and the maintenance of the same in SAP
CRM. To download the pricing procedure and condition records, see the follow-
ing sections and their designated tasks.

Define SAP ERP Fields in SAP CRM

To download the condition records, the fields within the condition tables in SAP
CRM should be in sync with the SAP ERP condition tables; that is, if certain fields
aren’t available in SAP CRM, those should be added to load the condition records
successfully.

If the SAP ERP fields aren’t present in structure CND_MAPT_ACS_REM, they
should be added into structure CND_MAPT_ACS_REM_CUST. An example condi-
tion table consisting of a price reference material (Pricing Ref. Matl) as a cus-
tomer field from SAP ERP is shown in Figure 2.39.

Figure 2.39  Condition Table 
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The pricing reference material is created as a Z-field in SAP CRM and should there-
fore be added to structure CND_MAPT_ACS_REM_CUST, as shown in Figure 2.40.

Figure 2.40  Structure CND_MAPT_ACS_REM_CUST

Define Customer-Specific Fields in the SAP CRM Field Catalog

The customer-specific field Pricing Ref. Matl should be added in the field cata-
log within SAP CRM. These are the fields that are going to be accessed to deter-
mine the price after being added to the field catalog. They are available in the
communication structure of CRM_COND_COM_BADI. Figure 2.41 shows where
the customer specific field is added.

To define the customer-specific fields in the field catalog of SAP CRM, follow the
path, Customer Relationship Management � Basic Functions � Pricing � Define

Pricing Related Settings � Define Field Catalog.

Figure 2.41  SAP CRM Field Catalog
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Define Field Mapping between SAP CRM and SAP ERP

SAP provides table CND_MAPC_CNV_FLM wherein you’ll find the field mapping
between SAP CRM and SAP ERP for standard fields with the conversion function
module assigned if needed.

Figure 2.42 shows an example for the Pricing Ref. Matl field, which is main-
tained in table CND_MAPM_CNV_FLM.

Figure 2.42  Table CND_MAPM_CNV_FLM Maintained with the Pricing Ref. Matl Field

Field Mapping for Custom Fields

To maintain the field mapping for custom fields, table CND_MAPM_CNV_FLM should have
the entry of the field mapping, as shown in Figure 2.42. This can be added via view V_
CND_MAP_CNVFLD. Also, if the data element of the SAP CRM field catalog and the
component type of the same field defined in table CND_MAPT_ACS_REM_CUST are differ-
ent, then you need to enter CONVERSION TYPE “C”, and the conversion routine is
defined in BAdI CND_MAP_CNV_FIELD.

For more details, refer to SAP Note 501567: Copying Conditions for KUNAG (Sold-to-
Party) into SAP CRM.

Customizing Object Download

After the condition tables with custom fields are created in SAP CRM, you can
load the condition tables from SAP ERP to SAP CRM before loading the actual
condition records.
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To download the Customizing object and sync the condition tables and pricing
procedure between SAP ERP and SAP CRM, follow these steps:

1. From the SAP CRM menu, go to Transaction R3AS.

2. In the Load Object field, enter “DNL_CUST_CNDALL” (see Figure 2.43).

3. In the Source Site (Sender)  field, enter “R/3”, and in the Destination Site

(Receiver) field, enter “CRM”.

4. To run the replication, click Execute, or press (F8).

5. Confirm the next screen message by choosing Continue.

6. Go to Transaction R3AM1 to confirm whether the Customizing load ran suc-
cessfully.

7. Verify that all the pricing procedures, access sequences, condition types, and
condition tables are generated corrected after the previous download.

Figure 2.43  Download Pricing for Customizing Objects

Create Condition Tables

After the pricing Customizing object is downloaded successfully, the next step is
to create the condition adapter objects for the condition tables and then load the
condition records by running these conditions adapter objects one by one. Fol-
low these steps to do so:
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1. Go to Transaction R3AC5.

2. Create the adapter objects for the condition tables (if objects don’t exist as stan-
dard) as a copy of one of the standard objects, for example, DNL_COND_A828
(see Figure 2.44).

Figure 2.44  Condition Adapter Object

Download Condition Records

Now that you’ve created the condition tables, it’s time to download the condition
records by following these steps:

1. Go to Transaction R3AS.

2. In the Load Object field, enter “ZDNL_COND_A828”.

3. In the Source Site (Sender) field, enter “R/3”, and in the Destination Site

(Receiver) field, enter “CRM”.

4. To run the replication, click Execute, or press (F8).

5. Confirm the next screen message by clicking Continue.

Repeat these steps for all the condition adapter objects to load all the condition
records. After the condition records are loaded, and the pricing configuration
is completed, price determination will be in effect on the SAP CRM business
transactions.
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2.4.2 Condition Maintenance Group

The condition records that are downloaded can be viewed within the Condition

Maintenance Group area. This makes it easier for any user to refer to the condi-
tion tables in the condition maintenance group rather than going through  multi-
ple tables to identify which records were applied in the business transactions.

Follow these steps to create the maintenance group:

1. Create the maintenance group and add the condition table with the condition
type as stated in Figure 2.45 by following the menu path, SPRO � Customer

Relationship Management � Master Data � Conditions and Condition

Technique � Condition Technique: Basics � Create Maintenance Group.

Figure 2.45  Creating a Condition Maintenance Group

2. Add the condition table and condition type to the condition maintenance
group details, as shown in Figure 2.46. These are the condition type and the
condition tables that can be viewed as a part of the master data record.

3. The condition maintenance group for the context assignment is necessary to
maintain the condition records in SAP CRM. To add the maintenance group
created to the maintenance context GCM, follow the menu path, SPRO � Cus-

tomer Relationship Management � Master Data � Conditions and Condi-

tion Technique � Condition Technique: Basics � Define Maintenance

Groups for Context. Figure 2.47 shows the assignment of the condition main-
tenance context to the ZMAINTGRP group.
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Figure 2.46  Condition Maintenance Group Details

Figure 2.47  Defining Maintenance Groups for Context

4. Run Transaction /SAPCND/GCM (Maintain Conditions), and enter the mainte-
nance group created in Figure 2.47 to view the condition table entries for the
condition type listed in the configuration steps for the maintenance group. Fig-
ure 2.48 shows the initial General Condition Maintenance screen. You need
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to add the maintenance group ZMAINTGRP created in the previous step and
execute the transaction to add or change the condition record for the condition
type.

Figure 2.48  General Condition Maintenance

BAdI /SAPCND/ROLLNAME

You have to implement BAdI /SAPCND/ROLLNAME for the customer-specific field in
SAP CRM. This is required to view the condition records with custom fields in SAP CRM
condition maintenance.

Similarly, you can add conditions to the product master by going through these same
steps. Instead of creating a new condition maintenance group, you have to use condi-
tion group PRODUCTCRM. This will bring the condition records in the product master,
and you can view the same in Transaction COMMPR01 under the Condition tab.

2.4.3 Pricing Routine Using the Internet Pricing and Configurator

The IPC is used in SAP CRM to calculate the price in any of the business docu-
ments, such as quotations, orders, contracts, and more. The IPC is used in the
Web Channel and the IC. The routines created in SAP CRM are developed in Java
and assigned to the condition type within a pricing procedure. Downloading the
pricing customization takes care of assigning the routine to the condition type if
pricing is loaded from SAP ERP.

After you’ve carried out all of the necessary activities, there are certain custom
routines that you’ve implemented in SAP ERP that you’ll want to create in SAP
CRM. In this section, we’ll look at the steps involved in creating pricing
routines in SAP CRM.
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Creating a Java Project in Eclipse

To create a new custom routine, you must have the Java project created in the
Eclipse environment. (We’re using Eclipse as an example and illustrating the
steps mentioned in SAP Note: 809820 – User Exit Concept for Pricing.)

Prerequisite

The pricing user exits will be compiled with J2SE 1.4.x or a compatible Java compiler of
version 1.4.x. Also the libraries must be compatible with J2SE 1.4.x. A standard instal-
lation of the Java Development Kit (JDK) is sufficient. It’s important that the compiled
class files are compatible with a JDK 1.4 version, and the standard library used is only
JDK 1.4. The Virtual Machine Container (VMC) Java environment of SAP BASIS 7.00
only supports JDK 1.4 class files and libraries.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a workspace folder for Eclipse on your desktop.

2. Unpack the ZIP file attached to SAP Note 809820 into the workspace folder.
Then, a subdirectory named PRC_UE_CUSTOMER should appear containing
the project files.

3. Start your SAP GUI on the same machine, log in to the system, and start Trans-
action /SAPCND/UE_DEV. Figure 2.49 shows the initial screen of Transaction
/SAPCND/UE_DEV wherein you can download the Java routine files from SAP
CRM and upload the changes made to the Java routine files.

4. Select the Download option, and select Libraries.

5. Follow the path to the newly created subfolder PRC_UE_CUSTOMER, and click
the Execute button. The downloading will take a few minutes and create some
subfolders in the PRC_UE_CUSTOMER directory containing some Application
Programming Interface (API) jars and source jars.

6. Start Eclipse, and select the manually created folder as the workspace. Eclipse
creates the metadata for an empty workspace.

7. Select File � Import and Import an Existing Project into Workspace. Select
the PRC_UE_CUSTOMER folder as the root directory. Eclipse should show
PRC_UE_CUSTOMER as the project name.

8. Now that the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) system libraries have to be
added to the build path of Eclipse, right-click on the project, and select Build

Path � Add Libraries. Select JRE System Library, and use a 1.4.x version.
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Figure 2.49  Development of Condition Technique User Exits

9. Prepare the API source, and build the HTML documentation. Right-click on
build_api_doc.xml, and select Run As � Ant Build. Ignore the error message
during that process.

10. Refresh the Eclipse project by right-clicking on the project and selecting
Refresh in the context menu or by pressing (F5).

Creating Routines

Now that the project is ready, it’s time to add the custom routines based on your
business requirements. You’ll create the routines in the SRC folder and save the
file without any errors. The following sections look at these tasks in greater detail.

Create the PRC_UE_CUSTOMER.jar

After implementing the customer user exits, you’ll want to upload the user exits
classes into the system. However, you must first archive all the classes (prefera-
bly together with the sources) into a Java Archive (JAR) file. Before creating the
JAR file, make sure the Java sources and compiled classes are up to date and
error free.
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To generate a JAR file, Eclipse provides the JAR packager feature that guides you
though easy steps to configure and create a JAR file. Follow these steps:

1. From Eclipse’s File menu, choose the Export option.

2. From the popup list, choose the JAR FILE, and click Next.

3. From the resources tree of PRC_UE_CUSTOMER, choose only the SRC node
making sure that the other nodes LIB_API and LIB_SRC aren’t chosen.

4. Make sure that the export generated class files and resources option is
selected.

5. Enter a name and path for the JAR file (e.g., “PRC_UE_CUSTOMER.jar”).

6. Click on Finish to generate the JAR file.

7. Go to the SAP GUI and Transaction /SAPCND/UE_DEV. Select the Upload

radio button as shown in Figure 2.50, and add the Transport Request number
to log the changes. Select the JAR file, and execute the upload.

Figure 2.50  Uploading the User Exit JAR File

After the user exits are loaded to the SAP system, it’s time to register the routine
and the attributes if required in the configuration.
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User Exit Types

Figure 2.51 shows the different user exit types for Usage PR (pricing). These need
to be configured based on your requirement and the routines added to the pricing
procedure. Use Transaction /SAPCND/UEASS to configure the user exit types.

Any rules based on the user exit type should be added as an implementation and
formula.

Figure 2.51  User Exit Types

On the Change View “Types” Details screen for each User Exit Type, you’ll see
the scope and UserExit Interface fields (see Figure 2.52). Options within the
scope field include the following:

� A number-dependent

The user exit is referenced via a formula number from other configurations
such as the pricing procedure.

� B One unique implementation

The user exit with the number 0 will be executed.
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� C Multiple implementations

Each user exit with an attached formula number will be executed.

Figure 2.52  User Exit Type Details

Register an Implementation

After you identify which routine belongs to which user exit type, you need to reg-
ister an implementation within this step. Figure 2.53 is an example of the REQ

user exit type.

Figure 2.53  User Exit Type REQ Implementations
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Figure 2.54 shows the required Attributes assigned to the implementation in the
user exit.

Figure 2.54  User Exit Attributes

Assign Implementations to Formula

After defining the implementation for the user exit type, the next step is to assign
the formula. Customer formulas extend from 600 to 999. The number is the same
as what is being assigned in the pricing procedure. Each of the user exit types
must have a formula number assigned to it as shown in Figure 2.55.

Figure 2.55  Formulas Assigned to the User Exit

Attributes Assigned

Figure 2.56 shows INCO_TERMS1 as one of the attributes assigned that is used to
determine the price for the condition type.
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Figure 2.56  Attributes Assigned to the Formula

After going through all the configuration steps, it’s necessary to reset the VMC
(Transaction SM53) and run the IPC buffer program IPC_DET_CLEAR_CUST_
BUFFER to implement your changes.

Table SMOFPARSFA

In SAP CRM, with table SMOFPARSFA you can control the pricing redetermination in SAP
ERP for SAP CRM orders by adding the entry for PRICINGTYPE with the pricing indicator
(e.g., the Pricing Indicator “G” is set for reprising tax in SAP ERP).

Verify Routines

You can verify routines in SAP CRM that are loaded via program /SAPCND/UE_
DEV. Access Transaction VMCJDB, and double-click on dbsources as highlighted
in Figure 2.57.

Figure 2.57  VM Container Mini Debugger
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You’ll see the list of the routines you’ve uploaded to the SAP CRM system under
the list of Java source files located in the database. Double-click on one of the rou-
tines to view the Java source file.

You can also activate the user exit logger that can be viewed in Transaction SM53
under Log Administration � Display Log.

2.5 Vendors

Vendors are created in SAP ERP and can be loaded to SAP CRM based on your
business requirements. Common examples of vendors are forwarding agents,
third-party vendors where the products are sourced out of a vendor warehouse,
and products that aren’t stock items.

In typical SAP CRM sales order scenarios, a customer service representative might
need vendor information for a third-party sales order. In such a situation, it
becomes imperative to determine the correct vendor on an SAP CRM sales order.
For vendor determination, you need to load vendors into the SAP CRM system.
In SAP CRM, these vendors are created business partners in role BBP000 Vendor
when downloaded from SAP ERP.

To download vendors from SAP ERP to SAP CRM, some prerequisite steps are
required. You perform the first prerequisite steps in SAP CRM as follows:

1. Activate the VEND_MWX_CREATE_MAIN_BDOC function in Transaction
SM31 and table CRMC_BUT_CALL_FU for the business partner outbound of the
business partner objects.

2. Activate the adapter objects VEND_MAIN and VENDOR_MAIN in Transaction
R3AC1. In Transaction R3AC1, the adapter objects VEND_MAIN and VEN-
DOR_MAIN must be active. A filter for each role of role category vendor must
be set for object VEND_MAIN.

3. Create a subscription for vendors in Transaction SMOEAC. In Transaction
SMOEAC (Admin Console), there will be a subscription for publishing All Ven-

dors to the SAP ERP system (site). For example, you specify “ALL VENDORS”
as the subscription’s Name (see Figure 2.58).
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Figure 2.58  Vendor Subscription in Transaction SMOEAC

4. Create a business partner grouping for vendors. Ensure that it’s an external
grouping and that the number range is the same as in SAP ERP (see Figure
2.59).

Figure 2.59  Vendor Business Partner Grouping

After you’ve completed the prerequisite steps for the SAP CRM system, it’s time
to tackle the SAP ERP system:

1. Activate PI_BP_PROXY_BAPI_VENDOR. Within Transaction SM31, the table
COM_BUPA_CALL_FU for SAP ERP (R/3) object inbound processing (time R3OBI)
of vendor records (object VEND), the function PI_BP_PROXY_BAPI_VENDOR
must be active. The function PI_BP_PROXY_BAPI_CUST_VEND must not be
active.
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2. Adjust the settings for table CRMSUBTAB. In Transaction SM31, table CRMSUBTAB
for user CRM and function COM_VEND_MAIN_INBOUND must be activated
for the object VEND_MAIN of class BUPA for upload. Function PI_BP_VEN-
DOR_MAIN_EXTRACT should be activated for object VENDOR_MAIN of class
VEND for download.

3. Adjust the settings for table PIDV. In Transaction PIDV, maintain the mapping
between the SAP CRM role categories for vendors (usually Role Cat. BBP000)
and the corresponding SAP ERP account Group, as shown in Figure 2.60 and
Figure 2.61.

Figure 2.60  Assignment of Account Group to Business Partner Role Category

Figure 2.61  Assignment of Business Partner Role Category to Account Group

After all of these prerequisite activities, vendors are downloaded using Transac-
tion R3AS in SAP CRM (see Figure 2.62).
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Figure 2.62  Vendor Initial Load via Transaction R3AS

By default, Business Documents (BDocs) of type VEND_MAIN are sent in the SAP
CRM system for all SAP CRM business partners as soon as you activate the distri-
bution function in table CRM_BUT_CALL_FU for VEND_MWX_CREATE_MAIN_
BDOC. This is a mandatory step to load the vendors into SAP CRM.

2.6 Summary

In this chapter, we’ve gone through each of the master data aspects for organiza-
tion models, business partners, products, pricing, vendors, and plants. You’ve
learned how to set up the master data and configure the system to replicate the
data from an SAP ERP system to an SAP CRM system.

Organization data, business partners, and products form the basis of all business
transactions. If this data has any issues, the downstream impact will be signifi-
cant. This chapter provided the required information to minimize and reduce risk
related to master data and explained the details regarding setup.

In the next chapter we will look at the various SAP CRM data exchange scenarios
and system setup steps.
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Chapter 3 

In this chapter, we’ll discuss the system setup and middleware steps 
required to make the SAP CRM system compatible with different 
processes.

3 SAP CRM Middleware

For any organization to work effectively and without any resource overheads, it’s
imperative to understand the integration points in SAP CRM and how data flows
between SAP CRM and other systems. If the master data replication and the data
quality in the SAP CRM system are in question, then the whole business model of
an organization is at risk. Therefore, understanding SAP CRM middleware and its
functions, including the settings that should be performed, is critical to ensure
that data integrity is maintained and that data replication has no issues between
other systems and SAP CRM.

In this chapter, we’ll look at SAP CRM middleware functions and settings within
SAP CRM. In addition, we’ll also look at the middleware data exchange between
SAP CRM and SAP ERP, before diving into the system setup/middleware setup
steps to be undertaken.

3.1 Role and Function

SAP CRM Marketing, Sales, and Service applications include channel partners,
the Interaction Center (IC), and E-Commerce to help organizations interact with
their customers. To ensure that these core areas and applications can effectively
communicate with one another, middleware must be in place to execute quality
data flow.

Figure 3.1 shows an overview of the SAP CRM applications and backend connec-
tions. Here we see the different applications (i.e., telephony, Internet, SAP CRM
mobile client, WebClient UI) that log transactions within SAP CRM based on com-
munications with customers. As transactions are entered in the SAP CRM system,
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other backend systems play a vital role in getting the required information to SAP
CRM. These systems include SAP ERP, SAP Business Warehouse (SAP BW), and
SAP Advanced Planning and Organization (SAP APO). Figure 3.1 shows the typi-
cal system landscape setup where companies use SAP CRM as their order entry
tool with other SAP CRM functionalities.

Figure 3.1  SAP CRM Overview with Applications and Backend Connections

The following are some of the applications where SAP CRM middleware plays a
vital role:

� Mobile client 
SAP CRM middleware is used to replicate master data and transactions to the
SAP CRM mobile client. This information replicated on the mobile server is
then harnessed by users to access data and perform business functions.

� IC (Telephony) 
The data for telephony applications reside in the IC. The master data can be
locally created or replicated from the SAP ERP backend.

� E-Commerce 
Products and product catalogs are replicated from the SAP ERP backend and are
then used by the E-Commerce applications in B2B scenarios. The transactions
created from the E-Commerce application are then replicated back to SAP ERP.

SAP CRM system

Mobile Client

Telephony

E-Commerce

Channel Partner

SAP ERP system

SAP SCM system

SAP BW system

Customer
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All of the data replication is performed by SAP ERP adapters placed in the SAP
CRM system with the plug-in installed in the SAP ERP system when the data rep-
lication is performed.

In the next section, we’ll provide a high-level overview of the data exchange
between SAP CRM and SAP ERP.

3.2 Data Exchange with SAP ERP

Before we look at the system setup, it’s important to understand the data
exchange between SAP CRM and the SAP ERP backend. Many transactions and
communications between SAP CRM applications involve the integration of data
flow between SAP CRM and SAP ERP, where the client of record for the master
data is SAP ERP. This includes the initial data load and the delta load. SAP CRM
middleware helps to achieve this flow with certain configurations and customiza-
tion options. These will be discussed over the course of this chapter. The Messag-
ing BDocs (mBDocs) are generated in SAP CRM when the data flow occurs from
SAP ERP to SAP CRM.

The SAP CRM server contains middleware that handles the data exchange with
internal applications and external major components, such as an SAP ERP back-
end, SAP BW, or non-SAP systems. SAP CRM middleware also synchronizes the
databases of mobile clients with the SAP CRM database. The SAP CRM server is
built on the SAP NetWeaver Application Server.

As shown in Figure 3.2, in the SAP CRM server, business objects are replicated to
an external system when the relevant adapter, such as the SAP ERP (R/3) adapter,
external interface (XIF) adapter, SAP CRM mobile client adapter, and SAP BW
adapter, is called, and the outbound queues are generated to send the data to an
external system.
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Figure 3.2  SAP CRM Server

Figure 3.3 shows a high-level representation of the message flow in SAP CRM.
The message flow for the SAP ERP system and the definitions around some of the
basic conventions on the data flow are as follows:

1 Inbound processing 
Inbound processing refers to the data coming into SAP CRM, which is read
from the external system format and converted into the mBDoc that SAP CRM
understands. For example, the Business Application Programming Interface
(BAPI) structures from SAP ERP, IDocs from the external system, and synchro-
nization BDoc (sBDoc) messages from the mobile client are all converted into
mBDocs.

2 Validation 
As soon as the inbound adapter is called, the message flow triggers within SAP
CRM when the data is processed. The data coming to the SAP CRM system
needs validation and checks certain rules to make sure the quality of the data is
accurate and the integrity is maintained. For this reason, the validation occurs
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in the SAP CRM system while the inbound queue is processed. The mBDoc may
either result in an error or be processed successfully based on the validation
check on the inbound message. If the error occurs, the details of the error mes-
sage can be seen via Transaction SMW01 in SAP CRM.

3 Outbound processing 
In simple terms, outbound processing is the exact opposite with regards to the
data flow within inbound processing. The data from SAP CRM in the form of an
mBDoc is sent via outbound adapters that are converted to the external system
format so that the mBDoc can be posted in the external system, which may be
SAP ERP or any other external system.

Figure 3.3  Message Flow for the SAP ERP Backend

In the following sections, we’ll look at the data flow process between SAP CRM
and the SAP ERP backend. To begin, we’ll look at the different adapter object
types, and then dive into the download and upload process between SAP CRM
and SAP ERP. Finally, we’ll look at the data request process.

3.2.1 Adapter Object Types

There are three types of adapter objects in SAP CRM: customizing objects, busi-
ness objects, and condition objects. Each of these adapter objects needs to be in
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place and correctly configured per your business needs. You can place filters in
the adapter objects to restrict certain data flow based on your requirements. The
following sections look at these three adapter objects in closer detail.

Customizing Objects Exchange

The customizing objects exchange data to confirm that the customizing tables in
SAP ERP and SAP CRM are being properly synced without any inconsistencies in
these table entries. This is a basis for master data replication because the valida-
tion services are called when the data flow occurs. Therefore, it’s imperative to
run the customizing load before moving any master data objects from SAP ERP to
SAP CRM. The customizing data is transferred to the SAP CRM system via Queued
Remote Function Calls (qRFC).

Business Objects Exchange

Business partner master data, product master data, and other master data within
SAP ERP are transferred with business objects. The adapter object names for cus-
tomer and material are CUSTOMER_MAIN and MATERIAL, respectively. They
also use mBDocs to move data between SAP ERP and SAP CRM.

Let’s look at the CUSTOMER_MAIN adapter object in detail. You can access the
master adapter objects via Transaction R3AC1. As shown in Figure 3.4, the
Object Name is CUSTOMER_MAIN, and the Linked BDoc is BUPA_MAIN. The
Block Size shows the number of records that you can download in one data set.

Figure 3.4  CUSTOMER_MAIN Adapter Object
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On the Adapter Object Overview screen, the following tabs are found:

� Initial Flow Contexts 
This shows the Source Site Type (i.e., R/3) and the Target Site Type (i.e., CRM).
This means the data will flow from the SAP ERP system to the SAP CRM system.
Flow Context also shows mBDoc Validate, which is nothing but the message
inbound flow. The details on the messaging flow context for each of the adapter
objects can be viewed by accessing Transaction SMO8FD (see Figure 3.5).

Figure 3.5  Initial Flow Contexts Tab

� Tables/Structures Within Object 
This shows the list of tables from the source system (i.e., SAP ERP system). The
data from these tables in SAP ERP will be extracted and transferred to the SAP
CRM system (see Figure 3.6).

Figure 3.6  Tables/Structures Within Object Tab

Table SMOFTABLES

You can search the customizing object to load from SAP ERP to SAP CRM from table
SMOFTABLES by entering the SAP ERP table in the Main Table field. It will show you the
list of the customizing objects to load for that table in the SAP CRM system.
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� Filter Settings 
You can set the filter to allow the data that you want to bring into the SAP CRM
system. For example, you might want to load the business partner with divi-
sion 17 as shown in Figure 3.7. Only these customers with division 17 will be
loaded to SAP CRM.

Figure 3.7  Filter Settings Tab

Table SMOFFILFLD

If required, you can add more table and field filters apart from the ones provided by SAP
via table SMOFFILFLD for a specific adapter object.

� Mapping Modules R/3 to CRM 
Mapping module converts the BAPIMTCS structure into the mBDoc. This is a
function module assigned to the adapter object (see Figure 3.8).

Figure 3.8  Mapping Modules: R/3 to CRM Tab

Condition Objects Exchange

Condition objects are used to load the pricing data, product determination condi-
tion record data, free goods condition record data, campaign determination con-
dition records data, rebate condition record data, and so on from SAP ERP into
SAP CRM.
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Adapter Object Transaction Codes

The following transaction codes can be used to load the adapter objects:

� Transaction R3AC1: Business Objects Exchange

� Transaction R3AC3: Customizing Objects Exchange

� Transaction R3AC5: Condition Objects Exchange

The objects are stored in table SMOFOBJECT.

3.2.2 Download from SAP ERP to SAP CRM

In this section, we’ll describe how the flow of data occurs from SAP ERP to SAP
CRM, including the overall flow logic. In most business scenarios, SAP CRM is
connected to the SAP ERP system with SAP ERP as the client of record. Therefore,
the master data creation and change will occur only in SAP ERP. From a logic per-
spective, whether we consider the master data flow or transactional data flow, the
path in both data flows is the same, meaning the concept doesn’t differ.

The following sections look at the different types of data transfers between SAP
ERP and SAP CRM.

Initial Data Transfer

When you execute any adapter object from SAP CRM to SAP ERP for the first
time, the load is referred to as an initial data transfer. As soon as you perform any
initial load for customer, material, or condition objects, the object class activation
occurs in SAP CRM. This means that the Business Transaction Event (BTE) by
object class is activated in SAP CRM. This activates the delta replication of the
business objects.

You can see this in SAP CRM under Architecture and Technology � Data

Exchange � Delta Load � Set Up Delta Load. This will take you to the screen
shown in Figure 3.9. BTEs are automatically created when the initial load is per-
formed for the business object (see Figure 3.10).

Now, let’s discuss the details around the initial load from SAP ERP to SAP CRM.
Figure 3.11 shows a representation of the data flow from SAP ERP to SAP CRM.
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Figure 3.9  Object Class Activation for Delta Load

Figure 3.10  Events by Objects Class

Figure 3.11  Initial Load from SAP CRM
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The following describes the steps in the data flow shown in Figure 3.11:

1 Start the initial load for the business adapter object (e.g. CUSTOMER_MAIN) in
SAP CRM via Transaction R3AS. You need to enter the Object Name and the
Source/Destination Site to trigger the call to SAP ERP.

2 The RFC  is triggered to the SAP ERP system, which results in queuing up the
RFCs to the SAP ERP system. As soon the call connects with SAP ERP, the down-
load of the customer master data triggers from SAP ERP to SAP CRM. As you
can see in Figure 3.11, the function module CRS_FIRST_DOWNLOAD_TRIG-
GER triggers the download in the SAP ERP system.

3 The extractor function module is called within the SAP ERP system when the
download triggers to extract the data from the SAP ERP database. The function
module resides in table CRMSUBTAB in SAP ERP for every SAP CRM adapter
object. This function module also reads the filters in the adapter object that is
being called from SAP CRM. After the data is extracted, the same function mod-
ule creates the BAPIMTCS data container and sends it to the SAP CRM server.
The data is sent to the SAP CRM system via RFC.

Figure 3.12 shows the mapping of the table entry for CUSTOMER_MAIN with
the extraction function module.

Figure 3.12  Table CRMSUBTAB – Subscription Table for Upload and Download Objects
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4 As soon as the data container comes to SAP CRM, the SAP ERP inbound adapter
is called, which consists of the mapping function module. This mapping func-
tion module converts the BAPIMTCS data container to the mBDoc, and it’s
passed to the inbound message flow.

5 The inbound message flow triggers the validation service. As a part of the stan-
dard adapter object, CUSTOMER_MAIN is assigned with the MI0 – mBDoc

Validate. The customer master load undergoes the validation; you can view
the validate service function module via Transaction SMO8FD, as shown in
Figure 3.13.

Figure 3.13  Display and Check Flow Definitions Screen

After the validation is successful, the data is posted to SAP CRM database. This
also updates the BDoc message in Transaction SMW01 with a successful genera-
tion flag.

Transactions SMQ1 (Outbound Queue) and SMQ2 (Inbound Queue) are used for
checking the data flow between SAP ERP and SAP CRM.

Queues

You have to register the queues in the inbound and outbound of SAP ERP and SAP CRM
systems for the data flow to happen successfully. The settings are maintained via Trans-
action SMQR (Inbound Scheduler) and SMQS (Outbound Scheduler).

Delta Data Transfer

A delta data transfer comes into play for any changes that happen after the initial
data transfer to the master data within SAP ERP to SAP CRM via SAP CRM mid-
dleware. The BTEs enable the delta data transfer after the initial data transfer is
completed. As stated in the previous section, after you load the data the first time,
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the BTE is activated for the business objects. Therefore, the changes in the SAP
ERP system are immediately updated to the SAP CRM system.

Figure 3.14 shows the BTE from SAP ERP for the customer business object. This
can be viewed in SAP ERP via Transaction FIBF � Settings � P/S Modules � Of an

SAP Application.

Figure 3.14  Publish and Subscribe Business Transaction Events (1)

These BTEs for customer master data are also activated in the SAP CRM system
when the initial data load is executed from SAP ERP to SAP CRM (see Figure 3.15).

Figure 3.15  Publish and Subscribe Business Transaction Events (2)

Figure 3.16 shows a representation of the delta data transfer from SAP ERP to
SAP CRM.
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Figure 3.16  Data Delta Changes Flow from SAP ERP to SAP CRM

The following describes the steps for the delta data flow from SAP ERP to SAP
CRM (see Figure 3.16):

1 You make a change in the business partner in SAP ERP. The business partner
changes trigger the BTE. In this case, it will trigger the 1321 business transac-
tion event for the customer changes in SAP ERP.

2 After the BTE is triggered, the function module assigned to the event extracts
the data from SAP ERP tables and also filters out the data that isn’t required
based on the filter settings in the CUSTOMER_MAIN adapter object in SAP
CRM. The extracted data is converted into BAPIMTCS structures and is then
queued up in the outbound queue of the SAP ERP system.

Queue Name

The queue name for the initial load is R3AI*, whereas the queue name for the delta load
is R3AD*.

3 The SAP ERP inbound adapter is called when the inbound queue is generated
in the SAP CRM system for the data flow to SAP ERP.

4 The SAP ERP adapter object converts the data from the BAPIMTCS structure
into mBDoc format, which calls the inbound message services.
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5 When the inbound messaging service is called, the validation services are
invoked. The validation services validate the data that flows from SAP ERP to
SAP CRM based on the rules within these services. If any of the customer mas-
ter configuration is incomplete, for example, it will process the mBDoc with an
error message, which can be viewed in Transaction SMW01. You can see the
validation services for each adapter object in table SMW3BDOCIF. For BUPA_
MAIN, the validation service is CRM_BUPA_MAIN_VAL.

Table CRMRFCPAR

You can also control the data flow from SAP ERP to SAP CRM from table CRMRFCPAR in
the SAP ERP system. For example, if you want to discard any delta data flow of any busi-
ness object, you can maintain the entry in this table to stop the changes from SAP ERP
to SAP CRM. This applies to both initial and delta data flows.

3.2.3 Upload from SAP CRM to SAP ERP

You can upload data from SAP CRM to SAP ERP similarly to how data replicates
from SAP ERP to SAP CRM. This includes master and transactional data. There are
two types of loads involved here: the initial load and the delta load. In this sec-
tion, we’ll walk through the step-by-step procedure for how these loads perform
when moving the data from SAP CRM to SAP ERP.

Figure 3.17 shows a high-level representation of the outbound message flow
from the SAP CRM database to the SAP ERP outbound adapter. The data flow
from SAP CRM triggers the SAP CRM adapter to call the outbound message flow.
The outbound message flow kicks in the validation services before the data moves
to the SAP ERP outbound adapter. Validation services are flow contexts that have
multiple services assigned. The services perform validation on the data and deter-
mine the site type regarding which system this data flows to.

As an exception to the master data, conditions are only loaded from the SAP ERP
system to the SAP CRM system. Sales orders are considered to be a delta load
only, and determination of the delta load is done via Transaction SMOEAC.
Transaction SMOEAC is an administration console where you subscribe the rep-
lication object to flow from SAP CRM to SAP ERP.
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Figure 3.17  SAP CRM Outbound Message Flow

Before we go through the data flow logic from SAP CRM to SAP ERP, it’s import-
ant to understand the SAP CRM adapter object, which is similar to the SAP ERP
(R/3) adapter object. The structure and transaction code to access the adapter
object are the same, but certain settings on the SAP CRM adapter object differ
from the SAP ERP adapter object. After we’ve gone through the adapter object,
we’ll better understand concepts around the settings for creating sites and sub-
scriptions in SAP CRM.

Consider an example using the BUPA_MAIN adapter object, as shown in Figure
3.18. Any changes or new customers created in SAP CRM trigger the BUPA_
MAIN object to replicate the changes from SAP CRM to the SAP ERP system.
Here, the Object Name is BUPA_MAIN.

As shown in Figure 3.18, the following are some of the tabs and fields that can be
found on the Adapter Object Overview screen:

� Initial Flow Contexts 
This tab shows the Source Site Type and the Target Site Type. Here, the source
site is SAP CRM, and the target site is SAP ERP, as the data replication is from
SAP CRM to SAP ERP. Additionally, you’ll see the Flow Context field shows
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MO4 mBDoc Direct Send instead of MI0 – Message Inbound mBDoc. (MO
stands for messaging flow outbound.)

Figure 3.18  Adapter Object BUPA_MAIN

� Mapping Modules: CRM to R/3

The mapping module converts the mBDoc into the BAPIMTCS structure. This is
a function module assigned to the adapter object (see Figure 3.19).

Figure 3.19  Mapping Module: SAP CRM to R/3
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Figure 3.20 shows how the SAP CRM adapter object is connected to the site. This
flow will help you understand how objects are connected and flow through the
sequence of steps to subscribe any data objects from SAP CRM to SAP ERP. Apart
from subscription and site, SAP provides you with the adapter object, replication
object, and publication. Based on the customer’s requirement, you can create the
subscription and site.

Figure 3.20 shows that the adapter object is connected to the BDoc type and the
BDoc is assigned to the replication object. When creating the publication, you
assign the replication object to the publication. Finally, you create the subscrip-
tion and assign this publication to the subscription that has the sites assigned to it.

Figure 3.20  Site Connection to the SAP CRM Adapter Object
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The objects shown are described here:

� Site 
Sites are the destinations where you want the data to flow from the SAP CRM
system to the external systems. For example, you want the data replication
being activated from SAP CRM to SAP ERP; in that case, you’ll create a Site for
R/3, as shown in Figure 3.21. To create sites, use Transaction SMOEAC (Admin-
istration Console).

Figure 3.21  Create Sites – R/3

� Subscription 
After the site is created, you create the subscription for the publication. Sites
and subscriptions are usually created based on the requirements regarding
what replication object to subscribe. For example, if the business requirement
is to replicate the customers from SAP CRM to SAP ERP, then you’ll create the
subscription for BUPA_MAIN and assign the site to your subscription. Figure
3.22 shows the Subscription assigned with the R/3 site. You can also assign the
Criteria Values where you can state which business partner you want to rep-
licate from SAP CRM to SAP ERP.

� Replication Objects 
Replication objects are the objects you want to replicate from SAP CRM to SAP
ERP, for example, BUPA_MAIN as shown in Figure 3.23. Multiple replication
objects can be assigned to the publication.
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Figure 3.22  Subscription: Business Partner

Figure 3.23  Replication Objects – BUPA_MAIN

� Publications 
Publications are assigned to the subscriptions and are used to publish replica-
tion objects to the specific sites. In this case, you want to publish the business
partner object to a subscription that is directed to the SAP ERP (R/3) site. You
can assign multiple replication objects to the publication (see Figure 3.24).
There are two types of publications:

� Simple bulk (msg): The messages are replicated if the sites are mentioned,
which means there isn’t any selection criteria to restrict any message flow.

� Simple Intelligent Replication: This consist of the selection criteria to
restrict the message flow, if any.
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Figure 3.24  Publications – Business Partner

Sales Order and Business Transaction Replication

For a sales order or any business transaction to replicate from SAP CRM to SAP ERP, you
need to create a subscription for the replication object BUS_TRANS_MSG. If you fail to
create the subscription for BUS_TRANS_MSG, then the business transaction won’t rep-
licate from SAP CRM to SAP ERP. You’ll see the successful BDoc being generated in
Transaction SMOEAC in SAP CRM but no site will be assigned to the BDoc. In other
words, the generated BDoc won’t post to any of the sites, for example, SAP ERP (R/3).

Initial Data Load

The initial data load from SAP CRM to SAP ERP is split into two steps; one is the
data extraction part within the SAP CRM system, and the other step is passing on
the extracted data to the SAP ERP system (see Figure 3.25).

Figure 3.25  Data Extract within SAP CRM
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Let’s go through the flow concept as shown in Figure 3.25:

1 Run the initial load in SAP CRM from Transaction R3AS for the business
adapter object. Here, the source site will be SAP CRM, and the target site will
be the SAP ERP system. The upload program triggers the FM CRS_FIRST_
DOWNLOAD_TRIGGER, which then calls the business adapter object to extract
the data from the SAP CRM system. The extractor function module is main-
tained in table CRMSUBTAB for a specific business object. Figure 3.26 shows an
example of BUPA_MAIN. The GUIDS are collected by the function module
CRM_BUPA_MAIN_EXTRACT_GUIDS in case of BUPA_MAIN (see Figure
3.26).

Figure 3.26  Table CRMSUBTAB with BUPA_MAIN Entry

2 After the data is collected, the mBDocs are created and then passed on to the
outbound message flow by the adapter object.

3 The outbound message flow triggers the flow context MO4.

4 As shown in Figure 3.27, the flow context MO4 consists of validation services
for the initial load from SAP CRM to the SAP ERP system. The concept is similar
to the load from SAP ERP to SAP CRM. In this case, we see reverse logic. After
the validation service validates the data extracted, this data is then passed to the
SAP ERP (R/3) outbound adapter. Validation services are the function modules
assigned to the flow context MO4 as shown in Figure 3.28.
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Figure 3.27  Data Flow from SAP CRM to SAP ERP

Figure 3.28  Validation Service Function Module Assigned to the Flow Context MO4

5 The outbound adapter has the mapping function module, which converts the
mBDoc messages to the BAPIMTCS structure that triggers program CRM_
UPLOAD_TRIGGER in the SAP ERP system.

6 Program CRM_UPLOAD_TRIGGER calls the function module for the specific
object, BUPA_MAIN, to validate and write the records in SAP ERP database
tables. The specific object function modules are stored in table CRMSUBTAB in the
SAP ERP system. This function module also sends the confirmation back to the
SAP CRM system for the records posted in the SAP ERP system.

Delta Data Load

Any changes to the data in SAP CRM trigger the delta data flow to the SAP ERP
system. Sales orders created in SAP CRM are considered to be a part of the delta
data flow to the SAP ERP system. The delta data flow triggers a queue named
CSA* from SAP CRM to the SAP ERP system.
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Figure 3.29 shows a representation of the delta data flow within SAP CRM to
SAP ERP.

Figure 3.29  Data Flow within the SAP CRM

Let’s walk through the delta data flow shown in Figure 3.29:

1 Changes are made in the master data, or new records are created in SAP CRM
triggering the creation of the mBDoc in the SAP CRM system.

2 After the mBDoc is created, the SAP CRM adapter is called to trigger the out-
bound message. The outbound message flow consists of the flow context MO*
that triggers the validation services.

3 The outbound message flow triggers the flow context MO*, which triggers the
validation services. These can be viewed via Transaction SMO8FD for specific
business objects. If the replication is happening for one specific instance, then
MO1 flow context is called. If there are multiple instances where the replica-
tion should occur, then MO2 flow context is called. Within this step, the data
is controlled by the administration console as one of the validation checks. If
the subscription for the specific business object isn’t maintained, then the SAP
ERP (R/3) outbound adapters aren’t called. After all validation services are suc-
cessful, the SAP ERP outbound adapter is called.

4 In Figure 3.30, the SAP ERP outbound adapter has the mapping function mod-
ule to load the data to the SAP ERP system. The SAP ERP outbound adapter is
called to convert the mBDoc into BAPIMTCS structures.
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Figure 3.30  Outbound Flow from SAP CRM to SAP ERP

5 The mBDoc is converted into BAPIMTCS structures. The SAP ERP (R/3) out-
bound adapter has the mapping function module, which performs this func-
tion. This also triggers program CRM_UPLOAD_TRIGGER in SAP ERP, which
calls object-specific function module.

6 When the function module CRM_UPLOAD_TRIGGER is called by the SAP ERP
outbound adapter, it triggers the call to the object-specific function module to
write the data in the SAP ERP database tables. The object-specific function mod-
ules are stored in table CRMSUBTAB in the SAP ERP system.

3.2.4 Requesting Data

To request the flow of the data from SAP ERP to SAP CRM for one-off data or to
reload certain number ranges for the master data, you can create your own
request and pull the data from SAP ERP to SAP CRM. The following steps outline
a material load example:

1. Go to SAP menu and navigate to Architecture and Technology � Data

Exchange � Synchronization � R3AR2 – Define Requests.

2. Click New Entries.
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3. Enter the Request Name, Adapter Object, and Object Class as shown in
Figure 3.31. The Request Name can be based on your naming convention.

Figure 3.31  Creating a Request for the Delta Load

4. Select the request created, and go to the Request detail folder. Enter the values
shown in Figure 3.32 for the Table Name, Field Name, and Option. The
Option can be range or specific master data you want to pull from SAP ERP to
SAP CRM. In this case, it’s EQ Equality (= Low) and the material number in the
Low field that you want to replicate from SAP ERP to SAP CRM. Remember to
add the leading zeros for replication to be successful.

Figure 3.32  Request Details
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5. Save the request. Run the request via Transaction R3AR4 (Start Requests).

6. Enter the Request Name created (Figure 3.33). Enter “R/3” for the Source Site

Name and “CRM” for the Target Site Name.

Figure 3.33  SAP CRM Request Start

7. Monitor the request via Transaction R3AR3 (Monitor Requests). Enter the
Request Name and execute the report to see if the request is successful. This
will bring the data and sync it from SAP ERP to SAP CRM.

3.3 Data Exchange with an External System

SAP CRM has the capability of exchanging data with external systems via the
external interface adapter. This is commonly referred as XIF adapter. The flow of
information from and to external system is bi-directional. There are two forms of
communication possible between SAP CRM and an external system:

� XML/SOAP (Extensible Markup Language / Simple Object Access Protocol)

� ALE/IDoc (Application Linking and Enabling / Intermediate Document)

Figure 3.34 shows the data transfer from the external system to the SAP CRM
system.
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Figure 3.34  Data Exchange between CRM and External System

As shown in Figure 3.34, the XIF adapter within SAP CRM converts the IDoc from
the external system to the mBDoc, which then triggers the inbound messaging
flow to validate the data before it writes to the SAP CRM database.

If the external system sends data in a format that SAP CRM cannot read, then
other third-party systems or SAP Process Integration (SAP PI) are used to convert
the data from the external system to XML/SOAP or the IDoc that the SAP CRM XIF
adapter reads and converts it into the messaging BDoc. As shown in Figure 3.35,
there are multiple channels at work. One channel is the P2P direct call from exter-
nal system to SAP CRM, another channel of data communication happens via a
third-party tool or SAP PI where the data is converted to the readable format for
the XIF adapter to accept it.

The following is a diagrammatic representation of the data flow split into two
steps (see Figure 3.35).

1. The XIF adapter converts the SOAP-XML and IDOC complex data type to the
mBDoc extension.

2. The XIF adapter triggers SAP CRM middleware to execute the messaging flow
for validation services and commit the data in the SAP CRM system.
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Figure 3.35  External Interface Adapter

Two types of communications are happening in Figure 3.35: one when the busi-
ness transaction is sent out from SAP CRM to the external system and one where
the business transaction is sent from the external system to the SAP CRM system.

Let’s go through some of the configuration steps for outbound processing for
IDocs and SOAP/XML, and inbound processing for IDoc and SOAP/XML in the
next sections.

3.3.1 Outbound and Inbound IDoc Processing

In this section, we’ll look at the outbound and inbound processing for IDocs.
Let’s begin with outbound processing.

IDoc Outbound Processing

Outbound IDoc processing consists of an order confirmation being sent to the
external system via SAP PI. Follow these steps to configure the outbound IDoc
processing:

1. Create the RFC destination in the source system for the external system to
which you’re going to send the IDoc. In this case, we’re sending the IDoc to
SAP PI, which in turn will send it to the customer system in the respective for-
mat. To create the RFC destination, follow the menu path, SPRO � CRM � CRM
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Middleware and Related Components � Communication Setup � Define RFC

Destinations (see Figure 3.36).

Figure 3.36  Creating the RFC Connection to the SAP PI System

2. Next, create the logical system by following the menu path, SPRO � CRM � CRM

Middleware and Related Components � Communication Setup � Setup Log-

ical Systems � Define Logical System.

3. To establish the connection with SAP CRM and SAP PI, you need to create the
logical system for SAP PI, as shown in Figure 3.37.

4. Create the receiver port via Transaction WE21. This configuration is required
to dispatch the messages to the logical systems. The port for SAP PI configura-
tion is shown in Figure 3.38.
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Figure 3.37  Creating the Logical System

Figure 3.38  Creating the Receiver Port for IDoc Processing

5. Create the partner profiles for the relevant systems via Transaction WE20. Here
you assign the outbound parameters with CRMXIF_ORDER_SAVE_M, as
shown in Figure 3.39.

Figure 3.39  Outbound Parameters – Message Type CRMXIF_ORDER_SAVE_M
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6. Assign the IDoc type CRMXIF_ORDER_SAVE_M01 to the message type CRMX-
IF_ORDER_SAVE_M. The Output Mode is transferred immediately to the IDoc
(see Figure 3.40).

Figure 3.40  Outbound Details

7. Create a Site for the XIF for the IDocs, and assign the site attributes with the
receiving partner as shown in Figure 3.41.

Figure 3.41  Creating the Site for the Receiving Partner
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8. The last step in configuring the outbound electronic data interchange (EDI) sce-
nario is to assign the site created in the preceding step to the interface type
CRMXIF_ORDER_SAVE by accessing Transaction CRMXIF_C1 in SAP CRM.

IDoc Inbound Processing

In this scenario, SAP CRM consumes the data in the IDoc format from SAP PI in
the case of an inbound order flowing into the SAP CRM system. The XIF adapter
for the inbound scenario changes the IDoc to an mBDoc format when the docu-
ment is received in the SAP CRM system. To begin, create the logical system as
mentioned in the outbound EDI scenario. Follow these steps:

1. Create the partner profiles for the sender partner via Transaction WE20. Assign
the Message type CRMXIF_ORDER_SAVE_M to the Inbound parmtrs. (see
Figure 3.42).

Figure 3.42  Inbound Parameters – Message Type CRMXIF_ORDER_SAVE_M

2. Assign the Process Code as APLI (Inbound IDoc: Individual Processing) to the
message type CRMXIF_ORDER_SAVE_M (see Figure 3.43).

Figure 3.43  Inbound Details
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3.3.2 Outbound and Inbound SOAP/XML Processing

In this section, we’ll look at the outbound and inbound processing for SOAP/XML.

SOAP/XML Outbound Processing

To configure SOAP/XML outbound processing, follow these steps:

1. Create the HTTP destination via Transaction SM59 to the external server.

2. Create the Site for the XIF for the IDocs, and assign the site attributes with the
receiving partner as shown in Figure 3.44.

3. Assign the RFC destination created to the external server in the site attributes.

Figure 3.44  Create Site – External Interface for XML

Subscription Criteria

There isn’t any order type restriction based on subscription for the BUS_TRANS_MSG
publication. Based on your business scenario, you can assign the criteria to your sub-
scription; for example, you may want to send certain order types to the receiving
partner.

4. Assign the created site to the interface type via Transaction CRMXIF_C1.
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SOAP/XML Inbound Processing

Generally, there isn’t any specific customization required in the SAP CRM system
for SOAP/XML inbound processing. You simply need to activate the HTTP ser-
vices via Transaction SMICM � Services.

Other Functionality

In addition to the preceding functionality of inbound and outbound IDoc scenarios, you
can also use the XIF adapter together with the Legacy System Migration Workbench
(LSMW) to import the data present in a flat file, to generate the IDocs first, and then to
save them in the SAP CRM system.

3.4 Data Exchange with SAP BusinessObjects Business 
Intelligence

The SAP BusinessObjects Business Intelligence (SAP BusinessObjects BI) adapter
is used to load data from SAP CRM to SAP BusinessObjects BI. Like replicating
data from SAP CRM to SAP ERP, the data is replicated from SAP CRM to the SAP
BusinessObjects BI system in a format that SAP BusinessObjects BI understands.

Data flow steps are similar to the SAP ERP system; in this case, the SAP CRM
application sends the data from a specific data source in the mBDoc format. This
mBDoc is converted into the format that SAP BusinessObjects BI understands
(i.e., extract structure). SAP BusinessObjects BI reads the extract structure,
which is essentially raw data for a specific data source, for example, 0CRM_
SALES_ACT_I. After the data is converted into the extract format, it’s queued up
in the outbound queue of the SAP CRM system. Before the data is converted
from the mBDoc to the extract structure, you can implement a BADI that can
look up additional fields not available in the BDoc that are required by SAP
BusinessObjects BI.

After the data from SAP BusinessObjects BI is queued up in the outbound queue
of SAP CRM, SAP BusinessObjects BI can consume that data based on the request
made by the SAP BusinessObjects BI system to the SAP CRM system. The data
flow from SAP CRM to SAP BusinessObjects BI isn’t automatic; these data flows
will only occur if the request is made by the SAP BusinessObjects BI system to the
SAP CRM system. These queues in SAP CRM are also referred to as SAP BW delta
queues.
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Figure 3.45 shows the actual data flow from the SAP CRM system to the SAP Busi-
nessObjects BI system.

Figure 3.45  Data Flow from SAP CRM to SAP BusinessObjects BI

The data extraction happening from SAP CRM by the SAP BW adapter is shown in
Figure 3.45. The message flow within the SAP CRM system triggers the mBDoc to
be converted to the SAP BW extract structure. Figure 3.46 shows the SAP BW
adapter for Extract Struct. 0CRM_QUOTATION_I. It also shows the Selection

Module, and the Mapping Module which convert the data from the mBDoc to
the SAP BW extract structure.

This data is then queued up in the outbound queue of SAP CRM, which is also
known as an SAP BW delta queue. The data doesn’t flow automatically to the SAP
BusinessObjects BI system. The SAP BusinessObjects BI object InfoPackage is
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used to consume the data from the outbound queue of SAP CRM to the SAP Busi-
nessObjects BI system. A service API (SAPI) is installed as a plug-in in SAP CRM,
which processes the InfoPackage and coordinates the data transfer from SAP CRM
to SAP BusinessObjects BI.

Figure 3.46  SAP BW Adapter 0CRM_QUOTATION_I

Now that you have a greater understanding of the key data exchange scenarios
between SAP CRM and SAP ERP, external systems, and SAP BusinessObjects BI,
let’s dive into the system setup steps and middleware requirements for SAP CRM.

3.5 System Setup

System setup requires specific steps to be executed as a part of the middleware
activities within SAP CRM, and certain settings are required to load the master
data and condition objects into SAP CRM. This is a basis for any data (master data/
transaction data) exchange between SAP CRM and SAP ERP.
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The communication of the master data and business documents from SAP CRM to
SAP ERP is carried out via SAP CRM middleware adapters. Before you transact
anything, it’s necessary to have certain configuration objects, master data objects,
and condition objects loaded from SAP ERP to SAP CRM. There are exceptions for
loading these objects if you’re using a standalone SAP CRM system.

SAP CRM middleware is a part of the SAP CRM server and helps handle the data
exchange with internal applications and external major components. Systems
involved for configuring the middleware settings are SAP ERP and SAP CRM. SAP
CRM middleware contains important functionality to help SAP CRM share data
with other systems. It’s used to replicate business partners, pricing data, trans-
action data, contracts, and products. This data exchange between SAP CRM and
SAP ERP is supported by a plug-in installed on the SAP ERP system and a built-in
SAP ERP adapter within SAP CRM.

In this section, we’ll look at the different middleware settings for SAP ERP and
SAP CRM and then see how to connect them both. Finally, we’ll walk through the
replication activities.

3.5.1 SAP CRM Middleware Settings

In this section, we’ll look at the middleware settings that need to be made for
SAP CRM.

SAP ERP Settings

The first step in configuring the middleware settings for SAP CRM is to customize
the settings in SAP ERP.

Create a Logical System

To begin, we need to create a logical system for the SAP ERP system. To enable
communication between systems within the IT landscape, the following steps are
required:

� Defining the systems as logical systems

� Assigning the logical system for the SAP ERP system to a client

These steps enable the systems to recognize the target system as an RFC destination.
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Follow these steps:

1. In the SAP ERP menu, go to Transaction BD54.

2. Create the logical SAP ERP system.

3. Assign the logical system for SAP ERP to a client. In the SAP ERP menu, go to
Transaction SCC4.

4. Select your SAP ERP client, and click Details.

5. In the Logical System field, select the newly created logical system of your SAP
ERP using input help.

6. Save and confirm.

Create an RFC User

To enable communication between the SAP ERP backend system and the SAP
CRM system, an RFC user must be created in the SAP ERP system. The RFC user
in the application client enables multiple RFC connections. To create an RFC user,
follow these steps:

1. In the SAP ERP transaction menu, use Transaction SU01.

2. Click Create or press (F8).

3. On the Maintain User screen, enter the details Address, Logon Data, and
Profile.

4. Save your entries.

SAP CRM Settings

In this section, we’ll look at the SAP CRM settings that must be made.

Define a Logical System

The distribution of data between systems makes it necessary to identify each sys-
tem as a unique logical system. To define the logical system with SAP CRM, fol-
low these steps:

1. In SAP CRM, go to Customer Relationship Management � CRM Middle-

ware and Related Components � Communication Setup � Set Up Logical

Systems � Define Logical System.

2. Click New Entries.

3. Enter the name of the logical system to create.
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4. In SAP CRM, go to Customer Relationship Management � CRM Middle-

ware and Related Components � Communication Setup � Set Up Logical

Systems � Assign Logical System to Client.

5. Select the created logical system.

6. Save your entries.

Create an RFC User

Next, an RFC user in the SAP CRM system is required for setting up the connec-
tion between the SAP ERP and SAP CRM systems. To create an RFC user in SAP
CRM, follow these steps:

1. On the SAP CRM menu, go to Transaction SU01.

2. Click New User, and enter the details for the Address, Logon Data, and Pro-

file fields.

3. Save your entries.

3.5.2 Connecting SAP ERP and SAP CRM

This section describes all settings that are necessary to connect the SAP ERP and
SAP CRM systems with each other.

SAP ERP Settings

In this section, we’ll look at the settings that must be made in SAP ERP to connect
with SAP CRM.

Create an RFC Destination

Communication between the SAP ERP and SAP CRM systems is based on the RFC
interface and RFCs that manage the communication process, parameter transfer,
and error handling between different systems. To set up this functionality within
the system, it’s important to define RFC destinations in the system landscape by
following these steps:

1. Go to Transaction SM59.

2. Click Create.

3. Enter the following data according to the RFC destination: Field Name, Techni-

cal Settings, Logon Data, MDMP, Unicode, and Special Options if required.

4. Save your RFC destination.
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Create an RFC User in Client 000

Next, in SAP ERP, an RFC user in client 000 is required for replication and realign-
ment queues. To do this, follow these steps:

1. On the SAP ERP menu, go to Transaction SU01.

2. Under the User field, click Create, or press (F8).

3. On the Maintain User screen, enter the appropriate data in the following
fields: Address, Logon Data, and Profiles.

4. Save your entries.

Maintain Tables CRMCONSUM and CRMRFCPAR

Next, you need to maintain table CRMCONSUM in SAP ERP. Table CRMCONSUM contains
the consumers (applications) that are to receive data from the SAP ERP system. To
check this table, follow these steps:

1. In the SAP ERP menu, go to Transaction SM30.

2. In the Table/view field, enter the table name “CRMCONSUM”.

3. Click Maintain.

4. Enter the values for the fields shown in Figure 3.47.

Figure 3.47  Possible Users for R/3 Adapter Functionality

You also need to maintain table CRMRFCPAR in SAP ERP. The parameters in table
CRMRFCPAR indicate the RFC destinations that receive data. The required parame-
ters include, for example, consumer, client, object name, and download type. To
maintain this table, follow these steps:

1. In the SAP ERP menu, go to Transaction SM30.

2. In the Table/view field, enter the table name “CRMRFCPAR”.
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3. Click Maintain.

4. Enter the values shown for the fields in Figure 3.48.

Figure 3.48  Settings for Table CRMRFCPAR

Note

You can create the entries based on your requirements, whether it’s All Load Types, Ini-
tial Load, or Delta Load. You can also discard data based on the SAP ERP adapter
object, which won’t allow the data to flow from SAP ERP to SAP CRM.

Declare SAP CRM Release

The data flow between SAP ERP and SAP CRM requires that the SAP CRM release
is declared in the SAP ERP system. To enable this, follow these steps:

1. On the SAP ERP menu, go to Transaction SM30.

2. In the Table/view field, enter the table name “CRMPAROLTP”.
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3. Click Maintain.

4. On the screen that appears, enter “CRM_RELEASE” in the Parameter Name

field. In the Param. Value field, enter “701”.

Activate Event Control

Activation of the event control is a prerequisite for the replication of data from
SAP ERP to SAP CRM. To activate this feature, follow these steps:

1. In the SAP ERP menu, go to Transaction SM30.

2. Choose the table TBE11.

3. Set the applications NDI (New Dimension Integration) to Active by selecting
the check box in column A.

4. Save the entries.

SAP CRM Settings

Now that you’ve completed the necessary settings to connect SAP ERP, let’s look
at the steps involved in the SAP CRM system.

Create RFC Destination

To begin, create the RFC destination by following these steps:

1. In the SAP CRM menu, go to Transaction SM59.

2. Click Create.

3. Enter “XXXCLNT200” as an example in the RFC Destination field.

4. For the Connection Type, select 3 (Connection to ABAP System).

5. In the Description field, enter “ERP Client”. Press (Enter) and add the follow-
ing details: Technical Settings, Logon Security, MDMP, and Unicode.

6. Save your RFC destination.

The newly created RFC connection can be tested using the Connection Test but-
ton. The connection test performs only a technical test (host, IP address) of the
target system because the authorization test performs a logon to the target system
using the maintained user and password of the RFC destination.
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Create an RFC User in Client 000

To make the data replication successful, you need to create the RFC connection in
the current application for client 000 by following these steps:

1. In the SAP CRM menu, go to Transaction SM59.

2. Click Create.

3. On the screen that appears, enter the RFC Destination as “SAPCRM_MW_RR_
000”.

4. For the Connection Type, select L (Reference Entry). This refers to another
destination.

5. In the Description field, enter “Processing R&R queues – client 000”.

6. Press (Enter). Under the Logon/Security tab, enter “EN” in the Language field
and “RFCUSER” in the User field along with the appropriate password.

7. Save your entries.

Create an RFC Destination for Replication and Realignment Queues

Within this step, you need to create the RFC destination for the SAP CRM work-
ing client by following these steps:

1. In the SAP CRM menu, go to the Transaction SM59.

2. Choose Create.

3. For the RFC Destination, enter “ZZCLNT100”.

4. In the Connection Type field, enter “3”.

5. For the Description field, enter “RFC between client 000 and working client”.
Press (Enter).

6. Under the Logon/Security tab, enter “EN” for Language, “100” for Client,
and “RFCUSER” in the User field, as well as the appropriate password. Press
(Enter).

7. Under Special Options, deselect Trace, deselect Slow RFC Connection, and
select Unicode, if the target system is a Unicode system.

8. Save your entries.

Create an RFC User in Client 000 for Replication and Realignment Queues

An RFC user is required in client 000 for the replication and realignment queues.
To create an RFC user in client 000, follow these steps:
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1. In the SAP CRM menu, go to Transaction SU01.

2. In the User field, notice the Address, Logon Data, Defaults, and Profiles

tabs. Under the Address tab, enter “RFCUSER” for the Last Name field and
“Default-User for RFC Connection” in the Function field.

3. Under the Logon Data tab, enter the Password, and select “System” as the
User Type.

4. For the Defaults tab, select “EN” for the Logon Language.

5. Under the Profiles tab, select both “SAP_ALL” and “SAP_NEW” for the Pro-

file.

6. Saves your entries.

Create Site IDs and Subscriptions for Online Transaction Processing 

Within this step, the OLTP SAP ERP system must be defined as a site (the SAP
CRM site is already predefined). After you’ve created this site, you must define
the distribution rules (subscriptions) that determine the data flow to the SAP
ERP site.

The RFC destination for the connection to SAP ERP must be defined before per-
forming SAP ERP site definition. Follow these steps:

1. In SAP CRM, go to Transaction SMOEAC (Middleware Admin Console).

2. In the Object Type field in the left screen area, select Site.

3. Choose Create Object.

4. In the Object information: Site screen area, enter the name “OLTP” and the
description “OLTP SAP ERP system”, and choose the Site Type as SAP ERP.

5. Choose the Site Attributes next to the Type field.

6. In the Maintenance of ERP site attributes dialog box, enter the RFC destina-
tion for the SAP ERP system.

7. Choose Set the attributes, or press (F2).

8. Choose Save.

After defining the SAP ERP site, you need to create subscriptions using the Sub-
scription Wizard to enable the uploading of the data from SAP CRM to SAP ERP.
Follow these steps:
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1. In SAP CRM, go to Transaction SMOEAC (Middleware Admin Console).

2. In the Object Type field, select Subscription.

3. Click the Create icon.

4. Follow the Subscription Wizard instructions to create the subscriptions.

5. Assign these subscriptions to your SAP ERP (OLTP) site.

3.5.3 Replication Activities

Before we initiate any customizing or master data load there are preliminary
activities that need to be performed. These steps are mandatory to perform a suc-
cessful and seamless data replication from SAP ERP to the SAP CRM system.

Register Queues

In this section, we’ll now register the queues in SAP CRM. Follow these steps:

1. In the SAP CRM menu, go to Transaction SMQR.

2. Choose Registration.

3. On the Queue Registration screen, make the following entries:

� Queue name: CSA*

� EXEMODE: D

� MAXTIME: 6

� USERDEST: <blank>

� NRETRY: 30

� TDELAY: 300

4. Register an additional queue with the following field entries:

� Queue name: R3A*

� EXEMODE: D

� MAXTIME: 60

� USERDEST: <blank>

� NRETRY: 30

� TDELAY: 300

5. Press (Enter). The CSA* and the R3A* queues are registered and are displayed in
the queue list.
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6. Similarly, register outbound scheduler QOUT via Transaction SMQS.

7. Register the SAP ERP destination on the outbound scheduler to enable the data
replication from SAP CRM to SAP ERP.

Start Queue Demon and Queues

Within this step, you activate the queues so that the status of the queue demon is
set to Released. Executing this step will enable the queue replication.

Follow these steps to release the queue:

1. In SAP CRM, go to Transaction SMOHQUEUE.

2. Choose Start Queue Demon.

3. Release all queues by choosing Release Queue and selecting the valid line in
the Client field.

4. Perform step 3 for all the queues: SUBCHECK, REALIGN, DEPENDENCY,
EXTRACT, EXTRACTBLK, and AC_EXTRACT.

5. Figure 3.49 shows the status Released (yellow) of the queue demon with all
queues, including SUBCHECK, REALIGN, DEPENDENCY, EXTRACT, EXTRACT-

BLK, and AC_EXTRACT.

Figure 3.49  Monitor R&R Queues Screen

Client 000 and Working Client

Do this activity for client 000 and the working client.
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Set Up the Error Handler

Certain settings need to be configured to receive email alerts on failed BDocs. Fol-
low these steps:

1. From the SAP CRM Easy Access screen, go to Transaction SMW00.

2. Select Default Error Action.

3. Choose Execute, or press (F8).

4. Select Maintain Configuration, or press (F9).

5. Select Mail as Error Action.

6. Under Mail Parameters, enter “Administrator User ID” in the E-Mail

Address of Receivers field. In the E-Mail Type field, enter “B (SAP User)”.

7. Choose Save Configuration.

8. Choose Execute.

Set Up Middleware Reorganization SMO6_REORG

The tables for the BDoc message flow and the middleware trace can increase con-
siderably and therefore require a lot of disk space. This may also cause a decrease
in performance during the processing of BDoc messages. SAP has provided the
standard middleware reorganization report SMO6_REORG to delete the BDoc
entries from tables SMW3_BDOC4 and SMW3_BDOC6. You can run a batch job with pro-
gram SMO6_REORG.

Before starting the customizing replication, verify that entries for the ISO codes
are unique in the following SAP ERP tables:

� Language keys (T002 field LAISO)

� Currency codes (TCURC field ISOCD)

� Countries (T005 field INTCA)

After this is confirmed, follow these steps:

1. From the SAP ERP menu, go to Transaction SE16.

2. In the Table Name field, enter “T002”.

3. Choose Table Contents.

4. Choose Execute, or press (F8).
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5. Check the LAISO column for duplicate entries.

6. Repeat these steps for the other tables (tables TCURC and T005).

Table CRMATAB

It’s also necessary to check table CRMATAB in SAP ERP to confirm all tables present in this
table are connected to the SAP ERP adapter objects in SAP CRM. If the table is blank,
then you’ll need to run program SMOF_FILL_CRMATAB. Also, verify tables CRMMLSGUID
in SAP CRM and CRMPRLS in SAP ERP. The GUID should match between systems for the
successful replication between SAP ERP and SAP CRM systems.

Define the Product Hierarchy Structure

Within this step, you verify the product hierarchy structure within the SAP ERP
system and make the necessary settings in SAP CRM. Follow these steps:

1. From the SAP ERP menu, go to Transaction SE11. In the ABAP Dictionary : Ini-

tial screen, enter “PRODHS” in the View field, and then click Display. In the
Dictionary: Display Structure screen, the number of components corre-
sponds to the number of levels in the SAP CRM system. The Length field
defines the number of digits for each level.

2. In SAP CRM, go to SPRO � Cross Application Components � SAP Product �
Product Category � Define Category Numbering Schemes. Choose new
entries for R3PRODHIER. Mark the number scheme R3PRODHIER, and double
click on the Define Numbering Scheme Levels folder. The Length field defines
the number of digits for each level.

In SAP CRM, you now define the product ID settings. Within this step, you define
how the product ID is shown on the interface and how the product ID is saved in
the database. Follow these steps:

1. In SAP CRM, go to Transaction COMCPRFORMAT. Enter the appropriate val-
ues in the following fields:

� Prod ID Length: The value of the Material No. field should match the
length in the SAP ERP system (Transaction OMSL).

� Template for ID: This is a template for converting the product ID.

� Display Leading Zeros: The product is displayed with the leading zeros
when this checkbox is activated. If lexicography is activated, the leading
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zeros are activated by default because the products with leading zeros are
different from the products without leading zeros with the same number.

� Save Lexicographically: If the product are set to lexicographically, then the
products with leading zeros are different from those without leading zero.

Recommendation

It’s recommended to have the same settings in SAP ERP and SAP CRM to avoid any
functionality failures.

Replicate Customizing Objects from SAP ERP to SAP CRM

To initiate the master data replication, the customizing tables between the SAP
ERP and SAP CRM systems should be in sync to avoid any data replication fail-
ures or data inconsistency. Within this step, you need to download all customiz-
ing objects and sync the configuration tables between the SAP ERP and SAP CRM
systems. Follow these steps:

1. In SAP CRM, go to Transaction R3AS (Initial Load).

2. Choose the respective Object Name (DNL_CUT_ACGRPB).

3. Choose the Source Site (OLTP).

4. Choose the Destination Site (CRM).

5. Click the Execute button, or press (F8).

6. You’ll find the remaining objects you need to download to ensure customizing
tables assigned to the adapter object are in sync from SAP ERP to SAP CRM here:
https://help.sap.com/saphelp_crm60/helpdata/en/1d/09d1e713d711d6999e00508b
6b8a93/content.htm. Repeat the steps for all the customizing objects listed at this
web page.

Setting Up Taxes

To replicate the tax information on business partners and products, it’s important
to replicate the tax customizing information from the SAP ERP system and the
SAP CRM system.
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Define Tax Types in SAP ERP

Within this step, you define the tax type in the SAP ERP system based on your
business requirement and the tax type entries specific to the country.

Follow these steps to add the tax type in the SAP ERP system:

1. Check table TSTL (tax categories by countries). For every relevant combination
of country and tax category in table TSTL, a corresponding entry has to be avail-
able in the table TB070_CM.

2. Go to Transaction PITC. You should then branch to the Define Tax Types

screen.

3. Check if entries for the relevant countries and tax types exist.

4. If not, again check table TSTL (tax categories by countries).

5. Choose Define Tax Types.

6. Choose New Entries.

7. Enter the Country.

8. Enter the Tax Type.

9. Indicate, via the checkboxes, if the tax type is relevant for the business partner,
product, or both.

Define Tax Type and Group in SAP CRM

Similar to the previous step, here you define the tax type and tax groups in the
SAP CRM system for products to make sure tax customizing is in sync with the
SAP ERP system. These correspond to the SAP ERP tax classifications that are used
in material and customer master records, and which are also used by tax condi-
tion records.

Follow these steps:

1. Check SAP ERP tables TSTL and TSKM using Transaction SE16.

2. Navigate to Cross-Application Components � SAP Product � Tax Types and

Tax Groups � Define Tax Types and Tax Groups in the CRM system.

3. Select the country’s tax types for which you have to maintain the product taxes,
and choose Assign Product Tax Groups.

4. Choose New Entries.
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5. For each combination of Country, Tax Category, and Tax Classification in
SAP ERP (tables TSTL and TSKM), create a corresponding combination of the
same fields in SAP CRM.

Define Business Partner Tax Groups in SAP ERP

Within this step, you create the tax group in the SAP ERP system for the defined
tax types based on the country setting. Follow these steps:

1. Check tables TSTL and TSKD in SAP ERP. For every relevant country and tax cat-
egory in table TSTL, determine the tax classifications in table TSKD. For each
combination of country, tax category, and tax classification, an entry in table
TB071_CM consisting of country, tax type, and tax group must exist.

2. Go to Transaction PITC.

3. Select a Tax Type.

4. Choose Assign BP Tax Group. Check if an entry according to table TSKD exists.
If not, choose New Entries.

5. Enter the Country, Region, Tax Type, and Tax Group.

6. Enter the Tax Type.

7. Enter the Tax Group.

Define Business Partner Tax Classification in SAP ERP

Within this step, you assign SAP CRM business partner tax groups to tax classifi-
cations. Navigate to SAP ERP, and follow the menu path, SPRO � Integration

with Other SAP Components � Customer Relationship Management � Basic

Functions � Taxes � Business Partner Tax Groups � Assign SAP CRM BP Tax

Groups to Tax Classifications. On the next screen, you assign the SAP CRM
business partner tax groups to tax classifications. Follow these steps:

1. On the Tax Classification: Mapping SAP ERP to SAP CRM screen, choose New

Entries.

2. Enter the Country and Region. If you calculate tax via the jurisdiction method,
you must maintain a Region.

3. Enter the SAP CRM Tax Type and Tax Group.

4. Enter the SAP ERP Tax Category and Tax Classification.

5. Choose Save.
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Define Assignment of Product Tax Data from SAP ERP to SAP CRM

Within this step, you create an assignment for country, tax type, product tax
group, tax sequence, and tax classification in table CRMC_TAX_MAP in SAP CRM.
This table is the tax mapping table between SAP ERP and SAP CRM. Follow these
steps:

1. On the Tax Classification: Mapping SAP ERP to SAP CRM screen, choose
New Entries.

2. Check tables TSTL and TSKM in SAP ERP.

3. For each combination of country, tax category, and tax classification in tables
TSTL and TSKM, you must create an entry in table CRMC_TAX_MAP in the SAP CRM
system as follows:

� Run Assign Tax Groups to SAP ERP Tax Classifications (Product).

� Navigate via the menu path, SPRO � Customer Relationship Management �
Basic Functions � Taxes � Basic Settings � Tax Types and Tax Groups � Assign

Tax Groups to SAP ERP Tax Classifications (Product).

� Choose New Entries.

� Enter values for Country, Tax Type, Product Tax Group, Tax Sequence,
and Tax Classification.

4. Now the tax customizing object can be executed to bring the customizing tax
settings from SAP ERP to SAP CRM. Replicate tax customizing (SAP CRM) via
the customizing adapter object DNL_CUST_TAX.

5. To check the customizing of data transfer for taxes (SAP CRM), execute Trans-
action CRM_TAXCUST_VALIDATE.

Monitoring the Replication Status

Within this step, you monitor the status of the customizing object load that helps
you take necessary steps if the customizing load fails in SAP CRM. To do so, fol-
low these steps:

1. In the SAP CRM menu, go to Transaction R3AM1.

2. Enter the required object, and click Execute.

You should now have a good understanding of the steps required to set up the
system and understand the key cutover steps. These steps are very important to
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ensure that the data flow runs smoothly and that you’ve properly set up the
middleware.

3.6 Summary

In this chapter, we discussed the data exchange among SAP CRM, SAP ERP, exter-
nal systems, and SAP BusinessObjects BI. Understanding data flows between SAP
CRM applications is vital for any SAP CRM consultant. This chapter also discussed
the system setup steps. In the next chapter, we’ll look at the structure and func-
tions of a business transaction in SAP CRM.
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Chapter 4 

Business transactions in SAP CRM are used to describe business processes 
and transactions. In this chapter, we’ll offer a foundation for common 
business transactions in SAP CRM and transaction-related functions.

4 Business Transactions in SAP CRM

Any communication between an organization and its customers needs to be
logged as a transaction in the SAP CRM system. We refer to these interactions
and business processes as business transactions. Different kinds of scenarios
within organizations drive these transactions. For example, some transactions
require items to be delivered to the customers, while others may call for crediting
customers.

Each of SAP CRM’s core functions uses transactions to log interactions and run
business processes based on organization-specific scenarios. In this chapter, we’ll
discuss the common transaction-related functions across many SAP CRM pro-
cesses. To begin, we’ll look at the structure of an SAP CRM business transaction,
and identify key concepts used.

4.1 Structure and Concepts of a Business Transaction

This section explains the business transaction model and will help you under-
stand some of the basic business transaction features, concepts, and functions.
Let’s begin by looking at the design and structure expected of a business transac-
tion in SAP CRM.

4.1.1 Design and Structure

It’s important to know the main aspects of business transactions. The design and
structure, for example, help identify the role business transactions play in differ-
ent business scenarios.
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Figure 4.1 represents the structure of a business transactions that consists of a
header and items. You can enter various items in the transaction wherein you can
sell a product and also enter complaints or return items. As shown in Figure 4.1,
there are two main structures at work here:

� Header data 
The header data of the business transaction mainly consists of information
about the business partner, text, status, actions, and so on. These functions are
at the transaction level.

� Item data 
The item data consist mainly of products. Most of the functionality of item data
is controlled via an item category. These categories include text, status, actions,
and more at the item level.

Figure 4.1  Business Transaction Header Data and Item Data

The header and item data business transaction structure is applicable for any busi-
ness transactions in SAP CRM.

Header data

Item data
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The business transactions in SAP CRM are often referred to as transaction types.
Transaction types define the characteristics and attributes of a business transac-
tion. For example, a transaction type can be a sales order or a service request.
Transaction types determine how a transaction is processed and how different
functions are determined, which helps in completing the full business functional-
ity, such as profiles and procedures used to determine texts, business partners,
statuses, and organization data.

Business transaction categories are defined by SAP and correspond to business
object types in the Business Object Repository (BOR) (e.g., Sales [BUS200115],
Service Process [BUS200116], and Business Activity [BUS200126]).

A business transaction category determines the business context in which a busi-
ness transaction or item can be used, including the following:

� The maximum allowed structure for certain types of transactions.

� Secondary transaction categories with which the transaction category can
be combined. For example, sales categories can be combined with service
categories.

� The business transaction categories at the transaction level.

� The item object types for the business transaction category at the item category
level.

Every business transaction is assigned to business transaction categories. You can
assign one or more business transaction categories to the business transactions,
but you can’t just assign any business transaction categories to the transaction
types. There can be one leading business transaction category followed by the
subsequent business transaction category assigned to the transaction type.

Figure 4.2 shows a standard order consisting of Sales as a leading business trans-
action category, followed by the business activity.

The leading transaction category of a transaction type determines which custom-
izing options are available, that is, what item categories can belong to the trans-
action type or which additional transaction categories can be assigned. The
assigned transaction categories define which additional functionality is available
for the transaction type (see Figure 4.3). For example, the categories define
whether the transaction type used for sales processes can also be used for service
processes.
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Figure 4.2  Leading Business Transaction Category

Figure 4.3  Assignment of Business Transaction Categories

Figure 4.4 provides an example of a service order’s business transaction catego-
ries, which consist of Sales and Service Process.

Item categories define the characteristics and attributes of a transaction item—
for example, whether the transaction has a sales items, service material item, or
any activity items—and determines how the item is processed. Item categories
also have profiles for things such as text determination procedures, partner
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determination procedures, status profiles, and more. These functions can be
different at the transaction level versus the item category level. Each item cate-
gory is assigned as an item object type, which defines the context in which the
item can be used (e.g. sales or service processes). This context is defined by the
transaction categories that are assigned to the item.

Figure 4.4  Service Order Business Transaction Categories

Figure 4.5 shows an example of an item object type assigned at the item category
level.

Figure 4.5  Item Category Object Type
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An item category is assigned to one or more business transaction categories. Only
specific combinations of business transaction categories are allowed, similar to
the transaction type. In addition to the general settings for each item category,
you need to make Customizing settings specifically for each business transaction
category assigned to an item category.

Figure 4.6 shows business transaction categories assigned at the item category
level.

Figure 4.6  Assignment of Business Transaction Categories for Item Category

Figure 4.7 shows a diagram of the transaction types, leading business transaction,
business transaction categories, item categories, item object types, and business
transaction categories for the item categories.

Every transaction type has a leading business transaction category and a second-
ary transaction category. Only certain business transaction categories can be
assigned to the business transaction. For example, transaction type TA has a lead-
ing business transaction category of BUS2000115 Sales, and secondary transac-
tion category of BUS200126. Each of these transaction categories has a certain
function and specific configuration that drives the business functionality.

Similarly, the item object type is assigned to the item category; for example, Sales
Item BUS2000131 is assigned to item category TAN. The item category also has a
business transaction category, and only certain business transaction categories
can be assigned to the item category. The sales item category is assigned with the
sales business transaction category BUS2000115 (see Figure 4.7).
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Figure 4.7  Business Transaction Category Assignment to the Transaction Type

The following lists the SAP configuration tables for the transaction type, second-
ary transaction category, item category, and transaction category for the item
category:

� Transaction type 
In table CRMC_PROC_TYPE (Define Transaction Type), the leading transaction cat-
egory is also specified.

� Secondary transaction category 
To assign the business transaction categories, use table CRMC_PR_ASSIGN.

� Item category 
To define the item category, use table CRMC_ITEM_TYPE.

� Transaction category for the item category 
To assign the business transaction categories, use table CRMC_IT_ASSIGN_S.

4.1.2 Business Functions

In this section, we’ll look at the general functions of a business transaction that
are implemented in most projects. Transaction types consist of basic functions
that are used to process the business transactions. These basic functions include

Transaction
Type TA

Item Category
TAN

Item Category
TAC

Leading Business
Transaction Category
(Sales - BUS2000115)

Secondary Business
Transaction Category

(Activity - BUS2000126)

Item Object Type
(Sales Item - BUS2000131)

Is assigned to transaction category

Is assigned to transaction category
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partner processing, text management, pricing, availability checks, actions, date
management, and credit management. These functions are discussed in detail in
this chapter.

However, other business transaction features are also imperative when logging
transactions within SAP CRM. The following sections look at these features in
greater detail.

Product Entry

You can enter the product for a quotation and sales order via the product ID or
product description. This is configured in the transaction type, as shown in
Figure 4.8.

Figure 4.8  Product Description/ID Search within the Transaction Type

If you’ve enabled any other product search capabilities, for example, product
determination by Global Trade Item Number (GTIN) along with the product
description, the system uses your entry in the product ID field to first search for
products by GTIN. If the system finds a match, it doesn’t search by product
description. However, if the system doesn’t find a match, the system continues to
search for product descriptions that match your entry.

Change History

The change history feature is one of the assignment blocks in a transaction. This
feature provides details about the changes done on the transaction at the header
and item level.

The change history feature can be activated during the transaction type configu-
ration as shown in Figure 4.9. If the No Change Documents checkbox is acti-
vated, then no change logs will be captured for the sales document.
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Figure 4.9  No Change Documents within the Transaction Type

Follow-Up Transactions

When you create a new transaction that relates to an existing transaction, you can
create the new transaction as a follow-up transaction, thereby creating a relation-
ship between the two transactions that provides additional contextual information
to business users in the transaction history assignment block. This is controlled via
copy control settings.

Copying Business Transactions

To save time creating a new transaction that isn’t a follow-up to an existing trans-
action, you can copy an existing transaction that contains data relevant to your
new transaction. No link is created between the existing and new business trans-
actions. You can restrict the copying of the business transaction with the copy
control Business Add-In (BAdI).

Authorization Checks

An authorization is the authority to carry out a specific action in the SAP CRM sys-
tem. Business transaction processing in SAP CRM is protected by an authorization
check based on alternatives so that only authorized users can create, change, dis-
play, or delete a business transaction.
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Authorization checks control the access to the user on the transaction types. You
can control transaction and field level authorization checks for the users to
accomplish your business requirements.

Incompleteness Check

An incompleteness check helps an organization configure the transaction if cer-
tain fields are required to be filled before saving. If those fields are empty, the
transactions can’t be saved, or they’re saved with errors.

The incompleteness check is available to you in SAP CRM Enterprise, SAP CRM
Internet Sales, Partner Channel Management, and the Interaction Center (IC). To
achieve this functionality, you need to configure the incompleteness determina-
tion procedure and assign the procedure to the transaction type within the con-
figuration path, Customer Relationship Management � Transactions � Basic

Settings � Incompleteness Check.

Figure 4.10 shows the procedure number, requested delivery date, and means of
transport being added to the incompleteness procedure and marked it as the
Error message. Within the Relevance column, you can state that you want these
fields mandatory at the header, item, or both.

Figure 4.10  Incompleteness Procedure

Approvals

An organization can use approvals by an individual or a group to approve certain
business transactions. For example, a credit memo request needs an approval by
a certain individual at a specific dollar amount. Unless the transaction isn’t yet
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approved, the credit can’t be issued to the customer. There can be different levels
of approval configured based on the dollar amount.

When you create an approval procedure, you can define the approval steps
within the procedure, which is then assigned to the Rule Modeler profile or Ser-
vice Manager profile. Based on the Rule Modeler profile, you can assign certain
rules on the approval procedure; for example, based on the specific dollar
amount, route the order to a specific group or person for approval. This will be
based on your specific business scenario.

Figure 4.11 shows the approval step assigned to the Service Manager profile
within the Customizing step Customer Relationship Management � Transac-

tions � Basic Settings � Approval Settings � Define Approval Settings.

Figure 4.11  Business Transaction Approval Procedure Assigned with the Rule Modeler

After the approval steps are defined and assigned to the Rule Modeler, the next
step is to assign the approval procedure to your transaction type.

The following are some important approval features within an SAP CRM business
transaction:

� You can use the approvals assignment block in the business transaction to mon-
itor the approval steps and related information. For example, you can view
which business partner approved each step and when the approval was per-
formed.

� You can use the workflow to notify the appropriate person that he has an
approval step to approve.

� You can define the steps that need to come before and after each approval step.
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Data Exchange Scenarios in SAP CRM

Understanding how business transactions integrate with other systems is import-
ant when determining the data exchange approach to use. The integration
impacts how the system is configured and whether the data exchange scenarios
suit your business needs or not.

SAP CRM not only offers integration between different communication channels,
(e.g. Internet, telephony, or mobile devices) but also offers process integration
with backend functions for logistical follow-on processes (e.g., billing and ship-
ping). This helps organizations keep customer transactions in sync between dif-
ferent systems and allows them access anytime.

The following is a list of data exchange scenarios:

� Data exchange for sales transactions from SAP CRM to SAP ERP

� Data exchange for sales transactions between SAP CRM on-premise and SAP
CRM Mobile

� Data exchange for service orders between the SAP CRM server and SAP ERP/
SAP Advanced Planning and Optimization (SAP APO)

� Data exchange for service confirmations between SAP CRM and SAP ERP

� Data exchange for complaints between SAP CRM and SAP ERP

� Data exchange for activities between the SAP CRM server and SAP CRM Mobile
Sales

� Data exchange for sales contracts between SAP ERP and SAP CRM Enterprise

� Data exchange for sales contracts between SAP CRM Enterprise and SAP CRM
Mobile

� Data exchange for opportunities between SAP CRM Enterprise and SAP CRM
Mobile

This section is a good starting point to understand some key concepts around
business transactions and how they are structured in SAP CRM. Before covering
any features of business transactions, it’s important to know about their elements
and functions, as well as their linkage with respect to the business transaction cat-
egories and the item object type.
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4.2 Partner Processing

Partner processing allows you to determine the correct partners in any SAP CRM
business transaction based on business requirements and needs.  Based on the
business scenario and the organizational needs, the partner determination on the
business transaction can be automatic or manual.

4.2.1 Business Functions

Business partners in transactions are derived during configuration that is a key
element of partner processing. For our purposes, we’ll be considering a business
scenario to run through the concept and configuration involved in the partner
determination of a business transaction.

In our business scenario, an organization wants to determine the ship-to, bill-to,
payer, and employee responsible in a given transaction automatically based on
the sold-to party. This can be achieved by configuring the access sequence for
these partner functions and assigning it to the business transaction type and item
category.

The following sections provide insight into different partner processing concepts
and various business functions.

Partner Functions and Categories

Partner functions are partners that an organization does business with. This can be
any partner function based on your business requirements. The most commonly
used partner functions include sold-to, ship-to, bill-to, and payer. Every partner
function defined has a function category hard-coded in the SAP CRM system.
Partner function usage can be for an SAP CRM or B2B enterprise buyer. Figure
4.12 shows a list of partner functions in SAP CRM.

To define partner functions and their relationships, follow the menu path, SPRO �
Customer Relationship Management � Basic Functions � Partner Processing �
Define Partner Functions. Figure 4.12 shows the user interface setting that
allows you to influence which partner function appears in individual partner
fields.
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Figure 4.12  User Interface Settings for a Specific Partner Determination Procedure

A partner relationship category is assigned to each of the partner functions to
determine the relationship of the business partner with other partners. For exam-
ple, Company A has a contact person named Jim C. To maintain the relationship
between Company A and Jim C, we want to maintain the partner relationship as
a category. For this purpose, we could use a Is a Contact Person for the Con-

tact Person Partner function in the configuration. We then need to maintain
the business partner master data for Company A with the relationship category
Has a Contact Person for Jim C. After these steps are completed, the transaction
can determine the contact person Jim C as soon as Company A is entered as a
Sold-To Party. This can be achieved via access sequence assignment on the Con-

tact Person partner function.

A block field on a partner function configuration blocks the source partner to be
determined when the partner determination takes place, if it’s active. You can
activate the block field feature by selecting the checkbox next to the correspond-
ing partner function in the Block column (see Figure 4.13).

As shown in Figure 4.13, the partner function Bill-To Party isn’t marked as
blocked, however, the Payer partner function is. To understand how this
would play out, let’s say that customer C1 has a relationship maintained for
Ship-To Party, Bill-To Party, and Payer with C2, C3, and C4, respectively.
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When creating a sales order, the Sold-To Party “C1” is entered, triggering a
partner determination for the Ship-To Party, Bill-To Party, and Payer. In this
case, the Bill-To Party determination will show a popup with partners C1 and
C3 as options because the Block checkbox isn’t activated for Bill-To Party.
However, because the Payer is marked as blocked, the partner payer C4 will
default on the sales order without any popup for payer determination.

Figure 4.13  Define Partner Functions

Access Sequences

Access sequences are search tactics that help determine the partner on a business
transaction based on the searches performed in a specific sequence. The partner
determination of a particular sequence is assigned in the access sequence, which
is assigned to the partner function.

Access sequences allow the system to carry out partner determination, the process
by which the system automatically finds and enters partners in a business trans-
action. When you define a partner determination procedure, you can assign an
access sequence to each partner function listed in the procedure. Then, when you
create a transaction, the system knows how to search for partners to carry out
these functions. If you don’t assign an access sequence or the system can’t find
partners in the sources listed, then you enter the partner manually.

Figure 4.14 shows a 0005 access sequence consisting of sequences COM_PART-

NER_A Preceding Document, CRM_PARTNER_S BP Relationship by Sales Org,
CRM_PARTNER_C Business Partner Relationship, and COM_PARTNER_C Cur-

rent Partner.

The sequence shown in Figure 4.14 is determined by the Batch Seq. and Dialog Seq.

fields on the Change View “Individual Accesses”: Details page (see Figure 4.15).
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Figure 4.14  Partner Function Access Sequence Overview

Figure 4.15  Access Sequence Details with the Source Assignment

As a business scenario, let’s say that access sequence 0005 is assigned to the Ship-

To Party partner function in the configuration. When creating a sales order, the
Sold-To Party is entered, and the Ship-To Party determination takes place based
on the access sequence.

First, the access sequence will check to see whether there is any preceding docu-
ment. If it doesn’t find the partner, then it will check the sold-to relationship by
sales area; that is, if the sales area on the order doesn’t match the sales area of the
ship-to relationship, then it will jump to the next sequence, which is the business
partner relationship. The business partner is independent of the sales area. If it
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doesn’t find the partner in the relationship, then the current partner is deter-
mined on the business transaction. The current partner is a Sold-To Party.

Within the access sequence, you can assigned the Funct. Categ. as shown in
Figure 4.16, which uses the source partner to determine the other partner func-
tion in the business transaction.

Figure 4.16  Function Category within the Access Sequence

The following are some of the sources that SAP has provided within the access
sequence to determine the partner based on your business needs:

� Preceding Document

� Business Partner Relationships

� Business Partner Relationships By Sales Organization

� Organizational Data

� Pricing Hierarchy

� Current Partner

� Business Partner Assigned to the User

� Business Add-Ins (BAdIs)

� Own Products

It’s important to assign the access sequence to the partner function within the
partner determination procedure. If the access sequence isn’t assigned to the cor-
rect partner function, then the partners aren’t determined automatically in the
transaction.

Partner Determination Procedures

Partner determination procedures provide a set of rules for how the system works
with business partners during transaction processing. They bring together part-
ner functions and access sequences, and they include additional information.
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Partner determination procedures are made up of three levels (see Figure 4.17):

� Procedure User 
Identifies the transaction categories and item object types to which the proce-
dure applies.

� Partner Function in Procedure 
Lists the partner functions involved and specific settings for each function.

� User Interface Settings 
Allows you to influence which partner function appears in individual partner
fields.

You can define a partner determination procedure by following the menu path,
SPRO � Customer Relationship Management � Basic Functions � Partner Pro-

cessing � Define Partner Determination Procedure.

Figure 4.17  Partner Function in the Transaction

In this example, access sequence 0005 can be assigned to the Ship-To Party, Bill-

To Party, and Payer partner functions. Employee Responsible is assigned with
0008 access sequence, which determines the employee responsible based on the
business partner assigned to the user.
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After you’ve added the partner function to the partner determination procedure,
select the Ship-To Party partner function, and go to the details to review and
assign the access sequence (see Figure 4.18).

Figure 4.18  Assigning the Access Sequence to the Partner Function

As shown in Figure 4.18 and listed partially here, there are a number of settings
that can be made to configure and assign the access sequence for the partner
determination procedure:

� Block Entry on Interface

This checkbox enables you to restrict the entry of partners in the business
transaction manually. If you want to determine the partner determination
automatically, then activate this checkbox.

� Changeable (if Correct After Entry or Determination)

If you want the partner to be changed any time after the business transaction is
saved, then activate the changeable functionality on the partner function.

� No. of Occurrences Lowest/Highest

If you want at least one partner to be added to the partner function, then enter
“1” in the No. of Occurrences (Lowest) field. This will make the partner func-
tion mandatory in the business transaction. For the highest number of occur-
rences, you can enter either “1” or any number based on the number of times
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you need to enter the same partner function in the business transaction. For
example, if you have multiple groups responsible on the complaints transac-
tion, then add that number to the No. of Occurrences (Highest) field.

� Calendar maintenance 
If the partner function is required to have the activities marked in its calendar,
then activate the Calendar maintenance checkbox on the partner determina-
tion configuration for the partner function. For example, the Employee

Responsible  function determined on the activity transaction should have this
activity marked on his calendar; activating this option will show you the activ-
ities on the employee calendar.

� Changeable addr.

If you want to change the address on a business transaction for a particular
partner function, then activate this checkbox.

� Block Determin. 
This functionality blocks the automatic partner determination on the business
transaction. If this is active, then you need to add the business partner manu-
ally in the business transaction. The access sequence won’t determine the part-
ners automatically.

The last step in configuring the partner determination procedure is the assign-
ment of the configured partner determination procedure to the transaction type
and item category. If you have different partners to be determined at the item
from the header level, then you can configure the partner determination proce-
dure separately for the item categories. However, if the partners are the same at
the header and item level, then you don’t need to configure the access sequence
separately at the item level. The partners will copy from the header to the item
level for the business transaction automatically.

To assign a partner determination procedure to a transaction type, follow the
path, SPRO � Customer Relationship Management � Transactions � Basic Set-

tings � Define Transaction Types.

After the partner determination procedure is created, the next step in the config-
uration is to assign the partner determination procedure to the transaction type,
as shown in Figure 4.19.

When the sales transaction is created, the partners (i.e., ship-to, bill-to, and payer)
are determined based on the configuration.
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Figure 4.19  Assigning the Partner Determination Procedure to the Transaction Type

4.2.2 Master Data and Organization Data

Many industries and multiple business scenarios implement partner processing
using business partner master data and organization data. Business partner mas-
ter data is a crucial source of information for partner processing, and relation-
ships are the most important aspect of this information.

Relationships exist in two forms: general relationships and sales area-specific rela-
tionships. A general relationship doesn’t include any sales area data, whereas a
sales area-specific relationship includes data on one or more sales areas.

Organizational units, employees, and users from your company’s organization
model can act as partners in transactions. Organization data is a crucial source of
information for partner determination. To use organization data in partner deter-
mination, the system uses the determination rules defined in Organizational
Management. Therefore, when you specify organization data as the source in
access sequences in Customizing for partner processing, you must enter a deter-
mination rule.
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All business transactions have a parties-involved assignment block that consists of
all partner functions involved in the transaction of an organization to the cus-
tomer. You can overwrite the address of the business partner, for example. In
some cases, a business may require overwriting the ship-to address. This won’t
change the master data of the ship-to, but the downstream transaction, for exam-
ple, delivery documents, will get the address from the order shipped-to party that
was changed by the customer service representative.

Partner Redetermination

The partner redetermination functionality is only available for a certain business object
type, which is listed in table COMS_PARTNER_DET. Prerequisites for partner redetermina-
tion should be in place. Activate BAdI ES_CRM_PARTNER_REDETERMIN, and set user
parameter CRM_REDETERMINATION with the X parameter value. COM_PARTNER_
BadI can be implemented to meet your specific requirements.

To download the partner functions from SAP ERP (SAP ECC) to SAP CRM, you need
to map the SAP ERP and SAP CRM partner functions in Distribution of Partner

from SAP ERP to SAP CRM. You can do this by following the menu path, SPRO �
Customer Relationship Management � Basic Functions � Partner Processing �
Data Transfer � Distribution of Partner Functions from SAP ECC into CRM.

We’ve gone through the concepts of partner processing and how it’s determined
in the business transaction with one of the business scenarios mentioned. We’ve
looked at key partner processing concepts and functions using business partner
master data and setting up relationships with and without a sales area. We also
discussed using organization data where the users or employees are determined
based on the organization model. Next, we’ll delve into the product determina-
tion process of business transactions.

4.3 Product Determination

Product determination helps an organization determine the products on a sales
transaction. In many cases, customers have their own product numbers that they
can send via electronic data interchange (EDI), or they can ask customer service to
enter the numbers when ordering via phone. In either of these cases, a system
should be in place to determine the SAP product codes and place an order with-
out consuming any time to perform the search manually.
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This can be accomplished via either alternative product IDs or product substitu-
tion during sales order processing. You can enter various keys and descriptions
for products, and then the system determines the required product. The system
can also automatically replace one product with another. After you configure the
alternative product ID or product substitution procedure, you assign the same to
the sales transaction type.

The sections that follow look at both the alternative product ID and product sub-
stitution concepts.

4.3.1 Alternative Product Identification

The alternative produce ID helps to identify SAP products when creating sales busi-
ness transactions. This can be in the form of a customer product ID, product ID of
the vendor, alternative ID (own attribute), and GTIN.

You can enter the following product identifiers as alternative product IDs:

� Product ID from SAP CRM system

� Product order number (PON)

� Global Trade Item Number (GTIN)

� Partner product number

� Other alternative product IDs of your choice

Alternative IDs allow you to use an identification that conforms to industry stan-
dards. You decide per transaction type in Customizing whether product IDs can
be entered in the document and, if so, which ones are valid. If the system finds
multiple possible products, you can select the one you want.

To better understand how alternative product IDs work, let’s look at an example.
Let’s say you want to identify or search for a product when creating a sales order
via an alternative product ID. First, the new set type and attribute on the product
master needs to be created for this functionality. You can then perform the search
using the values in the attribute on the product master data and add the product
on the order.

You can also search the products manually search or automatically based on the
product determination checks activated for partner product search, search via
GTIN, product description ID search, alternative ID search, and so on. The follow-
ing steps show how to search a product via the alternative product ID:
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1. You first need to create a new attribute. For our example, we’ll create the attri-
bute ZALTATTR using Transaction COMM_ATTRSET (see Figure 4.20).

Figure 4.20  Alternative ID Attribute

2. Create the set type ZALTATTR01 by selecting Material from the Product Type

Selection list (see Figure 4.21). If you want set type ZALTATTR0 to be an inde-
pendent sales area, then select 00 Organization-Independent from the Org.

Dependency dropdown list, as shown in Figure 4.21.

Figure 4.21  Alternative ID Set Type

3. Assign the attribute to the set type (see Figure 4.22).
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Figure 4.22  Assigning Attribute to the Set Type

If you want to create the data source for the attribute, then mark the attribute
as BW Relevant in the assigned attribute screen under the Set Type.

4. To create new ID types, access IMG � Cross-Application Components � SAP

Product � Alternative Product IDs � Define ID Types. Assign the field and the
table of the set type to the ID types. The ID type is used in the product mainte-
nance; that is, it generates the class with the search methods and a function
group with the function module (FM) and screens as shown in Figure 4.23. If
you want to implement any additional methods, you can use the same class and
add the functionality.

Figure 4.23  Alternative ID Type
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5. Maintain profiles for alternative IDs by specifying the name and description of
the profile, as well as whether the search for products using alternative IDs
should be stopped after the first alternative ID type in the profile is found (Stop

Search after First Hit). This is shown in the Stop column in Figure 4.24.

Figure 4.24  Alternative ID Profile

6. In the detailed view (order of ID types), you can specify which ID types are
used in what order when searching with an ID profile. These can be ID types
delivered by SAP or customer-defined ID types. Access Cross-Application

Components � SAP Product � Alternative Product IDs � Define Profiles.
Within this configuration, you can list the product search sequence in an order
based on your business needs. Figure 4.25 shows the configuration where the
ID type sequence is maintained, which provides the functionality to search the
product with different options (i.e., product search via GTIN, CUSTOMER_ID,
PRODUCT_ID, and custom search ZALTPR01).

Figure 4.25  Sequence of ID Types
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7. Assign an alternative ID to the transaction type. When an alternative ID profile
has been assigned to the relevant transaction type, alternative IDs can be used
to search for products in the sales order. In Customizing for transaction types,
choose Customer Relationship Management � Transactions � Basic Set-

tings � Define Transaction Types (see Figure 4.26).

Figure 4.26  Assigning an Alternative ID Profile to the Transaction Type

8. Under the Product Determination section in Figure 4.26, you’ll find the fol-
lowing options:

� Enter GTIN: If you activate this checkbox on the transaction type, then the
transaction is activated to find the product based on the GTIN of the product.
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� Enter Partner Product: If you activate this checkbox, then the partner
product number can be entered in the transaction type, and the system will
find the product based on the partner product.

� Create Product Order Number: If you want to enter product order num-
bers for a business transaction with the current transaction type, select this
checkbox. The product entered is then interpreted as a product order num-
ber (PON). If the PON can’t be analyzed correctly, the product that is entered
is automatically interpreted as the product ID.

� Product Description/ID Search: This activates the search of the product ID
when the description is entered in the Product ID field. The product deter-
mination triggers when the search by product description is successful.

� Profile for Altern. Identif.: Selecting this checkbox helps determine how
product determination performs on the business transaction. If the alterna-
tive ID profile is set here, you can search the product via alternative ID.

� Product Substitution Proced.: Selecting this checkbox helps to determine
the product that needs to be substituted in the event of the main item being
discontinued or for any other reason.

If you’ve enabled the product determination by GTIN and by product descrip-
tion, the system uses your entry in the Product ID field to first search for prod-
ucts by GTIN. If the system finds a match, the system doesn’t search by product
description. However, if the system doesn’t find a match, the system continues
to search for product descriptions that match your entry.

Field Overrides

Entering a profile for alternative product IDs overrides the following entries in the Cus-
tomizing fields for product determination:

� Enter GTIN

� Enter Partner Product

� Create Product Order Number

� Always Check Product ID

9. Assign the alternative ID set type to the existing product category or create a
new product category. Figure 4.27 shows the newly created category MAT_

ALTI created via Transaction COMM_HIERARCHY. The Alternative ID Type is
assigned to the category, as shown in Figure 4.28.
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Figure 4.27  Alternative ID Type Assigned to the Category MAT_ALTI

Figure 4.28  Assigning the Alternative ID Set Type to the Category

10. Create a UI configuration for the alternative ID type by accessing Transaction
CRMM_UIU_PROD_ALTID (Create UI Configuration for ID Type). Enter the
ID Type created, and select Create Configuration under the Action section
(see Figure 4.29). Execute the transaction to create the alternative ID set type
on the product WebUI component.
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Figure 4.29  WebUI Configuration for the ID Type

11. Verify Transaction COMMPR01 to check the new set type added to the prod-
uct category, as shown in Figure 4.30.

Figure 4.30  Product Master with the Product Alternative ID Set Type

The WebUI is now activated for the alternative ID (Figure 4.31).

After the preceding configuration is completed, you can then perform the search
using the values in the attribute on the product master data, add the product on
the order manually, or search the product automatically based on the product
determination checks activated for partner product search, search via GTIN, prod-
uct description ID search, alternative ID search, and so on.
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Figure 4.31  Product Master WebUI Showing the Alternative ID

4.3.2 Product Substitution

The SAP CRM system can automatically replace one product with another within
an order entry. If there are any seasonal demands for a product, where your orga-
nization requires the product to be substituted, then using this functionality will
help overcome any product substitution obstacles.

The functionality is available in IC, SAP E-Commerce, and Channel Management.
Product substitution is driven from the reason code as the system finds several
possible products; you can then select the one that is most suitable.

Product Availability

Product substitution isn’t carried out based on product availability. This means that if a
product isn’t available, it won’t be substituted with one that is available. If you want
this to happen, use the rule-based availability check in SAP APO.

For our business scenario, let’s say you want to substitute the product for a lim-
ited period of time because of the seasonal factor and want to replace the product
ordered. The master data for product substitution resides in SAP ERP as a part of
the SAP ERP material determination record and downloaded as the condition
records into SAP CRM. When the order is created in SAP CRM, the product is sub-
stituted based on the reason code.

To substitute the product, follow these steps:

1. Initiate the download of the substitution reason from SAP ERP to SAP CRM via
the Customizing condition object DNL_CUST_PDD. This can be done with the
initial download via Transaction R3AS.
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2. Download DNL_CUST_CNDALL to bring all condition tables from SAP ERP to
SAP CRM, including the material determination tables from SAP ERP. In this
example, let’s consider Z003 as one of the access sequences that is present in
SAP ERP and loaded to SAP CRM. Figure 4.32 shows that the SAP CRM access
sequence is downloaded from SAP ERP.

Figure 4.32  SAP CRM Access Sequence Downloaded from SAP ERP

3. Table CUS903 is assigned to the access sequence Z003, which is downloaded
from SAP ERP to SAP CRM, as shown in Figure 4.33.

Figure 4.33  Table Assigned to the Access Sequence
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4. Condition types are downloaded from SAP ERP, as shown in Figure 4.34. The
condition type key in this case is Z003, which is the same as the access
sequence.

Figure 4.34  Condition Type Downloaded from SAP ERP to SAP CRM

5. The determination procedure comes with the Customizing object. SAP ERP
represents the A Source: Other System option represents SAP ERP, as shown
in Figure 4.35. Figure 4.36 shows the elements that must then be configured
for the determination procedure.

Figure 4.35  Material Determination Procedure

6. Assign the product determination procedure to the transaction type (see Figure
4.37) by following the customizing path, Customer Relationship Management �
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Transactions � Basic Settings � Define Transaction Types. The transaction will
now determine the alternative products based on the rules configured.

Figure 4.36  Condition Type within the Determination Procedure

Figure 4.37  Assigning the Product Substitution Procedure to the Transaction Type
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7. Create the condition table DNL_COND_A903, as shown in Figure 4.38, using
Transaction R3AC5.

Figure 4.38  Tables Listed in the Condition Object DNL_COND_A903

8. Run the condition table object to populate the table values from SAP ERP to
SAP CRM. This will bring all condition records for table DNL_COND_A903 from
SAP ERP to SAP CRM (see Figure 4.39).

Figure 4.39  Initial Load for the Condition Records from SAP ERP to SAP CRM
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9. Create the maintenance group or add the condition type and condition table
to the Usage PD, as shown in Figure 4.40. This will activate the condition
maintenance screen in SAP CRM via the menu path, SPRO � Customer Rela-

tionship Management � Master Data � Conditions and Condition Tech-

nique � Condition Technique: Basics � Create Maintenance Group.

Figure 4.40  Create Condition Maintenance to View the Condition Record in SAP CRM

10. Verify the condition record load from SAP ERP (material determination) to
SAP CRM (product substitution), and access Transaction /SAPCND/GCM
(Maintain Conditions) (see Figure 4.41).

Figure 4.41  General Condition Maintenance Screen

11. Search for the Condition Type Z003 and the condition records assigned to it
(see Figure 4.42). As soon as you click the Execute icon, you’ll see the list of
condition records loaded from SAP ERP to SAP CRM.
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Figure 4.42  Condition Type Search

12. Create the order, and enter all relevant partner data and the product, as shown
in Figure 4.43.

Figure 4.43  SAP CRM Sales Order Screen with the Product Entered

Figure 4.44 shows the product substituted automatically when entered in the
sales order because of the product substitution procedure assigned to the sales
transaction.

Figure 4.44  SAP CRM Sales Order Screen with the Product Substituted
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Display Substitute Product

Be sure to activate the Display Subst. Product in the configuration for Maintain Prod-
uct Substitution Reasons if you want to substitute the product as stated in this business
scenario.

The product determination functionality plays an important role based on the
requirements in different business scenarios.

4.4 Campaign Determination

Campaign determination helps an organization apply campaigns in the form of dis-
counts during a specified period in a sales order or quotations. The success of a
campaign is determined based on the campaigns applied to the orders at the line
item. You can determine one campaign or multiple campaigns to the sales order
line item. The campaign determined is in the form of the campaign-specific price
and is determined based on the condition technique.

Campaigns can’t be browsed from within the sales order in the WebUI. Auto-
matic campaign determinations are available in SAP CRM Enterprise, SAP Mobile
Sales, SAP CRM E-Commerce, and IC.

Campaigns

Campaign functionality is covered in Chapter 5; this topic is specific to applying cam-
paign discounts on a sales order.

As an example, let’s go through the steps required to set up campaigns with
specific discounts and apply those discounts to sales orders. In this case, the
campaign condition records are created in SAP ERP and then downloaded to
SAP CRM.

Follow these steps:

1. Maintain the condition tables in SAP ERP. To access this function, go to SPRO �
Integration with Other SAP Components � Customer Relationship Manage-

ment � Basic Functions � Campaign Determination � Maintain Condition

Tables. Figure 4.45 shows the condition Table 900 created with the fields Cus-

tomer, Distribution Channel, Material, and Sales Organization. Just like
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the pricing procedure determination, campaign determination needs to be set
up in SAP ERP and downloaded to SAP CRM.

Figure 4.45  Maintain Condition Tables in SAP ERP

2. To maintain the access sequence for the condition table required to set up the
discount in the campaigns, go to SPRO � Integration with Other SAP Com-

ponents � Customer Relationship Management � Basic Functions � Cam-

paign Determination � Maintain Access Sequence. Figure 4.46, Figure 4.47,
and Figure 4.48 show the access sequence maintenance for the campaign
determination similar to the pricing procedure access sequence maintenance.
This is to determine the correct condition record when the business transac-
tion is created.
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Figure 4.46  Access Sequence

Figure 4.47  Assigning the Condition Table to the Access Sequence

Figure 4.48  Fields within the Condition Tables
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3. Maintain the condition types by going to SPRO � Integration with Other SAP

Components � Customer Relationship Management � Basic Functions � Cam-

paign Determination � Maintain Condition Types. Create the condition type,
and assign the access sequence to the condition type, as shown in Figure 4.49.

Figure 4.49  Creating the Condition Type in SAP ERP

4. Maintain the determination procedure via the menu path, SPRO � Integration

with Other SAP Components � Customer Relationship Management � Basic

Functions � Campaign Determination � Maintain Determination Proce-

dure. Create the campaign determination procedure, and assign the condition
type to the procedure, as shown in Figure 4.50.

Figure 4.50  Maintaining the Campaign Determination Procedure
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5. Assign the discount condition type to the pricing procedure used in the sales
order so that the discount determination takes place in the sales order (see Fig-
ure 4.51).

Figure 4.51  Assigning the Condition Type to the Campaign Determination Procedure

6. Then, run Customizing load DNL_CUST_CNDALL in the SAP CRM system to
download the configurations from SAP ERP to SAP CRM. Activate the campaign
determination based on the sales area, document pricing procedure, and cus-
tomer pricing procedure via the menu path, SPRO � Integration with Other

SAP Components � Customer Relationship Management � Basic Functions �
Campaign Determination � Activate Campaign Determination. Figure 4.52
shows the campaign determination activation screen.

Figure 4.52  Campaign Determination Activation Screen

7. Navigate via the menu path, SPRO � Customer Relationship Management �
Master Data � Conditions and Condition Technique � Condition Tech-

nique: Basics � Create Maintenance Group. Within this step, the campaign
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condition type is added so that when creating the campaign within SAP CRM
system, you should be able to add the condition type and add the discount to
the campaign (see Figure 4.53).

Figure 4.53  Condition Maintenance Group for the Campaign Condition Configuration

8. Create the campaign from the MARKETINGPRO business role and assign the
products that you want the campaign to apply to. Add the discount condition
type Z900 to the campaign for a specific product. Make sure to release the cam-
paign before the campaign can be determined in the sales order.

9. Create the order and add the same product as the one for which the campaign
is created. As soon as the product is added, the campaign gets determined with
the Z900 discount condition type. The details can be seen in the Price Details

tab of the sales order. The order is then replicated to SAP ERP.

Electronic Data Interchange Order Processing

If the order is processed using EDI, then BAdI CRM_CAMPAIGN_BADI method
SELECT_CAMPAIGN is called, which can be used to assign a campaign to the order
item.

Campaign determination helps companies grow in the market by attracting cus-
tomers with special discounts and promotions. This topic covers an example of
how campaigns can be determined on a sales order by walking through the con-
figuration steps involved. After the campaigns are created, they are applied on the
sales order and provide discounts to the customer.
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4.5 Text, Date, and Status Management

Business transactions within SAP CRM provide functionality for text manage-
ment, date management, and status management. Text management helps to
determine the customer- or material-specific text on the business transaction.
Date management helps to determine key dates in the business transaction, such
as the date of the service level agreement (SLA), the customer confirmation date,
and so on. Status management drives key statuses on the business transaction,
such as sales order delivered or invoiced. Let’s discuss the details on each of these
topics.

4.5.1 Text Management

Text management helps to identify key notes of a business transaction and logs
them within the same transaction. Text can be internal or external. Internal text is
directed toward the employees of the organization only and can’t be viewed or
sent to the customer; external text is sent to the customer.

You can maintain different texts for different business transactions. The text
determination procedure can be assigned at the transaction level and the item cat-
egory level.

Text and notes are created for several other business objects:

� Business partners

� Products

� Product catalogs

� Billing documents (header and item)

A text object is used to define the connection between a business object (e.g.. a
transaction) and associated texts. Text types are unique codes that are assigned to
the text objects and displayed on business transactions for things such as internal
notes, header notes, descriptions, and so on.

To get a better idea of how to configure text management, let’s consider an exam-
ple of an organization that wants to populate the customer text in a sales order.
This can be achieved without any development via the following configuration
steps:
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1. Define the text objects and text types by following the menu path, SPRO � Cus-

tomer Relationship Management � Basic Functions � Text Management �

Define Text Objects and Text Types. Define the text ID for the text object,
which can be CRM_ORDERH or CRM_ORDERI. In the SAPscript Settings

screen shown in Figure 4.54, select the Text Objects and IDs radio button.

Figure 4.54  Text Objects and Text Types

2. On the Display Text Objects screen, select the text object CRM_ORDERH. For
the item, the object is CRM_ORDERI (see Figure 4.55).

Figure 4.55  Text IDs

3. Create the Text ID based on the text ID required for your business scenario by
clicking on the Create button. A dialog box will appear where you can enter
the ID information (see Figure 4.56).
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Figure 4.56  Create ID Popup

4. Choose from the list of Text IDs for text object CRM_ORDERM, as shown in
Figure 4.57.

Figure 4.57  Text IDs for the Text Object CRM_ORDERM
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5. Now create the text determination procedure by following the menu path,
SPRO � Customer Relationship Management � Basic Functions � Text Ma-

nagement � Define Text Determination Procedure.

6. Select the text object CRM_ORDERH, as shown in Figure 4.58.

Figure 4.58  Text Object within the Text Determination Procedure

7. Assign the text determination procedure to the text object (see Figure 4.59).

Figure 4.59  Text Determination Assignment to the Text Object CRM_ORDERH

8. Assign the text IDs to the text determination procedure, as shown in Figure 4.60.
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Figure 4.60  Assigning the Text IDs to the Text Determination Procedure

9. Under the Definition of Procedure section in Figure 4.61, complete the fol-
lowing fields:

� Changes: This field signifies whether you want to change or display specific
text IDs. You have different options via the dropdown list: Paste, Display,
Log, Display Log, and Edit.

� Transfer Type: This field helps to configure the text IDs based on certain
business requirements; for example, if you want the text to be copied from
the reference document so that text can’t be changed, then you should select
the Copy option in the Transfer Type field. Likewise, Not yet defined is set
when there isn’t any access sequence assigned to the text ID. Only read

dynamically is set when a reference text is determined via the text determi-
nation procedure. Neither the text nor the reference is saved when reading
the text dynamically.

� Obligatory Text: This is used when you want to make the text ID manda-
tory in the transaction.

� Access Sequence: The access sequence is assigned to the text ID and deter-
mines the logic sequence to determine the text content in the business
transaction.
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Figure 4.61  Text Procedure Details

10. At this level (see Figure 4.61), you can assign a name to the access sequence.
You define the sequence and type of access under Definition of Access

Sequence and Field Assignment.

11. Create the access sequence, and assign the reference object from where you
want to determine the text on the business transaction. Like any other func-
tionality in SAP CRM, to determine the correct record, SAP uses the access
sequence. In this case, the concept is similar to other functionality within SAP
CRM. Figure 4.62, Figure 4.63, and Figure 4.64 show the definition and the
details around the text access sequence.
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Figure 4.62  Access Sequence Assigned to the Text Objects

Figure 4.63  Text Access Sequence with Multiple Sequences

As shown in Figure 4.64, the source of the text is determined from which
business object the text will be populated on the sales order. The reference
text type from the business partner is specified, from which the text will be
copied.
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Figure 4.64  Access Sequence Details

12. If you want to continue the text determination search within the access
sequence and want to populate multiple texts, then click the Continue check-
box, and the system will display multiple texts. This function is particularly
important if you require texts in several languages. This will continue the text
determination even if the text is found.

Function Module COM_TEXT_DETERMINE_TEXT

The FM COM_TEXT_DETERMINE_TEXT is used to determine the text on the business
object, which can be assigned to the access sequence. If there is any specific business
scenario that can’t be met by standard configuration, the FM COM_TEXT_DETERMINE_
TEXT may help overcome some of your business needs.

13. Assign the fields in the access sequence, as shown in Figure 4.65. The config-
uration shows the text being copied from the SOLD_TO_PARTY on the sales
order.
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Figure 4.65  Access Sequence Field Assignments

You can define how the system finds the source text that is assigned in the
access sequence. Because the internal program field names can deviate from
one another, the fields in the communication structure must be assigned
exactly to the fields in the key structure of the source text.

14. Assign the text determination procedure to the transaction type in Customi-
zing via Customer Relationship Management � Transactions � Basic Set-

tings � Define Transaction Types. Under the Profiles section, assign the
text determination procedure created to the transaction type. This activates
the text determination functionality to the business transaction, as shown in
Figure 4.66.

Figure 4.66  Text Determination Procedure Assigned to the Transaction Type
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15. Update the Long Texts box in the customer master data as shown in Figure
4.67.

Figure 4.67  Customer Master Populated with the Long Text

When the order is created, the customer text is automatically picked up from
the customer master data based on the configuration (see Figure 4.68).

Figure 4.68  Sales Order Populated with the Text from the Customer Master

4.5.2 Date Management

Date management enables you to process as many dates as you want in a docu-
ment. Dates represent an important functionality within any sales transaction and
can drive many business scenarios. A typical example of date management is
sending a confirmation to a customer based on confirmed delivery dates. It can
also be used in contracts, for example, cancellation dates, run times, activities
(total duration of an activity), and quotations (valid to date). You can also use date
management in any other transaction types.

Dates can be defined or determined based on your requirement using date types,
duration types, and date rules:

� Date types 
These are unique identifiers that help businesses identify different dates, such
as contract start, contract end, and so on.
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� Duration types 
This is a time frame between two points in time that consists of a number value
and a time unit.

� Date rules 
Date rules are used for calculating times. The calculation can depend on other
times, durations, and reference objects. Reference objects are used to calculate
dates and to control the time zone and factory calendar for date types and dura-
tion types. The reference object for a date or duration is always defined inde-
pendently of the date profile, so they can have different reference objects,
depending on the date profile. Different date types can have different reference
objects within a date profile.

The configuration example we’ll use next includes standard date types, durations,
and date rules. Based on your specific business scenario, you can create a new
date rule and determine a specific date type. Follow these steps to configure the
date profile:

1. To create the date profile as shown in Figure 4.69, navigate to the menu path,
SPRO � CRM � Basic Functions � Date Management � Define Date Profile.

Figure 4.69  Date Profile

2. Navigate to the Reference Objects folder, and click the New Entries button to
add the reference objects Ship-To Party and System to the date profile, as
shown in Figure 4.70.
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Figure 4.70  Date Profile Reference Objects

3. Assign the date rule to the date profile based on your business scenario by nav-
igating to the Date rules folder. As shown in Figure 4.71, the 000000000003

– Actual Date (Activities) date rule is assigned to the date profile. This rule
calls the standard FM CRM_DATES_ORDERACTUAL_TR.

Figure 4.71  Date Profile Date Rule

4. Assign date types to the date profile by double-clicking on the Date Types

folder to view the details, and assign the date rule if required (see Figure 4.72).
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Figure 4.72  Date Types within the Date Profile

5. On the Change View “Date Types”: Details screen, you can also configure the
date display format with the Weekday, Date, Time Zone, and Time checkboxes
(see Figure 4.73).

6. Also in this screen, in the Default Values for Manual Entry section, you can
select the Default option so that the same time is populated on the business
transaction. You can also assign a reference object as a system time zone or
ship-to time zone date type in the Reference obj. field in this same section.
Finally, you can determine the requested delivery date based on the ship-to
party, by selecting Ship-to Party in the Reference obj. field.

Figure 4.73 shows the System as the Reference obj. with the Current time

option selected.

7. Define the duration for the date profile, as shown in Figure 4.74. In most of the
IC scenarios, the activities or tasks that are created are always assigned with a
duration that helps customer service representatives finish their task based on
the duration maintained. This acts as an SLA for employees.
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Figure 4.73  Date Type Details Where the Date Rule Can Be Assigned

Figure 4.74  Durations within the Date Profile
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8. Now that the date project has been created, assign it to a transaction type. In
Customizing for transaction types, choose Customer Relationship Manage-

ment � Transactions � Basic Settings � Define Transaction Types. Within this
step, you assign the date profile created in the previous steps to the business
transaction type. This step activates the date management functionality in the
business transaction (see Figure 4.75).

Figure 4.75  Date Profile Assignment to the Transaction Type

4.5.3 Status Management

Status management is an important function in any SAP business transaction and
is used in all the business transactions that are part of marketing, sales, and ser-
vices. There are two types of statuses within SAP CRM:

� System status 
System statuses are determined by the system. When a sales order is created
and delivered, the system status is changed to Completely Delivered automat-
ically. You can map the user status to the system status within the configuration
based on your business requirements.

� User status 
User statuses are defined by the organization based on their business require-
ments. This status is used for internal purposes to understand at which stage
the transaction has been processed.

For the purposes of our discussion, let’s look at an example to better understand
the configuration steps involved with status management: Company XYZ wants
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to implement an automatic process that approves issues without any escalation
for complaints documents that amount to an invoice of $300 or less.

In our scenario, a customer calls in to complain about a project. The customer
wants to receive a credit for the product bought from Company XYZ. The cus-
tomer service representative creates the complaints document within the SAP
CRM system with reference to the customer invoice, which copies the product
and price from the invoice. The dollar amount on the complaint is $200. The user
statuses on the complaints are Open and In process – Manager Approval and

Approved. As soon as the customer service representative saves the complaints
document, the user status changes from Open to Approved instead of In process

– Manager Approval. The customer receives the credit of $200. The user status
is mapped to the system status in the configuration where the Approved status is
mapped to the Complete system status. This also closes the document.

Follow these steps to configure status management:

1. Define the status profile for the user status by navigating to Customer Rela-

tionship Management � Transactions � Status Management � Define Status

Profile for User Status. Create a status profile for your own transaction,
which we refer to as the user status (see Figure 4.76). In the status profile, you
can perform the following activities:

� Define user statuses and document their function. A status profile can con-
tain one or more user statuses.

� Determine the sequence in which the user statuses are run. This sequence is
determined by the status number. If you don’t assign a status number to a
user status, this status can always be set.

� Assign at least one object type to the status profile.

Status Number

Only one user status with a status number can be active at any one time. When you
assign a status number to a user number, you must also assign a highest and lowest sta-
tus number. These numbers restrict the status number range from which the user status
can be selected.

Figure 4.77 shows the user status mapped to the system status (OPEN, INPR,
and FINI).
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Figure 4.76  Status Profile

Figure 4.77  Statuses within the Status Profile

2. Click on the Object Types button to activate the allowed object type for the user
status profile, as shown in Figure 4.78 and Figure 4.79.

Figure 4.78  Object Types Button
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Figure 4.79  Allowed Object Type for the Status Profile

3. To influence certain actions on the transaction based on the user status, you can
access the Transaction Control menu option based on a certain user status
(see Figure 4.80). In this example, the user status Completed-Cmpd has an
influence on the transaction to set the transaction to Complete (see Figure
4.81).

Figure 4.80  Transaction Control Option within the Status Profile

4. Now that you’ve defined the status profile and user status, assign the status pro-
file to the transaction type. In Customizing for transaction types, choose Cus-

tomer Relationship Management � Transactions � Basic Settings � Define

Transaction Types. Assign the status profile created in the previous steps to
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the transaction type to activate the status management functionality within SAP
CRM business transactions (see Figure 4.82).

Figure 4.81  Setting the Business Transaction to Complete

Figure 4.82  Assigning the Status Profile to the Transaction Type

Item Level Status

These configuration steps are the same for the status at the item level. You need to
assign the status profile to the item category in this case.
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4.6 Actions

Actions are used by companies to trigger any workflow or follow-up transaction
as a part of automating their business processes. An order confirmation is a good
example of an action. Order confirmations are generated when any transactions
are created and triggered to send out confirmation to the customers.

Actions in SAP CRM use the Post Processing Framework (PPF). Actions are used in
account planning, grantor management, business transactions, marketing plan-
ning, billing, rebate processing, price lists, and managing users. Actions help to
improve business processes and automate processes based on the set conditions
and time lines.

In this section, we’ll look at action profiles and processing, the configuration
steps involved with setting up certain actions, and how the action monitor can
provide further information on actions in the queue.

4.6.1 Action Profiles and Processing

An action profile can be assigned to a transaction type or item category. Each
action profile consists of an action definition, with scheduled conditions assigned
to these action definitions. After the conditions are fulfilled, the processing time
within an action definition is determined based on whether the processing of the
action is immediate, when saving, or via a selection report. For example, if the
processing time option used is Processing When Saving Document, upon sav-
ing any transaction, the processing types are identified as smart forms, method
calls, or workflows.

SAP provides around 180 actions for the application transaction processing CRM_
ORDER. Other applications, for example, CRM_CASE, BILLING, CRM_MKTPL,
CRM_GPM, and so on, also use action processing. Actions are used in business
transactions for processing subsequent functions and outputs. Action processing
types (method calls, workflows, and smart forms) determine which types of
actions you require based on your business needs and therefore need to be con-
figured accordingly.

Rather than executing actions automatically, there is an option to provide a
popup to execute the action, which helps users while creating the transaction.
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This is one of the functionalities to trigger the action from the business trans-
action.

To process the actions based on the dialog, the following criteria must be met:

� The action definition must use the Immediate Processing option.

� The action definition must use the Method Call processing type.

� The action must be manual (as opposed to using Schedule Automatically).

Action Details

You can access action details for each application via Transaction nSPPFCADM.

4.6.2 Configuring Action Profiles and Processing

In the sections that follow, we’ll discuss the various tasks involved in configuring
an action profile and walk through the action processing steps.

Define Action Profiles and Actions  

In this section, we’ll begin the action profile configuration by defining the profile
and actions by using a standard action definition example.

To begin, follow the menu path, SPRO � Customer Relationship Management �
Basic Functions � Actions � Actions in Transaction � Change Actions and

Conditions � Define Action Profiles and Actions. On the screen that appears,
you can assign business object types to the actions. If required, you can also
assign the date profile, as shown in Figure 4.83.

In Figure 4.83, you’ll also see the Used Common Profile option. The common
profile is used when you have overlapping action definition functionalities for
similar objects. If you want to reuse action profiles, you can set up a common pro-
file and assign it to other profiles to reduce the configuration effort.

The action profile has a list of action definitions that can help fulfill your business
requirements. On the Display View “Action Definition”: Overview screen in
Figure 4.84, you can create follow-up tasks or send a reminder email after the
activity transaction is created.
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Figure 4.83  Activity Action Profile

Figure 4.84  Action Definition

On the Display View: “Action Definition”: Details screen, there are various
fields that need to be populated based on your business requirements (see Figure
4.85):
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� Processed At

This option triggers an action when fulfilling a condition on saving the docu-
ment or triggers an action using the selection report. There are three options in
the dropdown for this field:

� Immediate Processing: This action is started as soon as the start condition is
fulfilled.

� Processing When Saving Document: This action is started when the trans-
action is saved.

� Processing Using Selection Report: This action is started by a report after
expiration and evaluation. After selecting to use the report, the system first
checks whether a start condition is available. If no start condition is avail-
able, or the condition is correct, the action is started.

� Schedule Automatically 
If this checkbox is set, the actions are automatically activated for processing as
soon as the schedule conditions are met. If this isn’t set, the person responsi-
ble must manually activate the actions found in the application document for
processing.

� Delete After Processing

This checkbox controls whether actions of this action definition are automati-
cally deleted after they’ve been successfully processed. If errors occur during
processing, the actions are never automatically deleted.

� Changeable in Dialog

Select this checkbox if you want the user to be able to change the conditions
and processing parameters for the action in the document.

� Executable in Dialog

Select this checkbox if you want the user to be able to trigger the action man-
ually on the Actions tab.

� Display in Toolbox

Select this checkbox if you want the action to be displayed as a symbol in the
toolbar for the document. This allows the user to see the option to trigger the
action.

� Partner Determination for the Action

If the Partner-Dependent checkbox is activated, you can define a partner func-
tion or partner function category for which the action is valid, for example, if
you want to schedule or trigger an action on one specific partner function.
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� Determination Technology 
In this field, you can choose the determination via transportable conditions.

Figure 4.85  Action Definition Details

After implementing these options, complete the following, as shown in Figure 4.86:

� Action Description tab 
Here the action description is added, and the same can be seen on the business
transaction for a specific action definition.

� Action Merging tab 
Under this tab, there are options for selecting the number of unprocessed
actions and processed actions.

� Number of Unprocessed Actions 
The number of unprocessed actions provides the capability to select an option
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for triggering unprocessed actions based on an action definition, processing
type, or for partners.

� Allow Any Number of Actions

This setting allows you to trigger any number of actions to be triggered, mean-
ing if the conditions are satisfied, the action will trigger. For example, any
change on the sales order triggers the confirmation going out to the customer
if all the conditions are satisfied. You can set any number of allowed actions.

Figure 4.86  Action Merging

Access the Processing Types folder, as shown in Figure 4.87. There are three
types of processing types that you can configure within the action definition
based on your business scenarios:

� SAP Smart Form 
SAP Smart Forms are used when the confirmation needs to be sent to any cus-
tomer, for example, fax, email, or print confirmations.

� Method Call 
Method calls are BAdI implementations that can be assigned to the actions to
create any subsequent transaction. For example, you can create activities or
tasks as follow-up transactions to a sales order. EXEC_METHODCALL_PPF is
the relevant BAdI for method calls.

� Workflow 
Workflow tasks can be assigned that you’ve created via the Workflow Builder to
the action definition.
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BAdIs for Action Processing

SAP has provided multiple BAdI implementations for action processing; some of the
examples are COPY_DOCUMENT (create a follow-up document), COMPLETE_DOCU-
MENT (set status completed within document), CREDIT_MEMO (create credit memo
item), REPAIR_ITEM (create a repair item), and 1O_EVENT_CREATE (create a workflow
event).

Figure 4.87 shows the method call to create a follow-up task for an activity.

Figure 4.87  Method Call COPY_DOCUMENT
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Under the Settings Method Call section in Figure 4.87, you can access the Pro-

cessing Parameters, where the method call process type is assigned. Click the
pencil icon next to the Processing Parameters field, and a popup will appear, as
shown in Figure 4.88. This area allows you to define the transaction type here to
create this transaction as a follow-up document. In this example, it’s task type
1003. The COPY_DOCUMENT method call copies the information from the
source transaction to the target transaction.

Figure 4.88  Process Type Assigned to the Action Definition

Customer Confirmations

For customer confirmations, you can use smart forms fax, mail, and print. In this case,
the processing type option will be Smart Forms instead of Workflow or Method.

Define Conditions

Having defined the action profiles and actions in the previous section, you can
now define the conditions for each of the action definitions based on your busi-
ness scenario. There are two types of conditions:

� Schedule condition 
The schedule condition decides whether an action should be scheduled for
processing. An action is therefore only generated if the schedule condition is
met. For example, a schedule condition can be based on the customers from 1
to 100.

� Start conditions 
After the conditions are scheduled, the start condition is checked before the
action is executed. The action is executed only if the start condition is met. For
the scheduled actions, the start condition is checked before it’s executed. Thus,
the scheduled action is executed after the start condition is satisfied.
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To define the action conditions, navigate via the menu path, SPRO � Customer

Relationship Management � Basic Functions � Actions � Actions in Transac-

tion � Change Actions and Conditions � Define Conditions.

Figure 4.89 shows the Start Condition tab with a status and current date and
time greater than the planned date. If these conditions are satisfied, then the
action will be triggered.

Figure 4.89  Action Conditions

Conditions Using BAdI

If the rule type on the action definition is COD – Conditions Using Business AddIn (as
shown in Figure 4.90), then you can assign the BAdI to the scheduled condition. Based
on your specific business scenarios. you can use schedule condition BAdI EVAL_SCHED-
COND_PPF or start condition BAdI EVAL_STARTCOND_PPF.

Figure 4.90 shows the different options for condition usage whether you want to
make use of a BAdI or a workflow to accommodate your specific business needs.
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Figure 4.90  Rule Type within an Action Definition Using BAdI or Workflow Conditions

Configure Action Determination Procedure

This section discusses how to configure an action determination procedure. Nav-
igate via the menu path, SPRO � Customer Relationship Management � Basic

Functions � Actions � Actions in Transaction � Set Up Action Profile Determi-

nation � Create Condition Tables.

The example in Figure 4.91 shows the SAP standard Condition Table SAP00002

with the Description of Sales Org./Dis. Chan./Division/Trans. Type/Customer.
The new condition table can be created based on the specific business needs.

Figure 4.91  Action Condition Tables
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Create Access Sequence

Next, we’ll create the access sequence for the configuration. To start, navigate to
SPRO � Customer Relationship Management � Basic Functions � Actions �

Actions in Transaction � Set Up Action Profile Determination � Create Access

Sequence.

Figure 4.92 shows the standard access sequence 0001 Sales Order. Here, you
enter “CRM” in the Application field and “AP” in the Usage field.

Figure 4.92  Action Access Sequence

In Figure 4.93, the Access Seq. 0001 is assigned with Table SAP00002.

Figure 4.93  Tables Assigned to the Action Access Sequence
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Create and Define Action Determination Procedure Condition Types

With the access sequence created, we can now create the action determination
procedure condition types. Navigate to SPRO � Customer Relationship Manage-

ment � Basic Functions � Actions � Actions in Transaction � Set Up Action Pro-

file Determination � Create Condition Types.

Figure 4.94 shows “0ACK” in the Condition Type field, “Order Confirmation” in
the Description field, “0001” in the Access Seq. field.

Figure 4.94  Maintaining Condition Types

After you’ve created the action determination procedure, you can further define
it. Navigate to SPRO � Customer Relationship Management � Basic Functions �
Actions � Actions in Transaction � Set Up Action Profile Determination �

Define Determination Procedure.

Here, you’ll assign the condition type to the action determination procedure. Fig-
ure 4.95 shows standard action determination Procedure 0CRM01 assigned with
Condition Type 0ACK.
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Figure 4.95  Maintaining the Action Determination Procedure and Assigning Condition Types

Assign an Action Determination Procedure to the Transaction Type

To assign the action determination procedure to the transaction type, navigate to
SPRO � Customer Relationship Management � Basic Functions � Actions �

Actions in Transaction � Set Up Action Profile Determination � Assign Deter-

mination Procedure to Transaction Type.

Assign the action determination procedure, as shown in Figure 4.96. After this
step is completed, the action determination is activated for a business transaction.

Figure 4.96  Assigning the Action Determination Procedure to the Transaction Type
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Create Condition Maintenance Group

To create the condition maintenance group, navigate to SPRO � Customer Rela-

tionship Management � Basic Functions � Actions � Actions in Transaction �
Set Up Master Data Maintenance for Action Profile Determination � Create

Condition Maintenance Group.

In Figure 4.97, MaintenanceGrp CRM_AP is used for the action profile determi-
nation. Add the Condition Type “0ACK” and “AP” for Usage, as shown in the
Condition Maintenance Group: Detail section of Figure 4.97.

Figure 4.97  Assigning the Condition Type to the Maintenance Group CRM_AP

Create Condition Record for the Maintenance Group CRM_AP

To create the condition record for the maintenance group CRM_AP, access Trans-
action /SAPCND/GCM, and maintain the condition record for the condition type
0ACK as shown in Figure 4.98. In this step, you create the condition record for
the actions and assign the action profile to it. This helps determine the correct
condition record and execute the action based on the action profile.

Figure 4.98  Condition Type Maintenance Group Screen
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The action configuration is complete after the condition record is maintained.
Now, when the order is created with the master data as mentioned in the condi-
tion record, AP procedure 0CRM01 is triggered.

Because the AP procedure is called, the system looks for the condition record for
the condition type 0ACK. It determines the condition record, and the Action

Profile ACTIVITY is assigned to the condition record (see Figure 4.99).

Figure 4.99  Maintaining the Action Condition Type

BAdI CONTAINER_PPF (PPF: Complete Container before Condition Evaluation)

If you have any specific business needs that aren’t fulfilled by the standard action con-
figuration step as mentioned previously, then you can implement BAdI CONTAINER_
PPF (PPF: Complete Container before Condition Evaluation). This BAdI will help evalu-
ate the unique business conditions before triggering any actions.

4.6.3 Action Monitor

The action monitor provides you with the information on actions that are in
queue or that are successfully generated. In one view, this is more like the action
report that you can monitor various actions for various transactions and trigger
them from the action monitor if needed.

Use Transaction SPPFP and program RSPPFPROCESS for the action monitor. If
there is a requirement to trigger the action based on the time-dependent schedule
condition, then you can set a background job with a proper variant for program
RSPPFPROCESS and process those actions accordingly. You can display all unpro-
cessed actions by just entering the Application, Action Profile, and Create To

date on the Action Monitor selection screen. It will show the result of all unpro-
cessed actions.
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In this section, we looked at how actions are critical to triggering confirmations,
creating follow-up transactions, and triggering any workflow.

4.7 Service Functions in Business Transactions

SAP CRM consists of service-related functionality just like any other functional-
ities mentioned so far in this chapter. The service functions are mostly applicable
to service transactions within SAP CRM. This topic covers functionality for cata-
logs, codes, profiles, multilevel categorization, and the rule modeler.

4.7.1 Catalogs, Codes, and Profiles

Catalogs are used in SAP CRM business transactions to describe the reasons,
cause, damages, and so on related to products when doing business with a cus-
tomer. Catalogs typically apply in service scenarios where an organization wants
to categorize customer complaints. One good business example is the reason for
a certain status of an opportunity. An organization qualifies the lead as a hot lead
and creates an opportunity for that customer. The opportunity goes through the
various milestones and phases of the opportunity cycle, until the opportunity is
won. For reporting purposes, it’s very important to know the reason for winning
an opportunity because it helps an organization recognize specific trends for win-
ning or losing an opportunity in the market. Catalogs, codes, and profiles help to
clarify this information.

To illustrate our example, let’s say that an organization wants to configure the
complaints transaction to input the code group and code. The code group in the
transaction will specify the reasons for the complaints, so when a customer calls
back with one of these issues, the customer service representative should be able
to pick this value and categorize it based on the multicategorization level, which
we’ll discuss in Section 4.7.2.

The following are the configuration steps for catalogs, codes, and profiles in an
SAP CRM system:

1. The first step is to define the catalogs. Start by following the menu path,
SPRO � CRM � Basic Functions � Catalogs, Codes and Profiles � Define

Catalogs. As shown in Figure 4.100, define a Catalog as Z8 for Customer
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Complaints falling under the catalog category C Overview of Damage/

Defects.

Figure 4.100  Maintaining Catalogs

2. To define the code groups and codes for the catalog, go to SPRO � CRM � Basic

Functions � Catalogs, Codes and Profiles � Define Code Groups and Codes

for Catalogs. Create a code group, as shown in Figure 4.101.

Figure 4.101  Maintaining Code Groups

3. A list of the codes under the Code Group Z0000001 when the CGr Description

Customer Complaints Reason Code is created, as shown in Figure 4.102.

4. To define the code group profiles, go to SPRO � CRM � Basic Functions � Cat-

alogs, Codes and Profiles � Define Code Group Profiles. Assign the code
group profile to the Z8 catalog, as shown in Figure 4.103 and Figure 4.104.
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Figure 4.102  Maintaining Codes for the Code Groups

Figure 4.103  Defining Code Group Profiles

Figure 4.104  Code Group Assignment to the Catalog
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5. Create the code group profile (CdGrpPrfle) for the Catalog Z8, as shown in
Figure 4.105.

Figure 4.105  Definition of the Code Group Profile

6. Assign the code group to the CodeGrpProfile, as shown in Figure 4.106.

Figure 4.106  Assigning the Code Group to the Code Group Profile

7. Define the subject profiles by going to SPRO � CRM � Basic Functions � Cata-

logs, Codes and Profiles � Define Subject Profiles. Create the Subj. Prof.,

which will be assigned with a code group profile that was created in the previ-
ous step (see Figure 4.107).
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Figure 4.107  Maintaining the Subject Profile

8. The hierarchy level in the Subj. Prof., as shown in Figure 4.108, corresponds
to the value that you select in this field, which specifies the maximum hierarchy
level that a code for this catalog may have in a service process or a complaint.
Figure 4.108 and Figure 4.109 show the code group profile assignment to the
subject profile and code group assignment to the code group profile, respec-
tively.

Figure 4.108  Assigning the Code Group Profile to the Subject Profile

9. To assign a status profile and a subject profile to the business transaction type,
go to SPRO � CRM � Basic Functions � Catalogs, Codes and Profiles � Assign

Status Profile and Subject Profile to Business Transaction Type. In this
step, you assign the subject profile to the business transaction for each status
that you’ve defined in the user status profile. In this way, the system provides
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you with possible reasons in the document in the input help, depending on the
status you’ve chosen (see Figure 4.110).

Figure 4.109  Code Group Assignment to the Code Group Profile

Figure 4.110  Assigning Status to the Subject Profile

10. Assign the Subject Profile to the Transaction Type, as shown in Figure
4.111. In Customizing for transaction types, choose Customer Relationship

Management � Transactions � Basic Settings � Define Transaction Types.

11. Go to the complaints transaction to verify the configuration created in the pre-
ceding steps (see Figure 4.112).
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Figure 4.111  Assigning the Subject Profile to the Transaction Type

Figure 4.112  Code Groups Shown on the Complaints Transactions

The next step is to continue with the same code group and segregate it to the multi-
level categorization on the WebClient UI. We’ll discuss multilevel categorization
in the next section.
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4.7.2 Multilevel Categorization

Multilevel categorization is a tool that helps design the categorization for different
business transactions. Categorization is the process of identifying the type of
issues at multiple levels. Based on the business scenarios, you can have these
types of issues on initial levels followed by the outcome in the later levels. For
example, categorization levels 1 and 2 identify the type of issue as a shortage,
which is then followed by credit at level 3.

The following is a list of transactions where you can implement multilevel cate-
gorizations:

� Service orders

� Service order templates

� Confirmations

� Complaints

� In-house repair orders

� Service requests (incidents)

� Problems

� Requests for change

� Knowledge articles

� Case management

� Interaction records

� Email Response Management System (ERMS)

In addition to these transactions, you can have auto completion and item deter-
mination based on categories. You can use multilevel categorization to determine
business partners in partner functions by using the Business Rule Framework
(BRF+)  or the SAP CRM dispatch functionality.

To configure multilevel categorization, we’ll begin by assigning transaction types
to the catalog categories:

1. Navigate to SPRO � CRM � CRM Cross-Application Components � Multilevel

Categorization � Assign Transaction Types to Catalog Categories. On the
New Entries: Overview of Added Entries screen, you’ll find the following
fields (see Figure 4.113):
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� Find Related Obj.: This activates the functionality where you can search for
the similar issue of the same category or the system suggests objects with the
same category assignments. If you want to display the related objects, you
have to choose More � Find Related in the business transaction (e.g., inci-
dent) in the WebClient UI.

� Auto Complete: In the category modeler, you can assign service order tem-
plates to categories. If you select the relevant category in the business trans-
action, for example, incident, you can choose More � Auto Complete to
transfer the data from the relevant service order template.

� Item Determ.: The automatic item determination is relevant for incidents
and problems.

Figure 4.113  Assigning Transaction Types to Catalog Categories

2. In the category modeler, you can assign service products to categories. If you
select the corresponding category in the incident or problem and save the busi-
ness transaction, this linked service product is used as the item in the back-
ground. If the system can’t determine the item for the corresponding business
transaction via the categorization schema, BAdI CRM_SERVICEPROD_BADI
(Product Assignment for Creation of Service Items) is called.

3. To maintain the RFC destinations for the schema import, navigate to SPRO �
CRM � Basic Functions � CRM Cross-Application Components � Maintain

RFC Destinations for Schema Import.

4. To move the categorization schema from one system to another system, you
need to import the schema to the target system. The schema change can’t be
moved across the system via the standard transport mechanism. You need to
maintain the RFC destination that you want to make available for selection to
import the schemas in the category modeler. The RFC destination should be
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maintained in the target system with the source destination from where you
want to import the schema. After the schema is imported to the target system,
you need to active that schema in the target system to make it effective (see
Figure 4.114).

Figure 4.114  Maintaining RFC Destinations for Schema Import

5. Go to business role SERVICEPRO or role IC_MANAGER to create the new Cat-

egorization Schema as shown in Figure 4.115.

Figure 4.115  Maintaining the Categorization Schema from the Service Professional Business Role

6. The category in this example is the same as the code group and codes created
in the previous topic. In this example, there are two levels under the Shortage

code: Packing Error and Credits. So, let say when the complaints document
is created, level 3 will be the outcome of the issue; that is, a customer called for
a shortage issue and has to be credited for the shortages of the product. Infor-
mation on the category schema creation is shown in Figure 4.116.
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Figure 4.116  Maintaining the Code Groups and Codes in the Categorization Schema with Different 
Levels

7. In the Application Areas section, while creating the categorization schema,
assign the Application ID with a Parameter of Subject Profile. In this case,
ZEXP – Customer Complaints is configured as described previously and
assigned with the same Subject Profile, as shown in Figure 4.117. Within the
Schemas per Application Area section, you can see the same categorization
schema with various statuses, including Deployed, Released, and Active, with
corresponding Valid-From and Valid-To information.

Figure 4.117  Defining the Application Area and Assigning It to the Categorization Schema

8. Activate the Categorization Schema by changing the Status of the schema
from Draft to Released, as shown in Figure 4.118.
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Figure 4.118  Activating the Categorization Schema

9. After you’ve configured the categorization schema, create the complaints doc-
ument for the customer. When a customer calls to request a credit for the
shortage scenario, the customer service representative creates a complaint
and adds the Category 1 as Shortage, Category 2 as Packing Error, and
Category 3 as Credit, which is the outcome of this issue. Save the document,
and trigger the follow-up action to give the credit to the customer (see Figure
4.119).

Figure 4.119  Categorization Data with Different Levels

10. The categorization schema can be imported to different systems within the
system landscape. The categorization schema can be imported via RFC as well.
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For our purposes, go to the target system where you want to import the cat-
egorization schema, and access the Search: Categorization Schemas screen
via the SERVICEPRO business role. Click on Import, as highlighted in Figure
4.120.

Figure 4.120  Importing the Categorization Schema to a Different System

11. Select the Source search criteria, and enter the RFC destination you’ve con-
figured to import the categorization schema to the target system. Click the
Search button, and you’ll see the list of the schema from the source system.
Select the schema, and click on Import, as shown in Figure 4.121.

Figure 4.121  Source Selection and Categorization Schema Selection for Import

The new categorization schema is now ready for you to use in the target system.
Make sure to activate the schema after import.
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Import and Export Category Schema

You can import and export the category schema from Transaction CATEGOTOOL. Acti-
vate the schema after import.

4.7.3 Rule Modeler

The Rule Modeler tool is used for achieving certain business functions that are car-
ried out by an organization on a frequent basis. It consists of rule policies that help
to invoke specific actions automatically as soon as predefined conditions are met.

Most frequently, the Rule Modeler is used for the Email Routing to Agent Inbox
function, Order Routing to Agent Inbox function, and triggering alerts on the IC
application.

The Rule Modeler has a list of repositories or the context for which rule policies
are applicable. The following is a list of contexts that are accessed through the
WebClient UI:

� Account and contact management

� Approval management

� Bounce management

� Checklist determination

� Checklist step partner determination

� ERMS

� Intent-driven interaction

� Lead distribution

� Opportunity distribution

� Order routing

� Service documents

� Service order/complaint dispatch

� Service Request Management

Let’s take a practical example of a Rule Modeler configuration where customer
service navigates to the interaction history after receiving an alert on the SAP
CRM IC screen. The IC event is a confirmed business partner in this scenario.
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Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the IC_MANAGER business role. Follow the menu path, Process

Modeling � Alerts (see Figure 4.122). There are SAP-delivered alerts; how-
ever, in cases where you have some specific business scenario, you can config-
ure it accordingly.

Figure 4.122  Maintaining Alerts via the IC_MANAGER Business Role

2. Figure 4.123 shows the navigation object of interaction history display, which
you can navigate to from the alert message. The alert message here is Time to

wrap up!.

Figure 4.123  Alert Details with the Message

3. Create a rule policy Z01_Reminder to assign the reminder alert. Navigate to
Rule Policy, and click the New button to create your own rule. You can assign
the IC WebClient UI profile to the Z01_Reminder. In this case, IC_AGENT is the
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business role assigned to the rule policy. Assign BPConfirmed in the IC Events

section to the rule policy (see Figure 4.124).

Figure 4.124  Maintaining the Rule Policy Trigger Point

4. Create the Draft Rules and subnode to add the Rule Details (i.e., Conditions

and Actions). In this example, the conditions are if the current event equals
business partner confirmed, then an action reminder is triggered with a delay
of 60 seconds. This will notify the customer service representatives to wrap a
call and jump to interaction history when accessing the Time to Wrap up! link
on the alert screen (see Figure 4.125).

Figure 4.125  Maintaining the Rule Policy with the Alert Details
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5. Click More � Check Draft Rules, and then select Release Draft Rules and

Save (see Figure 4.126).

Figure 4.126  Checking the Draft Rules and Releasing It

6. Go to the Account Identification, confirm one of the accounts on the busi-
ness role IC_AGENT, and continue to work on that account. You’ll see the alert
shown to the customer service representative after 60 seconds as “Time to wrap
up!” (see Figure 4.127).

Figure 4.127  Alert Area on the Account Identification

7. Click on the alert link, and it will take you to the Search: Customer Interac-

tions screen of the confirmed account. This will show the list of interactions
for this customer (see Figure 4.128).

Figure 4.128  Customer Interaction Details
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This section discussed the service functions for business transactions and pro-
vided a good understanding of some service functions and IC functions that will
be covered in detail in the following chapters.

4.8 Special Functions in Business Transactions

In this section, we’ll identify two special functions that can be performed in busi-
ness transactions: PPRs and free goods.

4.8.1 Partner Product Range

Partner product ranges (PPR) identify sets of products that can be sold to a specific
customer for a specific period of time. This can also be restricted at the sales orga-
nization level. In addition to this, PPR allows you to prevent certain products
from being sold to certain customers. Exclusion is controlled by the Exclusion

checkbox for a PPR. The Exclusion checkbox indicates that the products con-
tained therein can’t be sold to the listed business partners during the validity
period.

In a real-life scenario, an organization might not want to sell certain products to
customers or it might want to sell certain product lines or products to customers.
This functionality helps any organization overcome these kind of requirements.

Further use of PPRs includes the following:

� Interaction Center 
Product proposals can come from PPRs. After a business partner has been iden-
tified in IC, it’s possible to display all products that are currently valid for that
partner.

� Top n products 
Top n product lists (from marketing) are created and saved as PPRs.

� Contracts
Products in value and quantity contracts are saved as PPRs.

� Catalog views 
Catalog views are PPRs, such as customer-specific views for target groups or
business partners in a web shop.
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PPR master data is set up from a combination of business partner, products, and
validity periods. When a customer orders a product that isn’t maintained in the
PPR master data, and some of the products are marked as an exclusion on the
master record, the PPR search fails and shows the corresponding message on the
order screen. This can be useful, for example, if an organization has multiple
product lines and wants to sell certain products to certain customers due to sea-
sonal demand or due to certain customers being restricted to only certain prod-
ucts based on business rules and policies.

In the following sections, we’ll look at how to configure PPRs to satisfy business
requirements.

Define General Settings for Partner/Product Range

The Check PPRs in Business Transactions and Applications indicator activates
the check for PPRs within business transactions and when the Application Pro-
gramming Interface (API) is called by other applications (see Figure 4.129).

Figure 4.129  General Settings for Partner/Product Ranges
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If you set the indicator, the system checks whether the combinations of business
partners and products entered in the business transactions are valid. If you don’t
set the indicator, no check takes place in the business transactions, and you can
enter any business partner/product combination you want.

Follow the configuration path, SRPO � CRM � Master Data � Product/Partner

Range � Define General Settings for Partner/Product Range. Under PPR Type

Assignment for Business Transaction Types and other Applications, you
define which PPR types are used by default in the various application areas (cata-
log views, purchase contracts, etc.).

Define Partner/Product Range Types

In this step, you have to define the PPR types and configure them based on your
business requirement. In this example, certain products can be ordered, and oth-
ers are restricted for a specific customer. Without this configuration being in
place, you can’t perform PPR functionality.

The PPR type defines the attributes and characteristics of a PPR and controls the
applications and business transactions in which PPRs of this type can be used.
PPRs can be controlled at the organization data level. PPRs can be defined at the
sales organization, transaction type, and possible item references (e.g. product,
product catalog view, marketing segment, and date: from/to).

In this step, enter a unique key and a description for the PPR type. You also
want to define whether PPRs of this type can be edited, whether they are
checked during transaction processing, and whether they can be used for prod-
uct proposals. For our example, we’ve created the ZPPR PPR type, which we’re
going to assign to the transaction type. Figure 4.130 shows the PPR Type ZPPR

configuration.

The following is additional information available to configure on the Change

View “PPR Types”: Details screen:

� PPR Rank Profile

You can choose the rank profile that you want to use for your PPR type. The
rank profile consists of ranks that are created to sequence the list of PPRs for
the same business partner and products that fall under the same validity period.
The lower the ranking number, the higher the priority of a PPR.
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� Profile for Alternative Product IDs

For product references, you can choose a profile for alternative product IDs.

� Generate ID Internally

You define whether the IDs for PPRs of this PPR type are to be generated inter-
nally. If the IDs are to be generated internally, you must also choose a number
range object (Object Name) and a number range (Number Range No.). The PPR
number ranges can be configured in the path, SAP NetWeaver � Application

Server � Basic Services � Unified Key Mapping Service (UKMS) � KMS Connec-

tion to SAP NetWeaver Process Integration � Define Number Range Object.

Now, follow the configuration path, CRM � Master Data � Product/Partner

Range � Basic Settings � Define Partner/Product Range Types to define the
partner and product range types (see Figure 4.130).

Figure 4.130  PPR Types Details Screen
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On the Change View “PPR Organizational Data Reference Types”: Overview

screen, you can specify which objects (partner function, transaction type, sales
organization, service organization) and PPRs of this type can be defined (see
Figure 4.131). These objects are displayed as header assignment blocks on the
Partner/Product Ranges page.

Figure 4.131  Assigning Sales Organization Reference Types to the Partner Product Range Type

On the Change View “PPR Item Reference Types”: Overview screen, you define
which types of references are possible for the PPR items. The following options
are available:

� References to business partners, products, and validity periods

� References to other partner/product ranges

If you choose References to other partner/product ranges then you also have to
specify the PPR types allowed under Allowed PPR Types for PPR Item References.

On the Change View “PPR Product Reference Types”: Overview screen, under
the PPR Product Reference Types section, you can define which product refer-
ences are possible for the chosen PPR type. These references are displayed as
assignment blocks on the Partner/Product Range Item page. For example, you
can allow references to products, product hierarchies, IBase headers, product
rules, and other PPR products.

Figure 4.132 shows the example ZPPR PPR type scenario.
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Figure 4.132  PPR Product Reference Types Screen

If you define other PPR products (i.e., all the products of a PPR can be referenced),
you must specify the PPR types allowed on the Change View “Allowed PPR

Types for PPR Product References”: Overview screen (see Figure 4.133).

Figure 4.133  Allowed PPR Types for PPR Product References Screen

The Change View “PPR Business Partner Reference Types”: Overview screen is
similar to the PPR Product Reference Types screen, in that you can define which
business partner references are possible for the chosen PPRs (see Figure 4.134).
These references are displayed as assignment blocks on the PPR item pages. For
example, you can allow references to business partners, business partner rules,
marketing segments, and other PPR business partners.
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Figure 4.134  PPR Business Partner Reference Types Screen

If you define other PPR business partners (i.e., all business partners of a PPR can
be referenced), then you must specify the PPR types allowed under the Change

View “Allowed PPR Types for PPR BP References”: Overview screen (see Figure
4.135).

Figure 4.135  Allowed PPR Types for PPR BP References Screen

The Change View “PPR Validity Period Reference Types”: Overview screen
allows you to define which types of validity period references are possible for the
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chosen PPR type (see Figure 4.136). These references are displayed as assignment
blocks on the PPR item pages.

Figure 4.136  PPR Validity Period Reference Types Screen

Define Transaction Types and Applications Relevant for Check

In this section, we’ll continue with our example, and assign the PPR type to the
transaction type. Because our business case is to activate this functionality for the
sales transaction, Figure 4.137 shows the assignment of PPR type to the Transac-

tion Type TA. To execute the PPR scenario, follow the configuration path, SPRO �

CRM � Master Data � Product/Partner Range � Basic Settings � Define Trans-

action Types and Applications Relevant for Check.

Figure 4.137  Business Transaction Types Relevant for the Partner Product Range Check
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In this step, you assign the PPR type created for this configuration to the transac-
tion type. This configuration enables the business transaction to include or
exclude specific products for a specific customer (see Figure 4.138).

Figure 4.138  PPR Type Assigned to the Transaction Type

If you activate the exclusion PPRs Only indicator within Define Transaction

Types and Applications Relevant for Check, the system checks solely for PPRs
that explicitly exclude the relevant product for the relevant business partner,
validity period and organization data. If the product isn’t excluded by a PPR, it’s
allowed in the business transaction.

If the indicator isn’t set, the system checks if there is a valid PPR for which the rel-
evant combination of product, business partner, validity period, and organization
data is allowed. Only if a valid PPR is found is that product allowed in the busi-
ness transaction.

Access Partner Product Range Master Data

The next step in the process is to access the PPR master data to maintain the PPR
master record using Transaction CRMM_PPR.

On the Change Partner/Product Range screen, under the Header section, enter
the organization data and activate the Status of the PPR master record (see Figure
4.139). Under the Item section, add the partner to the Reference Type Business

Partner, as shown in the Figure 4.140.
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Figure 4.139  Maintaining Partner Product Range Master Data

Figure 4.140  Assigning the Business Partner to the Partner Product Range Master Data

The product is now added to the PPR master data with Business Partner 100000
(see Figure 4.141).

Figure 4.141  Product Assignment to the Partner Product Range Master Data

The validity period is added to the PPR master data, as shown in Figure 4.142.
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Figure 4.142  Validity Period Assignment

Create the Sales Order

Now let’s create the sales order with the master data set up for the PPR type and
then add the product in the sales order that isn’t maintained in the PPR master
record. The results are shown in Figure 4.143. The product that is included in the
PPR list doesn’t show any error for line Item 10, whereas the error occurred for
line Item 20 because the product 629670 isn’t listed in the PPR type master data.

Figure 4.143  Error Message for a Product Not Included in the Partner Product Range Master Data

4.8.2 Free Goods

Free goods can be offered to customers when they order a specific quantity. Free
goods can be broken down into two types:

� Inclusive free goods 
In this scenario, the customer receives a discount on some products when the
customer orders a specific quantity limit. For example, the quantity limit to get
the free goods for the customer is 10EA. When the customer orders 10EA, he
is charged with 9EA and gets 1EA free of cost.
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� Exclusive free goods 
In this scenario, the customer receives free goods in addition to the ordered
product. When the customer orders 10EA, he is charged with 10EA and gets
the 11th product free of charge.

For purposes of an example, let’s consider a scenario where we want to give a
customer 1KG of a product free of charge when the customer orders 100KG of the
product.

The following steps show you how to configure a standard free goods example
(you can create custom tables to suit the business needs):

1. Create a condition table. Navigate to Customer Relationship Management �
Basic Functions � Free Goods � Set up Free Goods � Create Condition

Tables. In this example, it’s standard condition table SAP010, which contains
the fields SALES_ORG, Dis_Channel, Sold_to_Party, and Product (see Fig-
ure 4.144).

Figure 4.144  Condition Tables for Free Goods

2. To create an access sequence, navigate to Customer Relationship Manage-

ment � Basic Functions � Free Goods � Set up Free Goods � Create Access

Sequences. Similar to the pricing configuration, you have to create the access
sequence for the free goods determination. Figure 4.145 and Figure 4.146
show the access sequence screen with the table assigned to it.
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Figure 4.145  Access Sequence for Free Goods

Figure 4.146  Assigning the Table to the Access Sequence

3. Create the condition type by navigating to Customer Relationship Manage-

ment � Basic Functions � Free Goods � Set up Free Goods � Create Condition

types. Within this step, you create the condition type for free goods and assign
the access sequence to the condition type. Figure 4.147 shows the condition
type configuration for the free goods determination.
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Figure 4.147  Condition Type for Free Goods

4. Create the free goods determination procedure similar to the pricing proce-
dure. Navigate to SAP CRM under Customer Relationship Management �

Basic Functions � Free Goods � Set up Free Goods � Create Free Goods

Determination Procedure. Assign the condition type to the free goods deter-
mination procedure, as shown in Figure 4.148 and Figure 4.149.

Figure 4.148  Free Goods Determination Procedure
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Figure 4.149  Condition Type within the Free Goods Determination Procedure

5. Assign the free goods determination procedure similar to the campaign deter-
mination procedure by navigating to Customer Relationship Management �
Basic Functions � Free Goods � Set up Free Goods � Assign Free Goods

Determination Procedure. You create the new entry and add the free goods
determination procedure with the combination of sales area, customer pricing
procedure, and document pricing procedure (see Figure 4.150).

Figure 4.150  Free Goods Determination Assignment

6. Add the condition type and condition table to your condition maintenance
group via the menu path, SPRO � Customer Relationship Management � Mas-

ter Data � Conditions and Condition Technique � Condition Technique:

Basics � Create Maintenance Group. Create the condition maintenance group
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and assign the condition type to it. This configuration helps to create the
condition record for the free goods maintenance in the SAP CRM system (see
Figure 4.151).

Figure 4.151  Maintaining the Maintenance Group for Free Goods Condition Type

7. Maintain the conditions for every 100KG of the product ordered so the cus-
tomer gets 1KG free of charge (see Figure 4.152).

Figure 4.152  Condition Record Maintenance

8. Create the sales order for the customer maintained in the condition record. The
product with 100KG or more is shown in Figure 4.153. You’ll see that the same
item appears as the subitem with Item No. 10 and has 100KG with 0 as the
price (see Figure 4.153 and Figure 4.154).

Figure 4.153  Sales Order with Free Goods Satisfying Conditions
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Figure 4.154  Subitem with Zero Price

Load Condition Records

You can load the condition record and configuration data from SAP ERP. In the preced-
ing example, SAP CRM is considered the leading system.

This section covered the specialized PPR and free goods business transaction
functions. PPR gives organizations the option to restrict customers from ordering
certain items. This section also covered the free goods functionality through an
in-depth example.

4.9 Summary

This chapter on business transactions in SAP CRM provides key concepts of what
business transactions are, how they are defined, how they are linked to items in
transactions, and the various profiles assigned to business transactions. We also
covered some of the service functions, such as catalogs, codes, and profiles, as
well as how the multilevel categorization and Rule Modeler can help to connect
service and IC functionality. Finally, we looked at the specialized PPR and free
goods functions. In the next chapter, we’ll begin looking at the core functions
within SAP CRM, starting with marketing.
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Chapter 5 

In this chapter, we focus on the core SAP CRM functionalities beginning 
with a discussion of SAP CRM Marketing.

5 Marketing

Marketing helps a company create brand awareness and generate interest and
demand. With SAP CRM Marketing, companies can gather information on cus-
tomer buying behaviors and create market plans and campaigns to entice new
customers and maintain existing customer interest. SAP CRM Marketing consists
of verticals such as Marketing Resource Management (MRM), segmentation, List
Management, Campaign Management, Lead Management, and Trade Promotion
Management (TPM).

In this chapter, we’ll look not only at these components but other SAP CRM
Marketing processes as well. We’ll begin by looking at both the marketing plan
and Campaign Management.

5.1 Marketing Plans and Campaign Management

Marketing plans and campaigns are key elements of SAP CRM Marketing func-
tions. These are set up as part of the hierarchical structure within a marketing
project and can consist of any number of marketing plan elements or campaign
elements.

A marketing plan is the topmost node in an SAP CRM marketing project. It’s used
to assign the planning profiles and budgets across the marketing project. Addi-
tionally, it’s used to formulate strategic market planning. You can have any num-
ber of marketing plan elements assigned to a plan.

As with any SAP project implementation, you have a project plan and the tasks to
be executed in each phase of the project. A marketing plan is similar in that sense,
where you have list of the activities in the form of campaigns, and each of the
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activities has some kind of cost associated to it. A marketing plan helps a market-
ing professional or marketing manager carry out activities for a specific period of
time. You can assign products and target groups to the marketing plan, but a tar-
get group assignment is purely for informational purposes. The actual marketing
function execution—for example, running a campaign on the target group—isn’t
carried out by the marketing plan.

Campaigns serve as an action being carried out to target the business partner for
converting them into leads or opportunities. Campaigns are assigned to the mar-
keting plan with the target groups and products. After campaigns are executed
based on the communication medium assigned to it, the business partner
assigned to the target group receives the campaign details or product promotions.
In SAP CRM, these campaigns are carried out in Campaign Management.

Marketing plans and campaigns help the marketing department execute market-
ing functions in an organized and effective manner. The following steps discuss
how to create a marketing plan and link it with campaigns:

1. Begin by launching the WebClient UI business role MARKETINGPRO, and
then navigating to Marketing Professional � Marketing � Marketing Plan �
Create.

2. Enter the Description, Type, Priority, Dates (Planned Start and Planned

End), and Marketing Organization (if applicable), as shown in Figure 5.1.
You can add other information such as Text, Attachment, and Parties

Involved, or you can create another marketing element, if required.

Figure 5.1  Marketing Plan
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Configuration

You need to make sure that the configurations based on your business needs are already
in place within SPRO � Customer Relationship Management � Marketing � Marketing
Planning and Campaign Management � Basic Data � Define Types/Objectives/Tactics.

Figure 5.2 shows a campaign transaction within the SAP CRM system and gives
an overview of the campaign transaction.

Figure 5.2  Campaign Transaction

3. Similarly, create a campaign as shown in Figure 5.3, and link it to the marketing
plan M-00000009.

Figure 5.3  Linking a Marketing Plan to a Campaign
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4. For linking the marketing plan to the campaign, go to the marketing plan M-
00000009 just created (see Figure 5.4). Click on Show Hierarchy, and then
click on the New button. You’ll receive a popup to link the campaign to the
marketing plan. Select the campaign and the campaign number. The Parent

field is where the marketing plan number will be shown.

Figure 5.4  Campaign Linked to the Marketing Plan

5. You can add other details into the campaign; for example Attachment, Parties

Involved, Target Group, and Products, or you can create another campaign
element if required (see Figure 5.5). Figure 5.6 shows a campaign element
being linked to the campaign.

Figure 5.5  Creating a Campaign Element within a Campaign
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Figure 5.6  Campaign Element

6. Next, assign the planning profile either to the marketing plan or campaigns.
Figure 5.7 shows the example of the planning profile being assigned to the
marketing plan. The planning profile makes a call to SAP Business Planning and
Simulation (BPS is part of SAP NetWeaver 2004/SAP Business Warehouse 3.51
and higher).

7. After you assign the planning profile group and planning profile, in this case
for Planning and the Planning Profile Marketing Top-Down Planning, you
can enter the amount that is available for the entire marketing project that
belongs to this hierarchy node (see Figure 5.7).

8. You can carry out budgeting within the marketing plan via the Budgeting link.
After you click this, you’ll see the complete list of marketing projects under this
marketing plan. You can view the information on the budget assigned to each
of the hierarchy nodes and the amount remaining on each of the marketing
projects.

Figure 5.7  Assigning Planning Profile to the Marketing Plan 
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9. The marketing calendar shows a list of completed marketing projects available
in the system. You can add multiple selection criteria to segregate your market-
ing project. Figure 5.8 shows all of the marketing projects and the duration of
each project. Marketing projects can be an agreement, campaign, deal, initia-
tive, loyalty program, marketing plan, market development fund (MDF) pro-
gram, reward rule, and trade promotion.

Figure 5.8  Marketing Calendar with Marketing Projects

You can also create marketing plans and campaigns from within the marketing
calendar for a specific duration and save them from the marketing calendar. You
can copy, delete, print preview, zoom, personalize, and export to Microsoft
Excel. In the next section, we’ll look at the different business functions.

5.1.1 Business Functions

The following sections look at the different business functions within marketing
plans and campaigns.

Marketing Organization

An organizational unit within an SAP CRM organizational structure can be cre-
ated as a marketing organization, which is used for marketing plans and campaigns
only. A marketing organization can be created based on your business needs with
several organizational units assigned in the form of a hierarchical structure. The
organizational mapping within SAP CRM is very flexible and can be molded
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based on your business requirements. A marketing organization has the follow-
ing attributes: product category, country, and reference currency. The marketing
organization is available as an attribute to the marketing plan and campaign only.
It isn’t available for trade promotion or any other marketing functions.

Top-Down Budgeting

Top-down budgeting distributes marketing costs across the marketing plan, mar-
keting plan elements, campaigns, and campaign elements. SAP recommends
using Marketing Funds Management to carry out any kind of Funds Management
in SAP CRM Marketing. To activate the top-down budgeting function, you need
to configure the system as follows:

1. Define the logical system as CRMBUDGET.

2. Call Transaction SM30, and enter the view “CRMC_ABOXLSYSRFC”. Select the
logical system CRMBUDGET, and enter the RFC destination of your target SAP
BW system.

3. In the Customizing activity Define URLs and Parameters, configure the trans-
action launcher. In the transaction launcher, the settings for top-down market-
ing are made for the logical URL ID CRM_TOPDOWN_BUDGETING. Note that
this URL is hardcoded; that is, all settings for top-down budgeting need to be
made using this URL.

4. Call Transaction CRMS_IC_CROSS_SYS. Enter the mapped logical system
“CRM_BUDGET”, if it doesn’t already exist, and assign the logical system CRM-

BUDGET

5. Set up planning profile groups. SAP provides two planning groups for top-
down budgeting: SAP2 Marketing Planning and 4MKT Campaign Planning.

Marketing Funds Management

Marketing Funds Management allows an organization to integrate Funds
Management using the marketing plan and Campaign Management. After you
integrate Funds Management with the marketing plan and Campaign Manage-
ment, you’ll be able to assign the budget to each of the marketing elements
within the marketing projects. These include the marketing plan, marketing plan
elements, campaigns, and campaigns element. You can track the expenses you’ve
incurred during the execution of campaigns and check the amount remaining on
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each of these marketing activities. If there is a shift in the market on any specific
product demand and if that requires any shift in the marketing strategy, you can
reassign the funds to different marketing elements easily based on the market
demand.

To activate Marketing Funds Management, you need to activate business function
CRM_MKT_FM (Funds Management for Marketing).

Campaigns Determination

Campaign determination helps organizations apply campaigns in the form of dis-
counts during a specified period in the sales order or quotations.

The success of the campaigns will be determined based on the campaigns applied
to the orders at the line item. You can determine to apply one campaign or mul-
tiple campaigns to the sales order line item. The campaign determined is in the
form of the campaign-specific price and is determined based on the condition
technique.

Campaigns can’t be browsed from within the sales order in the WebClient UI.
Automatic campaign determination is available in SAP CRM Enterprise, SAP CRM
Mobile Sales, SAP E-Commerce, and in the Interaction Center (IC). The detail con-
figuration and the campaign discounts determination on the sales order is cov-
ered in Chapter 4, Section 4.4.

5.1.2 Marketing Plan and Campaign Management Elements

Like any other SAP CRM transactions, there are different elements of marketing
plans and Campaign Management that you can configure based on your business
needs and different business scenarios.

Following are the steps and details around configuration for marketing plans and
Campaigns. We’ll start by configuring the marketing plan:

1. Define the types, objectives, and tactics of the marketing plan. Navigate to
SPRO � Customer Relationship Management � Marketing � Marketing Plan-

ning and Campaign Management � Basic Data � Define Types/Objectives/

Tactics.
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2. In Figure 5.9, the Category field needs to be assigned. The Category field is
important because it differentiates objects such as the marketing plan, cam-
paigns, MDF program, trade promotion, and deals. It groups the marketing
project and its associated objects together. Additionally, you need to assign the
Status Profile, Action Profile, and Partner Determ. Proc. fields based on
your business needs. The detailed configuration steps on each of these profiles
are already covered in Chapter 4 (see Figure 5.9).

Figure 5.9  Marketing Plan

3. You can assign priorities (e.g., high, medium, and low) to individual marketing
projects by navigating to SPRO � Customer Relationship Management � Mar-

keting � Marketing Planning and Campaign Management � Basic Data �

Define Priorities for Marketing Projects. You’ll be presented with the
screen shown in Figure 5.10.

Figure 5.10  Marketing Project Priority

4. The next step is to assign the planning profile groups. Navigate to SPRO � Cus-

tomer Relationship Management � Marketing � Marketing Planning and
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Campaign Management � Key Figure Planning � Define Planning Profile

Groups. The various planning profile groups are listed, as shown in Figure 5.11.

Figure 5.11  Planning Profile Group

5. Click on Assignment of Planning Profiles to go to the screen shown in Figure
5.12. Take note of the following fields:

� SubordProject: This checkbox helps you plan not just the selected project
but also the subordinate projects.

� Plan Type: You can determine the type of planning you want to carry out
in the marketing plan, campaign, or trade promotion. Values can include
0 – General Key Figures, 1 – Volume/Trade Spends, 2 – Cost Planning,
4 – APO, 5 – Print Preview, 6 – APO, 7 – Workflow, 8 – Condition gen-

eration, 9 – Product Independent Free Goods, A – Data Get, B – APO

Distribution Key, C – Cost Planning with Marketing Spends, D – Top-

Down Budgeting, and E – External Application Interface. These plan-
ning types allow you to create planning data in SAP Strategic Enterprise
Management (SAP SEM)/SAP BusinessObjects Business Intelligence (SAP
BusinessObjects BI) within marketing or account planning.

� Srce Prof: This is only applicable for trade promotions in the marketing
plan. The source profile is mainly used when creating a trade promotion
from a deal. The deal planning data is copied using the source profile. The
source profile must be unique within the same planning type.
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Figure 5.12  Assignment of the Planning Profile

Now that we’ve configured the marketing plan, let’s turn our focus to the cam-
paign configuration aspect. Follow these steps to configure a campaign:

1. Define the campaign types, objects, and tactics by navigating to the menu path,
SPRO � Customer Relationship Management � Marketing � Marketing Plan-

ning and Campaign Management � Basic Data � Define Types/Objectives/

Tactics. On the Types page, select the campaign type you want to use (see
Figure 5.13). We’ve chosen General Campaign.

Figure 5.13  Campaign Type

2. Fill out the details of the chosen campaign. Take note of the following fields
(see Figure 5.14):

� Category: This field is used to group together associated objects.

� Usage: This field defines if you want to use the campaigns as the template,
productive, or both.

� Status Profile, Action Profile, and Partner Determ. Proc.: These fields
are based on your business needs. The detail configuration steps on each of
these profiles are already covered in Chapter 4. SAP provides six system sta-
tuses for Campaign Management: created, released, approved, locked, fin-
ished, and rejected. Status management within a campaign helps you run
through the complete lifecycle of the marketing element.
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� Usage Type: This field enables you to restrict the creation of follow-up busi-
ness transactions to certain transaction types.

� Communication Medium: In this field, you can default the use of the com-
munication medium in the campaigns. If you keep this field blank in the con-
figuration, you can choose phone, email, activity, lead, and so on directly in
the campaign transaction.

� Campaign Specific Attributes: Campaign-specific attributes are used when
you’re working with coupon campaigns or loyalty scenarios.

Figure 5.14  Campaign Details

3. In this step, we’ll maintain the objective for the campaign type as shown in
Figure 5.15. You can add the entries in the Objectives based on your business
scenario. In this example, Customer Retention has been added as the Objec-

tive. This can be useful for reporting purposes as well.

4. Similar to objectives, you can maintain tactics to choose within the campaign
transaction (see Figure 5.16).
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Figure 5.15  Campaign Objectives

Figure 5.16  Campaign Tactics

5.1.3 Campaign Execution and Automation

Campaign execution is one of the most important aspects when running campaigns
against any target group. You can assign different communication methods to
execute a campaign as well. You can also generate leads and activity from the
campaigns based on your business needs. Campaign automation is useful when an
organization is running a very high volume of campaigns.

5.1.4 Configuring Campaign Execution

Let’s consider a scenario in which Company ABC Inc. wants to run a campaign for
a certain product with discounts applied to the campaign. The campaign manager
wants to give out a rebate of 10% on this campaign if the customer buys the prod-
uct. Therefore, the company executes an email campaign for a specific target
group.

Follow these steps to carry out an email campaign:

1. Follow the menu path, Create Campaign � Login to Business Role � MARKET-

INGPRO, and then go to Marketing Workcenter � Campaign.
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2. As shown in Figure 5.17, under Campaign Details, enter the Type, Objective,
and Tactic. Make sure that the status of the campaign is approved before you
execute it. Enter the Planned Start Date and Planned End Date based on
your business needs. Then, enter the Communication Medium as phone or
email. In this case, it’s an email campaign. To execute the email campaign, you
also need to assign the form for email. You can also add a product for which
you want to run the campaign and assign a discount percentage to the cam-
paign so that when the customer places an order for the same product, the cam-
paign determination triggers the discount percentage on the sales order. The
customer then receives the discount based on the campaign created.

Figure 5.17  Creating a Campaign 

3. Under the Segments section, assign the segment to the campaign, which con-
sists of the Profile Set and the Target Group, as shown in Figure 5.18.

Figure 5.18  Creating a Campaign (2)

4. Assign the Profile and Target Group to the Profile Set, as shown in Figure 5.19.
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Figure 5.19  Profile Set

5. Figure 5.20 shows that the target group is created where the business partner
is assigned, and the campaign is executed for the assigned business partner.

Figure 5.20  Target Group

6. Click on More � Start to schedule a job (see Figure 5.21). This will execute the
campaign to trigger the email to the customer (see Figure 5.22).
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Figure 5.21  Scheduling a Job (1)

Figure 5.22  Scheduling a Job (2)

7. Figure 5.23 shows the job triggered successfully.

Figure 5.23  Campaign Creation
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With the email triggered successfully, make sure to enter the email ID as the com-
munication medium on the business partner master data (see Figure 5.24). If the
communication information on the business partner assigned to the target group
is incorrect, then the email trigger won’t be successful.

Figure 5.24  Email Campaign Received

To track if the email was successful or if there were any responses, you can access
the Marketing Contact Summary report under Business Role � MARKETING-

PRO � Marketing Contact Summary (see Figure 5.25).

Figure 5.25  Marketing Contact Summary

Campaign Changes Notification

In some cases, a campaign manager may need to be notified of any changes in a
campaign. You can activate the campaign change notification by following these
steps:

1. Navigate to SPRO � Customer Relationship Management � Basic Func-

tions � Actions � Actions in Marketing Planning � Change Actions and

Conditions � Define Action Profiles and Actions to create the action pro-
file where you define the action to trigger a notification to the campaign
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manager for any changes in the campaign. Create the action profile as
shown in Figure 5.26. Figure 5.27 shows the action definition configuration.
The configuration definition on each of these fields is covered in Chapter 4,
Section 4.7.

Figure 5.26  Action Profile

Figure 5.27  Action Definition

2. Assign a Smart Forms Mail to the action definition as shown in Figure 5.28.
Form Name CRM_MKTPL_DEFAULT_CONSUMER is a standard SAP-delivered
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form that can be used to notify the marketing manager regarding any changes
to the campaign.

Figure 5.28  Processing Type

3. Now that you’ve created and defined the action profile, you need to create con-
ditions. Navigate to SPRO � Customer Relationship Management � Basic

Functions � Actions � Actions in Marketing Planning � Change Actions and

Conditions � Define Conditions.

4. Go to the Processing Details tab, and assign the Recipient Type as B SAP user

and your user ID in the Address field (see Figure 5.29).

5. Navigate to SPRO � Customer Relationship Management � Marketing � Mar-

keting Planning and Campaign Management � Basic Data � Define Types/

Objectives/Tactics. As shown in Figure 5.30, assign the action profile created
to the campaign type.
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Figure 5.29  Conditions

Figure 5.30  Action Profile Assignment to the Campaign Type

6. After the action configuration is completed, create the campaign as shown in
Figure 5.31.
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Figure 5.31  Creating the Campaign

7. As soon as the campaign is created, the campaign notification is sent to the user
workplace inbox of the campaign manager to notify him of the campaign cre-
ation. This is accessed via Transaction SBWP. Figure 5.32 shows the campaign
notification output with campaign information.

Figure 5.32  Campaign Notification
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Configure the Communication Medium

You can configure the communication medium before executing any campaigns
based on your business needs. For example, you can configure specific mediums
such as phone, email, leads, or activities.

To begin configuring the communication medium, follow the menu path, SPRO �
Customer Relationship Management � Marketing � Marketing Planning and

Campaign Management � Campaign Execution � Define Communication

Medium.

You can assign the transaction type that you want to create with the campaign and
link that to the created campaign. You can map the transaction types to the com-
munication medium, such as email or phone, as shown in Figure 5.33. Therefore,
as soon as you execute the campaign, the transaction is created and linked to the
campaign (see Figure 5.34).

Figure 5.33  Define Communication Medium

Figure 5.34  Communication Methods and Transaction Types

5.1.5 Configuring Campaign Automation

Campaign automation is generally carried out when a company is running a cam-
paign at a very high volume. You can model the campaign with each process step
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within the campaign automation which can be accessed in the campaign creation
screen, as shown in Figure 5.35.

Figure 5.35  Campaign Details

You can use the Campaign Automation button on the campaign to drill to the
campaign automation screen shown in Figure 5.36.

Figure 5.36  Campaign Automation Screen

You can create your own process element and start the process. The steps
included in the campaign automation will trigger automatically one after the
other with no manual intervention needed.

You can assign a workflow to the process elements, as shown in Figure 5.37 for
campaign automation. Workflow automates the campaign execution as the work-
flow assigned to the process elements triggers one after the other. You can assign
standard workflows to the campaign elements shown in Figure 5.37.
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Figure 5.37  Workflow Assignment to the Campaign Elements

To select the workflow in the campaign element, you need to configure the work-
flow in the configuration path, SPRO � Customer Relationship Management �
Marketing � Marketing Planning and Campaign Management � Campaign

Automation � Maintain Standard Settings for SAP Business Workflow.

To implement the workflow assignment, follow the menu path, SPRO � Customer

Relationship Management � Marketing � Marketing Planning and Campaign

Management � Campaign Automation � Implement Workflow Assignment.
Here, you assign the workflow templates, that is, tasks within the configuration
shown in Figure 5.38 to the individual campaign element in the campaign auto-
mation.

Figure 5.38  Workflow Assignment
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After the configuration is done, and you’ve assigned the workflow in the cam-
paign element within campaign automation, then you need to click the Start

Process button in campaign automation to trigger the Start Campaign Process

workflow.

5.1.6 Personalized Mail

A personalized mail form is used to create a mail form that is specific to the target
group of customers and is used to run the specific campaigns. The mail form can
be tailored to the need of any organization that runs an email campaign and reach
out to their list of target customers. Make sure to activate the business function
CRM_MKT_PRD (Marketing Productivity) for using the mail form. Figure 5.39
shows the screenshot of the Mail Form that can be created from the MARKET-
INGPRO business role.

Figure 5.39  Mail Form

A personalized mail form has the following attribute categories: business partner,
Email Response Management Service (ERMS) fact base attributes, Business Data
Context attributes, system attributes, additional attributes, and so on. Each of
these attribute categories consists of the attribute fields that you can assign to the
mail form. An attribute category value changes with the attribute context assigned
to the mail form.

For example, if you select a gift card as your attribute context, the attribute cate-
gory on the mail form will show you an option of gift card only, which consists of
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the specific gift card fields. You can also use attributes while creating a condition
in the mail form.

To add the additional attributes in the attribute category, you can implement the
Maintain Additional Attributes for Mail Form Attribute Contexts BAdI. Navigate
to the following menu path to add additional attributes: SPRO � Customer Rela-

tionship Management � Marketing � Marketing Planning and Campaign

Management � Campaign Execution � Business Add-Ins � BAdI: Maintain Addi-

tional Attributes for Mail Form Attribute Contexts.

Then, follow this path to configure an attribute context: SPRO � Customer Rela-

tionship Management � Marketing � Marketing Planning and Campaign

Management � Personalized Mail � Maintain Attribute Contexts for Mail

Forms.

In the screen that appears, you can attach the document to the mail form and add
the condition to it via an attribute, as shown in Figure 5.40. If you add any con-
dition to the mail form, it will only trigger the campaign for those business part-
ners in the target group that satisfy this condition.

Figure 5.40  Conditions on the Mail Form

Additionally, you can assign any hyperlinks to the mail form based on your busi-
ness needs. You can also assign the link to the newsletter you want customers to
subscribe to. When creating the hyperlink, you can choose the URL category,
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which can then be used for any reporting purpose. To configure the URL cate-
gory, follow the menu path, SPRO � Customer Relationship Management �

Marketing � Marketing Planning and Campaign Management � Personalized

Mail � Define Categories for URLs.

You can track the response to the email campaign sent to your customers. This
helps you understand and gauge the effectiveness of the campaign being run for
the target group of customers. There are three ways of tracking the response in
the mail form:

� Response ID

� Personalized Response Code

� Response Tracking with Hyperlinks

After the mail form is created, you can test, preview, and even send it to your
email ID to review the actual mail form. This is a button provided on the top-right
corner of the mail form.

In this section, we discussed how to execute a marketing plan and run a campaign
in SAP CRM. Through the use of examples, we gave a broad picture of how cam-
paigns can be used in any given marketing scenario.

5.2 Segmentation

To communicate with your customers in a purposeful manner, you have to know
who your customers are, including information on their interests and buying
behaviors. The existing marketing data on customers (marketing attributes) there-
fore makes a valuable contribution when modeling target groups for your mar-
keting activities.

Dividing your customer database into different groups is referred to as customer
segmentation. If an organization knows a specific pattern or a specific behavior of
a customer, they can segment those customers in a group and run the campaign if
required. You can do a segmentation of a customer based on the target group,
which gets the data from a different data source (e.g., attribute set, BW cube, and
InfoSet).
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Social Media

Social media plays an important role in determining the habits of the customer. With
the growing importance of gaining a competitive edge, it has become imperative that an
organization can attract customers with various needs.

Figure 5.41 shows the diagrammatic representation of the different data source
feeding into the Segment Builder. The data sources mentioned here are the busi-
ness partner attribute, InfoSet and SAP BW cubes. These data sources are used to
create the target group for a list of the customers, and this target group is assigned
to the segment.

Eventually, the customer segmentation created can be used in running any kind
of campaign based on your business needs.

Figure 5.41  Data Source Feed to the Segment Builder

As shown in Figure 5.41, the business partner attribute, BW cube, and InfoSet are
feeds going as data sources to form the attribute list, and the segment is created
by creating the target group based on the attribute list.
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An attribute is a product characteristic a company features in a new product intro-
duced to the market. Companies then run campaigns for this new product to
advertise this characteristic. For example, a car is a product where the color,
shape, and car version are the attributes of the product.

A combination of various attributes are referred to as an attribute set. In the car
example, the color, shape, and version belongs to one attribute set. You link all
the relevant attributes to the attribute set. You then assign the attribute value to
the customer by selecting the relevant attribute set. Attribute sets are used in
applications such as the Web Channel and SAP CRM Telesales.

5.2.1 Process Overview

The segmentation process can be broken down into the following different steps:

1. Create a data source. 
To segment the customer or the products, we need to create the data source
that consists of the origin type. The following are the four types of origin:

� Attribute sets: Marketing attributes maintained in the business partner.

� InfoSet: Master data and transaction data related to the business partner.

� BW cube: Key figures determined via SAP BW reports.

� External List Management (ELM): ELM is used to convert any external cus-
tomers that aren’t yet created as a business partner into a customer within
the SAP CRM system. These customers are then used to run the campaign.

2. Create an attribute list. 
After the data source is created, you create the attribute list, which is required
to create the customer segmentation. The selection criterion is created within
the attribute list to create the customer segmentation. The list consists of the
category that states whether you want the attribute list to be used in the cam-
paign execution, product proposal, high-volume segmentation, and so on.
You can select the most appropriate value based on your business needs. Gen-
erally, in most business scenarios, the category used is Campaign Execution

and the usage ID is Campaign. After you have all this information added to
the attribute, you assign the data source to the attribute list and create the
selection criteria for creating the target group of the customer based on these
selection criteria.
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3. Define the segmentation basis. 
After you’ve created the attribute, attribute set, data source, and attribute list,
the next step in the process is to create the segment, which will consist of the
target group of the customer based on the selection criteria created.

You need to create the profile set that consists of the profile and the target
group. You can create the filters and drag and drop them in the staging area to
create the target group based on these criteria. This criterion matches the value
in the business partner attributes and results in the business partner output.
The attribute list has a list of fields within the data source that are shown in the
locator area.

4. Create a profile set. 
A profile set is a group of related marketing profiles and/or target groups that
are modeled together or which are to be interpreted together, for example,
because they are all connected to one marketing campaign. A profile set can
also contain other profile sets, in which case they are referred to as subsets.

5. Model profiles. 
As stated in the previous step, you can model the marketing profiles and/or tar-
get groups together.

6. Create a target group. 
A target group can exist without reference to a profile, but it must reference a
profile set (“lies in profile set…”) or as a subset, if present (“is attached to pro-
file set ...”). A target group with a profile reference always has a set reference
(“lies in profile set...”). You can’t move target groups from one profile set to
another. A target group is the list of the business partners that is used to con-
duct any marketing activities and execute the campaign based on the target
group.

7. Use a target group. 
A target group is used in the campaign, personalized mail form, telesales, and
Web Channel. Figure 5.42 shows the three possibilities using the split, keep,
and remove functions in the Segment Builder. You can select the attributes in
the attribute list and drag and drop them to the staging area, which then gives
you the options of Split, Keep, and Remove for creating the target group.
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Figure 5.42  Split, Keep, and Remove Profiles

You can assign only one profile to the profile set, and a profile can exist without
a target group being assigned to it. No more than one target group can be
assigned to the profile, and only one target group can be in active status at a
time.

5.2.2 Segmentation Elements

Segmentation has different elements that are required to create a target group and
assign it to the segment. The following sections provide examples on business
partner attributes and InfoSets.

Creating a Target Group Using Business Partner Attributes

Business partner attributes are one way that a target group can be created. Let’s
take an example where Organization ABC wants to run a campaign based on the
customer segmentation around the California region. The target group should list
the customers in the CA region so that Organization ABC can run an email cam-
paign for the customers belonging to that region. In this example, we’ll make use
of the marketing attribute maintained in the business partner.
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Follow these steps:

1. Begin by defining the attributes in the Attr. Descripti field as Attribute

Region. Then, under the Basic data tab, set the Format as CHAR Characters

and set the Number of Chars field to 2 (see Figure 5.43). Create the attributes
with the region CA value.

Figure 5.43  Create Region

2. Under the Values tab, note the Attribute Value, CA, is linked to the Attr.

Descripti, California (see Figure 5.44).

Figure 5.44  Create Region (2)

3. Create an attribute set, and assign attribute ZREGION to the attribute set (see
Figure 5.45).
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Figure 5.45  Create Attribute Set

4. Assign the attribute set to the business partner (see Figure 5.46).

Figure 5.46  Attribute Set Assigned to the Business Partner

5. Create the data source, and assign the attribute set created. In the Segmenta-

tion Object field, select Business Partner or Relationships. In the Origin
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Type field, select 01 Attribute Set. Assign the Attribute Set NEW_SET_

1000002918 created in the previous step (see Figure 5.47).

Figure 5.47  Create Data Source

6. Next, create the attribute list. In the Category field, select 01 Campaign Exe-

cution, and in the Usage ID field, select 100000 Campaign. Because this exam-
ple is a customer segmentation, the Segmentation Object should be Business

Partners or Relationships. Save the attribute list, and choose Assign Data

Source. Select the data source created, and activate the attribute within the
attribute list, as shown in Figure 5.48.

Figure 5.48  Create Attribute List

7. Now create the profile set. Log in to Business Role � MARKETINGPRO, and
select Segment in the marketing workcenter. In the Usage field, select Cam-

paign, and save the profile set. Select the graphical modeler on the Profile Set

screen (see Figure 5.49). This will take you to the graphical view of the
segmentation.
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Figure 5.49  Create Profile Set

8. Select the attribute list created (see Figure 5.50).

Figure 5.50  Graphical Modeler of the Segmentation

9. Right-click on the Attribute Region and add the filter Region CA, as shown in
Figure 5.51.
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Figure 5.51  Creating a Filter for Region CA

10. Drag and drop the filter in the staging area, as shown in Figure 5.52.

Figure 5.52  Moving the Filter to the Staging Area

11. Right-click on the icon under Profile_Region, and click on Count to view the
number of business partners assigned with the Marketing Attribute – Region
CA. In this example, the attribute region is assigned to just one business part-
ner; therefore, you’ll see only one count of business partner.

12. Again right-click the region icon as shown in Figure 5.53 to select Build the

Target Group. You can build the target group in a foreground or back-
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ground. The target group shows the number of customers for which you
can run the campaign all at once. After the target group is created, you can
view it within the profile set.

Figure 5.53  Building a Target Group

13. As shown in Figure 5.54, you can see if the target group ran successfully in the
background under the Job steps section.

Figure 5.54  Job for the Target Group Creation
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14. Click Save and then Back to view the profile set. You’ll see the profile and the
target group created with the count 1, as shown in Figure 5.55.

Figure 5.55  Profile and Target Group Created with the Business Partner Count

15. The business partner that was assigned with the marketing attribute Region
CA is now shown in the Target Group field, as shown in Figure 5.56.

Figure 5.56  Business Partner Assigned to the Target Group

After the segment is created based on the marketing attribute, you can assign the
segment to the campaign to run the campaign either via email or phone.
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Create Target Group Using InfoSets

InfoSets can also be used to create target groups for segmentation. As an example,
let’s say that Organization ABC wants to run a campaign based on the customer
segmentation around the California region. The target group should list the cus-
tomers in the Region CA so that Organization ABC can run an email campaign for
the customers belonging to the California region. In this example, we’ll use the
InfoSet to create the target group.

The following is an example of a standard InfoSet CRM_MKTTG_BP_ADDR. You
can create a custom InfoSet based on your business scenario. Follow these steps:

1. The InfoSet maintenance screen can be accessed via Transaction SQ02. Click
the Change button to view the list of tables, as shown in Figure 5.57.

Figure 5.57  Create InfoSet

2. Click Join to view the list of the table joins, as shown in Figure 5.58.

3. In the next screen, the table joins business partner table BUT000 to the business
partner address table BUT020 and eventually to the ADRC table that contains the
Region field (see Figure 5.59).
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Figure 5.58  Displaying Table Joins for the InfoSet

Figure 5.59  Business Partner Table Joins

4. Next, you create the data source and assign it to the attribute set you created
previously. As shown in Figure 5.60, select Business Partners or Relation-

ship as the Segmentation Object, and 03 InfoSet as the Origin Type. Assign
InfoSet CRM_MKTTG_BP_ADDR to the data source, and set BUT000-PART-

NER as the Business Partner Field. You also need to assign the Function

Module that converts the business partner number to GUID when counting
the business partner numbers while building the target group.

5. Next, create the attribute list. As shown in Figure 5.61, select 01 Campaign

Execution in the Category field, and select 100000 Campaign in the Usage ID
field. Because this is an example of the customer segmentation, the Segmenta-

tion Object is Business Partner or Relationship. Save the attribute list, and
click the Assign Data Source button. Select the data source created (CRM_

MKTTG_BP_ADDR), and create a filter for the Country Key and Region (see
Figure 5.61).
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Figure 5.60  Creating a Data Source

Figure 5.61  Creating the Attribute List
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6. Next, create a profile set by following the menu path, Login to Business

Role � MARKETINGPRO and selecting Segment in the marketing work-
center. Enter the Usage Campaign, and save the profile set.

7. Select the Graphical Modeler on the Profile Set screen. This will take you to
the graphical view of the segmentation. Click the Attribute List tab, and select
InfoSet_Attribute_List. Drag and drop the Region filter into the staging area
(see Figure 5.62).

Figure 5.62  Building the Target Group

8. Right-click on the icon in the staging area, and click on Count to view the num-
ber of business partners assigned with Region CA. The business partner count
will also be displayed.

9. Again, right-click on the icon to select Build the Target Group. You can build
the target group in a foreground or background. After the target group is cre-
ated, you can view it within the profile set, as shown in Figure 5.63.
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Figure 5.63  Profile and Target Group Created with the Business Partner Count

5.2.3 Segmentation Basis

Segmentation basis allows you to restrict the customers that shouldn’t be consid-
ered when creating the customer segmentation. The target group that may be
assigned to the profile set within a specific segmentation can consist of more cus-
tomers. Segmentation basis excludes the non-relevant customers for the customer
selection list. The segmentation basis can be created from the target group.

For example, if you want to exclude high-risk customers, you can create the seg-
mentation basis on the customer attribute that excludes these customers. The seg-
mentation basis is used as a preselection criterion within the segment to filter the
customer. It improves the performance and helps to speed up the selection pro-
cess. In this section, we’ll look at the configuration steps involved with creating
and customizing a segmentation basis. Follow these steps:

1. Create the segmentation basis from the configuration path, SPRO � Customer

Relationship Management � Marketing � Segmentation � Classic Segmenta-

tion � Define Segmentation Basis, or click on More � Define Segmentation

Basis from the target group, as shown in Figure 5.64.
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Figure 5.64  Creating a Segmentation Basis from the Target Group

2. Enter a description in the Segmentation Basis field, and choose Segmentation

Basis as the usage, as shown in Figure 5.65. Click Create to go to the Create

Segmentation Basis screen. This will also copy all the customers from the tar-
get group to the segmentation basis.

Figure 5.65  Creating a Segmentation Basis

3. Save the segmentation basis, as shown in Figure 5.66.
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Figure 5.66  Segmentation Basis Created

4. You can also create the segmentation basis via SPRO � Customer Relationship

Management � Marketing � Segmentation � Classic Segmentation � Define

Segmentation Basis. Figure 5.67 shows the creation of the segmentation basis
from Transaction CRMD_MKTSEG_MGR.

Figure 5.67  Creating a Segmentation Basis from Transaction CRMD_MKTSEG_MGR

5. Figure 5.68 shows that if you try to enter a partner that isn’t listed in the seg-
mentation basis, then you’ll receive an error message. This shows the business
partner filtration occurring in the segmentation basis before the target group is
created.
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Figure 5.68  Segmentation Basis Validation

6. If you want to make the segmentation basis mandatory based on the category
selected in the profile set or while modeling the segmentation for a particular
usage, activate the Segmentation Basis Mandatory checkbox via the configu-
ration path, SPRO � Customer Relationship Management � Marketing � Seg-

mentation � General Settings � Define Usage for Segments.

7. You can define the usage for segments, as shown in Figure 5.69. Each element
used in the segmentation, such as the segment, target group, and attribute list,
is assigned to the usage belonging to the category shown in Figure 5.69.

Figure 5.69  Defining Usage for Segments
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5.2.4 Deduplication

Deduplication of marketing segments means that if you don’t want to run a cam-
paign for the same business partner multiple times, then you have to set the rules
and assign a deduplication method at the marketing segment and target group
levels.

For example, if the same customers are repeated in the various steps of running a
campaign, and you want to restrict multiple campaigns from being sent to the
same customer, then implement the deduplication method within the BAdI
Deduplication Method as stated in the configuration path, SPRO � Customer

Relationship Management � Marketing � Segmentation � Business Add-Ins

(BAdIs) � BAdI: Determination of Deduplication Method. You can also priori-
tize the profile or the target groups within the segments to define the deduplica-
tion order.

In this section, we looked at the segmentation process flow, which helped explain
the marketing functions. The segmentation basis and deduplication functionality
within the marketing segments brings additional filter criteria. We’ve also gone
through the varied user interfaces such as building a target group via the graphical
method.

5.3 External List Management

External List Management (ELM) allows you to convert any external source of a
customer list into an SAP CRM system. In simple terms, if there are any business
partners that haven’t yet been targeted and don’t exist in your system, then you
can make use of ELM to create the business partner in SAP CRM and the target
group to run the campaign on that list. After a customer shows interest, business
partners can be converted from prospects to sold-to parties for executing busi-
ness.

5.3.1 Business Functions

To execute the end-to-end process steps for ELM, you need to know some of the
primary ELM functions. The following sections look at these various functions in
detail.
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Mapping Formats

Mapping formats are required when creating an external list. You can load an
external file consisting of a business partner that doesn’t exist in the system. The
load file can be in TXT format. You’ll see the list of business partners in the Field

Mapping section of the Mapping Format creation screen. Figure 5.70 displays
the Mapping Format screen, which includes the button to load the file, field
mapping, and available target fields.

Figure 5.70  Mapping Format

Category and Target Field Filter

Categories drive the list of available target fields used to map the data loaded as a
part of the list of external business partners. For example, the Addresses category
with Target Field Filter of Organization consists of different address fields in
the Available Target Fields section than you would see if you selected Person

in the Target Field Filter section. Based on your specific scenario, you can select
the appropriate values.

You can also add complex mapping rules based on your business needs after
you’ve mapped the field with the required data. This can be done by selecting the
data loaded from the external file within field mapping and then selecting the
field in the Available Target Fields section that you need to map. After these
fields are selected, click on the Map button shown on the Available Target

Fields section.
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You can then go to the mapping rule to define any specific rule. You can define
the mapping rules for the fields:

� Values

� Constant

� Code

Figure 5.71 displays the mapping rule code.

Figure 5.71  Mapping Rule Code

External List

An external list provides the functionality to create, update, and maintain an
external list in SAP CRM. Any external list for business or marketing attributes
can be uploaded to SAP CRM. You can update the marketing attributes collected
to existing business partners as well as create business partners and their target
groups (see Figure 5.72).

An external list consists of an origin and customer type, such as a “rented
address” customer. An external list has a mapping format assigned prior to its cre-
ation. After these attributes are selected, you need to select the process steps,
such as read file, map data, maintain business partner, and maintain target group.

Rented Address Customers

Rented address customers don’t replicate to SAP ERP and are deleted if they aren’t used
for any transactions such as leads, opportunities, sales orders, and so on.
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Figure 5.72  External List

With the preceding information, you can run the external list immediately to cre-
ate the business partner and to maintain the target group. The following are some
specific configuration steps for the external list:

1. Define the list type by navigating to SPRO � Customer Relationship Manage-

ment � Marketing � External List Management � Define List Type. You can
mark the list type as Rented, as shown in Figure 5.73.

Figure 5.73  List Type

2. Next, define the list origin by navigating to SPRO � Customer Relationship

Management � Marketing � External List Management � Define List Type.
On the screen shown in Figure 5.74, add the new entry for the external list
origin.
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Figure 5.74  Origin of External List

Rented Address

SAP provides a standard action to delete business partners with the rented address
function. In Figure 5.75, you’ll see the ACTIVITY_REMOVE_BPFLAG. If the busi-
ness partner being loaded from the external list is a rented address customer, and
the customer shows any kind of interest in executing some business dialogue
with an organization, then you can run the action to delete the rented address
flag.

The action profile can be assigned to the transaction when the customer commu-
nication is gathered as a part of the activity transaction. This will also allow busi-
ness partners to replicate back to the SAP ERP system. The configuration path to
remove the business partner rented flag is SPRO � Customer Relationship

Management � Basic Functions � Actions � Actions in Transaction � Change

Actions and Conditions � Define Action Profiles and Actions.

Figure 5.75  Rented Address Deletion Action
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5.3.2 Process Overview

Now that you know some of the standard ELM functions, we can look at the pro-
cess steps involved in ELM configuration. Figure 5.76 shows a diagram of the
ELM process steps.

The ELM process starts by uploading the data from the external list. This is fol-
lowed by mapping the data with the business partner master fields in SAP CRM.
After the data is loaded and mapped, the system triggers a postal check and dupli-
cation check to make sure the same business partner isn’t created twice. The final
step in the ELM process is to run the external list to create the business partner
and the target group.

Figure 5.76  ELM Process Steps

After the target group is created, the group members can be used in the campaign
and can then be converted into customers. The business partners that aren’t con-
verted can be deleted later on.

This section provided information on how a business partner from an external
medium can be uploaded into SAP CRM and used to perform marketing functions
such as creating target groups and running campaigns.

5.4 Lead Management

A lead is a rumor that needs to be verified, a glimpse of a potential future business
prospect with a customer. Leads can be derived from just about anywhere and
from any organization’s employee. A lead is a link between SAP CRM Marketing
and Sales functions because it identifies the potential customers that can be con-
verted into sales opportunities.

An organization can use a lead in a number of ways, including the following:

� When you receive lead information, but don’t know who to contact in a com-
pany

� When you get unqualified data related to an investment and want to capture it

Upload Mapping
Postal
Check

Duplication
Check

Business
Partner
Creation

Target Group
Creation
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� When you want to distribute leads gained in marketing campaigns in a coordi-
nated way

� When you want to share your knowledge of potential business with other
groups or divisions

As soon as the information is confirmed that a lead wants to do business with an
organization, that lead can turn into an opportunity. In some cases, creating a
lead isn’t necessary. For example, when an organization receives high-quality
information directly from a customer, there is already an existing relationship, or
the customer has clearly expressed the intention to purchase, lead creation is
bypassed to go directly to creating an opportunity.

Essentially, Lead Management should do the following:

� Capture leads at the earliest possible moment.

� Substantiate that a possibility for future business actually exists.

� Hand over leads to Opportunity Management if a possibility for future business
exists.

� Close the lead if no possibility for future business exists.

5.4.1 Business Functions

Lead Management is a business transaction in SAP CRM linked to business part-
ners that show any kind of interest in conducting business with an organization.
Some of the key lead aspects are status, origin, lead group, priority, qualification
level, and campaign.

Figure 5.77 shows the SAP CRM WebClient UI lead creation screen. which shows
the key aspects to enter when a lead is created. For example, the Status field is set
to Open (other statues can be Won, Lost, Accepted by Sales, In process, etc.),
Origin of the lead is set to Trade fair, Priority of the lead is set to very import-

ant, and Qualification Level of the lead is set to Warm. At this point, you can
assign a campaign, if any, in the Campaign field.

Leads can be created for a specific time frame, and you can also assign products to
the lead based on your business needs. Other functions in leads are similar to any
SAP CRM business transaction, for example, parties involved, notes, assessment,
transaction history, dates, organization details, actions, and document attachments.
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Figure 5.77  Lead Creation

5.4.2 Process Overview

The Lead Management process is distributed into three phases: lead creation and
generation, lead distribution, and lead follow-up. After leads are substantiated
and marked as hot leads, they are sent to the sales department to convert them to
opportunities. The Lead Management process is as follows:

1. Lead creation and generation 
Lead creation and generation can come from various channels of information;
for example, leads can be generated as a part of Campaign Management.

Table 5.1 lists the different channels for lead creation. From the SAP CRM
application perspective, leads can be created from SAP CRM Online, IC Web
Client, Web Channel, and surveys.

Leads can be generated from campaign execution, campaign automation, and
segmentation. Any campaign execution can result in lead generation such as
response import, response recording, and response email and survey.
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2. Lead distribution  
After a lead is generated, it follows the process distribution where different
kinds of leads are distributed to different departments within an organization.
This can be controlled via workflow implementation in the Lead Management.
In a typical example of lead qualification, hot leads are send to the sales depart-
ment, warm leads are send to the marketing department for further follow-ups,
and cold leads are send to the channel partners to ask if they can help to convert
those leads to warm or hot leads.

3. Lead follow-up 
After leads are distributed, an organization will follow up to try and turn those
leads into opportunities.

5.4.3 Configuring Leads

In this section, we’ll look at an example of a standard, or default, lead (Lead Type:
LEAD) configuration that shows the transaction type details and the business
transaction categories assigned to it. We’ll go through the configuration, includ-
ing the item category configuration.

The Transaction Category BUS2000108 Lead is assigned to the LEAD transac-
tion type (see Figure 5.78). You can assign only specific business transaction cat-
egories to the Transaction Type LEAD.

Lead Creation Lead Generation Campaign Response

� SAP CRM Online

� IC WebClient UI

� E-Selling and web store

� Channel Portal

� Survey

� Campaign execution

� Campaign automation

� Segments

� Response import

� Response recording

� Response email and 
survey

Table 5.1  Lead Creation Channels
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Figure 5.78  Business Transaction Category Assignment

As shown in Figure 5.79, the following fields need to be configured in the lead
header:

� Lead Group 
The Lead Group is used to classify the lead as a new customer, critical cus-
tomer, VIP customer, and so on. If you enter the value in the configuration, the
same is defaulted when creating the lead transaction.

� Source

Similar to Lead Group, the Source field is the origination of the lead.

� One Lead (Max.)

 If this checkbox is activated, you can create one lead per business partner, and
you can’t create another lead for the same business partner.

Figure 5.79  Lead Header Details

Item Category Configuration

You can also add items to a lead opportunity and thus have different controls at
the item versus the header. The configuration of the lead item category is no dif-
ferent from any other transaction type in SAP CRM. You can configure the item
category profiles for text determination, partner determination, status profile,
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org data profile, action profile, and so on, based on your business needs. The con-
figuration logic and steps were already covered in Chapter 4. The Object Type for
the lead item category is the BUS2000129 CRM Lead Item (see Figure 5.80).

Figure 5.80  Lead Item Category

Lead Settings

A number of specific configuration settings can be made for leads:

� Define lead qualification levels 
You can define the qualification levels of a lead based on your business needs.
SAP has three qualifications: Cold, Warm, and Hot leads. Use the following
path to configure the lead qualification level: SPRO � Customer Relationship

Management � Transactions � Settings for Leads � Define Lead Qualifica-

tion Levels (see Figure 5.81).
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Figure 5.81  Qualification Levels

In addition to the preceding configuration, you can use questionnaires to help
you assign the correct qualification level to a lead. The answers to each ques-
tion can be evaluated and a qualification level assigned to the lead automati-
cally, according to the proportion of favorable replies.

You can configure the questionnaire via the menu path, SPRO � Customer

Relationship Management � Transactions � Settings for Leads � Question-

naires for Leads.

� Define lead groups 
The path to configure the lead groups is SPRO � Customer Relationship

Management � Transactions � Settings for Leads � Define Lead Groups.
Here, you can define the lead group to classify customers based on customer
type (see Figure 5.82).

Figure 5.82  Lead Groups

� Define lead origins 
You can define where a lead originated from (lead origin). This is shown in Fig-
ure 5.83 for trade fairs, campaigns, and so on. The path to configure lead
groups is SPRO � Customer Relationship Management � Transactions � Set-

tings for Leads � Define Lead Origins.
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Figure 5.83  Lead Origins

� Define lead priorities 
Here you define whether a lead is important or low priority (see Figure 5.84).
This helps an organization concentrate on the right leads and convert them to
customers. The path to configure the lead priorities is SPRO � Customer Rela-

tionship Management � Transactions � Settings for Leads � Define Lead

Priorities.

Figure 5.84  Lead Priority

� Define the object relationship profile 
The object relationship profile helps you form the relationship of the lead to
any other transaction, such as an activity, campaign, or sublead. Let’s say
you’ve already created a lead and want to link a campaign to one of the leads
that was created separately. You can use the subsequent assignment function
on the WebClient UI transaction history assignment block to link these two
transactions. These are commonly used to link subleads to show a hierarchi-
cal structure. By default, campaigns are provided as references at the lead
header (see Figure 5.85 and Figure 5.86). You can configure the object rela-
tionship profile in the configuration path, SPRO � Customer Relationship

Management � Transactions � Settings for Leads � Define Object Rela-

tionship Profile.
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Figure 5.85  Object Relationship Profile

Figure 5.86  Object Relationship Campaign

You assign the object relationship profile to the lead transaction type, as shown
in Figure 5.87. This activates the functionality of linking the campaign to the
leads.

Figure 5.87  Assigning the Campaign Object Relationship Profile to the Lead Transaction Type
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This section provided details on how and when leads are generated. The business
functionality covered in this section for Lead Management will help you under-
stand how leads can be converted into opportunities and the configuration
required for setting each of the attributes for lead objects. Qualifying a lead is
important in the Lead Management process because the qualification can trigger
future opportunities.

5.5 Loyalty Management

Loyalty Management tracks customer buying behaviors and provides an organiza-
tion with the opportunity to determine prime customers based on the points
accrued. Typical examples are airline frequent flyer programs or any retail chain
customer loyalty program.

Loyalty Management helps an organization manage its complex loyalty programs
and customers more effectively. By identifying the most valuable customers, an
organization will find ways to retain them.

Enhanced Loyalty Management

To use the enhanced function within Loyalty Management for benefits, voucher han-
dling, sales order integration, complaints integration, outbound correspondence,
enhanced card management, and membership enhancements, you need to activate the
business function CRM_LOY_PROD.

Loyalty Management is all about rewarding your customers and retaining them.
With Loyalty Management, you can easily identify a customer’s buying trends
and handle prime customers separately based on your business needs.

The following are the four building blocks within Loyalty Management:

� Program management 
Loyalty Management allows you to set up a loyalty program for a business part-
ner and assign different tier levels consisting of tier groups. You can also define
a point profile that contains the types of loyalty points that members of the loy-
alty program can earn. You assign the calculation rule to determine whether
you want any time limit to expire the points. Loyalty programs allow you to
assign the reward program rules and define the dynamic attributes before
releasing the loyalty program.
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� Reward rule management 
Reward rule management determines the rules and conditions set up in the sys-
tem to calculate the points incurred by the customer. In other words, the reward
rules represent the terms and conditions of the loyalty program and determine
the actions that are performed for different types of member activities.

� Membership handling 
After the loyalty program is created, you can register customers to specific loy-
alty programs. Registration can be done via the IC or the Web Channel. After
you maintain the membership, customers can earn points based on their pur-
chasing behavior. They can redeem points for the products; that is, they can
select products from a reward catalog and acquire them.

� Processing engine 
The processing engine is the core of the loyalty management capability. The
engine is highly scalable and processes all member activities and tier transition
evaluations.

Loyalty Management can be accessed via the Web Channel, IC, and WebClient UI.
Multichannel interactions, such as the Internet, Interactive Voice Response (IVR),
fax, phone, letter, email, and backoffice, can be used for reaching out to custom-
ers. A loyalty program contains tier groups and levels. Reward rules and point
types are assigned to the loyalty program. Member registration can be done
through the loyalty program.

Configuring Loyalty Management

To configure Loyalty Management, refer to SAP Note 1250732 – Loyalty Management
SAP CRM 7.0 SP01: Customizing Documentation, and SAP Note 1178046 – CRM
Middleware Configuration for Loyalty Application.

Loyalty Management allows you to customize the loyalty programs for custom-
ers. In this section, we discussed the four functional areas of Loyalty Manage-
ment: program management, reward rules, membership management, and the
processing engine. In a nutshell, Loyalty Management capabilities provide
rewards, retain high-value customers, increase customer satisfaction, and encour-
age profitable customer behavior.
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5.6 Product Proposals

Product proposals allow organizations to propose certain product lists to
increase the sales of their products. In simple terms, product proposals are rec-
ommendations to buy related products when you place an order. For example, if
you buy a camera on a website, you’ll see recommendation products such as a
SD card, camera bag, and so on. The product proposal functionality within SAP
CRM is available with the Web Channel and IC applications.

In this section, we’ll look at different product proposal types, as well as an over-
view of the product proposal process.

5.6.1 Product Proposal Types

A product proposal is an opportunity for an organization to increase its sales and
increase its revenue. Following are the different types of product proposals avail-
able in SAP CRM:

� Cross-sell 
Cross-sell is an alternative product that is proposed by an organization to
increase sales. The product association rules are used to determine the alterna-
tive products for cross-selling or up-selling/down-selling. Cross-sell has a lead-
ing product and a dependent product assigned to it.

Cross-selling Rule

You can have only one leading product as a cross-selling rule for SAP CRM web sales.

� Down-sell 
An alternative product with a lower price is proposed to the customer in a
down-selling scenario wherein the customer wants to buy a similar kind of
product with the lower price.

� Up-sell 
An alternative product with a higher price is proposed to the customer in an
up-selling scenario wherein the customer wants to buy a similar kind of prod-
uct with a higher price. For example, there can be brand-specific products that
have a relatively higher price than locally made products.
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� Top n product lists 
Top n product lists are a combination of the products and business partners
being stored as master data. The list can be shown as a type of the product pro-
posal when placing an order for a customer assigned to the top n product list.
Top n product lists are stored and maintained in the partner product range
(PPR) structure.

Figure 5.88 shows the screenshot of the Top N List, which shows the products
that are manually assigned. The business partner segmentation is assigned to
determine which partners are applicable for the products proposed. The prod-
ucts can be manually assigned or fetched via standard rule (i.e., Standard Rule

Top N Products is an option for Automatic Product Evaluation).

You can activate the Exclude checkbox for the items being added to the list of
the business partners assigned to the segmentation. This functionality works to
exclude the list of the products for a list of the business partners in the target
group from being shown on the product proposal screen on the sales order.

Figure 5.88  Top N Product List
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� Accessories 
If there are any accessories of the product that you want to propose while the
customer is placing an order, these accessories can be maintained in the prod-
uct master data. Irrespective of any specific customer, the product proposal for
the accessories can be shown while placing an order for any customer. For
example, a mobile case is shown as an accessory when buying a mobile phone
online (see Figure 5.89).

Figure 5.89  Product Accessories

5.6.2 Configuring Product Proposals

For the purposes of example, let’s look at a business scenario that would serve as
a best case for the project proposal functionality: While running a campaign for a
specific customer, Company ABC wants to offer a recommended product for a
specific target group. Therefore, when the order is being placed by a customer
falling into this target group, a customer service representative should be able to
cross-sell the product from the product proposal. The following sections look at
the different steps to achieve this functionality.

Create the Target Group with a Product Proposal

Log in to MARKETINGPRO business role, and click on Create Segment to create
the profile set and target group. The steps to create the target group are covered
in Section 5.2.2. In this section, we’ll look at the same example from the segmen-
tation topic where the marketing attribute is the data source to create the target
group. The attribute region with the value CA is assigned to the business partner
1004418.
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In Figure 5.90, the profile set is created with Product Proposal in the Usage

field. If you don’t create the segment with the usage product proposal, then you
can’t use the target group in the cross-sell rule.

Figure 5.90  Profile Set

Figure 5.91 shows the target group with customer 1004418.

Figure 5.91  Target Group
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Create the Cross-Sell Rule

Access the cross-sell rule from the business role MARKETINGPRO, and create the
cross-sell rule as shown in Figure 5.92. In the Usage field select Target Group,

and select Region in the Segment field.

Add the leading product (i.e., the product that customer orders and the depen-
dent product used to execute the product proposal to the customer). After you
maintain this information, change the Status of the cross-sell rule to Active.

Figure 5.92  Cross-Sell Rule

Global or Profile

You can use Global or Profile as the Usage based on your business needs. Global will
allow you to execute the product proposal irrespective of the business partner for which
you’re placing an order. If you choose the target group, the product proposal created
will be applicable to only those business partners that fall under that target group. For
the rest of the other customers, you can’t see any product proposal data.

Create the Sales Order

Now let’s create the sales order, as shown in Figure 5.93, and enter the product
maintained as a leading product in the cross-sell rule.
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Figure 5.93  Create Sales Order

Click the More button and select Show Product Proposal from the dropdown
menu. You’ll see a new screen open in the lower portion of the product where
you can see the product proposal from the leading product. Click the All or
Cross-Selling buttons to view the recommended products. You can also see the
price and availability based on the configuration if that is required per your busi-
ness needs (see Figure 5.94).

Transfer the product from the product proposal to the item order view by select-
ing the line item in the Product Proposal view and clicking Transfer. If you
want to reject the original line and keep the transferred line as a substitute, then
you can do so by configuring the system accordingly.

Figure 5.94  Trigger a Product Proposal
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Likewise, you can create up-sell, down-sell, and top n product list rules to be
shown on the quotation or the sales order. You can use accessories by maintain-
ing the relationship in the product master in SAP CRM, which can then be shown
on the product proposal screen. The accessories aren’t dependent on any specific
business partner.

Use the Marketing Expert Tool

The Marketing Expert tool provides an interface to simulate the product pro-
posal. As you’ve seen when discussing how to determine the product proposal
list on the sales order, you can run the product proposal interface to check the
results even before creating the sales order.

You can access the Marketing Expert tool from the SAP menu via Marketing �
CRMD_MKT_TOOLS - Expert Tools. Using the cross-sell example, double-click
on Simulation of Product Proposal Interface (see Figure 5.95).

Figure 5.95  Marketing Expert Tool

Enter the Business Partner ID and the Product IDs as shown in Figure 5.96.
Execute the interface after entering the data.

You’ll see the product proposal displayed with the data maintained in the master
data for the cross-sell rule. Similarly, you can check the product proposal for any
rule and simulate the data to check the product proposal you’ll be offering to the
customers (see Figure 5.97).
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Figure 5.96  Product Proposal Simulation Selection Screen

Figure 5.97  Product Proposal Interface Output
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Maintain the Product Proposal

In this section, we’ll look at how to maintain the product proposal before offering
the product on a sales order or quotation. Follow these steps:

1. Access the general settings of the product proposal by navigating to SPRO � Cus-

tomer Relationship Management � Transactions � Settings for Sales Trans-

actions � Product Proposals in Quotations and Orders � General Settings

for Product Proposals.

2. You’ll then be presented with the General Settings for Product Proposals

screen. On this screen, note the following fields (see Figure 5.98):

� Start Availability Check: You can set the product proposal configuration to
execute the availability check if required. You have the following options:

– Automatic

– Only on Request

– No check

� Start Pricing: Similar to the availability check, you can carry out price deter-
mination when showing the Product Proposal screen. This can be auto-
matic or on request. You have the following options for carrying out pricing:

– Automatic Pricing with Net Price List

– Automatic Pricing with IPC

– Pricing on Request with the Net Price List

– Pricing on request with IPC

– No pricing

Figure 5.98  General Settings for Product Proposal
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3. Next, define the treatment of the original item for up-selling/down-selling by
navigating to SPRO � Customer Relationship Management � Transactions �
Settings for Sales Transactions � Product Proposals in Quotations and

Orders � Define Treatment of Original Items for Up-/Down-Selling. You
can add the cancellation reason code for the original line item if you want to
cancel the line when transferring the products from the Product Proposal

screen (see Figure 5.99).

Figure 5.99  Treatment of the Original Item for the Product Proposal

Method Schemas for Product Proposals

To activate the functionality on the sales order or quotation, it’s important to
maintain the method schema for the product proposal and assign it to the transac-
tion type (see Figure 5.100).

Navigate to SPRO � Customer Relationship Management � Transactions � Set-

tings for Sales Transactions � Product Proposals in Quotations and

Orders � Method Schemas for Product Proposals � Define Method Schema

(Basic).

Figure 5.100  Method Schema
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You can assign various product proposal types to the appropriate usage indicators
(see Figure 5.101):

� Global

This allows you to show the product proposal to all the business partners for
which the sales orders are created.

� Target Grp 
This allows you to show the product proposal to all the business partners
within the target group for which the sales orders are created.

� Profile

In this case, the product proposal will be specific to the marketing profile.

Figure 5.101  Method Schema Structure – Overview

In this step, you assign the method schema to the transaction type, which also
consists of the Sales Org. ID field. Navigate to SPRO � Customer Relationship

Management � Transactions � Settings for Sales Transactions � Product

Proposals in Quotations and Orders � Method Schemas for Product Pro-

posals � Assign Method Schema to Transaction Type.

On the screen, note the following options (see Figure 5.102):

� Product Proposal on Request

If you select this checkbox, the Product Proposal screen won’t show the list
of the products until you click the All button or any specific product proposal
rule. If this isn’t checked, the product proposal will show up automatically.
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� Past Orders on Request

Similar to Product Proposal on Request, this option indicates whether items
proposed based on past orders should be displayed immediately or on request.

� Product Listing on Request

This indicates whether item proposals based on product listings should be dis-
played immediately or on request.

Figure 5.102  Assign Method Schema to the Transaction Type

Customize Past Orders

The past orders filter enables you to display the list of products from a customer’s
past orders. The next two sections provide information on some configuration
settings that can be made for past orders.

Define Transaction Filter

The transaction filter is configured to specify the list of the transaction type and
the item object type that is queried to bring the list of the products from past
orders on the Product Proposal screen. In other words, only those products that
are in the transaction listed in the transaction filter will be shown as the product
proposal.

Navigate to SPRO � Customer Relationship Management � Transactions � Set-

tings for Sales Transactions � Product Proposals in Quotations and Orders �
Past Orders � Define Transaction Filter (see Figure 5.103).
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Figure 5.103  Transaction Filter

Figure 5.104 shows the CRM Filter Attributes that includes the Transaction

Type and the Item Object Type for activating the past order items to show on the
product proposal.

Figure 5.104  CRM Filter Attributes

You can also specify the Status of the sales orders that you want to see the past
order products from based on your business needs. The +/- Sign column is used
to calculate the quantities for the products listed on the Product Proposal

screen. Generally, for sales orders, use the + sign to add the quantities for the
product on all past orders.

Define Past Orders Display

The Define Past Order Display screen enables you to define the period for
which the past orders should show the products as a part of the product proposal
functionality. This is shown in Figure 5.105 with a time period of 10 weeks.

To customize the past order display, navigate to SPRO � Customer Relationship

Management � Transactions � Settings for Sales Transactions � Product Pro-

posals in Quotations and Orders � Past Orders � Define Past Orders Display.
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Figure 5.105  Define Past Orders Display

This section discussed how you can propose certain products to customers while
placing sales orders or quotations. We’ve covered different types of product pro-
posals and how you can make use of them in your day-to-day business decisions.

5.7 Summary

Marketing is a core SAP CRM module that is widely used by organizations to run
their marketing functions via SAP CRM. This chapter includes information on
marketing plans and campaigns, segmentation, creating target groups, External
List Management, Lead Management, Loyalty Management, and product propos-
als. In the next chapter, we’ll look at SAP CRM Sales.
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Chapter 6 

SAP CRM Sales allows a company to track its business interactions, follow 
up on potential leads and opportunities, and perform sales transactions 
with customers. In this chapter, we’ll look at the various functions in SAP 
CRM Sales that makes this possible.

6 Sales

A sale, in itself, is self-explanatory—it’s the process of selling goods and pushing
the revenue through to logistics and invoicing. The sales functions within SAP
CRM Sales allow a business to carry out the selling of products or goods to a cus-
tomer and log them as sales transactions. To understand how SAP CRM Sales per-
forms and manages these many functions, we must first look at the sales process
itself.

The SAP CRM closed loop cycle describes the sales cycle from start to finish.
SAP CRM Sales has different applications to register sales from customers,
for example, the Interaction Center (IC), mobile applications, phone num-
bers, and e-selling. Figure 6.1 illustrates the SAP CRM closed loop cycle.

The SAP CRM close loop cycle begins with the marketing functions (i.e., creating
leads and qualifying whether those leads are hot, warm, or cold). After the leads
are qualified as hot leads, they are pushed to a sales representative to log an
opportunity for that customer. Entering the Opportunity Management step in the
sales cycle, the organization seeks an agreement with the customer, which, once
met, leads to a sales contract.

After the contracts are created, orders are placed for the customer based on the
customer’s needs within the sales cycle. This is then followed by the delivery and
transportation of the product, and finally invoicing the customer. Within the SAP
CRM closed loop cycle, it’s also important to have customer support and cus-
tomer retention process steps in place.
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Figure 6.1  Sales Close Loop Cycle

The sales cycle for SAP CRM Sales has the following basic functions: Activity
Management, Opportunity Management, contracts management, quotations, and
Sales Order Management. In this chapter, we’ll discuss each of these functions in
depth, along with their configuration steps.

6.1 Activity Management

Activity Management is an integral part of the SAP CRM Sales cycle. Any interac-
tion with a customer can be logged as an activity. While an activity is most often
between internal employees and customers, a task is for internal employees.
Activities can be created as a follow-up transaction to any business transaction
within the sales cycle.
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The following are the different types of activities:

� Appointments 
Appointments are activities that correspond to customer meetings. Any inter-
action with the customer should be logged in as an activity. Appointments are
categorized by date and can sync to Microsoft Outlook if the groupware
adapter is set up appropriately.

� Interaction logs 
Interaction logs are activities that are used to log any communication with the
customer. More commonly, interaction logs are used when there is a customer
visit or telephone call. Interaction logs can be categorized as customer visit,
telephone call, or other.

� Tasks 
A task is a type of activity that is used when working within an organization for
internal employees only. Tasks can either be private or public. A typical exam-
ple of a task is a follow-up item for employees to finish to fulfill a customer’s
needs.

� Emails 
Email corresponds to creating and sending emails as a part of Activity Manage-
ment. You can integrate email with Microsoft Outlook based on your business
requirements. The email activity transaction types are incoming and outgoing
email with the category email.

In the sections that follow, we’ll look at activity processing within SAP CRM Sales
and the configuration steps involved in creating and customizing an activity.

6.1.1 Activity Processing

Activity processing helps an organization capture the information and interac-
tions between internal employees and customers. The information stored in the
activity is an important source of data about the day-to-day interactions with cus-
tomers.

When creating any activity types, information must be entered in the activity
header. Account/contacts, descriptions of an activity, date and time, category,
importance, and status will be defaulted based on the configuration. The Web-
Client UI views are different for appointments, interaction logs, tasks, and emails
(see Figure 6.2).
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Figure 6.2  Activity Structures

Figure 6.3 shows an example of interaction log details in the WebClient UI view
with different field attributes.

Figure 6.3  Interaction Log Detail View

Besides these general details, other assignment blocks are provided for the fol-
lowing information:

� Attendees 
Attendees are the partners within an activity transaction. Partners include the
activity partner (sold-to party), contact person, employee responsible,
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- Date and time
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Dates Attendees

Questionnaires
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responsible group, and so on. You can configure these partners by navigating
to SPRO � Customer Relationship Management � Basic Functions � Partner

Processing.

Partner Processing

The configuration steps for partner processing are already covered in Chapter 4.

� Notes 
Notes are text that is captured in the activity when communicating with the
customer. It can be customer-specific or an employee’s internal notes. You can
configure the text types based on your business requirements.

You can define other text types and the sequence in which they should appear
in Customizing for SAP CRM by choosing Basic Functions � Text Manage-

ment � Define Text Objects and Text Types.

� Questionnaire 
A questionnaire is used to guide the sales or customer service representative
through a specific set of questions if applicable for the customer. It can also be
used to conduct a survey with a list of questions and answers. This helps inter-
nal employees be more methodical in their approach toward customers based
on the questionnaire information.

You can carry out the questionnaire settings for Customizing in SAP CRM by
choosing Transactions � Settings for Activities � Questionnaires � Define

Questionnaires.

� Attachment 
You can attach any files to an activity if required.

� Actions 
You can configure the actions in an activity based on your business require-
ments. For example, if you want to send an email on activity information to a
specific partner in an activity, you can configure the action and assign it to the
activity transaction type. You can define actions in Customizing for SAP CRM
by choosing Basic Functions � Action � Actions in Transaction � Change

Actions and Conditions � Define Action Profiles and Actions.

� Dates 
Similar to actions, you can define the date types based on your business
requirements in an activity. For example, if you want to create a new date type
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for any face-to-face conversation with a customer and capture that time on the
activity, then you can configure the date profile and assign it to the activity
transaction type.

� Object relationship 
You can reference different objects to an activity while creating an activity for
a specific customer. This helps you access different objects from the activity
and also gives you clarity on the referenced object. A referenced object can be
an individual object or sales agreement. The Object Relationship is shown
under the Relationship tab and is only activated if the object relationship pro-
file is assigned to the activity type. You can display the reference transaction or
the object from the activity if you’ve configured the object relationship profile
in the configuration path, SPRO � Customer Relationship Management �

Transactions � Settings for Activities � Define Object Relationship Profile.

� Organization 
Organization determination on an activity transaction happens like any other
transactions. You can determine the organization based on your business needs
and configured it in the configuration path, SPRO � Customer Relationship

Management � Master Data � Organizational Management � Organiza-

tional Data Determination.

6.1.2 Creating and Customizing Activities

In this section, we’ll discuss the steps needed to create and configure an activity.

Creating Activities 

To demonstrate the process of creating activities, let’s use an example of an inter-
action log activity (see Figure 6.4). This activity type is configured via the menu
path, SPRO � Customer Relationship Management � Transactions � Basic Set-

tings � Define Transaction Types.

As shown in Figure 6.4, the Transaction Type configuration on the Definition

of transaction types screen is similar for all transaction types. However, the
assignment of the business transaction categories is different and can have differ-
ent assignments from one transaction type to another.
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Figure 6.4  Definition of Transaction Type Activity

In this case, the leading Transaction Category is BUS2000126 Business Activity

(see Figure 6.5).

Figure 6.5  Business Transaction Category – Business Activity

Different business transaction categories have different screens and functional-
ities to configure on the Customizing header screen. Figure 6.6 shows the config-
uration of the activity header, which controls the data being populated on the
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activity type while the activities are created. Certain functionality on the activity
is driven based on how the system is configured to achieve specific business
needs.

Figure 6.6  Activity Header

The following fields/checkboxes are found on this screen (see Figure 6.6):

� Category

The category within an activity is referred to as a communication type and cre-
ates a specific grouping for any activity type. A category is assigned to an activ-
ity class, for example, appointments, interaction log, task, or email.

� Calendar 
If this checkbox is selected, then you can allow the other employee responsible
to view the activity in his calendar.

� Private Appointments Allowed 
This setting makes the task private and won’t allow any other responsible party
view the task.

� Priority 
Priority defines the importance of an activity and can be very high, high,
medium, and low.

� Goal 
A goal explains the purpose of the creating the activity. The purpose of the
activity can be anything based on the business requirement, but most common
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examples are order completion, arouse interest, make appointment, better cus-
tomer retention, reconcile procedure, and so on.

� Direction 
A direction can be inbound or outbound for an activity based on the commu-
nication with the customers.

� Subject Profile 
The Subject Profile drives the reason for the activity and the status for the rea-
son, that is, the result of a specific activity. You assign the appropriate subject
profile to the transaction type, and the subject profile configuration is carried
out via the configuration path, SPRO � Customer Relationship Management �
Transactions � Settings for Activities � Define Activity Reasons.

Customizing Activities

To better illustrate the different customization options available in Activity
Management, let’s consider a business scenario where a sales representative
wants be notified if a sales order is rejected for any specific business reason.
Because the sales representative is assigned to the account, he should remain
informed about situations like these so that he can get back to the customer
regarding any complaints.

This scenario can be achieved in the system by creating the activity as soon as the
order is rejected and notifying the sales representative. The activity can be popu-
lated as “order rejected” for customer privacy purposes.

The following are steps to configure the system to achieve this type of business
scenario:

1. Configure the action to create the activity when the order is being rejected by
navigating to SPRO � Customer Relationship Management � Basic Functions �
Actions � Actions in Transaction � Change Actions and Conditions � Define

Action Profiles and Actions. Then, create the action definition for the action
profile that is already assigned to the sales order. In this case, the action profile
is ORDER_MESSAGES (see Figure 6.7).

2. Assign the processing type Method Call to the Method COPY_DOCUMENT,
as shown in Figure 6.8.
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Figure 6.7  Action Definition Z_DEMO_1 – Activity Creation

Figure 6.8  Processing Type Definition
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3. Assign the processing parameters by clicking Edit on the method call on the
popup page to add the activity type that needs to be created after the sales order
is rejected. As shown in Figure 6.9, the Element is PROCESS_TYPE, and the
Type Name is CRMT_PROCESS_TYPE under the ABAP Dict. Data Type radio
button.

Figure 6.9  Defining the Container Element

4. In the Initial Value tab, you need to assign the transaction type of the activity
(see Figure 6.10). In this example, we’re looking at the interaction log, which
has the customer visit category.
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Figure 6.10  Defining the Process Type within the Container Element

5. Next, create the schedule conditions and start conditions to trigger the sales
order rejection action (see Figure 6.11). Navigate to SPRO � Customer Rela-

tionship Management � Basic Functions � Actions � Actions in Transac-

tion � Change Actions and Conditions � Define Conditions. The condition
is configured for “If the System Status is Rejected I1032,” which triggers the
action.

Figure 6.11  Schedule and Start Condition

6. Configure the activity with a partner determination procedure to notify the
sales representative of the rejected order. In addition, you must assign the
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correct access to the activity based on the sold-to relationship between the
customer and the sales representative (see Figure 6.12).

Figure 6.12  Partner Function Configuration for Sales Representative

7. Configure the subject profile to include the Reason as Rejected by Customer

Private Reason.

8. After the configuration is performed, create the order and allow the customer
to call customer service to reject the order if, for any reason, the customer isn’t
satisfied with the service. Figure 6.13 shows the sales order created but not
rejected.

Figure 6.13  Sales Order Created

No action is triggered because the order isn’t yet rejected (Figure 6.14).
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Figure 6.14  Blank Action Assignment Block

As soon as the order is rejected and saved, the action is generated for the interac-
tion log activity, as shown in Figure 6.15.

Figure 6.15  Action Generated for the Activity Transaction Type

The activity is created and referenced with the sales order that was rejected
(Figure 6.16). The activity consists of the sales representative who should be
notified for the sales order rejection. You can also trigger an email to the sales
representative by configuring one more action on the activity transaction type
if required.

Figure 6.16  Activity Type: Interaction Log
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This section on Activity Management covered three aspects of the activity funda-
mentals: Activity Management concepts, configuration, and example usage in a
specific business scenario. In the next topic, we’ll discuss Opportunity Manage-
ment and its usage.

6.2 Opportunity Management

The sales cycle in SAP CRM starts with Opportunity Management and ends with
the sales order’s creation or rejection. An opportunity is defined as a business
prospect that allows you to sell a product based on a customer’s interest. For
example, if the customer shows interest in your product during any trade show or
any sales promotion, that interest is characterized as the opportunity to conduct
business with the customer.

You can also create leads before creating an opportunity for any chance of the
product being sold. However, the sales cycle really starts with the opportunity,
where you forecast certain products to be sold with a specific price value. Sales
processes can be monitored and evaluated more efficiently with the use of
Opportunity Management. An opportunity is more useful longer sales cycles and
higher priced products.

Customers are targeted based on marketing functions to identify leads (see Chap-
ter 4). As described in the introduction, after a lead is created and qualified as a
hot lead, it can be converted into a sales opportunity. The sales representative
informs the sales team to target the opportunity and assigns the product or prod-
uct categories.

The sales representative plans the sales cycle within the opportunity and lists the
activities that needs to be carried for each phase of the opportunity. The sales rep-
resentative then develops a value proposition for the opportunity.

After the opportunity has gone through all of phases of the sales cycle, and the
opportunity is achieved, the sales representative creates the quotation. The fore-
cast data within the opportunity is sent to the SAP BusinessObjects BI/SAP Busi-
ness Warehouse (SAP BW) system for planning purposes. The quotation is finally
converted into a sales order to realize the product being sold to the customer.

An opportunity serves as a central hub within the sales cycle that connects activi-
ties, quotations, orders, and contracts. Leads are marketing functions that can be
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converted into an opportunity. Based on your business requirements, you may not
need leads or opportunities to be implemented in the sales cycle. In that case, you’ll
start from a quotation or contract and end at sales order creation or rejection.

In this section, we’ll look at the business functions that can be performed within
Opportunity Management as well as the configuration steps and business cases.

6.2.1 Business Functions

An opportunity provides a framework for the sales cycle and helps a company
keep track of its sales progress. An opportunity describes the sales prospects,
their requested products and services, their budget, the potential sales volume,
and an estimated sales probability. This information becomes concrete in the
course of the sales cycle and can be displayed and evaluated in the system.

The following are some of the business functions found in Opportunity Management:

� Partner 
Sales teams, sales representatives, and customers are considered partners
under the Parties Involved tab. Partners can be internal or external partners.

� Products 
Products can be added to the opportunity.

� Organization data determination  
Organization data determination happens based on the organization profile
attached to the opportunity transaction.

� Sales cycle 
A sales cycle consists of the start and end date with various stages that will
depend on the company’s requirement. It consists of the probability of achiev-
ing an opportunity based on the opportunity sales stages advancement. You
can view various sales stages in the Sales Assistant tab.

� Sales team 
Sales teams are employees that are part of the opportunity. They can be found
under the Sales Team tab.

� Competitor
You can also add a competitor to an opportunity that you’re working on. This
will allow you to see other organizations also bidding for the same opportunity.
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� Notes 
Notes can be added to an opportunity like any other SAP CRM transaction. You
need to assign the text procedure to an opportunity based on your business
requirement.

� Attachment 
You can attach the files to an opportunity and send the attachment to the cus-
tomer if necessary as a part of the confirmation process.

� Relationships 
Relationships are transactions, such as subopportunities, leads, activities, and
projects, that can be linked to an opportunity as a part of the relationship.
These can be viewed under the Relationship tab.

� Status for reason 
Status for reason is used in the sales cycle. You can define reasons for different
statuses on an opportunity. For example, if the opportunity is lost, you want to
document the reason for losing it. This can be anything from pricing, quality,
or more.

� Forecast data 
Forecast data consists of expected sales volume, expected total value, prospect
budget, and relevant forecast data. The information in this section of the oppor-
tunity is a feed into the pipeline analysis and sales volume forecast to the SAP
BusinessObjects BI/SAP BW system.

Sales Methodology

Any organization following a structured sales methodology has an edge over other orga-
nizations because they can plan the opportunity and target customer needs effectively.
This leads to an optimum quality of the sales process, which has a major influence on
success.

The sales methodology consists of the following parts:

� Sales assistant

� Project goals

� Buying center

� Competitor analysis

� Opportunity assessment

� Opportunity plan
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6.2.2 Configuring Opportunity Management

Now that we’ve gone through the various business functions in Opportunity
Management, we’ll now look at the different configurations and customizations
that can be made. The first step is to define the transaction type.

Define the Transaction Type

The following is an example of a standard or default opportunity (opportunity
type: OPPT) configuration that shows the transaction type details and the busi-
ness transaction categories assigned to it. The opportunity transaction type defi-
nition shown in Figure 6.17 is similar to any other business transaction in SAP
CRM. Here, you assign the leading business transaction as a BUS2000111 Oppor-

tunity with additional configurations for the product determination, profiles,
and number range assignment.

Figure 6.17  Definition of Transaction Type OPPT
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We’ve already covered the product determination and configuring profiles on
business transactions in Chapter 3.

Next, we’ll look at how to configure the object relationship profile.

Object Relationship Profile

The object relationship profile helps create a relationship between an opportunity
and any other transaction. For example, let’s say that you’ve already created an
opportunity, and you want to link this opportunity to one of the subopportuni-
ties that was created separately. You can use the subsequent assignment functions
in the WebClient UI to link these two transactions. You can configure the object
relationship profile via the configuration path, SPRO � Customer Relationship

Management � Transactions � Settings for Opportunities � Define Object

Relationship Profile.

As shown in Figure 6.18, the Transaction Category Opportunity and Sales are
assigned to the Transaction Type OPPT Opportunity Default.

Figure 6.18  Assignment of Business Transaction Categories

Opportunity Header Configuration

After you’ve assigned the opportunity to another business transaction, you’ll
want to edit the opportunity header for the default opportunity. You can do this
by clicking the Customizing header folder in the dialog structure.

As shown in Figure 6.19, the opportunity header has the following configurable
fields:

� Sales Cycle 
If there is any possibility of getting sales from a given prospect, opportunity is
realized at that point. The sales cycle consist of sales stages with probability
defined at each stages. You can assign the sales cycle to the sales stages via the
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configuration path, SPRO � Customer Relationship Management � Transac-

tions � Settings for Opportunities � Assign Sales Stages to Sales Cycles.

� Opportunity Group 
You can classify different opportunities into one group for analyses purposes.
Typical examples are new customers, existing customers, strategic projects, and
so on. You can configure the Opportunity Group based on your business
needs via the menu path, SPRO � Customer Relationship Management �

Transactions � Settings for Opportunities � Define Opportunity Group, Pri-

ority and Origin � Define Opportunity Group.

� Design Registration 
This is used when you’re working on a high-tech business scenario that uses the
design registration concepts.

� Document Procedure 
The Document Procedure is used to determine the pricing on the opportunity
document.

� Assessment 
An assessment is a questionnaire that can be used to assess the opportunity and
can be built based on your business requirements.

Figure 6.19  Opportunity Default Header Customization
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� Planning Profile

The Planning Profile is used to stores the profile that is then used as navigation
information in the SAP Strategic Enterprise Management (SAP SEM) system.

� Mode  
You can define competitors at the header or item level based on the configura-
tions mentioned here.

Item Category Configuration

You can add items to an opportunity and have different controls at the item level
versus at the header or transaction type level. When configuring an opportunity,
an item category is no different from any other transaction type in SAP CRM.

You can configure the item category profiles (text determination, partner deter-
mination, status profile, organization data profile, action profile, etc.) based on
your business needs. The configuration logic and steps are already covered in
Chapter 3. The object type for the opportunity item category should be
BUS2000130 CRM Opportunity Item.

Figure 6.20 shows the item customization for an opportunity that allows you to
configure whether the item should be price-relevant or not and whether the Pric.

indicat. (price indicator) should be set to Active.

Figure 6.20  Customizing Item

Turning an Opportunity into a Quotation

After all the configurations are done, and your opportunity turned out to be suc-
cessful, you’ll want to create the opportunity into a quotation. To create the SAP
ERP quotation from SAP CRM Opportunity Management, you need to execute
the cross system copy control settings in SAP CRM as stated via the configuration,
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SPRO � Customer Relationship Management � Transactions � Settings for

Opportunities � Cross-system Copy Control for Opportunity and SAP-ERP

Quotation � Cross-System Copying of Transaction Types.

This is applicable for both the transaction type and item category.

Business Scenario

Let’s consider a business scenario that uses a hierarchical opportunity used by
companies with multiple divisions. Big companies want to capture one opportu-
nity as a master opportunity under the primary division and have the rest of the
opportunities, referred to as subopportunities, link to the master opportunity.

Let’s say in the given example that one opportunity with one leading division
means that one division (leading) is offered to the customer by submitting prod-
ucts/solutions/services from other divisions. For example, Division AD is offering
to End-Customer Sales Prospect S1 a whole package that includes Division AA,
AB, and AC products/solutions/services.

Division AD creates a master opportunity with the total amount of $6 million that
is offered to Sales Prospect S1. Division AD also mentions the Division AA, AB,
and AC employees who should work on this opportunity as well. As a result:

� Division AA creates the subopportunity with the amount that is offered to the
internal customer Division AD.

� Division AB creates the subopportunity with the amount that is offered to the
internal customer Division AD.

� Division AC creates the subopportunity with the amount that is offered to the
internal customer Division AD.

Figure 6.21 is a diagram of the business scenario just mentioned.

Based on your business needs, you can effectively manage the sales cycle and
increase the customer retention, which leads to greater customer satisfaction and
more sales.
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Figure 6.21  Hierarchical Opportunity

6.3 Sales Contracts

A sales contract in SAP CRM is an agreement to sell a product to a customer with
a specific rate or discount based on the quantity or value for a specific period of
time. After the contract validity period has expired, the contract is no longer in
use to sell the product for the contracted price.

Contract management improves customer loyalty and retention by offering lower
prices. The contract management cycle is shown in Figure 6.22.

Contract management in the sales cycle starts with the sales representative win-
ning an opportunity. After the opportunity is won, the customer negotiates the
terms and conditions for buying the products. To cement the terms and condi-
tions with the customer, the sales representative creates a contract and marks up
discounts and adds certain conditions to the contract.
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Figure 6.22  Contract Management in SAP CRM

After the price conditions and delivery terms are negotiated between the cus-
tomer and sales representative, the customer accepts the contract. This informa-
tion is sent to the sales manager to release the contract. The sales manager
reviews the contract conditions and releases the contract. At this stage, the cus-
tomer is now ready to order the product against the contract at regular intervals
for the specified period of time based on the contract validity period.

As the contract is nearing the expiration date, the sales representative is notified
so that he can connect with the customer again to renew the contract.
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6.3.1 Business Functions

Contract management has various functions that you can implement based on
your business needs. The sales contract structure is similar to any other sales
transaction in SAP CRM in that it contains both header and item data. The header
data is configured based on the transaction type, and the item data is configured
based on the item category.

There are two types of contracts in SAP CRM:

� Quantity contract 
This is an agreement that the customer will buy a certain quantity of the prod-
uct for a certain validity period. The transaction type for quantity contract is
QCTR.

� Value contract 
This is an agreement that the customer will buy a certain value of product for
a certain validity period. The transaction type for value contract is VCTR.

The following sections look at the various functions found in contract management.

Price Agreements

A price agreement is consent between a customer and an organization pertaining
to a specific price for a specific product. These are condition records that are
assigned to a contract as a part of the price agreements. The prerequisite to main-
tain a price agreement is the condition maintenance technique, which is assigned
as a condition group to the item category or the contract transaction type.

Maintaining Price Agreements

SAP recommends maintaining the price agreements at the item level only. This helps
during contract determination by providing a popup for multiple contracts when creat-
ing a sales order for one specific item. The header price agreement in the contract doc-
ument is applied to the header condition price in the sales order.

You can configure price agreements via the configuration path, SPRO � CRM �

Transaction � Settings for Contract � Price Agreements and Configuration.
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Actions

Actions can be configured in contracts to better service the customer and take
proactive steps when contracts are nearing their expiration date. You can assign
an action profile to the contract transaction type or to the item category based on
what your business needs.

Releasable Products

Releasable products  are the products entered at the item level within a contract.
You can enter the product number or the product category on the contract trans-
action. These products are assigned with condition types and special pricing
assigned to them. These are then released to create the release order.

Authorized Partner

An authorized partner can be used to determine the contract in the sales order
when multiple parties are involved. For example, if there are multiple sold-to par-
ties that should be authorized to release the contract, and the determination of
the contract on the sales order should be based on these, then the authorized
partner configuration should be activated. You can also enter one or more group
hierarchies in the contract. When you create a sales order for one of the business
partners in the hierarchy, the system determines the relevant contracts.

You need to configure the authorized partner check in the sales order transaction
type to activate the Search Auth. Partner functionality, as shown in Figure 6.23.
You can choose A, B, or C based on your business needs.

Figure 6.23  Authorized Partners in Contract Search

Appropriate authorized partners should be set as the sold-to parties in the sales
contract to make use of this functionality.
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Cancellation

You can configure cancellation rules and cancellation reasons for the contracts
being created in SAP CRM. You can set up a functionality based on your business
needs to notify and cancel the contract by a specific partner function if required.
You create the cancellation rule and assign it to the cancellation procedure. The
cancellation procedure is assigned to the contract transaction type. When the can-
cellation is complete, the contract transaction and release orders can’t be created
further after the contract is set to complete. Use the following configuration path
to set up the cancellation procedure: SPRO � Customer Relationship Manage-

ment � Transactions � Settings for Contracts � Cancellation.

Dates in Business Transaction

Dates in the contracts are important because they control the validity period of
the contract. You can configure date management within the sales contract to
define the contract duration (e.g., if the contract term is six months, and the con-
tract end date is today’s date plus six months). To configure date management,
assign date profile to the contract transaction type and the contract item category
via the menu path, SPRO � CRM � Basic Functions � Date Management � Define

Date Profile.

Completion Rules

You can configure the completion rules based on your business needs. The item
category configuration drives the behavior for the contract completion based on
the specific business scenario. There are four options available at the item cate-
gory level:

� Target/quantity Value can be exceeded

� A – Target/Quantity Value cannot be exceeded

� B – Target/Quantity Value can be exceeded only once

� C – Split Release item when the target quantity is exceeded

Figure 6.24 shows the item category with the Completion field.
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Figure 6.24  Item Category Contract Data – Completion Field

6.3.2 Configuring Sales Contracts

In this section, we’ll use an example to display the configuration steps for a typi-
cal sales contract in SAP CRM.

Define the Transaction Type

In our example, the quantity contract (contract transaction type: ZQCT) configu-
ration shows the transaction type details and the business transaction categories
assigned to it.

The contract Transaction Type shown in Figure 6.25 is similar to other business
transactions in SAP CRM. Here, you assign the leading business transaction as a
BUS2000121 Sales Contract and configure the product determination, profiles,
and number range assignment.

The Quantity/Value Contract field specifies whether the contract is a quantity
contract, value contract, or quantity and value contract. Because the example here
is a quantity contract, the setting is A.
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Figure 6.25  Definition of Transaction Type: Quantity Contract

Price Agreement Configuration

The price agreement is a core function in the sales contract configuration because
it determines the contract price on the release order. For this function to work,
you need to assign the price agreement condition types to the sales contract. To
assign the condition type as a price agreement to the sales contract, you need to
assign the condition group to the contract transaction type. Figure 6.26 shows the
Condition Group ZMAINTGRP assigned to the sales contract. This enables you
to add the condition types on the sales contracts within the Price Agreement tab.

You still need to create the condition tables, access sequences, and condition
types to make the appropriate assignments. After the condition type is set up, cre-
ate the pricing procedure, and assign this condition type to the contract pricing
procedure. After the pricing activities are done, assign these condition types to
the condition techniques to form the basis for the condition group. You can con-
figure the condition maintenance group in the configuration path, SPRO � CRM �
Transaction � Settings for Contract � Price Agreements and Configuration.
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Figure 6.26  Contract Transaction Profiles

Only a limited number of business transaction categories are assigned to the sales
contract transaction type; in this case, it’s BUS2000115 Sales and BUS2000121

Sales Contract (see Figure 6.27).

Figure 6.27  Business Transaction Categories

Figure 6.28 shows the business transaction category sales details, which consist of
configuration around credit check data, pricing data, and payment data.

Figure 6.28  Customizing Sales Header
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Contract Determination

To determine the contracts on the sales order, you also need to activate the Contract
Determination field in the sales order transaction type configuration. There are three
options: No Contract Determination, E-Only at Item Level: Assign immediately if
unique, and F-Only at Item Level: Always with Selection Option. This flag isn’t at the
item category level and is only at the transaction level.

Item Category Configuration

When you add items to the contract transactions, you can have different controls
at the item level versus at the header level. This relates to the profiles such as the
date profile, action profile, partner determination procedure, and more. You can
configure the item category profiles based on your business needs. The configu-
ration logic and steps are already covered in Chapter 3.

The object type for the contract item category should be BUS2000135 CRM
Quantity/Value Contract Item. The most relevant data for the contract item cate-
gory is the pricing and contract data (i.e., contract completion). Figure 6.29 shows
the Billing Data/Credit, Pricing Data, and Contract Data sections.

Figure 6.29  Item Category Configuration

You’ll need to activate the pricing, as shown in Figure 6.29, under Pricing Data

and mark the completion settings based on your business scenario, that is,
whether you want to exceed the quantity or not when creating the release order.
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In general, Available to Promise (ATP) isn’t activated at the contract document
level because a business won’t hold stocks while the contracts are being created.
But, if there are any business scenarios that require the ATP check to trigger at the
contract document, then you need to activate it at the item category.

Copy Control Header and Item

To determine the contracts on the sales order, you’ll need to configure the copy
controls at the header and item level. Figure 6.30 shows the copy control setting
at the transaction type, which can be configured based on your business needs via
SPRO � CRM � Transactions � Basic Settings � Copying Control for Business

Transactions � Define Copying Control for Transaction Types.

Figure 6.30  Transaction Type Copy Control

The following fields are found on this screen (see Figure 6.30):

� Copy item number 
This copies the item number from the sales contract to the sales order item. If
this checkbox isn’t selected, the item number is determined automatically in
the sales order based on the numbering configuration.

� Complete reference 
This copies the entire transaction information from the source to the target
transaction.
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� Copying routine 
This is the field where you can assign the copy control BAdI implementation to
achieve your specific business scenario during data copy from sales contract to
the sales order. This setting is at the document level.

� Copy Price Agreements 
This is checked when you want to copy the price agreement condition type
from the sales contract to the sales order at the header level.

� Explode Template Hierarchy

This option specifies whether the existing template hierarchies are to be
expanded when they are copied.

� Copy PO data 
The PO data is copied from the sales contract to the sales order when this check-
box is activated. The purchase order number and purchase order date are cop-
ied from the sales contract to the sales order.

The item category copy control is configured via the configuration path, SPRO �
CRM � Transactions � Basic Settings � Copying Control for Business Transac-

tions � Define Copying Control for Item Categories. The following are some of
the settings found there (see Figure 6.31):

� Copying routine 
This field is where you can assign the copy control BAdI implementation to
achieve your specific business scenario during data copy from the sales contract
to the sales order. This setting is at the item level, meaning the item data copied
can be altered based on this routine.

� Copy conditions 
If you’re adding the condition type in the pricing procedure of the sales con-
tracts when creating the sales contract, and you want to copy this condition to
the sales order, then set this to C, D, or G based on your specific scenario. You
can choose not to copy the condition as one of the options.

� Copy Configuration 
This specifies whether the configured products are copied to, or newly deter-
mined in, the follow-up transaction.

� Fix

This dictates whether the configuration can be changed in the target transaction.
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� Generate product master data again

If you set this indicator, all product master attributes are regenerated again in
the target transaction. For example, the price reference material or units of
measurement (UoM) is copied from the contracts transaction if this indicator
isn’t checked; otherwise, the price reference material or sales UoM will be
picked up from the product master data instead of the contracts in the target
transaction.

� Price Agreements

This should be checked when you want to copy the price agreement condition
type from the sales contract to the sales order at the item level.

� Copy Survey 
This specifies whether a survey that is linked to the source transaction should
be copied into the target transaction.

Figure 6.31  Item Category Copy Control

Business Scenarios

Let’s look at a business example to better understand the sales contracts configu-
ration cycle. In our business scenario, the furniture manufacturing Company FM1
has negotiated a price with Customer C1, who is a prime customer and a distrib-
utor of the furniture in the East Coast of the United States. Because the distributor
has multiple warehouses categorized as ship-to parties, the distributor wants to
set up the quantity contract price at the ship-to and material level. For this reason,
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FM1 wants to sets up the contract for a validity period of one year and creates a
price agreement at the ship-to and material level.

To achieve the preceding business scenario, the following steps need to be taken
to create the contract and configure it based on the customer’s needs:

1. Configure the contract transaction type.

2. Configure the contract item category.

3. Maintain the copy control setting from the contract transaction to the sales
order and from the contract item category to the sales order item category

4. Create a condition table at the ship-to and material level, and assign the table
to the access sequence.

5. Create the condition type and assign the access sequence that consists of the
table with ship-to and material fields.

6. Maintain the pricing procedure with the condition type assigned to it.

7. Maintain the price determination procedure for the contracts.

8. Maintain the same condition type that is added to the contract pricing proce-
dure into the sales order pricing procedure.

9. Add this condition type to the maintenance condition technique (condition
and condition technique).

10. Create the contract, and assign the price agreement.

Figure 6.32 and Figure 6.33 show the quantity contract created for a validity
period of one year, with price agreements at the ship-to and material level at $22
USD per UoM (SQ).

Figure 6.32  Quantity Contract
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Figure 6.33  Price Agreement Assigned with Ship-To and Product ID

The sales order is created with the same ship-to and material assigned in the sales
contract price agreement. The popup for the contract appears, and it is selected to
apply the contract price. Figure 6.34 and Figure 6.35 show the screenshot of the
sales order created and the contract price applied.

Figure 6.34  Sales Order Created and Contract Linked to It

Figure 6.35  Contract Price Applied to the Sales Order at Ship-To and Material Level
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Similar to our previous example, you can have some scenarios where the sales
contract’s price agreements need to be set up at various levels (e.g., material, mul-
tiple ship-to parties, payer level, payer, shipping condition level, etc.). Based on
the business scenario, you need to configure the condition tables and configure
the condition techniques to drive the price agreements at different levels as men-
tioned in the example.

Contracts can also be used in the distributor claims and rebate processing. In a
business scenario, if you want to do sales tracing to the distributor stock and track
the dollar amount that is sold from the distributor to the end customer, you can
use the distributor claims and rebate processing functionality. You can learn more
about chargeback claims at SAP Help. Search for “Chargebacks and Distributor
Rebates” on SAP Help and select the “Chargebacks & Distributor Rebates (SAP
Library – Contract Management for Life Sciences)” in the results. Chargeback
claim management in SAP CRM (document type: CBCD) functions like as so:

� Master data is set up (contract prices are loaded into the contract using contract
type MC – Master Contract or CMIC – Individual Contract). This is where you
set up the contracts to sell the product to the distributor. The prices set up in
the contracts are used to compare with the claims receipt by the distributor.

� The claim (document type: CBCD) is received by the distributor.

� Validation (document type: CBCD) occurs in the claim document to compare
the price from the contracts to the claims receipt.

� The claim (document type: CBCD) amount is then calculated.

� The credit memo/debit memo (credit memo request document type CMRC or
debit memo request document type CMDM in SAP CRM) is created in SAP
CRM.

� Payment (credit memo/debit memo creation in SAP ERP) is received by the dis-
tributor.

� The reconciliation report is run.

Contract management is categorized into quantity and value contracts. Based on
your business needs, you can implement any of the contract functions discussed
in this section.
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6.3.3 Data Exchange

If the sales contracts are created in an SAP ERP system and the contract determi-
nation on the sales order occurs in an SAP CRM system, then the sales contracts
are replicated from SAP ERP to SAP CRM.

You can run the initial load with the adapter object name SALESCONTRACT to
load the contracts from SAP ERP to SAP CRM. After the initial load is carried out,
the delta change to the sales contract flows automatically to the SAP CRM system.
The following are prerequisites to loading the sales contract from SAP ERP to SAP
CRM:

� The same contract type and item categories should exist in both systems.

� The copy control setting is set up the same way between the sales contract and
sales order in both systems.

� Number ranges should be correctly defined in both systems.

� The same customer and product master data exist in both systems.

� The same organizational data must exist in both systems.

Uploading SAP CRM Contracts to SAP ERP

You can’t upload SAP CRM contracts to the SAP ERP system. SAP has provided program
CRM_CONTRACT_UPDATE_FROM_R3 in SAP CRM to download the contract from SAP
ERP to SAP CRM and sync the information, that is, update released quantity/value and
update missing document flow if any of the contracts are missing with this information
in SAP CRM.

6.4 Quotations

A quotation is an agreement between a customer and an organization that is often
referred to as a legally binding document for a specific product at a specific price
and for a specified period of time. A quotation is a document that is marked with
the item system status as a quotation. After the quotation is converted into a sales
order, the system status of the quotation is changed to Quotation Accepted.

Quotations are converted into sales orders, or they can be copied to create
another quote. You can also create quotations from opportunities. In this section,
we’ll look at the different business functions and configurations that can be per-
formed with quotations in SAP CRM.
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6.4.1 Business Functions

Quotation functions are similar to sales orders with respect to their transaction
structure and configuration. In addition, the transaction structure of the quota-
tion consists of a header and an item like most of the SAP CRM transactions.

The following are some important quotation functions in SAP CRM:

� Sales probability 
Sales probability refers to the probability of the sales order being created from
the quotation. This information comes from the quotation item category. The
success rate of the product can be entered manually in the quotation.

� Validity 
A quotation has a validity period that can be configured via date management
in SAP CRM. The validity period of a quotation states the period for which you
can refer the quotation to create the sales order. You can configure the date pro-
file and assign it to the quotation transaction type based on your business sce-
nario.

� Status 
Like any other transaction, a quotation has the system and user status at the
header and item level. You configure the status profile and assign it to the trans-
action type and item category. Whenever the quotation is created, the line item
system status is marked as Quotation. The system status then changes to Quo-

tation Accepted as soon as the quote is converted into a sales order. This is an
exception in quotation versus any other transaction, and this is an out-of-the-
box functionality.

� Actions 
You can configure the action and assign it to the quotation transaction type for
releasing the quote. According to your business scenarios, you can release a
quote based on the dollar amount and schedule the condition based on the net
value amount of the quote. For example, if the quotation is below $500, you
can release it automatically, and then send anything beyond $500 for the
approval process via workflow tasks.

� Availability check 
You can carry out availability checks in a quotation just like in a sales order. The
availability check offers the following options:
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� You can assign an ATP profile to a quotation item category to carry out an
availability check and block a stock when performing the availability check
in a quote. An ATP check can either be from SAP ERP or SAP Supply Chain
Management (SAP SCM) based on your system landscape.

� You can opt out of using the availability check by just not assigning the ATP
profile in the quotation item category.

� You can carry out the availability check by assigning the ATP profile to the
quote item category while not holding the stock. The quotation in this case
is checked using simulation, and the configuration of the ATP profile is car-
ried out in SAP SCM based on this specific scenario.

� Alternative items 
When a quotation is created, alternative items allow you to offer the customer
not just one particular product but a selection of similar products.

� Accepting quote 
As soon as the quotation is released, it’s available to create the sales order. After
the sales order is created with reference to the quotation, the quote is accepted
in one of various forms. For example, a sales order can be created from multi-
ple quotes, or it can be created from one quote (this opens a quotation popup
if one exists while creating the sales order). You can also create a sales order
from a quotation as a follow-up document.

� Completing quote 
A quotation is set to complete if the quantity within the quote is completely
exhausted by creating the sales order or if the validity of the quote is expired.

� Approving quote 
You can configure the approval process in the quotation document so that the
quotation can be sent to the supervisor for approval based on a certain dollar
amount. After the supervisor reviews the quote and approves it, the sales order
can be created referencing the quote. SAP has provided a standard workflow
template 10000279 (CRM: Release of Quotations) for quote approval, and this
controls the release of the quotations. If you want to use the approval process
in the transaction type AG (quotation), delivered as standard, you must assign
the status profile CRMQUOTE to this transaction type.
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� Releasing a quote  
Quotations can be released automatically based on certain conditions; for
example, if the quote net value is less $500, then release the quote automati-
cally. The workflow template WS10001068 (CRM_O_REL2) can be used to
release the quote automatically. Conditions can be configured; for example, if
the quotation net value is less than $500, the workflow can be set to release it
automatically.

6.4.2 Configuring Quotations

To better demonstrate the quotation process, we’ll look at an example configuration.

Define the Transaction Type

The following is an example of a quotation (quotation transaction type: AG) con-
figuration that shows the transaction type details and the business transaction cat-
egories assigned to it. Let’s go through the configuration steps, including the item
category configuration.

The Transaction Type shown in Figure 6.36 is similar to any business transaction
in SAP CRM. Here, you assign the Leading transaction Category as BUS2000115

Sales and have to configure the product determination, profiles, and number range
assignment.

The contract determination, quotation determination, and agreement determina-
tion are configured in the sales document to determine the contract, quotation,
and agreement when the sales order is created. If marked, the Inactive checkbox
in Figure 6.36 won’t allow you to use this transaction in any of the SAP CRM
applications. If you activate the No Change Documents flag, the change history
won’t be updated in the quotation document.

Figure 6.37 shows the quotation transaction profiles (text determination proce-
dure, partner determination procedure, organization data profile, date profile,
action profile, action determination procedure, object reference profile, and
approval determination procedure). These procedures are used to overcome dif-
ferent business requirements on quotation transactions.
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Figure 6.36  Quotation Transaction Type Definition

Figure 6.37  Quotation Transaction Type Profiles
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Only limited business transaction categories are assigned to the quotation trans-
action type; in this case, it’s BUS2000115 Sales and BUS2000126 Business

Activity (see Figure 6.38).

Figure 6.38  Assignment of Business Transaction Categories

Header Configuration

Figure 6.39 shows the header customizing details with configuration options such
as Credit Check, Check PO number, Pricing Data, Payment Data, and External

Reference Objects.

Figure 6.39  Quotation Header Customizing

Item Category Configuration

When you add items to the quotation transactions, you can have different con-
trols at the item level versus at the header level. This relates to the profiles such as
date profile, action profile, partner determination procedure, and so on. You can
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configure the item category profiles based on your business needs. The configu-
ration logic and steps are already covered in Chapter 3.

The object type for the quote item category is the BUS2000131 CRM Sales Item.
The most relevant data to configure the quotation item category is pricing data
and quotation data. The following are definitions around the field configuration
(see Figure 6.40):

� Bill. Relevance 
This field allows you to mark or unmark the item relevant for billing. There are
different options available, such as External Billing, Delivery Related Bill-

ing, or Transaction Related Billing.

� MilestoneBilling 
You can set this indicator if you want to activate the milestone billing.

� Inter. Billing 
You can activate intercompany billing with this field with a value via SAP CRM
billing or external billing.

� Credit Group 
To activate the credit management functionality within SAP CRM, you need to
assign the credit group to the item category.

� Valuation Profile 
You can assign the valuation profile to the item category to activate the credit
rating functionality within SAP CRM.

� Pricing-rel.

For pricing to be determined on the quote line item, it’s imperative to mark the
item category as price relevant.

� Statist. Value 
This option specifies whether the system takes into consideration the value of
an item when determining the total value of a sales document.

� Pricing Indicat.

Similar to price relevant, this field needs to be set as Active if you want to
determine the price on the quotation line item.

� Pricing Process 
This option helps you distinguish whether the quotation is free of charge or the
one that determines the price on the quotation line item. Free of charge will
automatically determine 100% discount on the quote line item.
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Figure 6.40  Item Category Details

� Condition Type 
Entering the condition type will allow you to display this condition type in the
item overview screen of the IC WebClient UI. This can be edited manually, if
you also assign the condition type to the transaction type.

� Relevance for Quotation 
This option drives the system status of the quotation line item regarding
whether it should be a quote item or not. The system status will show a
Request for Quotation if the field is set to Initially an Inquiry.

� Subsequ. processing 
This option controls how further processing of the quotation should be carried
out. The value in this field defines whether the item should be copied to an
order item or should become a contract/order item by resetting the quotation
status.
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� Order Probability % 
This is the probability that the sales order is initiated on the basis of the quota-
tion. The order probability can be manually changed on the quotation.

� ATP profile: Quot. 
You can activate the availability check functionality by setting the ATP profile
on the quote item category.

� Multiple References

If the setting for this option is No, then you can refer one order to one quote;
if the setting is Yes, you have multiple orders linked to one quote.

� Fixed Qty

If activated, the quantity can’t be changed while the order is created from the
quote document via the Create Follow Up Document from Quote button.
The configuration option to the multiple reference field is automatically deac-
tivated when Fixed Qty is activated.

6.4.3 Data Exchange

By default, a quotation created in SAP CRM isn’t transferred to SAP ERP because
document flow of the quotation isn’t activated. The following sections look at the
quotation data exchange from SAP CRM to SAP ERP and SAP ERP to SAP CRM.

Quotation Transfer from SAP CRM to SAP ERP

If the quote is transferred from SAP CRM to SAP ERP, the quote is then refer-
enced in SAP ERP and can’t be referenced in SAP CRM. The document flow is
updated in both systems, and the combined business transaction isn’t supported
when transferring the quote from SAP CRM to SAP ERP. To activate the quotation
transfer from SAP CRM to SAP ERP, you need to set the middleware parameter
QUOTATION_UPLOAD_ACTIVE, and a system status (I1055) must be adapted.

Quotation Transfer from SAP ERP to SAP CRM

When transferring the quote from SAP ERP to SAP CRM, the quote can’t be
changed in SAP CRM and is available for display purpose only.

To reference the quote in the sales order, you also need to maintain the copy con-
trol settings for the transaction type and item category.
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This section provided an overview of the quotation process and its determination
on sales orders. It explained the overall quotation function, its processes, and the
configuration steps required to set up a quotation. After the quotation is released,
it’s then referenced when creating a sales order, which we’ll discuss next.

6.5 Sales Order

A sales order is a request made by a customer to an organization for buying certain
goods to be delivered on a date specified by the customer. A sales order is a sales
transaction that is tracked to determine the revenue of the company. It can be cre-
ated with reference to documents such as sales contracts or quotations. Different
sources can be used to create a sales order. These include the IC, mobile client,
handheld device, Internet sales, SAP CRM, and SAP ERP.

A customer sends the request to an organization to buy a product. This request
can be in the form of electronic data interchange (EDI), phone, fax, and email.
After the order request is received, the sales order is created. The ATP check trig-
gers to see if the product requested on the delivery date is available or not. If the
product isn’t available on the requested delivery date, then the date is pushed out
based on its availability.

A credit check is also executed to see if the customer has an optimum credit his-
tory and that the credit limit of the customer is met. All other information on the
sales order, such as organization data, text data, partner data, and more, is popu-
lated based on the master data and the determination procedure.

After the order is saved, it’s replicated to the SAP ERP system for delivery and
billing. Billing can be done either in an SAP ERP system or an SAP CRM system.
The status on the SAP CRM sales order is updated when the delivery and billing
happens for the sales order. The document flow is updated in both SAP CRM and
SAP ERP.

6.5.1 General Business Functions

A sales order contains various elements such as organization data determination,
content management, text management, partner processing, pricing, data profiles,
and status management. There are general business functions within a sales order
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that can be configured based on your business scenario, such as confirmations and
actions triggered.

In the following sections, we’ll look at a few of these business functions and their
purpose in the sales order process.

Sales Order Checks

Sales order checks are validations that are useful when creating orders, helping
customer service to take action accordingly. There are different checks that can be
made within a sales order that must be taken into consideration. The following
sections look at these various checks.

Checks for Duplicate Purchase Order Numbers

A purchase order number check verifies whether the purchase order number
used by the sold-to party is already used in a different order from this partner.
Doing this prevents the same order from being created several times in the sys-
tem. You can configure the business partner group for purchase order number
check and assign the transaction type to the business partner group designating
check mode as either A – Duplicates Permitted For Different Transaction

Types or X – Duplicates Forbidden or Duplicates Permitted. You then assign
the business partner group to the business partner master data in the sales area
data. To perform this function, use the configuration path, SPRO � Customer

Relationship Management � Transactions � Settings for Sales Transactions �
Configure Purchase Order Number Check.

Duplicate Checks

A duplicate check is used when you want to restrict the same product from being
entered in the sales order multiple times. You receive the warning message when
you activate the duplicate check. You can configure and activate the duplicate
check via the menu path, SPRO � Customer Relationship Management � Trans-

actions � Basic Settings � Define Transaction Types.

Quantity Checks

You have the capability to configure the system for a minimum order quantity,
delivery unit, and a maximum order quantity. For example, if you require that a
certain product has a minimum limit that the customer should order, you need to
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enter the minimum quantity in the product master data under the Sales Area tab
and activate the Minimum Quantity check at the item category configuration.

Similarly, for a delivery unit, if you require the item to be ordered in multiple
units, then you need to maintain the delivery unit in the product master data and
activate the Delivery Unit checkbox in the item category configuration. When
you enter the quantity that isn’t in the multiple of the delivery unit, the system
will automatically round up to the next multiple of the delivery unit.

You can also carry the quantity checks for the maximum allowed quantity. This
means that if you want customer service to be notified that customers should not
be allowed to order a certain product beyond a specified quantity limit, then you
need to implement the BAdI for Checking Maximum Quantity in Sales Transac-
tion Items. The configuration path for this is SPRO � Customer Relationship

Management � Transactions � Settings for Sales Transactions � Business Add-

Ins � Business Add-In for Checking Maximum Quantity in Sales Transaction

Items.

You can create the set type and attribute in the product master in SAP CRM and
maintain the max quantity limit and then implement the BAdI to cross check
whether the item quantity entered in the sales order item is greater than the max-
imum limit maintained in the product master. If it’s greater, you’ll receive the
warning message.

Credit Checks

A credit check on a sales order happens when saving the order. If you’ve activated
the credit check at the transaction type level and have configured the credit group
at the item category level, the credit check functionality is activated. More details
on the credit checks and configuration is covered in Section 6.5.2.

Partner/Product Checks

Partner product ranges (PPRs) identify the set of products that can be sold to a
specific customer for a specific period of time. This can also be restricted at the
sales organization level. In addition to this, PPR also allows you to prevent certain
products from being sold to certain customers. Exclusion is controlled by the
exclusion flag for a PPR. The exclusion flag indicates that the products contained
therein can’t be sold to the listed business partners during the validity period.
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Listing Checks

A listing check is similar to the partner/product checks. With listing checks, you
can configure the listing condition table based on your requirements and have the
tables contain fields based on your business needs. Listing checks allow you to
offer a certain product to a specific customer. You can configure a listing or exclu-
sion via the configuration path, SPRO � CRM � Master Data � Listing.

The determination procedure is assigned via the configuration path, SPRO � CRM �
Master Data � Listing � Listing Settings for Applications � Order and Com-

plaints Management � Assign Determination Procedures.

Shipping and Scheduling Functions

Shipping and scheduling functions are used for delivering the goods to the cus-
tomer. These functions are derived from the sales order fields related to the ship-
ping data.

Proposing Requested Delivery Date

The Requested Delivery Date is entered at the sales order header and is config-
ured within date management as one of the date types. You can enter the
requested delivery date at the header manually and then confirm that the sched-
ule lines are determined based on the requested delivery date entered at the
header. You can configure the requested delivery date within the date type to
assign the ship-to party as a reference object. This will take the goods receiving
(GR) hours from the ship-to party to default the GR time and will give you the
warning message if the requested delivery date doesn’t fall in the days main-
tained in the ship-to GR hours. If this setting isn’t maintained, then the system
will take the local time zone.

Requested Delivery Date

Unlike SAP ERP, where you can have the first date different on each line item, the
requested delivery date at the line item can’t have a different date than at the header of
the sales order. Because an SAP CRM sales order is a one-order object, the sales struc-
ture for the requested delivery date is the same at the header and line item. The sched-
ule line structure gets the date from the header requested delivery date to calculate the
product availability.
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Delivery dates and the product scheduling dates in SAP CRM are in a ship-to time
zone, whereas the SAP ERP schedule line dates, such as material availability date,
goods issue date, transportation date, and loading date, are in a shipping point
time zone.

Availability Checks

Availability checks are carried out based on whether the system middleware
parameters are specified to be carried out in SAP ERP or in SAP SCM. After that is
determined, you need to configure the item category by assigning the ATP profile
to call either SAP ERP or SAP SCM for carrying out the availability check. More
details on the availability checks and configuration is covered in Section 6.5.2.

Schedule Lines

Based on the requested delivery date on the sales order header, an ATP call is
made to SAP SCM to get the schedule line dates and quantity available for a par-
ticular line item on the sales order. The schedule line information consists of the
delivery date when viewed on the WebClient UI and all the schedule line dates,
such as material availability date, goods issue date, transportation date, loading
date, and delivery group date, are stored in table CRMD_SCHEDLIN.

Committing Business Transaction Items for Delivery

This functionality determines the commitment date in the sales order schedule
line. For example, if the commitment date is configured to be three weeks, and
the customer orders a product with a requested date earlier than three weeks, and
the confirmed date comes back as more than three weeks from the time the order
was created, then the commitment to the customer for delivering the product
isn’t fulfilled. You can view the commitment date in the schedule line.

You can achieve this functionality by following these steps:

1. Configure the Date Type to include duration DLVTIME. Configure the Dura-

tion based on your business needs.

2. Configure the transaction type as stated in the configuration path, SPRO � Cus-

tomer Relationship Management � Transactions � Basic Settings � Define

Transaction Types. Figure 6.41 shows the Commitment Date field set to A
Only Agreed Delivery Time is Considered. This is used for calculating com-
mitment dates on sales transactions.
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Figure 6.41  Commitment Date Configuration Settings in the Transaction Type

Grouping Sales Order Items for Delivery

You can group sales order line items together and deliver them in one delivery doc-
ument. You can control this functionality based on your customer master data
setup. There are two fields in the customer master (sold-to)—Delivery Control

and Delivery Control Item—where you determine whether you want partial
delivery allowed or complete delivery on the sales order for this specific customer.

If the customer is set to B – Complete Delivery at the Delivery Control field and
C – Complete Delivery at the Delivery Control Item field, then all the products
in the sales order are grouped under one delivery. As a result, the delivery is cre-
ated when all items are available to deliver. A delivery group date is determined
when the delivery is created, and the customer is marked with the complete
delivery flag. You can also make different settings such as One Time Delivery at
the Delivery Control Item; this will allow you to just create one delivery at the
delivery group date, which is derived based on the latest schedule line date on the
sales order line item.

One additional functionality on grouping the subitems can be controlled via the
item category configuration. This means if there is a main item that has subitems on
the sales order, and you want to group main and subitems together on one delivery
group date, you can configure the item category to achieve this functionality.

Definition of Route, Carrier, and Means of Transport

The transportation data on the sales order is determined by the system used for
the ATP check. If the ATP check happens in an SAP ERP system, then the sales
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order transportation data is derived from SAP ERP; if the ATP check happens
from an SAP SCM system, then the transportation data on the SAP CRM Sales is
derived from SAP SCM.

Carriers on the sales order can be configured as one of the partner functions. The
Means of Transport options are derived from ATP calling system. The ATP call-
ing system uses the Means of Transport to derive the route for scheduling the
material schedule line dates. If you enter the Means of Transport manually,
then the sales order ATP check triggers again, and the manual data is used in the
ATP check to schedule the product.

Creating Outbound Packing Instructions

You can configure notes to populate specific outbound packing instructions to the
warehouse team. If there are customers or products that require special packing
instructions, then these can be added to the master data notes and can be popu-
lated on the sales order when the sales order is created for the specific master data.
You need to configure a text type within text management in the configuration.

Triggering Third-Party Orders from the Sales Order

You can configure the item category in SAP CRM to bypass the ATP check and
configure the schedule line category for this item category to trigger the third-
party process for creating purchase requisitions and POs from the sales order rep-
licated in SAP ERP. Bypassing an ATP check on an SAP CRM item category can be
done by simply not assigning the ATP profile to the item category in SAP CRM.

If you’ve activated the Service Parts Management functions, then the sales order
in SAP CRM is assigned with the action profile CREATE_PREQ to the item cate-
gory, which then creates the purchase requisition in SAP ERP from the SAP CRM
sales order.

BAdIs

Following are some of the BAdIs that are useful while developing or accomplishing any
business requirement that isn’t delivered by SAP via configuration:

� ORDER_SAVE (BAdI CRM Order Save)

� CRM_SALES_BADI (BAdI to Process Sales)

� CRM_SHIPPING_BADI (BAdI to Process Shipping)

� COM_PARTNER_BADI (BAdI for Partner Processing)
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6.5.2 Specialized Business Functions

Having looked at the general business functions within sales orders, let’s now
take a moment to walk through some of the more specialized business functions
for sales orders.

Availability Check

An availability check is an important function within sales order processing.
When a customer makes an order and receives a confirmation, it’s important that
an availability check is performed to ensure that enough stock is available. This
allows a company to ensure not only that the product is available but that it will
be delivered by the specified delivery date to the customer. Some organizations
promise customers that their orders will be shipped on time but are often unable
to fulfill this promise due to an availability issue.

In a typical IC scenario, a customer calls a customer service representative to place
an order. The customer service representative then enters the product, quantity,
and requested delivery date into the system. As soon as the customer service rep-
resentative presses (Enter), the ATP check is performed, and SAP CRM gets the
confirmed quantities back from either SAP Advanced Planning and Optimization
(SAP APO) or SAP ERP. The orders created in the SAP CRM system undergo the
ATP check to see if the ordered products are available. Based on the availability
check, the requirements are transferred to the availability check leading system
(SAP ERP or SAP SCM). After the order is saved, a confirmation is sent to the cus-
tomer. You can configure the system to check ATP from the SAP ERP system, SAP
SCM system, or any external system.

Some business scenarios require a location substitution based on the products
available or product substitution. These can be handled through the rule-based
availability check within SAP APO. SAP CRM calls BAPI_APOATP_CHECK to fetch
the availability results from SAP APO.

Availability Check Using SAP APO

Companies using an SAP SCM system carry out an ATP check using SAP APO. SAP
CRM is connected to SAP SCM. The BAPI calls are triggered to carry out ATP,
shipment scheduling, and transportation scheduling on the sales order line items
created from SAP CRM.
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Using SAP APO compared to SAP ERP for triggering an ATP check has many
advantages, one of which is the rule-based availability check where you can set
some rules for product substitution and location substitution based on the prod-
uct’s availability.

The SAP APO ATP delivery proposal screen can be called from SAP CRM by click-
ing the Availability Check button from the SAP CRM sales order.

SAP APO Settings

You need to maintain Parameter ID APO_ATP_PARA with Parameter Value 6 in your
User ID settings.

There are two possible options provided by SAP for an ATP check from SAP CRM
using an SAP APO system:

� Availability check and material requirements planning (MRP) in SAP APO 
In this specific scenario, a company creates the sales order in an SAP CRM sys-
tem, and ATP and MRP are carried out in an SAP APO system. The order is rep-
licated to an SAP ERP system, and there is no communication from SAP APO to
SAP ERP. The ATP check and MRP in SAP APO requires the following steps:

1. Create an order from the IC or Web Channel. Enter the requested delivery
date with products and quantity.

2. Press (Enter) to call SAP APO. The quantities ordered reside in temporary
quantity assignments (TQA) in the SAP APO system. The results come back
to SAP CRM.

3. Save the order. MRP is passed to SAP APO as soon as the order is saved in
SAP CRM, which releases the TQA in SAP SCM.

4. The order is then replicated to SAP ERP. There is no data transfer from SAP
ERP to SAP SCM.

Stock and Planning in SAP APO

SAP strongly recommends using this method for confirming the stock and planning in an
SAP APO system. SAP has provided BAdI CRM_CHANGE_DFLT_SCEN (Template for
Changing the Valuation of Scenarios/Procedures) in case you want to execute planning
in the SAP ERP system after the orders are replicated to SAP ERP.
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� Availability check in SAP APO and MRP in SAP ERP (triangle scenario) 
In this scenario, requirements are posted when the orders are created from SAP
CRM. When the order is replicated to SAP ERP, MRP is executed from SAP ERP
to SAP SCM. The ATP check and MRP use the following steps in SAP APO:

1. Create an order from the IC or Web Channel. Enter the requested delivery
date with the products and quantity.

2. Press (Enter) to call the SAP APO system. ATP/scheduling for quantities
ordered takes place, and the TQA occurs in the SAP APO system. The results
come back to SAP CRM. Save the order. The order is replicated to the SAP
ERP system.

3. ATP triggers in SAP ERP, and the sales order in SAP ERP picks up the results
from the TQA in SAP APO.

4. The order is saved in SAP ERP, and MRP is passed to the SAP APO system as
soon as the order is saved in SAP ERP.

Following are the configurations required to set up an ATP call from SAP CRM to
SAP APO for an availability check and MRP in SAP APO:

1. We first need to define the middleware parameters and have the availability
check using SAP ERP (see Figure 6.42). Navigate to SAP CRM, and then follow
Basic Functions � Availability Check � Availability Check Using SAP ERP �
Define Middleware Parameters: Availability Check Using SAP ERP.

Figure 6.42  Middleware Parameters: Availability Check Using SAP ERP

2. Next, define the ATP Profile, as shown in Figure 6.43.

3. Configure the item category to assign the ATP profile configured in the preced-
ing step (see Figure 6.44).
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Figure 6.43  ATP Profile

Figure 6.44  Assigning the ATP Profile to the Transaction Type

4. Now configure the requirements profile (see Figure 6.45). On the SAP Easy

Access screen, navigate to SPRO � Advanced Planning and Optimization �

General Settings � Requirements Profile � Maintain Requirements Profile.
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Figure 6.45  Requirements Profile

Location Determination

The default location determination for the orders created in SAP CRM can occur in the
SAP SCM system based on the rule strategy for initial location function (RS for Initial
Locat. field in Figure 6.45) in SAP SCM, or you can determine the default location from
the partner determination procedure in SAP CRM and pass the location information in
the field catalog for the ATP check.

A rule-based availability check is carried out in SAP APO. This is mainly config-
ured for cases where you need to substitute a plant or products while creating
sales orders in SAP CRM. The condition techniques for the rule-based availability
checks are configured in an SAP SCM system, with the master data for rule main-
tenance created in SAP SCM. A prerequisite for a rules-based availability check is
that the MRP is carried out in the SAP APO system, and the requirements are
passed on to SAP APO by the sales transaction in the SAP CRM system.
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Some organizations might want to substitute a location if the default location
doesn’t have the products available. This process is referred to as location substi-
tution. An organization might like to keep the location and substitute the product
based on the availability. In each of these cases, a rule-based availability check
plays a vital role.

For rules-based availability checks to take place for an item, it’s important to con-
figure the item category. This needs to be done in both the SAP CRM system and
in SAP APO:

� SAP CRM 
There are two item category usages:

� APO1 (RBA main item) to determine the item category of the main item.

� APO2 (RBA item) to determine the item category of the subitem.

Under Item Category Determination, an entry for the main item and an entry
for the subitem are defined for the transaction type. The standard version of
the system includes the following examples:

� Transaction type TA, item category usage RBA main item

� Transaction type TA, item category usage RBA item

You define Item Category Determination in Customizing for SAP CRM under
Transactions � Basic Settings � Maintain Item Category Determination.

Figure 6.46 shows the Item Category Determination configuration of the
main item TAPA item category and the subitem TAN item category.

Figure 6.46  Item Category Determination
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� SAP APO
You define the settings for rules-based availability checks in the IMG of the SAP
APO system under Advanced Planner and Optimizer (APO) � Global Avail-

able-to-Promise (Global ATP Check) � Rules-Based Availability Check.

In the requirements profile, which is assigned to an item category as an ATP
profile in the SAP CRM system, the following attributes are relevant for rules-
based availability checks:

� Technical scenario

� Business transaction

� Action type, which is transferred by the SAP CRM Online application with
the possible values of A (create) and B (change)

Condition records must be created to fulfill the business objective that serves as
the master data and will have the location substitution or product substitution
rules assigned. Rule maintenance is carried out in SAP APO and forms a basis of
the master data record, which is created via the SAP Easy Access screen under
Advanced Planning and Optimization � Master Data � Rule Maintenance.

Now, let’s say you want to have the option with an SAP CRM sales order to select
either a location substitution or product substitution in the rule criteria. You can
control that from the rule criteria, which can be accessed via SAP CRM under Cus-

tomer Relationship Management � Basic Functions � Availability Check �

Availability Check Using SAP APO � Rules-Based Availability Check � Define

Rule Criterion 1.

A rules-based availability check uses the condition technique and must be set up
in SAP APO. This includes the following:

� A condition type that uses the Rule Criterion 1 field (CRMT_ATP_SUBST_
EXCL) in its key.

� One or more condition records for this condition type. The condition record
has the field value for an ATP exclusion that is entered here in the IMG (e.g., A
= no product substitution). This condition record should contain a rule that
reflects the purpose of this field; for example, in this case, it contains only a
location determination procedure.

As an example, if you create a sales order with Rule Criterion 1 set to A activated
on the sales order, the ATP call to SAP APO will look for the location substitution
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only and will bypass the product substitution. In this step, you enter the field val-
ues that can be used in the Rule Criterion 1 field in the sales transaction as
stated:

� A (no product substitution)

� B (no location substitution)

The entries that you maintain here are used for input help in the Rule Criterion

1 field:

� In the business partner master record under Sales Area Data on the ATP tab

� In the sales transaction header on the Header Overview tab, ATP section

� In the sales transaction item on the Schedule Lines tab

For a more specific search, you can configure Rule Criterion 2, which can be
used to determine the product or location at the granular level. The configuration
step is similar to Rule Criterion 1.

Note

The item categories configuration in SAP CRM and SAP ERP should always be in sync to
avoid any functionality issues.

Availability Check Using SAP ERP

Companies can carry out an availability check in SAP ERP when they don’t use an
SAP APO system. In this case, the ATP check and MRP happen in SAP ERP.

When you enter the line item for the SAP CRM sales order, the remote function
call (RFC) to SAP ERP happens, and the ATP check is performed. The reservation
of stock is performed with transportation and shipping scheduling. SAP ERP
transfers the results back to SAP CRM. Some of the ATP trigger points are change
quantity, change requested delivery date, change the schedule line, and remove
the cancelling reason code when the order is created from SAP CRM.

Following are the configuration steps required to set up the ATP call from SAP
CRM to SAP ERP:

1. In SAP ERP, you must activate the Business Transaction Events (BTEs) for the
Availability Check Using SAP ERP. To set this flag in SAP ERP, do the following:
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� Enter Transaction “FIBF”.

� Choose Settings � Identification � SAP Applications.

� Enable the CRMATP application.

2. In SAP ERP, the material must not be relevant for the availability check with
SAP APO. Figure 6.47 shows activating the BTE for CRMATP.

Figure 6.47  Business Transaction Event Application Indicator

3. In an SAP CRM system, the configuration is required to activate the ATP call
from SAP CRM to SAP ERP. To do so, navigate to SAP CRM under Basic Func-

tions � Availability Check � Availability Check Using SAP ERP � Define

Middleware Parameters: Availability Check Using SAP ERP.

4. Enter the middleware parameters as follows:

� Key: R3A_COMMON

� Parameter 1: CRM_DEFAULT_DESTINATION

� Parameter 2: CRM_R3MATERIAL_AVAIL

� RFC Destination: <RFC destination>

� Control Information: X=R/3<x.yz>; for example, “X=R/36.10”. <x.yz>
stands for the SAP ERP release. In the example, the SAP ERP release is 6.10.
If you omit the “X”, then SAP ERP isn’t activated.

Scheduling Dates

The scheduling dates in an SAP CRM sales order refer to a ship-to time zone, whereas
the scheduling dates in SAP ERP refer to a shipping point time zone. For more details
regarding time zones, refer to SAP Note 705087.
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Backorder Processing

Backorder processing can be executed in either SAP ERP or SAP APO based on your
system setup. In backorder processing, you receive a list for a material with all
relevant receipts and dispatches for the availability check and the option of pro-
cessing shortfall quantities.

You have the following processing options in backorder processing:

� Open requirements can be reconfirmed, for example, if the stock has increased
since the last availability check, another receipt has occurred, and so on.

� Quantities that have already been confirmed can be redistributed by partly or
completely reducing quantities allocated to confirmed requirements, and
instead assigning them to other more urgent requirements. 

Allocation

Allocation helps a company distribute the stock based on the customer require-
ment, which means if sufficient stock isn’t available, and the company doesn’t
want to block the stock for one big order for a specific customer, then you can
allocate a limited quantity based on distribution channels, geographic region, cus-
tomer groups, or a strategic customer. This situation may arise when the product
availability is limited, the product is seasonal, or the product is in high demand
requiring longer lead times.

Allocation helps a company allocate stock based on the customers in a propor-
tionate amount and maintain good customer relationships.

This is widely used in the manufacturing environment, and most of the time allo-
cation takes precedence over ATP check. This means that even if the stock available
is more than the ordered quantity, and the allocate quantity for that customer is
less than the ordered quantity, the confirmed quantity on the order shows only
what is allocated and not what is available in stock.

SAP Credit Management

SAP Credit Management is an important function in understanding the credit
standing for any customers. Customers are assigned with certain payment
terms. When they buy any products, they have to settle with company account-
ing the terms of payment assigned to them. It’s a loss to the company if a cus-
tomer doesn’t settle the account by the specified period. For this reason, SAP
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has introduced the Credit Management function that allows companies to
understand the credit rating of a customer and deliver the products only if the
customer’s credit limit has not been exceeded.

SAP Credit Management helps minimize the financial risk of any organization.
The credit control area maintained in SAP ERP determines the rules to undergo the
credit check for a specific customer. The credit control area is an organizational
unit that is assigned to the company code.

There are different ways of assigning the credit control area to a company code in
SAP ERP. You can either assign one company to a credit control area, or you can
assign multiple company codes to a credit control area. Whenever an order is
placed for a customer, the company code is determined based on the sales orga-
nization. The credit control area is determined by the company code. If the credit
control area is assigned to one company code, the customer can be assigned with
different credit limits per company code. If you assign multiple company codes to
one credit control area, then the customer is assigned with one credit limit across
multiple company codes.

Within SAP CRM, you can connect to one of the following credit management
applications:

� SAP Credit Management (FI-AR-CR, SD-BF-CM) in SAP ERP

� SAP Credit Management (FIN-FSCM-CR) in SAP ERP; the connection is estab-
lished using SAP Exchange Infrastructure (SAP XI)

� An external credit management system connected using SAP XI

The intent of this section is to cover credit management with SAP Credit Manage-
ment (FI-AR-CR) in SAP ERP.

Configuring SAP Credit Management

In an IC application, a customer sales representative gets a call from a customer
whose credit rating is at risk and whose credit limit is already reached.

Note

Credit check is based on the payer.

Customer service creates an order by entering the customer requested date, line
item, and quantity, and then saves it. After the order is saved, the credit check
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is executed. SAP CRM then calls the credit check and sends the information to
SAP ERP.

The response from SAP ERP depends on the payer’s credit standing. In this case,
because the credit limit for the customer is already exhausted, the result comes
back as “Credit Check, Not OK.” Customer service, in response, changes the cus-
tomer’s credit status to match this. The customer service representative then
makes a call to determine whether the credit needs to be released for the payer or
not. He can release the credit either from SAP CRM or SAP ERP to initiate the
delivery and billing.

Number of Credit Checks

The number of credit checks depends on the number of item categories in the sales
order. Because the credit group is assigned at the item category in SAP CRM, the credit
calls are based on the number of the item categories on the sales order.

Follow these steps to configure SAP Credit Management:

1. To manage the credit group in SAP CRM, under Customer Relationship Manage-

ment, go to Basic Functions � Credit Management � General Settings � Main-

tain Credit Group. This will take you to the screen shown in Figure 6.48.

Figure 6.48  Maintaining a Credit Group

This screen has the following columns:

� Reduce Confirmed Qty: This check within the Maintenance of Credit

Groups configuration is for reducing the confirmed quantity after a negative
credit check, that is, if the credit check fails. Set this indicator if you want the
system to carry out the following actions automatically after a negative credit
check (status: Credit check not OK) for the corresponding items:
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– Reduce confirmed quantity to the quantity already delivered.

– Block further ATP checks by setting status ATP Block; this status is dis-
played in the document.

– Don’t update the corresponding credit value.

After the item has been released or another credit check has been performed
with a positive result (status: Credit check OK), the system automatically
removes the status ATP Block and carries out a new ATP check to recompile
the confirmed quantities.

� Credit Quantity: This indicator is used for identifying the relevant quantity
for the credit check. Set this indicator to define which quantity should be
drawn upon for the credit check. You can define the following quantities as
credit-relevant for the credit check:

– Requested Quantity: If you choose to make the requested quantity credit-
relevant, it’s included in the credit check regardless of the result of an ATP
check.

– Confirmed Quantity: If you choose to make the confirmed quantity
credit-relevant, the credit check only calculates values that are based on the
confirmed quantity.

2. Navigate to SAP CRM under Customer Relationship Management � Basic

Functions � Credit Management � General Settings � Assign Credit Group

to Item Category. Here you’ll assign the credit group to the item category, as
shown in Figure 6.49.

Figure 6.49  Credit Group Assignment to the Item Category
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3. Activate the credit check in the transaction by navigating to Customer Rela-

tionship Management � Basic Functions � Credit Management � General

Settings � Activate Credit Check In Transaction (see Figure 6.50).

Figure 6.50  Activating the Credit Check in the Transaction Type

BAdI CRM_CREDIT_CHECK

The use of BAdI CRM_CREDIT_CHECK  is to implement rules that control how
the system performs credit checks. For example, you can implement rules that
allow SAP Credit Management in SAP CRM to communicate with systems other
than SAP Credit Management (FIN-FSCM-CR). BAdI CRM_CREDIT_CHECK is
called when saving a sales order in SAP CRM.

The standard system contains the following implementations:

� Implementation for rule 01, which accesses the automatic credit check in SAP
Credit Management (FI-AR-CR)

� Implementation for rule 02, which accesses the automatic credit check in SAP
Credit Management (FIN-FSCM-CR)
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Use rule 01 as an example when implementing a new rule. The main steps in rule
01 are as follows:

1. The interface to the external credit check is filled with data from the structure
CT_ORDER_DATA. This structure contains SAP CRM data that is required for
the credit check. As part of this process, the payer in SAP CRM is mapped to the
customer in SAP ERP, and the SAP CRM organizational data is mapped to the
organizational data in SAP ERP.

2. The external credit check is called up.

3. The structure CT_ORDER_DATA is filled with data from the interface to the
external credit check. This data includes the result of the check as an error or
warning message.

If you want to use SAP Exchange Infrastructure (XI) to link to an external credit
management system, use rule 02 as an example when implementing a new rule.
The main steps in rule 02 are as follows:

1. The interface to the external credit check is filled with data from the structure
CT_ORDER_DATA. This structure contains SAP CRM data required for the
credit check. As part of this process, the payer in SAP CRM is mapped to the
business partner, and the sales organization is mapped to the credit segment in
SAP Credit Management (FIN-FSCM-CR).

2. The external credit check is called up using SAP XI.

3. The structure CT_ORDER_DATA is filled with data from the interface to the
external credit check. This data includes the result of the credit check as an
error or warning message.

Rating Procedure and Credit Rating Check in SAP CRM

An organization has the capability to store the credit ratings of the customer
(payer) in SAP CRM. This is one way of reducing the risk for the customer that
doesn’t have a good credit standing.

A given business partner rating can trigger the following actions:

� Writing a message to the application log as information for the employee

� Setting a system or user status at the header or item level

� Executing a customer-developed program (BAdI implementation), for example,
a workflow
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Say you want to set up some ratings for a potentially high-risk customer and
inform the customer service representatives of the same. The following are con-
figuration steps to achieve this functionality:

1. First, define the rating procedure. In SAP CRM, go to Customer Relationship

Management � Basic Functions � Credit Management � Credit Rating Check

in SAP CRM � Define Rating Procedure (see Figure 6.51).

Figure 6.51  Rating Procedure

Figure 6.52 shows defining the rating and assigning it to the rating procedure.

Figure 6.52  Ratings Assignment to the Rating Procedure
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Calculate Rating

The function for storing a function module to define special rating rules in the rating
procedure is obsolete. SAP recommends implementing BAdI Calculate Rating instead of
storing the function module. This BAdI is SAP’s future solution for calculating ratings.

2. In this step, you create a rating profile. In a rating profile, you can choose the
required rating procedures and define the sequence in which the system should
access the rating procedure. Go to Customer Relationship Management �

Basic Functions � Credit Management � Credit Rating Check in SAP CRM �
Create Rating Profile. Figure 5.53 and Figure 5.54 show the valuation pro-
file created and the valuation procedure assigned to the valuation profile
respectively.

Figure 6.53  Valuation Profile

Figure 6.54  Rating Procedure Assignment to the Valuation Profile

3. In this step, you can link the ratings of a business partner with a message, user
statuses, a system reaction, and BAdI filter values for a BAdI implementation.
In the credit rating check, you can automatically set user statuses at the header
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or item level of the transaction regardless of the rating of the business partner.
You can also issue messages that contain information on the rating and also set
up system reactions for particular ratings. These reactions are controlled by the
system status. In SAP CRM, go to Customer Relationship Management �

Basic Functions � Credit Management � Credit Rating Check in SAP CRM �
Define Handling of Ratings (see Figure 6.55).

Figure 6.55  Treatment of the Business Partner Ratings

Figure 6.56 shows the configuration around assigning the user status per rat-
ing. This configuration defaults the user status on the transaction when this
configuration is set.

Figure 6.56  User Status Assignment per Rating

4. In this step, assign the ratings profile to the transaction type. In SAP CRM, go
to Customer Relationship Management � Transactions � Basic Settings �

Define Transaction Type. Within this step, you assign the rating profile to the
transaction type, which activates the rating check functionality for the transac-
tion (see Figure 6.57).
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Figure 6.57  Rating Profile Assignment to the Transaction Type

5. Assign the rating procedure to the customer at risk in the business partner mas-
ter data via Transaction BP, as shown in Figure 6.58.

Figure 6.58  Rating Procedure Assignment to the Business Partner

6. Create the order with the same master data, and you’ll see the Customer at

Risk is flagged with Credit Rating Check Not OK (see Figure 6.59).
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Figure 6.59  Order Status Showing Credit Rating Check Not OK

Assuming that the rating procedure and rating profile are already configured in
the system (covered in the previous section), payer A is assigned with the rating
profile as a potential risk customer. This customer never pays on time and always
exceeds the credit limit.

We want to make sure that customer A is set to credit block as soon as the order
is created for this customer. A customer calls to create an order, the customer ser-
vice representative enters the order, and as the order is created and saved, the rat-
ing profile is determined from the transaction type.

The rating procedure is determined from the rating profile, which checks the
business partner master data to determine if this procedure is assigned as a high-
risk customer. The system determines that the customer is assigned as a potential
risk customer, which is set with Credit Rating Check Not OK. The order gets the
credit status as Items Have a Rating Not OK, and the user status is set to the one
configured, for example, customer credit evaluation. You can map and configure
the user status to set the system status. After the credit block is set, the workflow
triggers the supervisor to check the credit history for this customer and take nec-
essary action whether to release credit from SAP CRM or not.

Note

You can trigger the workflow to send a document to a supervisor when a credit check
for a transaction result has the status Credit Check not OK. Using the organizational
data model, the system determines the supervisor of the employee who created the
transaction and sends a workflow task to his inbox.
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In Customizing, choose Customer Relationship Management � Basic Func-

tions � SAP Business Workflow � Perform Task-Specific Customizing � SAP �
CRM � CRM-BF � CR-BF-CM.

You’ve activated the linkage for the event Credit Check To Be Processed for Work-
flow WS 10000246.

Payment Card Processing

Payment card processing allows the organization to assign the credit card to the
sales order and bill the customer based on the credit card being accepted from the
clearinghouse.

For example, let’s say a customer calls to create a sales order, and this customer
is set with the payment card information in the master data. The sales order is
created, and the payment card data is copied from the master data to the Pay-

ment Method tab. You can run the preauthorization check based on the config-
uration. You can also enter the token number instead of the card number for
security purposes.

Token Information

To get the token information, you have to run the credit card into a third-party tool such
as Paymetric.

After the information regarding the credit card, CVV, and expiration date is
added to the Payment Method tab, the order is then saved.

On save, the system authorizes the payment card transaction with the clearing-
house. The clearinghouse sends the information back to the SAP CRM sales order
in the form of denied or approved. If approved, the order is replicated to SAP ERP
for further processing to create the delivery and invoice.

You can process the blocked documents using the Credit Analyst workbench. You
can check and further process sales transactions that were blocked as a result of
the credit limit check and credit rating check, as well as display both blocked and
released sales orders in an overview list.
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6.5.3 Configuring a Sales Order

The following is an example of a sales order (sales order transaction type: TA)
configuration that shows the transaction type details and the business transaction
categories assigned to it. Let’s go through the configuration steps, including the
item category configuration.

Define the Transaction Type

The sales order transaction type definition shown in Figure 6.60 is similar to any
business transaction in SAP CRM. Here, you can assign the Leading Transaction

Category as BUS2000115 Sales and configure the product determination, pro-
files, and number range assignment.

The following options are available to configure for contract, quotation, and
agreement determination (see Figure 6.60):

� Contract Determ 
You can determine contracts based on the settings maintained in this field. The
following options are available:

� No Contract Determination

� E – Only at Item Level: Assign immediate if Unique

� F – Only at Item Level: Assign with Selection Option

� Quot. Determin.  
Similar to Contract Determ, you can determine the quotation if one exists
with the following options:

� No Quotation Determination

� E – Only at Item Level: Assign immediate if Unique

� F – Only at Item Level: Assign with Selection Option

� Agreement Determin.  
This specifies whether the system should automatically find a sales agreement,
and makes an assignment when you create a sales transaction. Following are
the available options:

� No Agreement Determination

� E – Only at Item Level: Assign immediate if Unique

� F – Only at Item Level: Assign with Selection Option
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Figure 6.60  Sales Transaction Type TA

Only limited business transaction categories are assigned to the sales transaction
type; in this case, it’s BUS2000115 Sales and BUS2000126 Business Activity (see
Figure 6.61).

Figure 6.61  Business Transaction Categories

Header Configuration

The sales order header has the following configurable fields (see Figure 6.62):

� Check PO number

The Check PO number option helps to determine whether the same PO num-
ber exists for multiple orders. You’ll receive the warning message on the sales
order when the same PO number exists for multiple orders.
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� Propose Order D
This flag will determine the purchase order date as the order creation date. You
can change the date if necessary.

� Rating Profile 
This determines the rating procedure assigned to the business partner and
checks whether the customer is a high-risk customer while the orders are being
created. It checks the credit rating check of the payer of an order.

� Credit Check 
If you activate this checkbox, the credit check is performed on the sales order
when the order is saved. The complete credit check functionality will work if
the item category settings are appropriately configured by assigning a credit
group to the item category.

� Text Type

This field is used in the Web Channel environment where you want to populate
the text type assigned in this field on the Web Channel application.

� Dupl. Check Active

This specifies whether a product can only be entered once in a sales transac-
tion. When the same product is entered several times, you receive a warning
message.

� Enable Deal Management For Quotation 
If you set the indicator, you can use SAP Price and Margin Management to
check existing pricing and agreement data when preparing price quotations for
approval in deals.

� Pricing Data 
The document pricing procedure is used to determine the pricing procedure on
the sales order, whereas the condition type field on the pricing data is used
when you want to display a specific condition type on the WebClient (IC Web-

Client) Item Overview screen.

� Payment Data 
If you want to use the payment functionality via payment card or cash on deliv-
ery, then you need to populate this setting accordingly.

� Subject Profile 
This is used to configure the reason for the status on the sales order. For exam-
ple, if the sales order is rejected, you can populate the reason for the rejection
status.
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Figure 6.62  Transaction Type TA Header Details

Item Category Configuration

When you add items to the sales order transactions, you can have different con-
trols at the item versus the header level. The Object Type for the sales order item
category should be BUS2000131 CRM Sales Item (see Figure 6.63).

Figure 6.63  Item Category Definition (1)
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As shown in Figure 6.63, the following fields need to be configured:

� Relev. wgt/vol. 
If the relevant weight and volume checkbox is activated, the system will calcu-
late the product weight and volume on each line item.

� Date & Qty Are Fixed 
You can mark this option if you don’t want to change the ATP result you
received when creating the sales order. For example, if a customer orders a cer-
tain product, and ATP comes back with the available quantity and date, and
these quantities and dates are fixed at the schedule line, then the dates and
quantity remain unchanged even after triggering another ATP check. When
you run a backorder processing job, these orders won’t be picked up to
reschedule the line items because these are fixed.

� ATP Profile 
This determines whether you want to carry out the availability check or not. If
the ATP check happens in SAP SCM, then the same ATP profile is configured as
a requirement profile with different configuration attributes assigned to it
based on your specific business requirement.

Next, define the structure of the item category. The following fields must be con-
figured (see Figure 6.64):

� Structure scope 
SAP CRM allows a bill of materials (BOM) to explode and is limited to a single-
level explosion. If an item consists of a product with a structure, you can spec-
ify whether this structure should be exploded automatically in the business
transaction as a main item with one or more subitems.

� Delivery Group 
This helps you group the main and subitems in one delivery document.

Figure 6.64  Item Category Definition (2)
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Further, you must also configure the billing, pricing, and quotation data for the
item category as well. Configure the following important fields (see Figure 6.65):

� Billing Data/Credit 
If you’re using the SAP CRM billing functionality, then configure the billing
data fields to be relevant for billing, and populate the values based on your
business needs. You have options of configuring the MilestoneBilling and
Int. Billing whether it’s an external or SAP CRM billing relevance.

� Credit Group 
This field is used to activate the credit check in the business transaction. After
the credit group is configured, you can assign the credit group to the item cat-
egory. Credit Check functionality is covered earlier in this chapter under SAP
Credit Management.

� Pricing Data

Pricing data is used to determine and activate the price in any business trans-
action. The configuration details were covered Section 6.4 on quotations, and
the functionality is similar in all SAP CRM business transactions.

� Delivery Unit 
When a quantity is entered at the item level, the system checks whether the
quantity is a multiple of the delivery unit. With this indicator, you specify that
this quantity should be rounded to the next suitable multiple. The delivery unit
for rounding is maintained in the sales area data of the product master.

� Minimum Quantity 
This specifies whether the system automatically increases a quantity if it falls
short of the minimum quantity defined in the product master data.

Item category determination is based on the transaction type, item category
group, and item category usage. This will determine the main item category, and
you can add an alternate item category based on your business needs. Use the fol-
lowing path mentioned to configure the item category determination: SPRO �

Customer Relationship Management � Transactions � Basic Settings � Define

Item Category Determination.
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Figure 6.65  Customizing the Item Category

6.5.4 SAP ERP Sales Order

An SAP ERP sales order is an order that is created in an SAP CRM system but
doesn’t get saved in an SAP CRM database. The order is instead saved directly in
the SAP ERP system. An SAP ERP sales order uses Lean Order (LORD) APIs to cre-
ate and save the order in an SAP ERP system.

If your company has made a significant investment in an SAP ERP system and
wants to leverage SAP CRM functionality keeping SAP ERP intact, then the SAP
ERP sales order makes more sense. Consider the following points when choosing
SAP ERP sales orders over SAP CRM sales orders:

� If the order in your business scenario doesn’t have many line items, for exam-
ple, orders less than 10 line items, then consider using the SAP ERP sales order
functionality.

� If the functionality on the sales order you need is very lean in nature and
doesn’t require any major development or change in the SAP standard behav-
ior, consider using the SAP ERP sales order functionality.
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� If the manual order creation or change volume isn’t very high, consider using
the SAP ERP sales order functionality. Transaction volume like this should be
considered when making your decision.

� If sales representatives want to access marketing and sales functionality from
one screen, and your sales order is created in SAP ERP, then consider using the
SAP ERP sales order functionality.

SAP ERP Sales Order Functionality

Refer to SAP Note 1236015 – ERP Sales Document in SAP CRM, which states the func-
tionality provided and the limitations of using the SAP ERP sales order functionality.

Figure 6.66 shows a diagram of the lead to cash process flow for SAP ERP.

Figure 6.66  Lead to Cash Process Flow
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The SAP CRM lead and opportunity are linked to the quotation and sales order in
SAP ERP. This is followed by fulfillment and invoicing in SAP ERP. The SAP ERP
quote and sales order are created from SAP CRM.

The following configuration steps are required to set up an SAP ERP sales order:

1. Navigate to SPRO � Customer Relationship Management � Transactions � Set-

tings for Sales Transactions � Define Profiles for ERP Sales Transactions.

2. Assign the SAP ERP sales order profile with the RFC trusted connection to the
SAP ERP system, and assign it to the SAP ERP document types that you want to
create from SAP CRM.

3. Maintain the linkage, or create SAP ERP transactions from an SAP CRM oppor-
tunity. To activate this, you need to maintain cross-system copying of the sales
transaction and item categories in the configuration path, SPRO � Customer

Relationship Management � Transactions � Settings for ERP Transactions

Maintained via CRM � Cross-System Copying of Transaction Types.

4. Configure the settings necessary to activate the connection between the SAP
CRM opportunity and the SAP ERP quotation. You can do this by navigating to
the menu path, SPRO � Customer Relationship Management � Transactions �
Settings for ERP Transactions Maintained via CRM � Cross-System Copying

of Item Categories.

5. Activate the SAP ERP sales order work center in the business role that you’re
using based on your business needs.

6.5.5 Data Exchange

A sales orders created in SAP CRM can be replicated to the backend of SAP ERP,
which allows you to process further downstream processes such as delivery, ship-
ment, and invoices. The system status for delivery and invoicing is then repli-
cated back to SAP CRM sales orders.

You must complete the basic configuration around the transaction type and item
category in both SAP CRM and SAP ERP to make the replication or data transfer
successful. Specifically, there are three different data exchange scenarios that can
be used based on your system release. The following sections look at these in
closer detail.
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Standard Data Exchange Scenario

The standard scenario corresponds to the delivered data exchange scenario. If no
different scenario is activated in table CRMPAROLTP, the standard scenario is active
by default. Following are some key points to consider if you keep the system set-
tings as they are and don’t enter any scenarios in SAP CRM table CRMPAROLTP:

� You can transfer sales transactions from SAP CRM Enterprise to the SAP ERP
system using SAP CRM middleware.

� The orders created in the SAP CRM system replicate to the SAP ERP system. If
you change this order in SAP ERP, which is created in SAP CRM, then the
changes won’t replicate back to the SAP CRM system. This may cause inconsis-
tency in the transaction data between SAP ERP and SAP CRM.

� You can create sales orders with reference to quotations and trigger subsequent
processes for orders in the SAP ERP system.

� You can create quotations and sales orders in the SAP ERP system that are trans-
ferred to SAP CRM. The documents are only displayed in the SAP CRM system
and can’t be edited. Any further changes to the orders created in the SAP ERP
system are replicated to the SAP CRM system, which can be viewed but can’t be
edited in the SAP CRM system.

� You can use the distribution status in the transaction to check whether the
transfer to the SAP ERP system was successful. Error messages regarding the
transfer are displayed in the application log.

Interdependent Changes

In the interdependent change scenario, you can create, edit, and change the
orders in both the SAP ERP system and the SAP CRM system. Interdependent
changes are also commonly referred to as Scenario A. This scenario is delivered
by SAP from ERP release 4.7 and SAP CRM release 4.0.

The following settings need to be performed to activate the interdependent
change scenario:

� Settings in SAP CRM Enterprise: table SMOFPARSFA

� Key: R3A_SALES

� Parameter name 1: INT_CHANGE_ORDER
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� Parameter name 2: <sales document type>; for example, TA

� Parameter value 1: A for activating the scenario for interdependent changes
for <sales document type>

� Parameter value 2: A for SAP APO activation

� Settings in the SAP ERP system: table CRMPAROLTP

� Parameter name: CRM_SCENARIO

� Parameter name 2: INT_CHANGE_ORDER

� Parameter name 3: <sales document type>; for example, TA

� Parameter value: A for activating scenario A for <sales document type>

Certain restrictions apply when you activate Scenario A. Consider the following
points before activating this functionality:

� Billing is only possible in an SAP ERP system and not with SAP CRM billing.

� The use of rebate conditions isn’t supported.

� The use of objects isn’t supported.

� Credit approval and rejection, as well as new credit checks, can only take place
in one system—either the SAP CRM or the SAP ERP system.

� An availability approval from SAP CRM with SAP APO isn’t supported. There-
fore, a rules-based availability check in SAP APO isn’t possible either. You can
only perform an availability check in the SAP ERP system.

� Maintenance of combined business transactions (quotation and order items in
one transaction) isn’t supported by the SAP ERP system. You can only transfer
business transactions that contain either only order items or only quotation
items.

As of SAP CRM release CRM2007, only the data exchange scenario A (interdepen-
dent changes) is supported in addition to the standard data exchange scenario.

Interdependent Change Scenario

The interdependent change scenario activates the ATP triangle scenario in the SAP CRM
system. For further details see SAP Note 642944 – Interdependent Changes in Sales
Orders, and SAP Note 889051 – Scenario A: Overview and Settings.
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Defining SAP ERP as the Leading System

The data exchange scenarios X, Y, and Z allow you to define your SAP ERP system
as the leading business system and make changes to sales transactions there only.

The name of scenarios X, Y, and Z is based on the corresponding parameter values
that must be maintained in table CRMPAROLTP for the activation of the individual
scenarios (See SAP Note 520045 – Change of CRM Documents in the R/3 Backend
System, Part 2, and SAP Note 541113 – Data Exchange Scenarios for Orders
[CRM–R/3]).

Table 6.1 is the tabular form of the scenarios and SAP ERP/SAP CRM release
applicable. For SAP CRM 4.0 SP04 release or higher and SAP ERP 4.7, you can’t
use data exchange Scenarios X, Y, and Z.

The include CRM_SCENARIO_CON identifies 10 possible scenario types at different
field positions that are shown in the scenario identity of table CRMD_ORDERADM_H
when the order is created in SAP CRM. You can identify the scenarios based on
the following information whether the ATP is a direct update scenario or a trian-
gle scenario and whether the order is originated in SAP CRM or SAP ERP (see
Figure 6.67).

Figure 6.68 shows the SCENARIO field in the SAP sales order header table. This
helps show whether the order is originated from SAP CRM or SAP ERP.

Release ERP 4.0B ERP 4.5B ERP 4.6B ERP 4.6C ERP 4.7 ERP 5.0 ERP 6.0

CRM 3.0 X, Y, Z X, Y, Z X, Y, Z X, Y, Z X, Y, Z X, Y, Z X, Y, Z

CRM 3.1 X, Y, Z X, Y, Z X, Y, Z X, Y, Z X, Y, Z X, Y, Z X, Y, Z

CRM 4.0 X, Y, Z X, Y, Z X, Y, Z X, Y, Z A A A

CRM 5.0 X, Y, Z X, Y, Z X, Y, Z X, Y, Z A A A

CRM 5.1 X, Y, Z X, Y, Z X, Y, Z X, Y, Z A A A

CRM 5.2 X, Y, Z X, Y, Z X, Y, Z X, Y, Z A A A

CRM 6.0 – – – – A A A

Table 6.1  Data Exchange Scenarios with SAP CRM and SAP ERP Releases
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Figure 6.67  Order Header Table Showing the Scenario Identity Field

Figure 6.68  Business Scenario Field in the SAP CRM Order Header Table

The SCENARIO field in the order header table identifies the ATP scenario and
identifies whether the sales order was originally created in SAP CRM or SAP ERP.
The field length is 10 and program CRM_SCENARIO_CON helps to explain each
position definition and identify the business scenario.

By default, SAP CRM is configured to use direct update in the ATP scenario. Based
on the standard data exchange scenario, you can create the sales order in either
SAP ERP or SAP CRM.

Figure 6.69 shows the program name and details around the SCENARIO field.
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Figure 6.69  Include CRM_SCENARIO_CON Details

The following information found on the screen in Figure 6.69 provides you with
the definition of each character within the SCENARIO field shown previously in
Figure 6.68:

� NUMBER 1 = ATP

� APO-ATP scenarios: BUS2000115

� Triangle is the scenario used until 2.0C or if the user has activated the flag for
the old scenario.

� Direct update is the new scenario used in 3.0A.

� DIRECT_UPD_FC is for the FC-system—no triangle scenario is possible.

� A stands for direct update scenario.

� Blank stands for triangle scenario.

� NUMBER 2 = ORIG

To differentiate where a sales document was originally created:

� A: Document is created in SAP CRM.

� B: Document was created in Sales and Distribution/Financial Accounting
(SD/FI).

� C: Document was created in SAP CRM mobile client.
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The following are only for inter-usages for SAP CRM 3.1:

� D: Order split scenario.

� E: Order split won’t be executed.

� F: There exists a back office adapter.

� NUMBER 3 = MAINTAIN

To differentiate if the CRM_ORDER_MAINTAIN will be called or not:

� YES: Maintain is called.

� NO: Maintain isn’t called.

� NUMBER 4 = SD CHANGED

To mark an SAP CRM order that has been changed in SD—no further mainte-
nance in SAP CRM is possible.

� NUMBER 5 = USED BY INDUSTRIAL SOLUTIONS

Number 6 to Number 9 haven’t yet been used, and Number 10 is reserved for
customer purposes.

After the order is replicated to SAP ERP, the Original system field on the VBAK
order header table will show you the information with the release and transaction
control (see Figure 6.70).

Figure 6.70  SAP ERP Sales Order with Release and Transaction Control Information

The information on this field shown in Figure 6.70 includes the following:

� Position 1 – 3
Source system (e.g., SAP CRM)

� Position 4 – 6
Source system release

� Position 7
Indicator for controlling availability check and handling of requirements:

� (Blank): This corresponds to the triangle scenario where the ATP triggers in
SAP ERP, and the temporary confirmation is released from the SAP APO
system.
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� Value “A”: This corresponds to the direct update scenario where the sales
order requirements aren’t saved in SAP ERP.

� Position 8 
This position isn’t used.

� Position 9 
This position isn’t used.

Data Exchange between SAP CRM On-Premise and SAP CRM Mobile

Sales transactions such as quotations and sales orders can be replicated back and
forth from SAP CRM Mobile to SAP CRM on-premise. If you’ve implemented SAP
CRM Mobile, then it becomes easy to access the sales information about a specific
customer anytime and anywhere.

An important prerequisite on activating the data exchange between SAP CRM on-
premise and SAP CRM Mobile is to activate the mobile bridge for the sales docu-
ment when setting up SAP CRM Mobile Sales. Every change made to a transaction
is exchanged between systems.

This section gives you a good understanding of the different key functionality
available with SAP CRM for sales orders. In a real business scenario, this topic will
help you differentiate the SAP ERP sales order from the SAP CRM sales order and
will help you decide which one to use based on your business needs. Data
exchange for sales orders were also covered in this section, where we described
different data exchange scenarios to understand the system capability and behav-
ior when it comes to the sales order replication and updates from SAP CRM and
SAP ERP.

6.6 Summary

This chapter discussed the sales process flow with examples of contracts, quota-
tions, and sales orders. The chapter also covered the sales process within SAP
CRM Sales for Activity Management, Opportunity Management, sales contracts,
quotations, and sales orders. In the next chapter, we’ll cover the SAP CRM Service
module.
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Chapter 7 

Maintaining and fostering customer relationships is essential in staying 
competitive as a company. In this chapter, we’ll discuss SAP CRM Service 
and the service-based functionalities it provides.

7 Service

It’s critical for every company to retain existing customers and grow their data-
base with new customers. Social media and the Internet have made it possible for
customers to contact companies in real time for any product/company informa-
tion, demands, or complaints. This connectivity has caused the service industry to
grow at a rapid pace.

To address this growth, SAP CRM Service provides a range of functionalities to
use the complete service cycle in one solution. This includes the initial creation of
warranties and service contracts, followed by service quotations, service orders,
complaints and returns, and service confirmations. In this chapter, we’ll discuss
the SAP CRM Service processes and functionalities that can be implemented in
various verticals of an organization.

7.1 Installed Base Management

An Installed Base (commonly referred to as IBase) represents the number of objects
installed at a customer’s location. This can be in the form of machinery, software,
or any other device that a customer purchased from an organization. An IBase is a
hierarchical structure that imitates the installation of a purchased device at the cus-
tomer site, with each of the components under the IBase tree/hierarchal structure
and additional details assigned at each of the component levels. Component levels
include the address, service contracts, qualification requirements, service transac-
tions, service levels, and service cases.

IBase components include products, text, objects, and structure gaps. Figure 7.1
is a diagram of an IBase in SAP CRM.
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Figure 7.1  Installed Base

Because an IBase is managed by an organization, the product requirement from
the customer needs to be understood beforehand. Managing customer reposito-
ries gives more information on customer needs. Organizations work hard to
achieve maximum customer satisfaction. To do this, companies are taking a more
proactive approach in their services. An IBase provides an organization with a
360-degree view of their products from a customer’s location. This allows an
organization to track its service footsteps. Additionally, maintaining the IBase in
an SAP CRM system helps the service manager assign a service technician with
the parts needed to fix any kind of problem with the product being sold. This
reduces the turnaround time with customer satisfaction. An IBase can be anything
as small as a computer or printer to bigger machinery such as an airplane.
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To create an IBase in SAP CRM, you can either replicate the equipment from SAP
ERP to SAP CRM or create the IBase manually in SAP CRM. The following sections
discuss the various IBase components, configuration steps, assigned objects, and
technical object replication procedures in SAP CRM Service.

7.1.1 Components

When creating an IBase in SAP CRM, you should have a thorough understanding
of each of the parts and components that have been sold to the customer. As part
of the planning phase for IBase, you must decide the following:

� How you’ll maintain the tree structure for IBase

� How many components are involved in building the IBase

� What kind of information is needed to enter in the IBase (i.e., parties involved,
name and address, etc.)

Determining the correct object family from a list of objects used in the IBase is
important. When you have this information ready, you can start building an
IBase.

The following are different types of components within an IBase:

� Product components 
You can add information such as name and address, parties involved, warran-
ties, and so on to the product component.

� Text components 
To designate the IBase structure at different levels, it’s important to add the text
to understand the flow. Like product components, you can assign various rela-
tionships to the text components.

� IBase 
You can assign another IBase to the same IBase you’re building.

� Objects 
Objects are unique identifiers to IBase components. You can’t assign the same
objects at multiple levels within the same IBase component. A typical example
of an object is an IP address for a computer.

� Structure gap 
An IBase can be dismantled for repairs or exchanged. Even though the IBase
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components are dismantled, you can still use the structure gaps to keep informa-
tion about characteristics and placement in the structure of an IBase component.

Figure 7.2 shows the IBase header details, which consist of different IBase rela-
tionships and components. The IBase header has relationships such as parties
involved, customer name and address, service contract, attachments, qualifica-
tion requirement, service transaction, change history, and service level. The
information maintained in the relationship provides more information on the
customer site IBase.

Figure 7.2  Installed Base Details

Figure 7.3 is another example of an IBase created directly in the SAP CRM system.
In this example, the IBase Categ. is Installed Base, and the tree structure con-
sists of Text Components to which a product component and an object are
assigned.

Figure 7.3  Installed Base Example

Installed Base Header
- IBase ID
- External ID
- IBase Category
- Status
- Description
- Authorization Group

Name and Address Parties Involved Service Contracts Attachments

Qualification Requirements Service Transactions Change HistoryService Level Components
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The Sold-To Party is assigned at the highest node. You can create the tree struc-
ture based on the product you’re selling, and you can assign various relationships
to it such as service contracts, attachments, qualification requirements, service
levels, and so on.

Just like an account fact sheet, an IBase fact sheet is also available out of the box
with SAP CRM, providing information on service transactions such as service
contracts, open service items, latest closed service orders, knowledge articles, and
parties involved.

You can also assign warranties to the IBase, product component, or object. For
assigning warranties, you need to create the warranty product, define the war-
ranty category, and assign the warranty set types to the warranty category (see
Figure 7.4).

Figure 7.4  Warranty Assigned to the IBase

You also need to assign the warranty hierarchy to the product type warranty via
the configuration path, SPRO � Cross-Application Components � SAP Product �
Product Category � Assign Category Hierarchies to Applications.

When the warranty item is created after undergoing the configuration steps, you
create the warranty item and assign it to the IBase, as shown in Figure 7.4.

7.1.2 Configuring an Installed Base

In this section, we’ll discuss the different steps involved in configuring an IBase.
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Define Installed Base Category and Installation Rules

To configure an IBase, you first need to define the IBase Category and Installa-

tion Rules, as shown in Figure 7.5. SAP-delivered IBase categories include the
following:

� 01: IBase

� 02: Variant configuration

� 03: Object structure

� CM: Case Management

� EQ: Equipment downloaded from SAP ERP

� FL: Functional locations downloaded from SAP ERP

� IT: Telephone numbers in the telecommunications industry

� IU: Technical objects for IS-U

To define the IBase category and installation rules, follow the menu path, SPRO �
Customer Relationship Management � Master Data � Installed Base �

Installed Base Category � Define Installed Base Category and Installation

Rules.

Figure 7.5  IBase Category

For each of the IBase categories, you can define the Permitted Components to
determine which components can be assigned to which IBase category (see Figure
7.6).
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Figure 7.6  Permitted Components

Activate Partner and Address Inheritance

Next, we need to activate the partner and address inheritance. Follow the menu
path, SPRO � Customer Relationship Management � Master Data � Installed

Base � Installed Base Category � Activate Partner and Address Inheritance.

If the PInherit. (partner inheritance) and AdrInherit (address inheritance) check-
boxes are active, then the partner and address added at the IBase header is inher-
ited to the lower levels in the tree structure. You can confirm the account by
searching the IBase in those cases where you’ve assigned the partner to the IBase
header (see Figure 7.7).

Figure 7.7  Partner and Address Inheritance per IBase Category
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Assigning a Partner Determination Procedure to an Installed Base Category

You can assign a specific partner determination procedure to the IBase category
by following the menu path, SPRO � Customer Relationship Management �

Master Data � Installed Base � Assign Partner Determination Procedure to

Installed Base Category. This allows you to choose specific partners while
assigning the partner to the IBase (see Figure 7.8).

Figure 7.8  Assigning a Partner Determination Procedure to the IBase Category

7.1.3 Objects Overview

The unique identification of a product is referred to as an object; for example, a
computer IP address or a license plate of a car. These are SAP CRM objects that
were formerly known as individual objects. Like IBases, objects can have various
relationships such as parties involved, cases, service contracts, open service items,
closed service orders, counters and readings, warranties, and knowledge articles.
You can access an object fact sheet to verify the relationship.

When an object is assigned to a product, it forms a unique identification to that
product. Additionally, it can also be a service location identification of where it’s
performed. You can assign only one specific object to the IBase tree structure,
whereas you can assign the same products multiple times within the IBase struc-
ture.

Figure 7.9 and Figure 7.10 show the object fact sheet with all the relationship
assignment blocks.
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Figure 7.9  Object Fact Sheet (1)

Figure 7.10  Object Fact Sheet (2)
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Each object is assigned to the object family, which can have specific attributes
based on the products. This means that you can categorize a list of objects based
on the different object families. Certain types of objects will belong to specific
object families (e.g., household appliances).

Object Configuration

The following steps are required to configure customer-specific objects:

1. In this step, you create the custom object family and assign the same to the
IBase category. Figure 7.11 shows a standard object family with 0401 Equip-

ment assigned to IBase Category 01.

Figure 7.11  Assigning Object Families to an IBase Category

2. You then need to create the attribute and the set types to assign it to the cate-
gory under the product hierarchy. In our example, we’re using standard prod-
uct set types, as shown in Figure 7.12.

Figure 7.12  Product Set Types
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3. Next, create the product Category within the product hierarchy, as shown in
Figure 7.13.

Figure 7.13  Creating a New Category

4. After the Category is created, assign the Object Family and the set types to the
category so that you can create the object with the object category Equipment

(see Figure 7.14).

Figure 7.14  Object Family Assignment to the Product Category
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5. After the configuration steps are completed, you can then create the object and
assign the Category ID, as shown in Figure 7.15.

Figure 7.15  Creating the Object

Technical Object Replication

SAP CRM Service provides you with the functionality to bring technical objects
from SAP ERP to SAP CRM. These technical objects include the equipment and the
functional location. Changes to these technical objects are bidirectional—meaning if
you change the equipment in SAP CRM, the changes are replicated back to SAP ERP.

The next two sections look at both the equipment and function location replica-
tion processes from SAP ERP to SAP CRM.

Equipment Replication

As illustrated in Figure 7.16, the equipment in SAP ERP represents the object
components of the IBase in SAP CRM.

Figure 7.16  Equipment Download

SAP ERP SAP CRM

Equipment Installed Base Objects
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As previously stated, equipment data exchange is bidirectional. So, if you’ve
maintained a tree-like equipment structure in SAP ERP, then the same tree struc-
ture is loaded to SAP CRM as an IObject.

The following data is exchanged between SAP CRM and SAP ERP:

� Description

� Hierarchy

� Serial number

� Business partner

� Address

� Status

� Manufacturer

� Object type

� Variant configuration

Before downloading the equipment, it’s critical that the master data be loaded
from SAP ERP to SAP CRM. The product hierarchy download should be up to
date, and the hierarchy data should be in sync between the two systems.

After this is completed, it’s time to define the default settings for replicating the
equipment. Follow the menu path, SPRO � Customer Relationship Management �
Master Data � Installed Base � Replication of Technical Objects from SAP ERP �
Define Default Settings for Replication of Equipment.

Once there, you’ll need to configure the Site Name and map it to the IBase Cate-

gory/Object Family/Category ID so that the two systems map these. When the
equipment is loaded, it will go under Obj.Family 0401 and Category ID 0401

(see Figure 7.17).

Figure 7.17  Equipment Download Customizing
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Access Transaction R3AS, and load the equipment configuration object EQUI_

CONFIG before loading the actual equipment (see Figure 7.18).

Figure 7.18  Equipment Configuration Download

Equipment Filters

Before loading the equipment configuration, make sure to activate the object and
match the equipment filters with the EQUI_CONFIG filters.

If you want to activate the filters for the equipment configuration delta down-
load, make sure that you have the CRM_FILTERING_ACTIVE entry, as shown in
Figure 7.19, in table CRMPAROLTP in the SAP ERP system.

Figure 7.19  Activating Filters for the EQUI_CONFIG Adapter Object

Now, activate BAdI CRM_EQUI_LOAD (Figure 7.20).

After the BAdI is activated, activate the equipment download object, and start the
initial load (see Figure 7.21).
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Figure 7.20  BAdI CRM_EQUI_LOAD

Figure 7.21  Object Load – Equipment

Functional Location Replication

Similar to equipment, the functional location is where the equipment is installed,
and it can also be downloaded from SAP ERP to SAP CRM (see Figure 7.22). How-
ever, the functional location can’t be replicated back from SAP CRM to SAP ERP,
except for the assignment piece. This means that the assignment of the location to
the equipment is replicated back to SAP ERP.
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Figure 7.22  Functional Location

To download the function location from SAP ERP to SAP CRM, first define the
default settings for replicating the functional locations by following the menu
path, SPRO � Customer Relationship Management � Master Data � Installed

Base � Replication of Technical Objects from SAP ERP � Define Default Set-

tings for Replication of Functional Location.

Within this step, you create the entry for the Site Name (SAP ERP) and maintain
IBase Category, Object Family, and Category ID, as shown in Figure 7.23.

Figure 7.23  Functional Location Download Configuration

Now, activate BAdI CRM_FUNCLOC_LOAD to start the initial load for the adapter
object FUNCLOC (Figure 7.24).

Figure 7.24  Object Load – Functional Location

SAP ERP SAP CRM

Functional Location Installed Base Objects
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Before moving on to any of the service transactions, it was important to under-
stand the IBase master data setup and the core concepts of where it can be used.
We covered how an IBase is created and what its different components are. Addi-
tionally, this section explained the technical object concept and the steps for
downloading and configuring the equipment and functional location from SAP
ERP to SAP CRM. Next, we’ll look at Warranty Management.

7.2 Warranty Management

Warranty Management plays an important role in providing optimum service to
customers. A warranty is a commitment by an organization to continue providing
services for a product sold to a customer or the replacement of any nonworking
parts of a product for a specific period of time after the goods are sold. During this
period, the customers aren’t billed for services rendered. Warranty claims are trig-
gered after the warranty determination to settle the account with the customer.

Warranties can be an important aspect to a customer buying a product. For exam-
ple, if a customer goes to buy a camera and finds that one of the camera brands is
offering a longer period of warranty than another brand, the customer may be
attracted to the camera with the longer warranty period. From a selling point of
view, this can be helpful for marketing.

In the next two sections, we’ll look at the warranty types and uses, as well as the
steps involved in creating and configuring a warranty.

7.2.1 Types and Usage

Warranties are categorized into two types:

� Customer warranty 
The manufacturer sells the machinery parts to the customer and gives the cus-
tomer a warranty for a specific period of time. If the machinery part stops
working within the warranty period, the manufacturer replaces the product or
repairs it.

� Vendor warranty 
The manufacturer buys the machinery parts from a vendor. The manufacturer
uses the machinery as a part of its IBase. The vendor provides a certain war-
ranty period to the manufacturer, so that if the machinery parts stop working
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within the warranty period, the vendor is liable to conduct the repairs or
replace the machinery parts.

A warranty can be assigned to products, objects, and IBases. Within the services
process, warranties are determined on the service order or service confirmation
based on its assignment to the products, objects, and IBase. A customer warranty
is referred to as an inbound warranty, and a vendor warranty is referred to as an
outbound warranty. These two categorizations entail the following

� Inbound warranty 
An inbound warranty is the warranty claim sent by the customer to the dealer
the customer bought the product from. The inbound warranty claim is created
from the service order or the service confirmation. If the system finds that the
warranty is assigned to the parts from the service order, warranty claims can be
created automatically or manually. After the warranty claim is created, the
organization sends the credit to the customer. The following is true when deal-
ing with inbound warranties in SAP CRM Service:

� The transaction type provided by SAP CRM Service for an inbound warranty
is CRMW (Inbound Warranty Claim).

� The item category that can be used for inbound warranty is COMP (Com-
plaints).

� Outbound warranty 
An outbound warranty is the warranty claim sent to the vendor, as shown in
Figure 7.25 in the next section. After the warranty claim is sent to the vendor,
it’s evaluated and accepted by the vendor. The claim results in a debit memo
being sent to the vendor. The following is true when dealing with outbound
warranties in SAP CRM Service:

� The transaction type provided by SAP CRM for an outbound warranty is
CLMA (Outbound Warranty Claim).

� The item category provided by SAP CRM for an outbound warranty is CLMP
(Outbound Warranty Claims Item).

Outbound Warranty

An outbound warranty is a leading transaction category BUS2000255 Warranty Claim,
and an inbound warranty is a leading transaction category BUS2000120 Complaints.
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7.2.2 Process Overview

Figure 7.25 shows the warranty claims process flow. The flow shows the vendor
warranty wherein the claim is sent to the vendor when the product malfunctions.

Figure 7.25  Warranty Claim Process

In Figure 7.25, we see the following processes at work:

1 A service order is created for a customer to conduct services and execute by cre-
ating the service confirmation. While confirming the service orders, the war-
ranty is determined on the service transaction.

Perform
warranty
analysis

Execute and
confirm
service order

Send invoice to
the vendor

Vendor
 confirms

the warranty
claims

Send warranty
claim to the

vendor

Add
information
about
claimed items

Create warranty
claim
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2 A warranty claim transaction is created; in this case, the warranty is an out-
bound warranty.

3 The items are added to the warranty claim, which can be parts of the services
to be performed.

4 The warranty is then sent to the vendor to get an approval by the vendor.

5 The vendor confirms the warranty claim and accepts. The information comes
back to the warranty claim transaction, and the status of the claim is changed to
Accepted by the Vendor.

6 The debit memo subitem is created from the warranty claim, which is then sent
to the vendor to claim the amount.

7 A warranty analysis is done for the vendor to get the details of the claim for a
specific period of time.

7.2.3 Configuring Warranties

In this section we will look at the configurations for the warranty transaction type
and item category.

Transaction Type Configuration

The following are steps to create, configure, and use warranties in service trans-
actions:

1. In this step, the warranty hierarchy is created prior to creating any warranty
products in SAP CRM. Access COMM_HIERARCHY to create the warranty hier-
archy WARRANTY01 and warranty Category ID WRT_PRDT, as shown in
Figure 7.26. Here, the Product Type is 05 Warranty.

2. Assign the warranty set types, as shown in Figure 7.27.

3. To assign the warranty hierarchy to the product type, follow the configura-
tion path, SPRO � Cross-Application Components � SAP Product � Product

Category � Assign Category Hierarchies to Applications. Enter the fields
as shown in Figure 7.28.
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Figure 7.26  Warranty Hierarchy

Figure 7.27  Warranty Set Types

Figure 7.28  Product Type Assignment for Product Hierarchy
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4. Access the WebClient UI, business role – SERVICEPRO, to create the warranty
product. Enter the Warranty Period, Start Date Rule, and End Date Rule

(see Figure 7.29).

Figure 7.29  Creating the Warranty Item

5. Assign the warranty product to the IBase, as shown in Figure 7.30.

Figure 7.30  Assigning the Warranty to the IBase

6. To determine the warranty on the service transaction, you have to define the
warranty check profile and assign it to the service transaction. To configure the
warranty check profile, follow the configuration path, SPRO � Customer Rela-

tionship Management � Transactions � Settings for Complaints � Define
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Profile for Warranty Check. Figure 7.31 and Figure 7.32 shows the SAP-
delivered warranty check profiles.

Figure 7.31  Warranty Check Profile (1)

7. Enter the fields as shown in Figure 7.32:

� Scope of Check: This field defines whether the warranty is a vendor war-
ranty or a customer warranty.

� Sequence: This field specifies whether the object from the reference object
data should be used first for the warranty check in the complaint or whether
the product from the complaint item should be first.

� Fix at Release: If this checkbox is set, then the item on the service transac-
tion will be set to the Warranty Check Fix status when the item is released.
This means that no new warranty check will be performed for that item on
the service transaction after the status Warranty Check Fix is set.

� Fix at Completion: Just like Fix at Release, Fix at Completion on the ser-
vice transaction item status is set after the item is complete, and no new war-
ranty check happens thereafter.

� Reference Date: Specifies the date type that should be used as the reference
date for the warranty check.

Figure 7.32  Warranty Check Profile (2)
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8. Configure the warranty claim, and assign the warranty check profile to the
warranty claim transaction and service transactions by following the menu
path, SPRO � Customer Relationship Management � Transactions � Basic

Settings � Define Transaction Types.

9. Figure 7.33 shows the snapshot of the standard outbound warranty claim,
which has Leading Transaction Category of BUS2000255 Warranty Claim.
You can copy the standard transaction and assign the profiles that meet your
business needs. Profile configurations such as text determination, partner
determination, status profile, and action profile were already covered in
Chapter 3.

Figure 7.33  Outbound Warranty Claim

10. Figure 7.34 shows the assignment of business transaction categories for
Transaction Type CMLA. Only certain transaction categories are allowed for
any transaction type, and. in this case, Sales, Service Process, Business

Activity, and Warranty Claim can be assigned.
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Figure 7.34  Assignment of the Business Transaction Categories

11. Within the service process details, you assign the warranty check profile, as
shown in Figure 7.35. In this example, it’s a vendor warranty profile (i.e.,
STD_VENDOR). You can assign the Subject Profile and SLA Prof. Det. Proc.

fields as well.

Figure 7.35  Service Process Header Customizing

12. After you’ve configured the warranty claim and assigned it to the warranty
check profile, you need to assign the same to service transactions such as the
service order and confirmations. To do this, follow the configuration path for
Transaction Type SRVC via SPRO � Customer Relationship Management �
Transactions � Basic Settings � Define Transaction Types. This will deter-
mine the warranty assigned to the IBase, products, or objects while executing
service transactions. Figure 7.36 shows the assignment of the warranty check
profile to the service confirmation. Similarly, you can assign the warranty
check profile to the service order transaction type to determine the warranty
within service orders.
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Figure 7.36  Assigning the Warranty Check Profile to the Service Confirmation

Item Category Configuration

The item category configuration is similar to the transaction type configuration as
you can control different behaviors at the item level versus at the header level
based on your business needs.

SAP has provides the CLMP – Outbound Warranty Claim standard warranty
claim item category for an outbound claim. The Object Type for the outbound
warranty item is BUS2000191 Warranty Claim Item CRM. The item category
profiles are similar to transaction type CLMA and can be configured based on
business requirement (see Figure 7.37).

Figure 7.37  Warranty Claim Item Category
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Proceed with the following steps:

1. As shown in Figure 7.38, actions assigned in the action profile for the warranty
item category creates the debit memo as a subitem if the claim is approved. This
is then processed further for billing. To begin defining the item categories, fol-
low the menu path SPRO � Customer Relationship Management � Transac-

tions � Basic Settings � Define Item Categories.

Figure 7.38  Business Transaction Category Assigned to the Warranty Item Category

2. Figure 7.39 shows the business transaction category details for the service
process where you can assign the Service Type, Valuation Type, and Subject

Profile.

Figure 7.39  Service Customizing at the Item Level

3. Similar to an outbound warranty claim configuration, you can also configure
the inbound warranty claim Transaction Type – CRMW Inbound Wty Claim

and assign the warranty check profile Standard (Category – Customer War-

ranty) to the service transactions.
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In this section, we discussed the different types of warranties and the Warranty
Management process for a vendor warranty. In addition, we looked at how to
configure warranties in SAP CRM Service.

7.3 Service Contract Management

A service contract is an agreement between an organization and a customer to pro-
vide specific services or spare parts for a specific period of time. A service con-
tract consists of the price and agreement for services. As soon as a service order is
created from the service contract, the price on the contract is applied in the ser-
vice order for the services to be performed. To maintain a relationship with a cus-
tomer, an organization should abide by the service level agreement (SLA) in the
service contract.

Additionally, organizations can also apply certain discounts or special pricing to
the customers for the services they provide to gain a competitive advantage and
further foster customer relationships.

The next sections look at the different service contract functions, processes, and
configuration steps.

7.3.1 Business Functions

Like any other SAP CRM transaction, a service contract has header and item data.
As shown in Figure 7.40, the header data applies to the whole service contract
transaction, whereas the item data consist of the service items for which the con-
tract is set up.

Target and Value Contracts

If you’re working on the target or value contract scenario then you can make use of the
standard transaction type SCC Contract (Value/Qty). SC and SCC are the standard trans-
action types for service contracts provided by SAP. Service contracts aren’t transferred
to SAP ERP.

The following are some of the most important service contract functions found at
the header and item level.
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Figure 7.40  Service Contract Structure

Price Agreements

A service contract price agreement is an agreement between a customer and an
organization pertaining to a specific price for a specific product. These are condi-
tion records that are assigned to the contract as a part of price agreements.

A prerequisite to maintaining the price agreement is the condition maintenance
technique, which is assigned as a condition group to the item category or the con-
tract transaction type. You can configure price agreements via the menu path,
SPRO � CRM � Transaction � Settings for Contract � Price Agreements and

Configuration.

Actions

Actions can be configured in contract documents to better service the customer
and take some proactive steps in cases where contracts are nearing the expiration
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date. This is done by creating notifications of when this date is coming, allowing
a company to reach out to the customer to seek renewal.

You can assign an action profile to the service contract transaction type or to the
item category based on your business scenario.

Cancellations

You can configure a cancellation rule and cancellation reason for the contracts
being created in SAP CRM. You can set up a functionality based on your business
needs to notify and cancel the contract by a specific partner function if required.
You create the cancellation rule and assign it to the cancellation procedure, which
is then assigned to the service contract transaction type. After a cancellation is
complete, you won’t be able to create any service orders referencing the contract.

To set up the cancellation procedure, follow the menu path, SPRO � Customer Rela-

tionship Management � Transactions � Settings for Contracts � Cancellation.

Billing Plan

The billing plan triggers the periodic billing and sends the billing request to SAP
CRM billing after the service contract is accepted and approved. This initiates the
billing request based on the item category configuration for periodic billing and
SAP CRM billing configuration.

SLA Profile

A service contract can be assigned with certain service agreements by defining the
response time or the availability time at the service product level. This means that
if certain services are needed at stipulated times with a response to be initiated
within certain hours, then you can define those in the service contract.

Object, Product, and Release Lists

Object lists are IBases, IBase components, objects, or products. You can assign an
object list to the service contract. These are then determined on the service orders
based on the contract validity period.

A product list contains service items for which the service contract is being set
up. Similar to a sales contract, you can assign products to the product list and
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determine the service contracts in the service orders when the services are going
to be performed.

A release list shows the list of service products consumed from the contract or the
parts being claimed from the service order that reference the service contracts.

7.3.2 Process Overview

Service contracts play an important role just like sales contracts. Within the ser-
vice cycle, service contracts are created for prime customers to attract these cus-
tomers to stay with an organization. This is the first step in the process of Service
Contract Management.

Using the SAP CRM Service functionality, you can manage the service contract
lifecycle efficiently by monitoring the internal processes and providing services
to customers. Service Contract Management consists of various service capabili-
ties such as service agreements, Service Level Management, service plans, and
usage-based contracts apart from contract management and contract renewal. Key
benefits of Service Contract Management include SLA compliance, meaning you
can assign SLAs to the service contracts, offering different types of services and
entitlement checks, and driving recurring revenue streams.

The Service Contract Management cycle starts by creating or managing service
contracts. Within service contracts, a company then negotiates the terms and con-
ditions and then sets up the contracts. A customer calls for the services to be per-
formed, and the SLAs are monitored and assigned to the service contract. After
the service execution is completed, a customer is billed based on the contract’s
terms and conditions.

Figure 7.41 shows the service cycle, which includes the placement of the service
contract quotation and the service contracts.

As illustrated in Figure 7.41, the service contract cycle is broken down into vari-
ous steps with the following elements:

1 Service agreement 
As the first step in the service cycle, a service agreement consists of the price
agreements and conditions agreed upon with the customers. These conditions
are valid for the service contracts and service orders created in the service cycle.
Service agreements aren’t replicated to SAP ERP.
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Figure 7.41  Service Cycle Using Service Contracts

2 Service contract quotation 
A service contract quotation is a legally binding offer made to the customer with
respect to the services or spare parts at specific price agreements. The service
contract quotation provides an opportunity for the customer to accept the ser-
vice quotation. After the service quotation is accepted, it’s converted into a ser-
vice contract.

3 Service contract 
A service contract is a legally binding price agreement for products with the
assigned SLA accepted by the customer. There are various features within ser-
vice contracts such as the SLA, price agreement, billing plan, release history,
and so on. Refer to Section 7.3.1 for further information on these processes.

4 Service contract invoice 
After the service contract is accepted, and the services are performed, you can
perform the service contract invoice. It can be a milestone billing based on the
services performed at regular intervals. You can either use SAP CRM billing or
SAP ERP billing.
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5 Service order 
A service order is created with reference to the service contract. The price
agreements or discounts are applied to the service orders, and the services are
performed accordingly.

6 Service order confirmation 
A service confirmation is followed by the service order. The services are
accepted, confirmed, and then integrated with the SAP ERP system to settle the
agreed price and conditions.

7 Invoice 
After the services are accepted and performed, any additional amount to be set-
tled is performed as a next step by creating an invoice.

8 Contract analysis 
The last step within the service cycle using service contracts is the contract anal-
ysis. You can analyze the contracts for acceptance and rejection.

In the next section, we’ll look at the steps involved in configuring service con-
tracts in SAP CRM Service.

7.3.3 Configuring Service Contracts

In this section we will look at the steps involved in configuring services contracts
for a transaction type and item category. We will also look at the configuration for
the item category determination, copy control settings, and contract determination.

Transaction Type Configuration

For this example, we’ll look at the service contract configuration steps for trans-
action type ZSC.

To begin configuring the service contract for transaction type ZSC, follow the
menu path, SPRO � Customer Relationship Management � Transactions � Basic

Settings � Define Transaction Types. The transaction type shown in Figure 7.42
and Figure 7.43 is similar to any business transaction in SAP CRM. Here you
assign the leading business transaction as BUS2000112 Service Contract and
configure the product determination, profiles, and number range assignment.
The Quantity/Value Contract field isn’t relevant for service contracts and is
only used for sales contracts.
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Figure 7.42  Service Contract Transaction Type (1)

Figure 7.43  Service Contract Transaction Type (2)
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Only limited business transaction categories are assigned to the service contract
transaction type. In this case, it’s BUS2000115 Sales and BUS2000112 Service

Contract (see Figure 7.44).

Figure 7.44  Assignment of Business Transaction Categories

Figure 7.45 shows Transaction Typ ZSC business transaction category for sales
where you can configure Credit Check, Pricing Data, and Payment Data. The
configuration is similar to sales transaction.

Figure 7.45  Customizing the Contract Header
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Item Category Configuration

When you add items to the service contract transactions, you can have different
controls at the item level versus the header level. This relates to the profiles such
as the date profile, action profile, product determination procedures, and more.

To configure the item categories for the service contracts, follow the path, SPRO �
Customer Relationship Management � Transactions � Basic Settings � Define

Item Categories (see Figure 7.46).

The configuration logic and steps are already covered in Chapter 3 for profiles
such as text determination procedure, partner determination procedure, status
profile, action profile, and so on. The Object Type for the Service Contract item
category should be BUS2000137 CRM Service Contract Item.

Figure 7.46  Item Category Definition

Similar to the transaction type, you configure the business transaction category
for the item category, as shown in Figure 7.47.
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Figure 7.47  Assignment of Business Transaction Categories

Figure 7.48 displays the item category details, including the Billing Data/Credit,
Pricing Data, and Contract Data sections.

Figure 7.48  Customizing at the Item Level
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You’ll need to activate the pricing, as shown in Figure 7.48, and mark the comple-
tion settings based on your business scenario, that is, whether you want to exceed
the quantity or not when creating the release order. This is relevant when you’re
using the SCC service contract type.

Item Category Determination

After you’ve defined the transaction type and item category, you need to define
the item category determination so that the correct item category is determined
based on the service item added to the service contracts.

Follow the menu path, SPRO � Customer Relationship Management � Transac-

tions � Basic Settings � Define Item Category Determination.

Figure 7.49 shows the Item Category Determination screen settings for transac-
tion type ZSC. Add the entry for ZSC in the Trans. type, ItemCtyGrp, and Item

usage fields to determine the relevant item category.

Figure 7.49  Item Category Determination

Copy Control Configuration

You need to configure the copy control settings for copy service contract data to
the service order transaction. There are two types of copy control settings: the
transaction type level and the item category level.

For the transaction type copy control, follow the menu path, SPRO � Customer

Relationship Management � Transactions � Basic Settings � Copying Control

for Business Transactions � Define Copying Control for Transaction Types.
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Field Level

Field level definition on the copy control configuration is covered in Chapter 5, Section 5.3.

Figure 7.50 shows the copy control settings for Service Contract ZSC at the
transaction type level. Similarly, perform the same activity for the item category.

Figure 7.50  Copying Transaction Types

To configure the item category copy control, follow the menu path, SPRO � Cus-

tomer Relationship Management � Transactions � Basic Settings � Copying Con-

trol for Business Transactions � Define Copying Control for Item Categories.

Figure 7.51 shows the copy control for item categories where you can configure
different fields based on your business requirements. This setting is required to
determine the contract on the subsequent documents.

Figure 7.51  Item Category Copy Control Setting
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Contract Determination

Contract determination is based on the configuration settings in the document
where you want to determine the service contract. In the service cycle, this con-
figuration is set on the service order.

There are six options that you can set on the service order for contract determi-
nation (see Figure 7.52):

� (Blank): No contract determination

� C: Header and Item (Ref. Obj.), Assign Immediately When Unique

� D: Header and Item (Ref. Obj.), Always With Selection Option

� E: Only at Item Level: Assign Immediately if Unique

� F: Only at Item Level: Always With Selection Option

� G: Manually

Figure 7.52  Service Contract Determination Setting

Figure 7.53 shows the Contract/Agreement Assignment popup on the service
order based on the configuration settings shown in Figure 7.52.

Selection Criteria

You can include your own selection criteria or limit the selection criteria to determine
the service contract by implementing BAdI CRM_SERVICE_CONTRACT (Business Add-
In for Service Contract Determination).
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Figure 7.53  Contract/Agreement Assignment Popup on the Service Order

7.3.4 SAP CRM Service Contract and SAP ERP Controlling Integration

SAP CRM provides the SAP ERP Controlling integration with SAP CRM Service
Contract Management. This means that you can post revenue to SAP ERP Finan-
cials based on the posting period and independent of billing a service contract.
For example, if an organization wants to recognize revenue when the services are
performed and not wait till the billing happens, they post the revenue to SAP ERP
Financials as soon as the services are performed. SAP CRM provides that func-
tionality to post the revenue in SAP ERP Financials from SAP CRM service con-
tracts.

Revenues are determined on a periodic basis or on an individual event basis.
Based on the item category configuration, you have three options: standard rev-
enue recognition, time-based revenue recognition, and service-based revenue
recognition. Only service-based revenue recognition is based on an event; the
other two are based on periods.

To configure the integration of the service contract to SAP ERP Financials, follow
the menu path in SAP ERP to SPRO � Integration with Other SAP Components �
Customer Relationship Management � Settings for Service Processing � Con-

trolling Integration.
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Similar to sales contracts, service contracts play an important role in achieving
customer satisfaction and also attracting long-term customers. This section cov-
ered the service contract process and its various functions.

7.4 Service Order Management

A service order is a specific, agreed-upon service to be performed by a provider
for a recipient. Service Order Management consists of capabilities such as service
order quotations, service order processing, service confirmations, and financial
and logistic integration. Just like a sales order, a service order is a document that
confirms the services to be performed between the customer and the service
provider.

In this section, we’ll look at the different service quotation, order, and confirma-
tion functions within Service Order Management. Then, we’ll see the overall ser-
vice order process before jumping into the configuration steps.

7.4.1 Business Functions

Service Order Management provides a number of valuable functions that can be
divided into the following categories: service quotation functions, service order
functions, and service confirmation functions. The following sections look at
these functions in detail.

Service Quotation Functions

A service quotation is the starting point within the service process. A customer
sends an inquiry regarding the services from the organization or a service pro-
vider. The company then documents the inquiry from the customer and adds the
price conditions to the services or delivery of the spare parts required.

After the customer agrees to the services within specific pricing conditions, the
service quotation can be converted to a service order. All of the information from
the service quotation is copied to the service order, including the agreed-on price
conditions. Service quotations are created for a specific validity period, and they
expire when the validity period is over and are completed when the complete ser-
vices are consumed from the service quotation.
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The standard service quotation transaction type provided by SAP is SRVQ, with
the following item categories included:

� SRQP for service items

� SRQM for service part items

� SRQS for sales items

� SRQE for expense items

� SRQT for tool items

You can create a copy of this transaction type and the item categories to achieve
your specific business needs. In addition, you need to maintain the item category
determination settings and the copy control settings from the service quotation to
the service order at the transaction type and item category level.

Service Order Functions

A service order provides various functions that can accomplish most of an enter-
prise’s business needs. These functions help the service provider with various
options and help to effectively manage the customers. Essentially, all information
that is needed to execute the service by a service technician is available in the ser-
vice order.

The following functions are available with service orders:

� Credit check 
A credit check is performed on the service order if the setting for credit check
is active at the order level. The credit check functionality works similarly to a
sales order credit check. You can release the credit block on the service orders,
which then triggers the subsequent function to create the assignment with the
resource planning tool.

� Warranty check 
A warranty check is performed automatically when creating the service order.
If any warranties exist for the products entered in the service order, those are
determined accordingly. You can trigger the warranty claim process after the
service order determines the warranty.

� Contract determination 
Contract determination is another check in the service order that is very
important from the customer viewpoint. If the service contract is set up for the
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customer, the contract is determined for the products entered in the service
order. After the contract is determined, the price is copied from the contract to
the service order.

� Multilevel categorization 
Multilevel categorization reports the category of the issue reported as a part of
the service order creation. This way you can have different levels of the issue
category on the service order, which can be used for reporting purposes.

� Product proposal 
This allows you to list similar products on the service order. This is the same for
both service orders and sales orders.

� Pricing 
Pricing is key to any SAP CRM transaction, and price determination on the ser-
vice order is based on the sales area, document pricing procedure, and cus-
tomer pricing procedure. You can enter the accounting indicator to determine
the different prices for products in the service order.

� Cost allocation 
You can add an accounting indicator to a service order line item to determine
the settlement receiver for cost.

� Questionnaire
You can assign the questionnaire to the service order and prepare the list of
questions required per your business needs.

� Counter readings 
You can record counter readings for IBase components and objects in a service
order.

� Dispatching 
The dispatching functionality is also available in the service order. You can
assign the service order to different service groups by dispatching it.

� Knowledge articles 
Based on the category added on the service order, you can fetch the knowledge
articles based on the category.

� Resource planning 
You can also schedule the appointments for the service technician for the ser-
vice line item if you’re using resource planning.
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Figure 7.54 shows the service order transaction structure. The header data con-
sists of the general data, reference objects, categorization, dates, service contract,
and warranty. The item data consists of general product data, references, ship-
ping, billing, and pricing data.

Figure 7.54  Service Order Structure

Apart from this, it’s important to understand the different types of items that can
be added to a service order via their respective item categories:

� Service items 
Service items are the actual services that need to be carried out for the items
sold to the customer. Its product type is service, and its item category is SRVP.
Service orders with service items aren’t replicated to SAP ERP.

� Service part items 
Service part items are required by the service technician to replace any worn
out parts while performing services. Its product type is materoa, and its item
category is SRVM. Service orders with the service part items aren’t replicated to
SAP ERP.

Header Data (SRVO)

Item Data

Service Items (SRVP)

Service Part Items (SRVM)

Sales Items (SRVS)

Expense Items (SRVE)

Tool Items (SRVT)
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� Sales items 
If there is a need for new products to be ordered as a part of the service order,
then you can create the service order with the sales item. The service order cre-
ated with the sales item is replicated back to SAP ERP for fulfilling the items and
then billing via SAP ERP. Its product type is material, and its item category is
SRVS.

� Expense items 
Expense items are the expenses incurred by the service technician while per-
forming the service. This includes things such as traveling expenses. Its product
type is material, and its item category is SRVE.

� Tool items 
Tool items are required to perform certain services mentioned in the service
order. Its product type is material, and its item category is SRVT.

Service Confirmation Functions

After the service order is complete, the next step is the service confirmation. A
service confirmation can be created with or without the service order. The func-
tionality within the service confirmation is similar to the service order. Figure
7.55 shows the service confirmation transaction structure with the header and
item information.

Figure 7.55  Service Confirmation Structure
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The header data consists of general data, reference objects, categorization, dates,
service contract, and warranty. The item data consists of general product data,
references, shipping, billing, and pricing data. Figure 7.55 also shows the differ-
ent types of items that can be assigned to the service confirmation: service items,
service spare parts, expense items, and tool items.

The following are specific service confirmation functions:

� Contract determination 
Similar to a service order, contract determination happens on the service con-
firmation. A credit check is performed if the settings for credit check are acti-
vated at the confirmation transaction type level. You can release the credit
block on the service confirmation to process it further.

� Warranty check and warranty creation 
A warranty check is performed when creating a service confirmation. If any
warranty exists for products entered in the service order, they are determined
appropriately. You can trigger the warranty claim process after the service con-
firmation determines the warranty.

� Pricing 
Price determination on the SAP CRM transaction is based on the sales area, docu-
ment pricing procedure, and customer pricing procedure. A service confirmation
has the capability to enter the accounting indicator that determines the different
prices for the products.

� Cost allocation 
You can add an accounting indicator to the service confirmation line item to
determine the settlement receiver for cost. The accounting indicator at the con-
firmation line item can determine the department in an organization that will
receive the settlement cost by selecting the appropriate value in the accounting
indicator.

� Follow-up transactions 
A follow-up transaction in a service confirmation is based on its items (see Fig-
ure 7.56). The items on the service confirmations are service items, service part
items, expense items, and tool items. The service confirmation doesn’t consist
of the sales item. Based on these items with the assigned item category and suc-
cessful integration with SAP ERP when the confirmation is created, the trans-
action history is updated with the following information:
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� Service items are updated with the Cross-Application Time Sheet (CATS)
transaction.

� Service spare part items are updated with the goods movement transaction.

� Expense items and tool items are updated with the controlling document
transaction.

Figure 7.56  Follow-Up Actions from the Service Confirmation

� Output determination 
You can assign the output to the service confirmation and trigger the output
based on your business needs. You can click the Output button to view the
summary of the confirmed services.

� Multilevel categorization 
Multilevel categorization is also available in the service confirmation to report
the category of the issue. This way you can have levels of the issue category on
the service confirmation, which can be used for reporting purposes.

7.4.2 Process Overview

Figure 7.57 shows the Service Order Management cycle overview and the differ-
ent stages within the service cycle.
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Figure 7.57  Service Order Management Cycle

As shown in Figure 7.57, the following processes occur within this cycle:

1 Customer request for service quotation 
In this step, the finished product sold to the customer requires services to be
performed. In many cases, this happens with any kind of machinery installa-
tion. The customer requests a service quotation and inquires about the services
delivered by the company and the associated costs.

2 Service quotation created 
After the request for the service quotation is received by the customer, the ser-
vice provider will create the service quotation with the necessary information
and cost assigned to the products listed in the service quotation. The service
quotation has a validity period wherein the quotation cost is carried over to the
service order.
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3 Service quotation accepted 
The service quotation is accepted when the customer agrees with the services
to be performed at the desired amount, which is marked on the service quota-
tion as accepted in the form of the service quotation Accepted status.

4 Service quotation converted into service order 
After the service quotation is accepted, it’s then converted into the service
order, which initiates the process of actual services to be carried out. The pric-
ing from the service quotation is copied to the service order, including all the
services, service material items, sales items, and so on.

5 Service confirmation 
The service confirmation is created after the service order in the service cycle.
In some cases, you can also create the service confirmation without the service
order and post the actual cost to CO within the SAP ERP system. Confirmation
is an actual service performed on-site or in-house. When referencing the ser-
vice order, the transaction information is copied to the service confirmation,
which can be changed based on the actual services performed.

6 Amount allocation 
Amount allocation enables the company to distribute the cost to multiple bill-
to parties and payers. For example, 20% of the total amount of the billing doc-
ument should be paid by the insurance company. This insurance company can
be a different payer than the regular customer payer. Amount allocation occurs
before invoicing, which enables the company to distribute among various par-
ties. You can create splitting rules via the configuration path, SPRO � Customer

Relationship Management � Transactions � Settings for Service Transac-

tions � Settings for Amount Allocation.

7 Invoice 
Billing is the last step in the service cycle before you conduct any kind of the
service order analysis. You can use either SAP CRM billing or SAP ERP billing
to bill the service transactions, such as service orders or service confirmations.
After the services are confirmed, and the amount allocation is assigned, the
next step in the service order cycle is invoicing. Just like in the sales process,
the service process has invoicing that is billed to the customer for the services
being executed.

8 Service order analysis 
Service order analysis can be done at regular intervals based on business needs.
The standard reports available in SAP CRM system include open orders by
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priority, average order volumes, rate of order completion, and so on. You can
create your own report based on your business requirement.

7.4.3 Configuring Service Orders

This section looks at the steps involved in configuring a sales order. We’ll look at
a transaction type and item category configuration before diving into item cate-
gory determination, copy control settings, and integration with SAP ERP.

Transaction Type Configuration

As an example, we’ll use transaction type ZRVO, which is copied from the service
order transaction type SRVO (see Figure 7.58).

Figure 7.58  Service Order Transaction Type

As shown in Figure 7.58, the first step is to define the transaction type by fol-
lowing the menu path, SPRO � Customer Relationship Management � Transac-

tions � Basic Settings � Define Transaction Types. Here, assign the leading
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business transaction as BUS2000116 Service Process, and configure the Prod-

uct Determination, profiles, and number range assignment.

In Figure 7.58, take note of the fields for Contract Determ and Agreement

Determin.:

� Contract Determ 
You can determine contracts based on the settings maintained in this field by
choosing from the following options:

� (Blank): No contract determination

� C: Header and Item (Ref. Obj.), Assign Immediately When Unique

� D: Header and Item (Ref. Obj.), Always with Selection Option

� E: Only at Item Level: Assign Immediately if Unique

� F: Only at Item Level: Always with Selection Option

� G: Manually

� Agreement Determin. 
This option specifies whether the system should automatically find a service
agreement and makes an assignment when you create a service transaction.
Following are the options to choose from:

� (Blank): No agreement determination

� E: Only at Item Level: Assign Immediate if Unique

� F: Only at Item Level: Assign with Selection Option

Only limited business transaction categories are assigned to the service order
transaction type; in this case, it’s BUS2000115 Sales, BUS2000116 Service Pro-

cess, and BUS2000126 Business Activity (see Figure 7.59).

Figure 7.59  Service Order Transaction Categories
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After you’ve selected and assigned the transaction categories, you can customize
the header level for the service order. As shown in Figure 7.60, the following
fields must be completed:

� Subject Profile 
You can configure the subject profile and assign it to the service process details.
This allows you to key in the multilevel categorization on the service order.

� SLA Prof. Det. Proc. 
The SLA profile helps describe the SLAs at the transaction level and the services
that need to be performed within the stipulated time. You can assign the SLA
profile to the service process header.

� Warranty Check 
The warranty check profile is assigned to the service order to determine the
warranty if the necessary master data is maintained.

� Activate Counter 
If you’ve activated the counters, this will enable the counter readings at the
header of the business transaction.

Figure 7.60  Service Process Header Details

Next, you must customize the header level for the sales order. Figure 7.61 shows
the sales order header level with the following fields:

� Credit Check 
If you activate this checkbox, the credit check is performed on the sales order
when the order is saved. The complete credit check functionality will work if
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the item category settings are appropriately configured by assigning the credit
group to the item category.

� Dupl. Check Active

This checkbox specifies whether a product can only be entered once in a service
transaction. When the same product is entered several times, you receive a
warning message.

� Doc. Pric.Proc. 
This field is used to determine the pricing procedure on the service order.

Figure 7.61  Sales Header Details

Item Category Configuration

When you add items to the service order transactions, you can have different con-
trols at the item level versus the header level. This relates to profiles such as date
profile, action profile, partner determination procedure, and so on. You can con-
figure item category profiles based on your business needs. The configuration
logic and steps are already covered in Chapter 3.

To define the item categories, follow the menu path, SPRO � Customer Rela-

tionship Management � Transactions � Basic Settings � Define Item Cate-

gories. The object type for the service order item category differs from the
different type of items (i.e., Service Product Item – BUS2000140, CRM Sales
Item – BUS2000131, Tool Item – BUS2000153, CRM Service Material Item –
BUS2000146, and Service Expense Item – BUS2000159). Figure 7.62 shows
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an example of a Service item copy of the standard Item Category ZRVP –
Service.

Figure 7.62  Item Category Definition

Only certain business transaction categories can be assigned to the service trans-
action type. In this case, it’s Sales and Service Process, as shown in Figure 7.63.

Figure 7.63  Item Category Business Transaction Categories
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To customize at the item level, navigate to the screen shown in Figure 7.64, and
fill in the following fields:

� Resource Planning Relevance 
If you activate this indicator, the service product is displayed in the resource
planning tool. SAP Workforce Management (WFM) is called when this check is
activated.

� Confirmation Relevance

This checkbox is activated if the item is relevant for service confirmation.

� Relevance to Costs

Activating this checkbox will integrate the item with other systems such as SAP
ERP. The item is then relevant to costing and is replicated to the SAP ERP system.

� Service Type 
Service type drives certain elements of pricing on the service item; for example,
if any additional price based on weekend or certain holidays needs to be added
to the service item, then you can do it by configuring a new service type.

� Valuation Type 
Valuation types are also used as a basis for the pricing of services. You can
define different prices depending on the qualifications profile for individual
service representatives.

� Subject Profile

You can assign the subject profile to the item category to drive the multilevel
categorization on the service items. This can be further used for reporting.

� Activate Counter 
If you’ve activated the counters, this will enable the counter readings at the
header of the business transaction.

Figure 7.65 shows the business transaction category for the sales item where you
can configure options in the Billing Data/Credit, Pricing Data, Quotation

Data, and Rounding sections based on your business needs.
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Figure 7.64  Customizing Services at the Item Level

Figure 7.65  Customizing Sales at the Item Level
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Item Category Determination

After the item category is configured, the next step within the service order con-
figuration is item category determination. To do this, navigate via the menu path,
SPRO � Customer Relationship Management � Transactions � Basic Settings �
Define Item Category Determination.

Figure 7.66 shows the service transaction type (Trans.type) mapped to the ser-
vice item category group (ItmCtyGrp) and usage (Item usage) to determine the
item category (Item Cat.) on the service transaction.

Figure 7.66  Item Category Determination

Copy Control Configuration

Copy control settings are maintained for the transaction type and the item cate-
gory via the menu path, SPRO � Customer Relationship Management � Trans-

actions � Basic Settings � Copying Control for Business Transactions. The
copy control settings from service order to warranty claim, complaint, return,
and confirmations are shown in Figure 7.67.

To further customize the copy control settings and define the copy controls for the
item categories, follow the menu path, SPRO � Customer Relationship Mana-

gement � Transactions � Basic Settings � Define Copying Control for Item

Categories. You’ll see the copy item categories listed, as shown in Figure 7.68.
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Figure 7.67  Transaction Type Copy Control

Figure 7.68  Item Categories for Copy Control

Copy control setting configuration is already covered in Chapter 5, Section 5.3.

Configuring Service Orders with SAP ERP Integrations

In this section, we’ll look at the different SAP ERP integrations for time sheets,
Controlling, and Logistics.
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Time Sheet Integration

The service process time sheet integration involves the following steps to imple-
ment into SAP CRM:

1. Navigate to Customer Relationship Management � Transactions � Settings

for Service Transactions � Integration � Replicate Service Characteristics

Relevant to Controlling. Within this configuration step, you can replicate
the characteristics of the service processes that you want to use for controlling
in the SAP ERP system.

2. Define plant and storage location assignment with a combination of service
organization, service team, and service employee. The assignment applies to
service processes in SAP CRM and is used to determine the correct plant and
storage location when withdrawing or reserving spare part items. Navigate to
Customer Relationship Management � Master Data � Organizational

Management � Cross-System Assignment of Organizational Units � Assign

Plant and Storage Location to Service Organizational Units.

3. Navigate to mySAP.com Components � Customer Relationship Management �
Settings for Service Processing � Time Sheet Integration � Assign Data Entry

Profile. Define the data entry profile that should be used for the transfer of con-
firmation items from SAP CRM to CATS in the SAP ERP system.

4. Navigate to Integration with Other mySAP.com Components � Customer

Relationship Management � Settings for Service Processing � Time Sheet

Integration � Define Derivation of Attendance Type, Activity Type and

Cost Element. Define the activity type for a combination of item category, ser-
vice type, and valuation type in the confirmation, which should be used when
transferring confirmation items from the SAP CRM system to the time sheet in
the SAP ERP system.

5. Navigate to Time Management � Work Schedules � Work Schedule Rules

and Work Schedules � Generate Work Schedules Manually. Within this
step, you create the work schedules, which specify the working times of a
group of employees. Create employees via Transaction PA30 in the SAP ERP
system.

6. Assign an HR personnel number to an SAP CRM employee via the business
partner transaction.
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Controlling Integration

In this section, we’ll walk through the steps to integrate with SAP ERP Controlling
(CO). Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Controlling � Internal Orders � Order Master Data � Define

Order Types. Within this step, you define the order type, which consists of
controlling information.

2. Follow the menu path, Controlling � Product Cost Controlling � Cost

Object Controlling � Product Cost by Sales Order � Period-End Closing �
Results Analysis � Create Results Analysis Keys. Here, you define the results
analysis key, which is a control parameter of results analysis. It determines
whether a results analysis can be performed on a sales document item, WBS_
element, and internal order.

3. Follow the menu path, Integration with Other mySAP.com Components �

Customer Relationship Management � Settings for Service Processing �

Controlling Integration � Settings for Single-Object Controlling � Create

and Change Controlling Scenario. Within this step, you define the con-
trolling scenario. The settings made in the scenario are used for creating the
internal order. The controlling scenario determines the following parameters
for SAP CRM Service CO: costing variants, costing sheet, overhead key, results
analysis key, settlement profile, object class, functional area, and usage account
assignment.

4. Navigate to Integration with other mySAP.com Components � Customer

Relationship Management � Settings for Service Processing � Controlling

Integration � Establish Controlling Type, Controlling Level, and Con-

trolling Scenarios. Specify the controlling type and controlling level for the
combination of a transaction type and a service organization (and the respon-
sible service organization) for a certain validity period.

5. Define the accounting indicator within this step and assign the accounting indi-
cator to the SAP CRM service order or to the SAP CRM service confirmation. It’s
used in all actual cost postings to differentiate the origin. To do this, navigate to
Integration with other mySAP.com Components � Customer Relationship

Management � Settings for Service Processing � Controlling Integration �
Settings for Single-Object Controlling � Settings for Use of Accounting

Indicators � Define Accounting Indicator.

6. Via Transaction KP26, maintain the prices for the activity type.
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Logistics Integration

In this section, we’ll look at the SAP ERP Logistics integration with SAP CRM ser-
vice orders. Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Integration with other mySAP.com Components � Customer

Relationship Management � Settings for Service Processing � Logistics Inte-

gration � Create and Change Logistics Scenario for Material Withdrawal.
Define the logistics scenario for material withdrawal. The standard logistics sce-
nario for material withdrawal is the withdrawal of the spare parts from the tech-
nician’s consignment stock.

2. Follow the menu path, Integration with other mySAP.com Components �

Customer Relationship Management � Settings for Service Processing �

Logistics Integration � Set Purchasing Document Types for CRM Logistics

Integration. Specify which purchasing document type is to be used for which
logistics scenario for procuring materials and services.

In this section, we’ve covered service process flow with some of the key service
quotation, service order, and service confirmation functions. In addition to this,
we looked at SAP ERP integrations and SAP CRM service orders.

7.4.4 Configuring Service Confirmations

Similar to a service order, the configuration steps are the same for service confir-
mations. This section provides the steps to configure the service confirmation
transaction type. For example, service confirmation transaction type ZRVC is cop-
ied from service confirmation transaction type SRVC and displays its transaction
type details and assigned business transaction categories.

The service confirmation transaction type definition shown in Figure 7.69 is sim-
ilar to any business transaction in SAP CRM. To get here, follow the menu path,
SPRO � Customer Relationship Management � Transactions � Basic Settings �
Define Transaction Types. Next, assign the leading business transaction as
BUS2000117 Service Confirmation.

Figure 7.70 shows the service confirmation profiles, including the Text Det. Pro-

cedure, Partner Det. Procedure, Status Profile, Org. Data Prof., Partner

Function ORG, Date Profile, and the Action Profile with the appropriate num-
ber ranges assigned.
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Figure 7.69  Service Confirmation Definition (1)

Figure 7.70  Service Confirmation Definition (2)
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Only limited business transaction categories are assigned to the service confirma-
tion transaction type; in this case, it’s BUS2000115 Sales, BUS2000126 Business

Activity, and BUS2000116 Service (see Figure 7.71).

Figure 7.71  Assignment of Business Transaction Categories

Figure 7.72 shows the sales header Customizing details where you can configure
functions such as a credit check, pricing determination on the document pricing
procedure, and so on.

Figure 7.72  Sales Header Customizing

Figure 7.73 shows the service header customizing details where you can config-
ure functions such as a warranty check, questionnaire, SLA, counters, and so on.
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Figure 7.73  Service Header Customizing

7.4.5 SAP CRM Service Order and SAP ERP Controlling Integration

As shown previously in Figure 7.56, the service confirmation posts actual costs
to SAP ERP Controlling (CO). A service product item is an actual service carried
out, and the time to execute this service is transferred through SAP CRM middle-
ware to CATS in the SAP ERP system. Actual cost is then posted to CO. When the
service confirmation is created with reference to the service order with an
assignment, the working time is copied from the service order to the service con-
firmation. After the services are confirmed in the confirmation, the status of the
resource planning tool is set to Complete.

For the service part item, the goods are issued to complete the service, and the
cost is again transferred to CO in SAP ERP. An expense item creates the CO doc-
ument to transfer the cost to the SAP ERP system.

If the item category of the service confirmation is set to Transaction-Related

Billing After Completion, the billing due list is created for the service confirma-
tion item when the status of the confirmed items are set to complete. It’s imper-
ative to understand the complete integration of SAP CRM Service to the SAP ERP
system.

When a service order is created in SAP CRM, the planned costs and revenue are
posted to SAP ERP CO. Service items (e.g., repairs) post only the planned cost and
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planned revenue to the controlling object. The service part item does a couple of
things; that is, it posts planned costs and planned revenue to the CO object and
creates the stock reservation or generates the purchase requisition and purchase
order. Sales items are like sales orders in that it replicates as the sales order in the
SAP ERP system to complete the fulfillment of the service sales item.

The service confirmation posts the actual costs to the controlling object within
SAP ERP. As shown earlier in Figure 7.56, the service item is integrated with
CATS to capture the time taken to perform the services. This is posted as an actual
cost to the controlling object. Similarly, the service part item performs the goods
issued from the inventory and posts the cost of this goods issue to CO object.
Within the configuration, you can decide which scenario you want to use for
material withdrawal, that is, plant/storage location, customer consignment, or
technician consignment. The billing document for all items on the service order
posts actual revenue to CO object within the SAP ERP system.

There are two ways you can bill the service transactions: SAP CRM billing and
SAP ERP billing:

� SAP CRM billing 
For SAP CRM billing to occur, you have to make sure the necessary item cate-
gory configuration has taken place and that the respective SAP ERP item cate-
gory should be not relevant for billing. Options that are available at the item
category include transaction-related billing, transaction-related billing after
confirmation, transaction-related billing according to delivery quantity for the
product sales item, and delivery-related billing.

� SAP ERP billing 
In cases where you’re using external billing, and the service transactions are to
be billed via SAP ERP billing, then you need to make sure that the pricing con-
figuration, master data, item category configuration (billing relevance to exter-
nal billing), document type configuration, and mapping of the transaction data
configuration are in place before using SAP ERP billing.

The configuration of the transaction type and item categories should be carried
out in the SAP ERP system via the menu path, SPRO � Integration with Other

SAP Components � Customer Relationship Management � Settings for Ser-

vice Processing � Billing Integration � Map Transaction Types and Item

Categories.
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SAP ERP Billing

If you’re using SAP ERP billing, see SAP Note 813774 – Billing of CRM Service Processes
in R/3, which provides additional information. SAP has also provided BAdI CRM_EXT_
BILLING in SAP CRM to modify the SAP CRM service transaction before the data is
transferred to the SAP ERP system.

BAdI SRV_BILLING_CHANGE is available in the SAP ERP system to modify the sales
order data before data import into SAP ERP.

7.5 Service Request Management

Service Request Management provides companies with the ability to fulfill services
for their customers and track the progress of the same. The service request can be
used in the shared services scenario for cases such as SAP IT Service Management,
or it can be used in the customer-facing service scenario. For example, if a cus-
tomer call falls under delivery of the products or one of the machinery parts isn’t
working, you can dispatch, set up an approval process, maintain categorization,
and more to fulfill the customer service request.

In the service request process, the service provider receives the service requests
or complaints regarding any parts or items that the customer is facing an issue
with. After the service request is created in the system, it’s assigned to the appro-
priate service skill group to perform the services. A service skill person analyzes
the issue and resolves it. This may be offsite or at the customer’s location. This
will trigger a follow-up transaction of service order and service confirmation
based on the issue received. After the services are performed, the service request
is completed.

The last step in the process is to define the knowledge database within Knowl-
edge Management (KM) to build the knowledge base and conduct the services
more effectively. Service Request Management is available across different chan-
nels for example, Interaction Center (IC), E-Services, and Partner Channel
Management service.

7.5.1 Business Functions

Service requests are the first stop in logging service issues from customers. Gen-
erally, a service request document doesn’t need any kind of resource planning
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and service parts planning. Service requests are typically used in the SAP IT Ser-
vice Management scenario, which helps in tracking and monitoring shared ser-
vices issues. The sections that follow look at the various business functions for
service requests.

Multilevel Categorization

You can use multilevel categorization within an SAP CRM service request to cate-
gorize the issue received by the customer at various levels. There are four cate-
gory levels (1–4), and the values in each categories can range from the issue
received by the customer to the resolution for the issue. Based on the specific cat-
egory, you can auto-complete the service request and also determine the item.
Figure 7.74 shows the configuration for the service request type ZRVR activated
with Auto Complete and Item Determ.. This is also set for the line item category.

Figure 7.74  Assign Transaction Types to Catalog Categories

Item and SLA Determination

A service request has the capability to determine the service items based on the
categorization. A service item is added to the category modeler at different levels,
from the bottom up (i.e., if you’ve entered the categorization up to level 4, then
the system checks to determine the item at level 4; if not found, the system will
determine at level 3, etc.).

Item determination on a service request determines the service contract, service
level profiles, billing information, and dates. Furthermore, the item determina-
tion can happen based on your business needs by implementing BAdI CRM_SER-
VICEPROD_BADI (Product Assignment for Creation of Service Items).

For SLA determination, you need to define the item determination procedure
and assign it to the transaction type. For any other business-specific needs,
you can implement the BAdI CRM_SLADET_BADI (Business Add-In for SLA
Determination).
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Figure 7.75 shows the configuration of the service request to determine the item.

Figure 7.75  Define Item Determination

Figure 7.76 shows the service request transaction with header information. It
shows one of the examples of the service request transactions.

Figure 7.76  Service Request Transaction

Dispatch

You can dispatch a service request to different service skill groups based on the
rule modeler setup. For example, if your business scenario is to escalate the ser-
vice request to the different service group based on the categorization (i.e., if the
categorization is under-delivery and needs to be escalated to the warehouse ser-
vice skill group), then you can implement the dispatch functionality in the service
request.
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Master Service Request

A master service request is a one-order object that was introduced in SAP CRM
7.0. It’s referred to as “problem.” This is used in SAP IT Service Management sce-
narios where multiple incidents/service requests have been received, and a prob-
lem needs to be created. In this case, you can link multiple service requests to the
problem transaction type. After the problem is resolved, the linked service
request is completed automatically.

The leading business transaction category for the master service request is
BUS2000224 CRM Master Request. SAP has provided two transaction types for the
master service request: ITPR – Problem (IT Service Mgmt.) and ITPT – Problem
Template (IT Service Mgmt.). The leading business transaction category is
BUS2000224 CRM Master Request.

Knowledge Management

KM is one of the integration elements that can be activated to create knowledge
articles as follow-up documents to capture the resolution of the problem that has
occurred. This can then be used by other service employees later to refer to the
solution for the same problem.

Email Response Management System

You can use service request integration with Email Response Management System
(ERMS). Emails sent to the service desk through ERMS automatically generate a service
request, and subsequent replies are also automatically linked to that service request. For
this to happen, you need to configure the ERMS functionality to create the service
request through emails.

7.5.2 Configuring Service Requests

In this section, we’ll walk through the steps to configure a service request trans-
action type. As an example, we’ll use the service request transaction type ZRVR
copied from transaction type SRVR. The service request configuration shows the
transaction type details and the business transaction categories assigned to it. To
begin defining the transaction type, navigate to SPRO � Customer Relationship

Management � Transactions � Basic Settings � Define Transaction Types.
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The service request transaction type shown in Figure 7.77 is similar to any busi-
ness transaction in SAP CRM. Here, you assign the leading business transaction as
BUS2000223 CRM Service Request and fill in the values for the profiles and
number range assignments.

Figure 7.77  Service Request Transaction Type

Only a limited number of business transaction categories are assigned to the ser-
vice request transaction type. In this case, it’s BUS2000115 Sales, BUS2000116

Service Process, BUS2000126 Business Activity, , and BUS2000223 CRM Ser-

vice Request (see Figure 7.78).

Figure 7.79 shows the item determination configuration at the service request
transaction type. To determine the item on the service request, you need to acti-
vate the checkboxes for the service request header in the Item Determination

section.
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Figure 7.78  Assignment of the Business Transaction Categories

Figure 7.79  Service Request Header Details

The standard item category provided by SAP CRM for the service request item is
SQRI – Service Request Item with Object Type – BUS2000140 CRM Service Prod-
uct Item.

Item Assignment Block

Out of the box, the item assignment block for the service request isn’t available, and the
item assignment happens in the background if the necessary configuration is main-
tained. To make the item assignment block visible, you need to access the service
request’s header view in the Component Workbench and switch the relevant fields of
the BTADMINI group to make it visible.

In this section, we’ve discussed Service Request Management business functions
and configuration. In the next section, we’ll look at the processing of complaints
and returns in SAP CRM Service.
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7.6 Complaints and Returns

Customers calling about complaints or returns are logged as complaints in SAP
CRM Service. From complaints, you can trigger credit memo, debit memo, free of
charge, substitute delivery, and return request functions. Complaints and return
service capabilities include KM, complaints and returns processing, and SAP
Warehouse Management (WHM) integration. Complaints and returns processing
within SAP CRM allows an organization to log any kind of product issues or the
services sold to the customer.

Complaints processing is for external customers. This process typically revolves
around deliveries, damaged products, goodwill, misdirected freight, pricing
issues, and so on. In addition, you can process inbound warranties with com-
plaints because warranty determination takes place on the complaints document
when the customer calls in for any issue.

Similar to complaints, a return is a complaints object that can be used to return
any products that are sold to a customer and are presented as having defects or
issues. The material movement takes place in the SAP ERP system. Complaints
can be used in different SAP CRM applications such as WebClient UI, IC, E-Ser-
vices, and SAP CRM Mobile Service.

7.6.1 Business Functions

Different functions are available in the SAP CRM system for complaints docu-
ments that can be implemented to achieve different business needs:

� Referencing document to create complaints 
SAP CRM enables you to create the complaints document without a reference
or with a reference to different business objects, such as an SAP CRM billing
document, an SAP ERP sales order, and an SAP ERP billing document. All infor-
mation from the reference document is copied to the complaints document.
This maintains the link between what is sold to the customer and how many
quantities you want to return or credit the customer based on the billing or the
sales order document. You need to configure and implement BAdI CRM_
COPY_BADI_EXTERN to activate the functionality when you want to refer the
SAP ERP transactions for creating complaints.
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� Product check 
For any products that needs to be returned, you can have a check to determine
whether the products are applicable for return or not.

� Quantity check 
In addition to the product check, you can execute a quantity check to determine
whether the quantity on the complaint or the return document is more than the
maximum allowed from the sales order or the invoice sold to the customer. You
can then control whether you want to allow that or not based on the item cat-
egory configuration.

� Warranty determination 
Warranty determination function is also available in complaints. If a warranty
exists for the product the customer purchased, then the warranty determina-
tion takes place, which can then be claimed by the customer. To activate the
warranty determination on complaints, you need to configure the complaints
transaction and assign the warranty check profile.

� Contract determination 
Similar to warranty determination, you can determine service contracts on the
complaints document. Once the service contract is determined, the pricing con-
ditions are copied in the complaints from the service contracts. To achieve this
functionality, you need to configure the complaints transaction type for the
contract determination.

� Categorization 
Categorization is a key to any service transaction. Multilevel categorization is
also available in the complaints document to report the category of the issue.
This way, you can have levels of the issue category on the complaints docu-
ment, which can be used for reporting purposes. These categories can be over-
delivery, under-delivery, damaged products, goodwill, misdirected freight,
pricing issues, and so on.

� Escalation 
Based on your business needs, you can escalate the complaints to a different
department for review and approval.

� Follow-on transaction 
Different actions trigger the follow-on transaction. SAP has provided credit
memo, debit memo, returns request, substitute delivery, and task creation as
standard actions that trigger from complaints.
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Figure 7.80 shows the actions that can be triggered automatically based on the
schedule condition or manually from the complaints item.

Figure 7.80  Complaints Document Flow Diagram

Multiple items on the complaints can include return, substitute delivery, credit,
or debit. These are created by SAP-delivered actions, listed here:

� The return request subitem is created with the Returns Request – RETURN_
REQ action.

� The substitute delivery subitem is created with the Substitute Delivery – SUB-
ST_DEL action.

� The credit memo subitem is created with the Credit Memo – CREDIT action.

� The debit memo subitem is created with the Debit Memo – DEBIT action.

� The task is created with the Create Task – TASK_ITEM action.

� The SAP Quality Management notification is created in SAP ERP when trigger-
ing the QM_NOTIFICATION action on the complaints item.

Similar to Figure 7.80, Figure 7.81 shows the returns document flow to SAP ERP
and SAP CRM billing by triggering actions on the returns line item.
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Creating Complaints

When creating the complaints document, the complaints document alone isn’t repli-
cated to SAP ERP until you trigger the actions returns or substitute delivery subitem.

Figure 7.81  Returns Document Flow Diagram

Transaction Type and Item Category

For replication to work from SAP CRM to SAP ERP, you need to maintain transaction
type and item category configuration in sync between the two systems; otherwise, the
replication of the returns document will fail.

7.6.2 Process Overview

Figure 7.82 shows the complaints and returns flow process. This process involves
the following steps:

1 A customer calls to log an issue with the product or service purchased from an
organization.

2 A complaint transaction is created for the issue by the customer service repre-
sentative.
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3 Based on the issue logged by the customer, the categorization of the issue is
added on the complaints document. In most cases, different categories are han-
dled by different departments. After the complaint is escalated to the respective
group, it’s analyzed by the service team.

4 After the analysis is completed, a return is issued to the customer.

5 The product is received by the organization, and the replacement product is
sent to the customer.

6 A credit memo is issued to the customer based on the service representative’s
analysis.

7 The service manager analyzes the reason for the complaint and tries to reduce
the cause in the future to attain maximum customer satisfaction.

Figure 7.82  Complaints Process Flow
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8 The complaints and returns process ensures that the customer is satisfied with
a quality product and that any issues are logged into the system to track faulty
products.

7.6.3 Configuring Complaints and Returns

For an example, let’s say a company sold a product to a customer, but during
delivery and transportation, the product is damaged. The customer then receives
the product and calls to log a complaint and request a return for credit. This is a
typical scenario involving complaints and returns.

The following steps walk through the configuration that must be completed to
address this scenario:

1. The first step is to configure the complaints transaction type copied from the
standard complaints Transaction CRMC. You can do this by navigating via the
menu path, Customer Relationship Management � Transactions � Basic

Settings � Define Transaction Types. The leading business transaction is
BUS2000120 Complaints, and the rest of the configuration on the transaction
type is the same as any other transaction in an SAP CRM system (see Figure
7.83).

Figure 7.83  Complaints Transaction Type – ZRMC (1)
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Complaints Transaction

If you want to create the complaints transaction with reference to an SAP ERP transac-
tion or sales order, you need to activate the Creation with Ref Possible field in the
complaints transaction type configuration.

Figure 7.84 shows transaction profiles and transaction numbering configura-
tion on the transaction type ZRMC.

Figure 7.84  Transaction Type Definition (2)

2. Only limited business transaction categories are assigned to the complaints
transaction type; in this case, it’s BUS2000115 Sales, BUS2000116 Service

Process, BUS2000120 Complaints, and BUS2000126 Business Activity (see
Figure 7.85).

3. Figure 7.86 shows the customization screen for the header level. Add the
appropriate values here as well.
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Figure 7.85  Assignment of Business Transaction Categories

Figure 7.86  Service Header Customizing

4. Create the item category and configure the item category determination. To
create the item category, navigate to Customer Relationship Management �
Transactions � Basic Settings � Define Item Categories. The standard item
category provided by SAP CRM for the complaints item is COMP – Complaint
Item with the item object type – BUS2000160 CRM Customer Complaints Item.
You can copy and create your own item category. In our example, we’ll use
item category determination for transaction type ZRMC – Complaints.
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5. To create the item category determination, navigate to Customer Relationship

Management � Transactions � Basic Settings � Define Item Category Deter-

mination. Figure 7.87 shows the item category determination for a complaints
transaction. The MainItmCty is COMP – Complaint, and the subitem catego-
ries are REN – Return Request, G2N – Credit Memo, L2N – Debit Memo, and
TANN – Free of Charge Subs.

Figure 7.87  Complaints Item Category Determination

6. Next, create the complaints document categorized as damaged to trigger a return.
Figure 7.88 shows the complaints document with multilevel categorization
showing Category 1: Damaged, Category 2: Transportation, and Category 3:

Returns. Based on the issue received, you can populate the categorization, which
helps in complaints analytics, and work on them to reduce the complaints from
the customer. Figure 7.88 also shows the Return Request subitem, which is trig-
gered via returns actions on the line item. This return line is replicated to SAP
ERP to bring the goods back to the organization.

7. Figure 7.89 shows the return item replicated back to SAP ERP where further
return goods movement is carried out, and credit is issued to the customer. The
returns delivery is created, and the credit memo is created with reference to the
returns delivery or from the returns document.
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Figure 7.88  Complaints Document

Figure 7.89  SAP ERP Return Item

7.6.4 Complaints BAdIs

There are a number of complaints BAdIs that are important to understand. They
include the following:
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� Create complaint with reference to external transaction  
The Create Complaint with Reference to External Transaction (CRM_COPY_
BADI_EXTERN) BAdI needs to be implemented if you want to reference any
external transactions. These transactions can be SAP ERP sales orders or SAP ERP
billing documents. Before you implement this BAdI, you need to do the following:

� Define the business object type for the transaction that needs to be refer-
enced. SAP has provided standard business object type BILLDO Billing

Document as an example (see Figure 7.90). To do this, navigate to Cus-

tomer Relationship Management � Transactions � Settings for Com-

plaints � Integration � Transaction Referencing � Define Object Types for

Transaction Reference.

� Assign the complaints business object type to the transaction type. You
can do this by navigating to Customer Relationship Management �

Transactions � Settings for Complaints � Integration � Transaction

Referencing � Assign Business Object Types to Transaction Types (see
Figure 7.91).

Figure 7.90  Define Object Types for Transaction Reference

Figure 7.91  Assign Business Object Types to Transaction Types
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� Data mapping BAdI to create quality notification in SAP ERP 
When transferring data from an SAP CRM transaction or a transaction item to
a quality notification in the SAP ERP system, you can use this BAdI to modify
data and influence the RFC destination before the transfer is completed. A qual-
ity notification in the SAP ERP system is created from data in a complaint or a
complaint item in SAP CRM by using the action method QM_NOTIFICATION. This
QM notification method calls the function module Create Quality Notification
(CRM_COMPL_QM_NOTIF_CREATE) to create the QM notification in SAP
ERP, and this function module calls BAdI CRM_COMPL_QM_NOTIF method
MAP_CRM_TO_BAPIMTCS of the action framework to map the data of the transac-
tion between SAP CRM and SAP ERP.

In this section, we’ve discussed the various business functions, processes, and
configurations that take place for complaints and returns. We also looked at how
implementing the reference BAdI helps when referring to an SAP ERP transaction
to close the loop on customer issues and enable better analytics.

7.7 Service Resource Planning

Service resource planning helps resource planners plan and manage their service
employees effectively within SAP CRM. Resource planning optimizes the assign-
ments of service employees to the service order items effectively. By using the
service resource planning tool, you can comply with any customer’s critical issues
on time and with the right resources. This tool also helps in fulfilling SLAs
assigned to each of the services to be performed.

7.7.1 Business Functions

To perform services, you need to plan the resources and assign them to the services
accordingly. This can be done manually or automatically. There are different func-
tions that you need to carry out within resource planning to make this happen.

Before performing any of these functions, you need to integrate the planning of
the service line items into the Resource Planning Application (RPA) to generate the
demand for each of the service order line items. To integrate the service line item
into the RPA, you need to make sure that service line items are set for resource
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planning within the menu path, Customer Relationship Management � Work-

force Deployment � General Settings for Service Resource Planning � Business

Add-Ins (BAdIs) � Select Scheduling Engine select WFDS.

The following points should be considered for planning resources to perform ser-
vices:

� Resources 
Resources can be employees or external service providers assigned to perform
the services. While assigning the resources to the demand, SAP CRM checks
whether the resource has the qualifications and availability to perform the ser-
vices. It also checks that services can be rendered at the location and service
area.

� Service arrangement 
Service arrangement contains all details around the resources to perform the
services. Details include service areas, job functions, availability templates,
overtime limit profiles, and qualifications.

� Demands 
Demands are the service line that a service technician needs to perform to fix
any customer product issue. Demands are created from the service order line
item and the project roles created in cProjects. You need to specify the demand
types for resource planning within the configuration.

� Time allocations 
Time allocations provide a schedule to resource providers to see whether they
can perform services based on their availability. You can integrate SAP ERP
Human Capital Management (SAP ERP HCM) with the WFM server to get
availability data and process the HR data directly within the service resource
planning tool.

� Assignments 
After the demand is generated and the resources are proposed, resource assign-
ment takes place to perform the services for each of the service order line
items.

BAdI CRM_SRV_SDL is an interface to the scheduling engine, which sends and
receives relevant data to carry out the resource planning within the RPA. You can
also use a third-party scheduler to schedule the resources for the services to be
performed.
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7.7.2 Process Overview

Figure 7.92 shows the service process with the service resource assignment.

Figure 7.92  Service Process with the Service Resource Assignment

Within this process, there are a number of steps involved:

1 A customer calls a service provider with a product issue.

2 The service employee creates the service order to log the product issue from the
customer. If a service contract exists, the contract determination occurs on the
service order, and respective conditions are copied to the service order.

3 A service employee or service manager plans the resource to perform the
services.

4 After the service demand is created and the resource assignment is proposed,
then the resources are assigned.
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5 A service technician performs the services either at the customer site or in-
house by confirming the services.

6 After the services are confirmed, the service manager verifies the confirmed
services and any spare parts used.

7 The invoice is issued to the customer.

In this section, we discussed the usage of the RPA within the service order process
along with its key functions. You can further integrate SAP ERP HCM with the
RPA to fetch the resource availability data. This topic also shows the resource
planning system landscape with the usage of the WFM server.

7.8 Summary

In this chapter, we provided a gamut of service scenarios to help you better
understand the service process flow. We looked at the various service functions
that are commonly used in the service industry. In addition, we discussed how to
perform services after any machinery installation and the follow-up processes
after a sale or service. In the next chapter, we’ll provide information on the Web-
Client UI in SAP CRM.
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Chapter 8 

The SAP CRM WebClient UI is a user interface that works as a role-based 
workspace providing easy-to-use navigation for business users.

8 WebClient UI

Traditionally, to access different transactions within SAP systems, the SAP Graph-
ical User Interface (SAP GUI) is used, which requires a user to enter different
transaction codes to access transactions. This, as you can imagine, is a bit cumber-
some to remember.

To remedy this shortcoming, SAP introduced the WebClient UI with SAP CRM
2006s. The WebClient UI is a web UI that allows different people with various
roles in an organization to use and navigate different transactions without having
to remember any transaction codes. The WebClient UI enables users to automat-
ically identify an account for the Interaction Center (IC) applications and access
marketing, sales, and service functionality for SAP CRM.

In this chapter, we’ll provide an in-depth look at the WebClient UI. Before diving
deep into the business role concepts, in Section 8.1 and Section 8.2, we’ll look at
the WebClient UI framework and architecture to better understand the core con-
cepts of building the WebClient UI.

8.1 Framework

The WebClient UI framework provides an overall view of SAP CRM’s web appli-
cation. The framework is designed to suit a business user’s needs and configure
and customize applications with limited effort and less complexity. In this sec-
tion, we’ll look at the key functions, layout, and different layers within Web-
Client UI.
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8.1.1 Key Functions and Layout

The WebClient UI framework is made up of the following different key UI functions:

� UI configuration 
The UI configuration corresponds to the design layer and UI configuration tool.

� Business role configuration 
Business role configuration corresponds to the changes in the work centers
based on your role in an organization and authorization management.

� User experience/productivity 
The user experience/productivity function corresponds to personalization
options and a clear/simple UI concept.

� Development tools 
The development tools correspond to the Component Workbench, Web Ser-
vices tool, and the business object layer (BOL) browser (i.e., if you want to add
any new database fields and data retrieval into this field based on your specific
business logic).

� Extensibility 
Extensibility corresponds to the Application Enhancement Tool (AET), rapid
applications, and mashups.

Each of these areas are controlled by a specific group of users within an organiza-
tion, for example an administrator, power user, end user, or developer/technol-
ogy consultant.

Within the WebClient UI framework, it’s imperative to understand the Web-
Client UI screens and how these screens are divided into different areas. Figure
8.1 shows the WebClient UI screen divided into three areas for the business role
SALESPRO:

� Header area 
The header area consists of information such as the message bar, logo area,
Saved Searches option, Personalize link, work area title, and the page history
within the Back button.

� Navigation bar 
The navigation bar consists of work centers, including Home, Worklist, Cal-

endar, and E-Mail Inbox, as well as direct links to Create transactions.
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� Work area 
The work area consists of different views within the component and different
page types, such as work center page, overview page, edit page, and search
page.

Figure 8.1  WebClient UI Screen

8.1.2 Layers

The WebClient UI is a Business Server Pages (BSP) application divided into three
different layers: the presentation layer, business layer, and business engine.

The presentation layer is based on the Model View Controller (MVC) concept that
receives the request by the user to the controller. The request is passed from the
controller to the model, which is connected to the business layer. The business
logic isn’t written in the presentation layer but should be written on the SAP
CRM backend.

The business layer consists of the business object layer (BOL) and the Generic Inte-
gration Layer (GenIL). The BOL consists of the business objects that don’t store
any data but pass the data from the presentation layer to the GenIL. The GenIL
handles the data transfer between the SAP CRM database and BOL. It triggers the

Work area
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Navigation bar
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Application Programming Interface (API) (business logic) to get the required data
to BOL from the SAP CRM database.

The business engine consists of the business logic (i.e., APIs for SAP CRM business
objects). Figure 8.2 shows a diagram of the WebClient UI layers starting with the
presentation layer and followed by the business layer and business logic engine.

Figure 8.2  SAP CRM WebClient UI Layers

8.1.3 Component Workbench

The WebClient UI Component Workbench is used to develop UI components
within the WebClient UI framework. UI components vary by object and can be
accessed via Transaction BSP_WD_CMPWB in SAP CRM.

Figure 8.3 shows the Component Structure Browser screen with details on
the components. It includes the Component Controller, Windows, Custom
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Controllers, Views (including different views and view sets), and Pages with

Flow Logic. Here you can edit and configure views based on your business
needs.

Figure 8.3  Component Structure Browser

Figure 8.4 shows the BOL Model Browser screen, which connects the UI com-
ponent via the runtime repository. The BOL Model Browser doesn’t store any
data for the business objects and instead only passes the information to the
GenIL, which then connects to the APIs in the SAP CRM backend. Different types
of objects are listed under the BOL Model Browser: Root Objects, Access

Objects, Dependent object, Abstract object, Query Objects, View Objects, and
Dynamic Query Objects.

Figure 8.5 shows the Runtime Repository Editor screen, which links views to
the main window and links different views together. You assign the views to the
view sets. The navigational links within the runtime repository connect the views
with the inbound and outbound plug, which helps the user navigate between dif-
ferent views.
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Figure 8.4  BOL Model Browser

Figure 8.5  Runtime Repository Editor

In this section, we looked at the basic principles of the WebClient UI framework
and the different layers involved in data flows from the UI to the BOL and SAP
CRM database. We also discussed the Component Workbench and how it can be
viewed in the SAP CRM system with different capabilities. Next, we’ll look at the
UI component architecture.
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8.2 Component Architecture

This section covers the WebClient UI component architecture that is based on the
MVC concept. Figure 8.6 shows the MVC process wherein you can see the
request being made by the user and the response received by the view.

Figure 8.6  Model View Controller Concept

Looking at Figure 8.6, you can see that the MVC concept is made up of the fol-
lowing:

� Model 
The model has context and context nodes, which contain field attributes for a
specific view. These attributes are connected to the BOL entity for passing the
data to the GenIL. The linking of the context node attributes to the BOL is
referred to as binding.

� View 
The view has a response from the model that results in rendering the data out-
put to the user. The rendering of the view output is controlled by the control-
ler, whereas the data flow happens from the controller to the model and back
to the view. As shown in Figure 8.6, it’s the visualization of the application
data.

� Controller  
The controller plays a link between view and model, meaning that the request
received by the user to the controller decides whether the request is for navi-
gating the views or for fetching the data from the model. The controller
behaves in a certain way based on the requests received.
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Figure 8.7 shows the Component Workbench depicting the MVC concept and the
view details wherein the controller, model (context and context nodes), and view
are displayed.

Figure 8.7  Component Workbench: Model View Controller

The controller has the logic to initiate the next step with the user input (e.g., to
navigate from one screen to another). Based on the request to the controller, the
context class is called, which initiates the context nodes.

The context nodes are the link between the attributes of the view and the busi-
ness object or data model in the BOL. The data isn’t stored in the BOL but can
reside in the BOL buffer during the session buildup to improve the performance.
After the session is cleared, the buffer is released for that session. For each busi-
ness object used in the BOL, there has to be one context node for this business
object. Data flows from the model to the view and is displayed to the user.

Views

Views are BSP extensions, and the HTML code is generated for the BSP views. Business
logic isn’t written in the BSP views.

Figure 8.8 illustrates the context node process that brings more clarity on the data
flow and the business logic. As shown, a request received by the controller is sent

Context and context nodes
Mode:
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to the model; the model has the context and context node with the attributes.
Each of the context nodes has corresponding business objects within the BOL that
are connected to each other. The data passes through this layer of the WebClient
UI and finally enters the business logic via GenIL.

The context nodes bind the attributes to the BOL for the successful data flow
between these layers. After the business logic is executed successfully, the data
flows from the model to the view automatically.

Figure 8.8  Context Nodes

Figure 8.9 illustrates the Component Workbench within SAP CRM, which can be
accessed via Transaction BSP_WD_CMPWB.

Figure 8.10 shows one example of navigating between views (from DetailsEF to
DetailsOV). This illustrates the controller being configured with the outbound
plug method OP_TODETAILSOV and inbound plug method IP_FROMDETAILSEF.
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Figure 8.9  Component Workbench: Context Node

Figure 8.10  Navigation between Views

When you want to navigate from one view to another, you must follow these two
steps:

1. Configure the outbound plug for the source view.

2. Configure the inbound plug for the target view.
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After you’ve completed this configuration, you need to link these two views in
the navigation link.

Figure 8.11 shows the Component Workbench view of the event handler, out-
bound plug, inbound plug, and navigation link between the views.

Figure 8.11  Component Workench: Navigation between Views

Any event that you trigger on the screen has to be understood by the controller
view. To ensure this, you need to configure the method EH_ONeventid. Each event
has an equivalent event handler, and all events are handled in the view controller
class DO_HANDLE_EVENTS.

The GenIL understands the data with respect to the business object, whereas the
BOL just passes the data and doesn’t store any data. GenIL has the mapping com-
ponents to interact with the existing APIs. Therefore, any data changes at the BOL
level are understood by GenIL, and it transforms the data that API reads and
responds.

Data Model and Retrieval

You can view the data model of the GenIL component sets with the BOL Model Browser
via Transaction GENIL_MODEL_BROWSER, and data retrieval from the database to the
BOL can be viewed via Transaction GENIL_BOL_BROWSER.

Controller class

Event handler
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You can fetch the data from the SAP CRM database to the BOL via Transaction
GENIL_BOL_BROWSER. Figure 8.12 shows the initial screen of the GENIL_BOL_
BROWSER with the Component Set field set to ALL.

Figure 8.12  GenIL BOL Browser (1)

Let’s go through an example of how to browse for Transaction GENIL_BOL_
BROWSER and see the data in BOL.

Figure 8.13 shows the Model Browser Search Objects on the left side of the
screen. Double-click on BTQuery1O. This will bring the Object Browser:

BTQuery1O on the right side of the screen. Enter “BP_NUMBER” in the Attri-

bute Name column and “1004418” in the Attribute Value column to get a list of
the orders created for this customer within BOL.

Figure 8.13  GenIL BOL Browser (2)

As soon as you enter the business partner, you’ll see the list of business transac-
tions in the List Browser: Search Result List, which is shown in Figure 8.14.

Double-click on one of the transactions, and it will appear on the Object

Browser: BTOrder section, as shown in Figure 8.15.
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Figure 8.14  GenIL BOL Browser (3)

Figure 8.15  GenIL BOL Browser (4)

Select CRM_GUID in the Attribute Name column from Figure 8.15, and click the
Children button to view further relations to CRM_GUID (i.e., Model Browser

Relations), as shown in Figure 8.16.

Figure 8.16  Model Browser Relations
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Double-click on BTOrderHeader to view the Object Browser: BTAdminH sec-
tion, which shows the transaction details (see Figure 8.17). This is one level of
detail. You can click on the Children button to go further into Model Browser

Relations and view the data from the SAP CRM database to the BOL entity.

Figure 8.17  Object Browser: BTAdminH

In this section, we looked at the different WebClient UI layers that are mapped
with the Component Workbench and how the Component Workbench carries
out functionalities for the controller view, view controller, context, context
nodes, views, BOL entity, and navigational links. In addition, we covered the
flow of data from the presentation layer to the BOL. GenIL plays a vital role in
both mapping the BOL data in the format that business logic APIs understand and
moving the data to the SAP CRM database.

8.3 Business Roles

SAP CRM provides a role-based WebClient UI for users based on their day-to-day
work at an organization. The WebClient UI has around 60 standard business roles
that are based on business user functions.

Business roles within SAP CRM are designed based on the group of users working
in each of the SAP CRM core functions—such as marketing, sales, and service.
SAP also provides business roles on industry vertical functions, including Utili-
ties, Telco, Media, Pharma, and so on.

One of the most important applications that a large number of customers have
implemented when using SAP CRM solutions is the IC. In the call center applica-
tion, the Interaction Center agent (IC_AGENT) is a standard business role that SAP
has provided for IC.
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8.3.1 User Groups

In this section, we’ll look at the SAP CRM Marketing, Sales, Service, and IC agent
user groups and the business roles within them. Based on your business needs,
you can change the business role that suits your business requirements. SAP rec-
ommends copying the standard business role and making further changes based
on your needs. Companies have different departments and functions, and people
working under these departments need to log certain transactions to carry out
their work on a daily basis. Let’s begin by looking at the business roles for mar-
keting professionals.

Marketing Professionals

Marketing is a core function for any organization. Marketing representatives
work on functions such as marketing plans, campaigns, and creating and convert-
ing leads into opportunities. All these functions are similar in any organization.
Therefore, SAP has provided a marketing business role to conduct these functions
and log them appropriately.

Figure 8.18 shows the business role Marketing with work centers Worklist,
Calendar, Marketing, and Account & Products. Each of these work centers
can drill one level down to log the actual transaction or run the campaigns.

Figure 8.18  Business Role – Marketing Professional
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There is a capability within the business role to create some shortcuts such as cre-
ating direct links, which are easy to navigate and log transactions that users work
with on a daily basis.

Sales Professionals

Successful marketing activities eventually lead into sales, the delivery of products
to the customer, and invoicing. Organizations focus on their sales processes and
seek to streamline them to satisfy their customers.

Therefore, defining the sales cycle is critical in any organization. The sales cycle
differs from one company to another, but SAP has provided a sales professional
business role that covers Sales Planning, Campaigns, Leads, Opportunities,
Quotations, Sales Orders, and Sales Contracts (see Figure 8.19). Sales opera-
tions have many more functionalities that are included in the sales professional
business role. SAP recommends copying the sales professional business role and
making changes based on your business needs.

Figure 8.19  Business Role – Sales Professional

Service Professionals

A company’s sales will trigger the servicing of items that are under warranty or
out of warranty at some point in the product lifecycle. Servicing customers on
time and with quality is demanding with growing competition in the market.
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Therefore, teams within an organization servicing customers need to be able to
log the service transactions appropriately.

Based on the service industries verticals, SAP has provided a service professional
business role that consists of the following work centers: Worklist, Calendar,
E-mail Inbox, Accounts & Products, Resource Planning, Service Orders,
Service Contracts, Complaints & Returns, and Billing (see Figure 8.20).

Figure 8.20  Business Role – Service Professional

Interaction Center Agents

The IC agent business role provides users with the ability to carry out call center
activities when a call is received by customer service. Every company has its own
steps and processes to satisfy customers based on the calls received. You can
change the IC business role based on your specific needs by copying the standard
business role.

The most commonly used work centers in the IC agent business role are Account

Identification, Account Fact Sheet, Account Overview, Interaction Record,
Fax, Letter, Knowledge Search, and so on, as shown in Figure 8.21. Any calls
received in customer service are tagged with the interaction record, and any activ-
ities or transactions carried out during the call are attached in the activity clip-
board of the interaction record transaction.
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Figure 8.21  Buiness Role – Interaction Center

8.3.2 Configuring a Business Role

A business role is a key and central component to the WebClient UI that drives
the complete WebClient UI usage and layout. To configure a business role, you
need to maintain its profiles, which include the following:

� Navigation bar profile

� Role configuration key

� Technical profile

� Layout profile

� PFCG role profile

Figure 8.22 shows the business role configuration concept, which has profiles
assigned to the business role and the business role assigned to the user within the
organization model.

Assign Business Roles

You can also assign the business role to the user directly via Transaction SU3 in the user
parameter with the parameter CRM_UI_PROFILE, and the parameter value with business
role is based on your business function. With this, you have to assign the user with the
business role separately to each user, whereas if you assign to the organization model,
it will apply to all the business users under that node.
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Figure 8.22  Business Role Configuration Concept

Figure 8.23 shows the SAP CRM business role configuration for the SALESPRO
role and the profiles assigned to it. To configure the business role, navigate to
SPRO � Customer Relationship Management � UI Framework � Business

Roles � Define Business Role.

Figure 8.23  Business Role Organization Model Assignment

To assign the business role to the organization model, you need to access Trans-
action PPOMA_CRM (Change Organizational Model), select the Organizational

Unit where you want to assign the business role, and choose Detail Object �

Business Role

Organization Model

User/Business Partner
Assignment

Navigation Bar Profile

Role Configuation Key

Technical Profile

Layout Profile

PFCG Role ID
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Enhanced Object Description in the menu bar to assign the business role. Figure
8.23 shows the Business Role assignment to the Organization Unit.

As shown in Figure 8.24, a number of important fields need to be filled in:

Figure 8.24  Business Role Configuration

� Role Config. Key

This field is used to identify the configuration that will be used when accessing
the WebClient UI component views. This helps to configure the same view that
is being used in different business roles based on your specific needs.

� Nav Bar Profile 
This field controls the work centers, and the work centers control the logical
link. Figure 8.29 shows a diagram of the business role. The logical link calls the
WebClient UI component containing views via the target ID.

� Layout Profile 
This defines the layout of the navigation framework, which includes the
header, footer, work area, and navigation bar.

� Technical Profile 
This provides some performance-related capabilities, including capabilities to
disable certain UI functions such as the browser back support, frame swapping,
and automatic delta handling. You can enter the log off URL to the technical
profile based on your business needs. This means that whenever you log off
from the WebClient UI, the URL entered in the technical profile will be
launched.
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� PFCG Role ID 
This is imperative to the business role, and you need to assign the PFCG autho-
rization role to the business role before you start the WebClient UI. The PFCG

Role ID is assigned with a list of the authorization objects that the user can
access from the WebClient UI screen. User roles aren’t sufficient in driving the
complete authorization when accessing the WebClient UI by any user; there-
fore, the PFCG Role ID to the business role provides that additional access.

Function Profiles

Some business roles require additional technical settings; for example, the IC
business role. If you need multiple business partner identifications or if you want
to use communication management software for account identification purposes,
then you’ll need to add the function profiles to the business role. This will acti-
vate the functionality specific to the business role.

Figure 8.25 shows some examples that are assigned to the function profile. You
can add function profiles via the menu path, Customer Relationship Manage-

ment � UI Framework � Technical Role Definition � Define Function Profile.

Figure 8.25  Function Profiles Assignment to the Business Role

Business Role

Function Profiles

Agent Inbox

Knowledge Search

Communication Channel

Call List

Scripts

Account Identification
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After you’ve created and added the function profiles, you can then assign them to
the business role by following the menu path, SPRO � Customer Relationship

Management � UI Framework � Business Roles � Define Business Role.

After you’ve created and added the function profiles, you can then assign them
to the business role by following the menu path, SPRO � Customer Relation-

ship Management � UI Framework � Business Roles � Define Business Role

(see Figure 8.26).

Figure 8.26  Function Profile

Adjust Work Centers

Within any business role, you have the capability of adjusting the work center to
appear in the navigation bar area or not. If the Inactive checkbox is activated for
any work center, then that work center won’t be visible in the navigation bar area
of the business role (see Figure 8.27).

Figure 8.27  Adjust Work Centers
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Like adjusting work centers, adjusting work center group links controls the visi-
bility of the logical link in the navigation bar area. Adjusting a work center is at
the work center level to control the visibility at the navigation bar, whereas
adjusting the work center group link is at the work center group and logical link
ID level.

If you activate the LogLink ID checkbox, as shown in Figure 8.28, those logical
links will be available in the navigation bar area.

Figure 8.28  Adjusting Work Center Group Links

Figure 8.29 shows the WebClient UI screen callouts for 1 Work Centers, 2 Work
Center Link Group, 3 Logical Links, 4 Direct Link Group, and 5 Work Center
Page.

In this section, we discussed the different business roles and groups defined in
the WebClient UI framework. We also covered the configuration of business roles
and the steps that you need to perform to set up a business role based on your
business needs. Next, we’ll look at configuring and customizing the navigation
bar, work area, and header area for the WebClient UI.
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Figure 8.29  WebClient UI Screen

8.4 Configuring and Customizing

As previously discussed in Section 8.1.1, the WebClient UI is divided into three
areas: the header area, navigation area, and work area. In this section, we’ll look
at how to customize these three elements, along with using the transaction
launcher.

8.4.1 Navigation Bar Configuration

The navigation bar profile controls the work centers, and the work centers con-
trol the logical link. The logical link calls the WebClient UI components contain-
ing views via the target ID. Figure 8.30 shows the navigation bar configuration
flow consisting of a list of assigned work centers. The work centers are based on
the business role that you belong to.

With a work center link group, you can group the list of work centers. Doing so,
we’ll create a tree structure in the navigation bar link. The logical link is assigned
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to the work center link group. The logical link is an actual transaction on the UI
that users want to log.

Figure 8.30  Navigation Bar Configuration Flow

Finally, the logical link is connected to the UI component containing multiple
views, and the logical link is connected to the UI component via the target ID.

Similar to the assignment of the work centers to the navigation bar profile, you
can also assign the direct link groups to the navigation bar profile. You then
assign the logical links to the direct link groups. These work as shortcuts to the
transactions that you’ll often work with.

Follow these steps to configure the navigation bar:

1. Create the navigation bar profile first. In this specific configuration example,
we’ll use the standard navigation bar profile SLS-PRO Sales Professional (see
Figure 8.31). To being creating the navigation bar profile, follow the menu
path, Customer Relationship Management � UI Framework � Technical

Role Definition � Define Navigation Bar Profile.

2. Configure the logical link, and assign the logical link to the target ID. Figure
8.32 shows the logical link created SLS-SLO-CR assigned to the Target ID

TBT115CR, which is then assigned to the UI component BT115M_SLSO (Sales
Order Create).

Navigation Bar Profile

Work Centers

Direct Link Groups

Work Center Link Group

Logical Link

Logical Link

UI Component
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Figure 8.31  Navigation Bar Profile

Figure 8.32  Define Logical Links

3. Define the work center link group if you want to assign multiple logical links to
the work center. For example, Group ID SLS-SL-CR has two logical links SLS-
SLC-CR (Sales Contract Create) and SLS-SLC-CR (Sales Order Create) (see Figure
8.33).

4. In the Group ID you’ve created, assign the multiple logical links, as shown in
Figure 8.34.
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Figure 8.33  Defining Work Center Link Groups

Figure 8.34  Assigning Links to the Work Center Link Group

5. Now, create the work center. Figure 8.35 shows SLS-CYCLE Sales Cycle in the
WorkCenter column, which is a standard out-of-the-box sales cycle work cen-
ter. However, you can create your own based on your business requirements.

Figure 8.35  Defining Work Centers
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6. After you’ve created the work center, assign the work center group to the work
center (see Figure 8.36). The creation of the work center link group was cov-
ered in step 3.

Figure 8.36  Assigning Work Center Link Groups to a Work Center

7. Assign the work center created in step 6 to the navigation bar profile (see Figure
8.37).

Figure 8.37  Assigning Work Centers to the Navigation Bar Profile
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8. Create the direct link group. Figure 8.38 shows an example of SLS-CREATE –
Sales Create Links.

Figure 8.38  Defining Direct Link Groups

9. After the direct link group is created, you assign the logical link to the direct
link group (see Figure 8.39).

Figure 8.39  Assigning Links to the Direct Link Group
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10. Finally, assign the direct link group to the navigation bar profile, as shown in
Figure 8.40.

Figure 8.40  Assigning Direct Link Groups to the Navigation Bar Profile

8.4.2 Header Area Configuration

The header area is a static area that consists of a message bar, logo area, Saved

Searches list, Personalize link, work area title, and page history within the Back

button.

Like the navigation bar, you can configure the header area, which is mainly con-
trolled via the layout profile. SAP has provided BSP UI component CRM_WORK-
AREAHDR, which consists of header area attributes, and CRMCMP_HDR_STD,
which consists of different views such as the context area, global functions, logo,
and message. You can alter these header area UI components based on your spe-
cific business needs.

Figure 8.41 shows the Layout Profile that can be configured via the menu path,
Customer Relationship Management � UI Framework � Technical Role Defi-

nition � Define Layout Profile.

The layout component IDs HDRLOGO, HDRMESSAGE, HDRGLOBALFUNC-

TIONS, and SAVEDSEARCH_LAUNCHER are assigned to the DEFAULT layout
profile (see Figure 8.42). You can create the layout component ID by navigating to
Customer Relationship Management � UI Framework � Technical Role Defi-

nition � Define Layout Components.
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Figure 8.41  Layout Profile

Figure 8.42  Layout Profile Details
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Within the Change View “Component definition view”: Details screen, you see
the assignment of the WebClient UI component. For example, HDRLOGO in the
Component ID field is assigned with UI component CRMCMP_HDR_STD in the
Application field (see Figure 8.43).

Figure 8.43  Header Logo

8.4.3 Work Area Configuration

The work area is the central portion of the WebClient UI page, which opens up by
navigating the header area or navigation bar. The work area is primarily con-
trolled by the Component Workbench (BSP_WD_CMWB), and you can configure
the work area based on your business needs.

You can configure the work area to a greater extent without any knowledge of
coding and reframe it based on your requirements. The work area consists of dif-
ferent view sets and views within components and different page types, including
the work center page, overview page, edit page, home page, search page and
report page.

Figure 8.44 shows the Technical Data details for UI Component: General Data,
Enhancement Information, Field: Technical Information, Configuration:

Technical Information, and Design Layer. To get to these details, open the
WebClient UI screen, select the field from the view that you need to see the
details, and press (F2).
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Figure 8.44  Technical Data on the WebClient UI Work Area

In this specific example, the UI component is BT116H_SRVO. To access the com-
ponent details, go to Transaction BSP_WD_CMPWB, as shown in Figure 8.45.
The Component Structure Browser screen consists of various views. The exam-
ple shown here is for service order details View BT116H_SRVO/Details. You can
see the list of the attributes available. Based on your specific business needs, you
can add or remove the fields from the view.

Figure 8.45  BT116H_SRVO/Details View
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Figure 8.46 shows the configuration involved to make fields mandatory or dis-
played. You can open up the configuration by pressing (Alt) + (Enter). You can
change the rows, positions, and names of fields.

Figure 8.46  Field Configuration

8.4.4 Transaction Launcher

The Transaction Launcher is an SAP CRM feature that allows you to launch any
external or internal transactions from SAP CRM. This means that transactions
other than SAP CRM transactions, such as SAP ERP transactions, can be launched.
You can also launch any SAP CRM GUI transactions on the WebClient UI screen.

There are two types of Transaction Launchers:

� BOR Transaction Launcher (Business Object Repository)
For the BOR Transaction Launcher, you need the Internet Transaction Server
(ITS) set up that translates the SAP GUI DYNPROS into HTML pages.

� URL Transaction Launcher 
For the URL Transaction Launcher, you need to integrate BSP or non-BSP URLs
to launch the transaction. This can be configured in SPRO � Customer Rela-

tionship Management � UI Framework � Technical Role Definition � Trans-

action Launcher � Define URLs and Parameters.
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Prerequisites for launching transactions include the following:

� Install ITS and verify its URL.

� Define logical systems via Transaction BD54.

� Define Remote Function Call (RFC) destinations.

� Assign RFC destinations to the logical system via Transaction BD97.

Let’s go through one practical example of launching SAP ERP Transaction VA05
(List of Sales Orders) from the WebClient UI screen. Follow these steps:

1. Log in to SAP CRM, and access SPRO � Customer Relationship Management �
UI Framework � Technical Role Definition � Transaction Launcher � Con-

figure Transaction Launcher.

2. Enter the Launch Trans. ID and Component Set, as shown in Figure 8.47.
Click Continue.

Figure 8.47  Transaction Launcher Wizard
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3. Define the technical details by entering the Handler Class, as shown in Figure
8.48, and clicking Continue.

Figure 8.48  Defining the Technical Details

4. Define the type of transaction launcher you want to use: BOR or URL. For this
example, use the BOR transaction launcher. Enter the Logical System of the
transaction that you want to launch. Because we want to launch an SAP ERP
transaction, the Logical System is ERP, and the BOR Object Type is ZTSTC_03,
which is a copy of the standard business object type TSTC. As shown in Figure
8.49, the Method Name is Execute. Click Continue.

5. Define the transaction parameters by selecting the Parameter as ICWEBCLI-

ENTBORKEYPARAMETER Object Key and entering the transaction code
(“VA05”, for this example) that you want to launch in SAP ERP (see Figure
8.50). Click Continue.
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Figure 8.49  Defining Further Technical Details

Figure 8.50  Defining Transaction Parameters

6. Complete the Transaction Launcher Wizard, as shown in Figure 8.51.
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Figure 8.51  Transaction Launcher Wizard Complete

7. Verify the transaction launch created with the Transaction Launcher Wizard
via the menu path, SPRO � Customer Relationship Management � UI Frame-

work � Technical Role Definition � Transaction Launcher � Copy/Delete

Launch Transactions (see Figure 8.52).

Figure 8.52  Copy/Delete Launch Transactions
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8. Assign the transaction launch ZVA05 to the CRM WebClient UI business role.
Create the new Logical Link ID, as shown in Figure 8.53, with the Target ID
EXECLTX and Parameter as ZVA05.

Figure 8.53  Defining the Logical Link ID for the Transaction Launcher

9. Go to the Define Work Center Link Groups, and add the Transaction
Launcher LogLink ID to it, as shown in Figure 8.54 and Figure 8.55.

Figure 8.54  Work Center Link Group

10. Activate the Transaction Launcher logical link in the business role, and then
access the business role, as shown in Figure 8.56. The link to the Transaction
Launcher is visible, and when you click the Launch List of Sales Orders link,
the SAP ERP transaction is called and opens up, as shown in Figure 8.57.
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Figure 8.55  Assigning the Transaction Launcher Logical Link ID to the Work Center Link Group

Figure 8.56  Launch List of Sales Order

Figure 8.57  Transaction VA05 Launched

ERP Transaction Launch
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In this section, we’ve discussed the configuration steps for the navigation bar,
header area, and work area. Understanding the tools available to configure these
elements is important to overcome WebClient UI requirements. We also covered
the Transaction Launcher and how to configure the BOR Transaction Launcher. In
the next section, we’ll discuss the AET, which is required to create a new field on
the WebClient UI screen.

8.5 Application Enhancement Tool

The Application Enhancement Tool (AET) is integrated within the WebClient UI
and can be launched from the WebClient UI screen. The AET is specifically used
for creating new fields, defining dropdown lists for the custom fields, translating
field labels, and making custom fields available in the search and result list.

The AET comes in handy when a WebClient UI consultant wants to create new
fields based on specific business needs. With the AET, you can add, change, and
delete custom fields.

Because you can use the AET to create the new field, we’ll look at an example of
creating a Customer Class field on the activity object with the dropdown list of
Gold, Silver, and Bronze. Follow these steps:

1. Launch the WebClient UI screen on which you want to add the new field. In
this example, it’s the Business Activity: New page, as shown in Figure 8.58.

Figure 8.58  Business Activity Page
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2. Click on the Configuration Mode button, as shown in Figure 8.59. The screen
grays out 1, and the new field is added to the view. Select the view that you
want to add fields to, and a popup screen will appear 2. Click on the Create

Field button to create a new field.

Figure 8.59  WebClient UI Screen in Configuration Mode

3. As soon as you click the Create Field button, the pop up appears to select the
object. Because we’re adding the field to the activity, the object in the popup
appears for Interaction Log. Select INTERACTION_LOG in the Object column
(see Figure 8.60).

4. On selecting the object, a popup appears where you must select the package for
adding this field. Select ACTIVITY_H to add the field to BTACTIVITYH in the
Context Node/BOL column (see Figure 8.61).

1 Configuration Mode
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Figure 8.60  Object Selection

Figure 8.61  Package Selection
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5. Enter the field details shown in Figure 8.62. Additionally, if you need a drop-
down list, then enter the values in the Dropdown List section. In our example,
it’s Gold, Silver, and Bronze. After the data is entered, click the Back button.

6. Select the field that you created, and click the Save and Generate button, as
shown in Figure 8.63. Click the Back button after the field is generated. When
the popup appears, create the transport request, and save the changes in the
transport request just created.

Figure 8.62  Field Details

7. The Customer Class field created is available in the list of available fields.
Bring that field to the Activities details view, as shown in Figure 8.64. Save the
changes.
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Figure 8.63  Save and Generate the Custom Field

Figure 8.64  Custom Field Added to the Activity Details View

8. Go back to the Business Activity: New screen to see the Customer Class field
now available with the Gold, Silver, and Bronze dropdown, as shown in
Figure 8.65.
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Figure 8.65  Business Activity – Custom Field Customer Class Created

This section provided an overview of the AET and its ability to create new fields.
We used an example of creating a new field on the activity header transaction,
which explains the tool and how you can use it to meet your specific business
needs.

8.6 Summary

This chapter provided an in-depth understanding of the WebClient UI concept in
SAP CRM and principles around the UI architecture. Starting with the WebClient
UI framework, this chapter covered the Component Workbench and the UI flow
logic, including the MVC concept and data flow from the presentation layer to the
BOL and GenIL. This chapter also covered business roles and the configuration
steps required to set up a business role. From a WebClient UI configuration per-
spective, the WebClient UI is divided into three areas: the navigation bar, header
area, and work area. This chapter described each of these areas and their config-
uration steps. The Transaction Launcher and AET sections discussed the UI
peripherals as well. In the next chapter, we’ll look at the Interaction Center.
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Chapter 9 

The Interaction Center is a core SAP CRM application that enables an 
organization to connect to customers through multiple channels. In this 
chapter, we’ll look at the different Interaction Center integrations and 
configurations.

9 Interaction Center

As its name insinuates, the Interaction Center (IC) is an interaction between the
seller and the buyer through a core SAP CRM application. Customers call an agent
to place a new order or to express their grievances regarding a product they
bought. The IC effectively manages customer interactions to resolve customer
problems and support both the agents and manager who are involved in the
interaction. The IC allows agents to manage both inbound and outbound commu-
nications in the form of email, phone, fax, chat, web, and more.

The IC is spread across SAP CRM business Marketing, Sales, and Service, which
we refer to as IC Marketing, IC Sales, and IC Service, respectively. IC Management
corresponds to the different channels when communicating with the customer.
In addition, IC Analytics plays an important role in understanding the customer
from an interaction record perspective.

In this chapter, we’ll look at the different integrations that can be used with the
IC, along with the additional functions provided with the application. We’ll begin
by looking at some of the business functions the IC provides.

9.1 Business Functions

The IC’s core capabilities include telemarketing, telesales, customer service,
shared service, and IC Analytics. Let’s go through each of these core business
functions briefly:

� Telemarketing
Telemarketing provides sales representatives in an organization with the ability
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to carry out campaigns and generate leads from those campaigns. Through tele-
marketing, you can generate a call list that can be used to make cold calls to
leads. These leads can be nurtured and converted into opportunities, and
finally sales. Additionally, a representative can also personalize certain prod-
ucts and offers for specific customers.

� Telesales
Telesales offers a wide range of functionality within accounts management, con-
tact management, quotation management, and sales order management. The
motivation of any organization is to sell its products and generate revenue.
Sales representatives or customer service can create a quote and sales order
from the IC telesales and then review or create accounts and contacts. Cus-
tomer service has the capability to access account fact sheets (see Section 9.4.2)
and review customer information. With telesales, the sales representative can
create leads and opportunities as the part of presales activity.

� Customer service 
Customers call to place complaints about products purchased from an organi-
zation. The IC gives customer service the ability to log those complaints and
service the customers appropriately. This helps to quickly resolve customer
complaints.

� Shared services 
IC capabilities also include shared services key functions such as the employee
IC, accounting IC, and IT service desk.

� IC Management 
IC Management allows you to manage key features such as routing rules, com-
munication channels, and assigning customers to the right agent.

� IC Analytics 
IC Analytics offers reporting capabilities with respect to communication analyt-
ics, process-based analytics, and blended analytics.

Figure 9.1 shows the SAP CRM IC WebClient layout highlighted with the follow-
ing key IC features:

1 Scratch pad 
This is a workspace for storing electronic notes in the IC.

2 Toolbar 
This shows the different options for customer service representatives to take
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when the call is received by the customer. For example, customer service rep-
resentatives can accept or reject a call, transfer a call, or conference a call.

3 Account information 
This shows the information of the active customer on call such as customer
name and company.

4 Alert 
This shows the information that helps customer service representatives take
necessary steps when the customer is on call. For example, an alert might be a
reminder to close the call after a specified time period.

5 Communication information  
This shows the information from Communication Management Software
(CMS), for example, a customer calling number and whether the call is an
inbound or outbound with the duration of the call.

6 Broadcasting messaging 
This shows the message that can be broadcasted to the whole customer service
representative group.

7 Queue status 
This shows the business role you’ve been assigned to and the date and time.

Figure 9.1  Interaction Center WebClient Layout

The IC navigation bar profile can be configured to suit your business needs and
include IC Marketing, IC Sales, or IC Service functions. In the sections that follow,
we’ll look at the IC Marketing, Sales, and Service functionalities available.

7
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9.1.1 IC Marketing

IC Marketing covers most of the marketing functionality, including the marketing
planning, Campaign Management, customer segmentation, creating target
groups, Lead Management, and Loyalty Management. These topics are covered in
detail in Chapter 4 of this book.

The IC comes into the picture when the sales representative needs to execute
campaigns by communicating with the customers or possible customers via email
or telephone. For example, let’s say a company is running some kind of product
promotion and has created a campaign to generate product awareness with new
and existing customers. First, the company creates the target group based on cer-
tain attributes, for example, hobbies, region, and so on. This target group is
assigned to the campaign, and the sales representative is asked to call the custom-
ers within the target group to raise awareness of the products and discounts that
the customer can receive when buying the product. The sales representative gen-
erates the call list from the target group and runs the campaign by executing the
calls to the customers within the target group. The representative generates the
lead based on the customer call acceptance, and those leads are then further con-
verted to opportunities and finally sales. This is one of the examples where IC
plays a vital role in executing these tasks.

9.1.2 IC Sales

IC Sales covers a wide range of functionality that customer representatives and
sales representatives use as part of their day-to-day activities. Most companies
cover the following work centers with the IC Agent role (some of which are
shown in Figure 9.2): Account Identification, Sales Cycle (leads, opportunities,
quotes, contracts, and sales orders), Complaints, Agent Inbox, Product Info,

and Reports. IC Sales overlaps with the SALESPRO business role.

IC Sales beings with the creation of leads and then turns them into opportunities.
Details regarding configuring leads are covered in Chapter 5, and opportunity
details are covered in Chapter 6. After the opportunity is set with the status Won,
the customer calls to place an order with the customer service representative. The
customer service representative confirms the account and accesses the customer’s
account history. He then places an order for the customer. While placing an
order, the customer service representative searches for the product and can also
offer some product proposals (i.e., cross-sell or up-sell). After the order is saved,
the confirmation is received by the customer via email or fax.
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Figure 9.2  Interaction Center Sales

There are two types of sales orders that customer service representatives can
place from the IC WebClient: SAP ERP sales orders or SAP CRM sales orders.

When using SAP ERP sales orders, the orders aren’t saved in the SAP CRM data-
base but are stored directly in SAP ERP via the LORD Interface (Lean Order Inter-
face). When creating an SAP CRM sales order, however, the orders are saved in
the SAP CRM database triggering middleware replication to SAP ERP. This is
shown in Figure 9.3. A detailed configuration and scenario regarding these sales
order is covered in Chapter 6.

Figure 9.3  SAP ERP Sales Order and SAP CRM Sales Order
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9.1.3 IC Service

The IC Service helps an organization conduct and track its service transactions
effectively. Real-time communication with service transaction updates results in
addressing customer grievances on a timely basis. Customer service is one part of
the organization that always has the challenge to keep up with customer com-
plaints and service requests.

To provide optimal customer service, it’s imperative to be proactive. Overcoming
these problems often results in monetary gains and a good name in the market.
Details regarding SAP CRM Service functions, business processes, and configura-
tion are covered in Chapter 7. However, you can perform the following functions
with the IC Service:

� Service order 
As previously described, a service order is a specific agreed-upon service to be
performed between the service recipient and service provider. It allows agents
to deep dive into technical analysis of the issue received by the customer and
categorize the issue based on multilevel categorization. The service order can
have service items, service part items, sales items, or expense items.

� Service request 
A service request transaction within IC Service provides the ability to fulfill cus-
tomer services and track the progress of the service cycle with a service level
agreement (SLA). The service request can be used in the shared services sce-
nario, for example, SAP IT Service Management, or it can be used in the cus-
tomer-facing service scenario, for example, a customer calls for the delivery of
the products or nonfunctioning machinery parts. You can dispatch, set up an
approval process, maintain categorization, and so on to fulfill the customer ser-
vice request.

� Complaints 
Customers calling for complaints and returns can be logged as complaints in
SAP CRM. Complaints have a lot of features. For example, you can categorize
complaints based on the customer calls received. This can include late deliver-
ies, over pick, under pick, damaged products, and more. You can assign multi-
level categorization to escalate the complaints to different departments and get
dollar amount approval. From complaints, you can trigger credit memos, debit
memos, free of charge, substitute deliveries, and return requests.
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� Case Management 
Case Management allows companies to manage complex problems. These can
be assigned to different groups that need to be work on and resolve the same
issue. Case Management service capabilities include change request manage-
ment, case processing, and activity processing.

� Product registration 
Product registration allows the agent to search an Installed Base (IBase) and
Installed Object (IObject). If the product is registered, the confirmed account
shows the list of the products bought by the customer on the account identifi-
cation screen. This helps to go directly to the details of the product that the cus-
tomer has called for.

� Knowledge search 
This allows the agent to identify solutions to known problems and resolve the cus-
tomer issue on the first call, thereby providing maximum customer satisfaction.

The IC allows companies to maintain core areas of SAP CRM while taking advan-
tage of the many features provided by the IC application. In the next two main
sections, we’ll look at two integrations that can be performed in the IC: Computer
Telephony Integration and Multichannel Integration.

9.2 Computer Telephony Integration

Computer Telephony Integration (CTI) involves connecting an organization’s
telephone system to the application software to automate call center functions in
order to reduce the call cycle time. Sales representatives get the account informa-
tion readily available on their screen without browsing through the different
application screens.

CTI is a technology that has CMS sitting on the Private Branch Exchange (PBX)/
Automated Call Distribution (ACD) switches. The CTI system setup can be differ-
ent for different vendors. Some of the advantages of using the CTI include the
following:

� Faster connections for customer service to a specific customer’s information in
SAP CRM, reducing wait time and total handle time.
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� More complete customer interaction history in SAP CRM, enabling improved
customer experiences based on visibility of the last interaction and complete
history.

� Analytics capability through linking the caller ID with the interaction record.
This gives a complete view of the call being made and linkages of all the trans-
actions executed for the customer during the call. Customer service and man-
agers can access this information in real time.

9.2.1 Business Functions

Before going through some of the key telephony integration points, let’s look at
some telephony functions:

� Queuing 
Queuing is most commonly referred to as waiting in line to get someone to
answer your call. For heavy inbound calls, the call wait time increases, and
sometimes telephony systems direct you to leave your number for the call back
option. Queues are managed by ACD, which, as mentioned previously, is a
component of the CTI system. It helps you pass the call to the right agent and
manage the queues based on the rules set up in the CTI system.

� Call treatment 
Call treatment is also managed by ACD. As soon as a call is received, ACD
decides what to do with the call, that is, whether to send it to Interactive Voice
Response (IVR)  or send it to on hold.

� Routing 
Routing customer calls to the right agent is imperative to get the customers ser-
viced properly. ACD also manages the call routing based on the service skill
group or the multichannel routing, and so on.

With CTI, certain telephony functions can be carried out in the IC. These func-
tions work as screen popups and include the following:

� Automatic Number Identification (ANI) 
ANI is used to identify an account based on the caller’s telephone number. The
account identification is only successful when the information on the customer
master record in the SAP CRM system matches with the caller’s telephone num-
ber. This approach is tedious because the caller’s telephone number isn’t
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always the same as the one maintained in the customer master record. There-
fore, the success rate isn’t very high in this case.

� Dialed Number Identification Service (DNIS) 
DNIS is a functionality that helps route the call to the right agent based on a 1-
800 number. Let’s say Company ABC is running some kind of promotion or a
campaign to launch a new product. For this reason, the company has assigned
a specific 1-800 number, which will route the call to the specific skill group.
Therefore, anybody calling this number will be routed to the right agent, and
the customer information is populated on the screen with the caller number.

� Interactive Voice Response (IVR) 
Presently, many companies have implemented IVR to get a successful account
identification as compared to others such as ANI for which the success rate is
very low. IVR provides enough key information about the caller to determine
who is calling and identify the caller’s account within SAP CRM.

� Call Attached Data (CAD)  
Information gathered from the IVR is collected in the CAD, which is then used
to identify the account on the Account Identification screen. In the IC, it’s
possible to identify a customer by extracting the customer’s account ID from
the CAD.

9.2.2 SAP Business Communications Management

SAP provides its own CMS that offers CTI functions: SAP Business Communication
Management (SAP BCM).

SAP BCM is used to connect customers with the right agent. The communication
between a customer and company agent can be through different channels such
as email, phone, or fax. Figure 9.4 shows the SAP BCM and SAP CRM integration
architecture. In other words, SAP BCM is a contact center solution that helps
organizations connect with customers rapidly and resolve their issues with qual-
ity and target costs. The communication can be inbound or outbound.

Following are some of SAP BCM’s capabilities:

� Voice Over IP (VoIP) telephony service

� Unified multichannel contact routing

� Voicemail and messaging services
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� Presence and directory services

� Call recording and contact history services

� Online monitoring and analysis tool

� Consolidated administration, management, and control

� Softphone, IP desk phone, and mobile clients

� Deep SAP business context integration through open interfaces

Figure 9.4  SAP BCM and SAP CRM Integration Architecture

9.2.3 Third-Party Computer Management Software

Besides SAP BCM, there are different third-party, SAP-certified CMS vendors,
including Genesys, I3, Avaya, and Cisco, which can be connected to SAP CRM via
the SAP CRM Integrated Communication Interface (SAP CRM ICI). Similar to SAP
BCM, these CMSs support multichannel integration and enable a 360-degree
view of customers.

To get a better idea of what a third-party vendor provides, let’s look at Genesys as
an example. Genesys has a bolt-on called Gplus Adapter that is considered one of
the leading multichannel integrations for email, phone, and fax routing capabilities.
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Genesys Gplus Adapter is an SAP-certified solution that integrates Genesys’ real-
time interaction solutions. In the next section, we’ll use Genesys as an example sys-
tem for configuring the CTI integration.

9.2.4 Configuring the Computer Telephony Integration

In this section, we’ll look at the steps involve in configuring the external CTI sys-
tem with the SAP CRM IC WebClient. Follow these steps:

1. Maintain the CMS profile via the SAP CRM configuration by navigating via the
menu path, Customer Relationship Management � Interaction Center Web-

Client � Basic Functions � Communication Channels � Define Communica-

tion Management Software Profiles. Add the entries, as shown in Figure 9.5.

Figure 9.5  Define Communication Management Software Profile

2. Next, maintain the CMS connections by following the menu path, Interaction

Center � Interaction Center WebClient � Administration � Communication

Management Software � Interface Settings � Maintain Communication

Management Software Connections. As shown in Figure 9.6, enter the
Comm. Mgmt Software System ID, which for our example is “GENESYS”.

Figure 9.6  Communication Management Software Connections

3. Navigate to Interaction Center � Interaction Center WebClient � Administra-

tion � Communication Management Software � Maintain System Settings. In
Figure 9.7, maintain the system settings for CMS, including the channels you
want to integrate, for example, telephone, email, chat, and so on. Figure 9.8
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shows the configuration to maintain the MAIL E-Mail and PHONE Telephony

channels.

Figure 9.7  Maintain System Settings

Figure 9.8  Maintain Channels for the CMS

4. Again, assign the Communication Management Software System ID to the
CMS profile via the menu path, Interaction Center � Interaction Center

WebClient � Administration � Communication Management Software �

Assign Profiles (see Figure 9.9).

Figure 9.9  IC Communication Management Software Linking the Profile and System
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5. Assign the CMS profile created to the function profile CONTACTCENTER, as
shown in Figure 9.10. Navigate to Customer Relationship Management � UI

Framework � Business Roles � Define Business Role.

Figure 9.10  Assigning Function Profile CONTACTCENTER

In this section, we’ve discussed the various features and functions that CTI pro-
vides. In addition, we looked at SAP’s CMS option, which includes SAP BCM and
third-party vendors such as Genesys. These can be used to connect SAP CRM via
SAP CRM ICI and Business Communication Broker (BCB) to integrate CTI func-
tionality. Finally, we walked through the configuration steps for connecting SAP
CRM to CTI using Genesys as the CMS. Next we’ll look at the second type of inte-
gration possible in the IC.

9.3 Multichannel Integration

In addition to using the telephone as a form of communication integration, SAP
CRM can also be integrate with other communication channels with the help of
CMS. In this section, we’ll look at multichannel integration for email, fax, letter,
SMS, and web chat.

9.3.1 Email

Apart from telephone use, email has become a primary communication channel
for organizations. In an environment where customer care on phones isn’t feasi-
ble, customer communication is highly based on email or fax. Email integration
in SAP CRM can be done in two ways:
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� Pull email 
Figure 9.11 shows the email flow via SAP CRM ICI and SAPConnect. In the pull
email mechanism, whenever email is routed via SAPConnect, it goes to the
agent group inbox based on the workflow and routing rules within the Email
Response Management Service (ERMS). The IC agent then accesses the inbox to
pull the emails and work on the issue.

Figure 9.11  Email Flow to the SAP CRM System

� Push email 
In the push email mechanism, when the email flows through CMS, which con-
nects the SAP CRM system via SAP CRM ICI, the email shows as accepted or
rejected on the Account Identification screen of the IC agent. When the
agent accepts the email, a screen pops up, and the account information is pop-
ulated accordingly.

When working through SAPConnect, the email flow is as follows:

1. Email is received from the email server that is connected to SAPConnect.

2. This triggers the inbound flow distribution (i.e., dispatching email to the work-
flow).

3. Workflow routes the email as a work item to the IC agent.

4. ERMS triggers in to route the email to the agent inbox.

5. The agent inbox receives the email to be worked on.
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Figure 9.12 shows the email interaction with the SAP CRM system where you can
see one other ERMS diverting the email to SAP CMS as ERMS push emails.

Figure 9.12  Email Interaction within SAP CRM

Agent Inbox

Refer to SAP Note 882653 (Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) about the Agent Inbox)
to understand some of the key concepts of the email flow to the agent inbox. SAP Note
455140 (Configuration of Email, Fax, Paging, or SMS Using SMTP) provides you with
the configuration steps to set up SAPConnect.

9.3.2 Fax, Letter, and SMS

Like email, fax, letter, and Short Message Service (SMS) can be integrated with
CMS or SAPConnect. The IC can communicate with these different channels. SAP-
Connect can be connected with the fax server, which is then routed to the IC
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agent inbox using SAP workflow similar to the previously described email flow.
When using SAP CRM ICI, the faxes are pushed to the IC agent, which results in
the screen popup.

Letters aren’t very widely used in the day-to-day business environment. The pro-
cess of pushing letters into the SAP CRM system is a bit different from any other
communication channel. When a letter is received from the customer, someone
from the company has to scan that letter physically and run the ArchiveLink  sce-
nario (Transaction OAWD). The ArchiveLink scenario uses the workflow to create
the work items and push them to the IC agent group box. These are categorized as
letters so that the IC agent can pull these to work on them.

SMS can also be integrated with SAP CRM IC as one of the communication chan-
nels. SMS can also be received via SAPConnect just like email via SAP CRM ICI.

9.3.3 Web Chat

Web chat is growing in industries where immediate interaction is a key to solving
customer issues. Although this communication channel isn’t widely used due to
social media awareness, people are more into communicating with messenger
services. The IC does provide the capability to accept web chats from customers
and reply to address their concerns.

You can also leverage the interactive scripting functionality with the web chat.
Based on the issues, you can have the text reader available to reply back to the
customer. The IC provides the capability for one agent to chat with multiple cus-
tomers at the same time.

In this section, we discussed the multichannel communication integrations that
can be employed with the IC, as well as provided an overview of how these chan-
nels can be integrated to SAPConnect or SAP CRM ICI.

9.4 Account Identification and Account Fact Sheets

IC agents can view the account details when a customer calls via the Account

Identification screen. After a customer account is created, an account fact sheet
is made available allowing the IC agents to get an overview of their customers.
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In this section, we’ll discuss account identifications and account fact sheets, along
with the steps involved in their creation and configuration.

9.4.1 Account Identification

As previously stated, IC agents have the ability to review account details when a
customer calls in by confirming the account on the Account Identification

screen. Most companies have requirements to confirm multiple partners. In these
scenarios, you need to configure the account identification profile for multiple
business partners. After the account is confirmed, the accounts are carried over to
the business transaction automatically until the call ends.

Account searches are carried out for the following scenarios:

� Business-to-business (B2B)

� Business-to-consumer (B2C)

� Mixed B2B and B2C

� Employee

Figure 9.13 shows the Account Identification screen for the single account,
which shows the confirmed account. The Result List shows the IBase ID and
IObject ID. Based on your configuration of the object component, you can dis-
play the list of the IBase or IObject associated with the customer. This helps to
directly drill into the product the customer bought and the issue in question,
which helps the service representative service the customer appropriately when
on a call.

Figure 9.14 shows the customer account details on the Account Identification

screen. The overview consists of Contacts, Addresses, Installed Base, History,
Related Partners, Objects, and Communication. You can drill into each of
these objects and see the details on the right side of the screen.
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Figure 9.13  Account Identification Screen

Figure 9.14  Result List and Briefcase

Figure 9.15 shows the multiple Account Identification screen wherein the
ship-to and sold-to parties are confirmed. The Result List shows the Confirmed

Partners.
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Figure 9.15  Multiple Account Identification

Let’s now go through the configuration steps required to set up the account iden-
tification functionality for multiple partners. Follow these steps:

1. Use the following menu path to configure the Account Identification Pro-

file: Customer Relationship Management � Interaction Center WebClient �
Master Data � Define Account Identification Profiles for Multiple Busi-

ness Partners.

2. Figure 9.16 shows the Account Identification Profile Details view with the
CAD Application ID and XSLT File that allows you to connect with the IVR sys-
tem. If you maintain the CAD Application ID name and XSLT File, it allows
you to use the contact’s attached data from the IVR system to identify the
account. All the available XSLT tags and attributes are listed and explained in
the sample XSLT program CRM_IC_BPIDENT_EXT_IAD_TO_ABAP.

3. Figure 9.17 shows the Auto Continue functionality that can be activated for
different channels. If you activate the Continue check for any of the channels,
the confirmation is automatically performed as soon as the unique accounts are
found.
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Figure 9.16  Account Identification Profile

Figure 9.17  Auto Continue

4. Figure 9.18 shows the Search Tabs that are available on the Account Identi-

fication screen. As shown, there are five tabs available: Details, Account,
Employee, Installed Base, and Object). If your business scenario doesn’t
require IBase and Object tabs, you can remove the configuration as shown in
Figure 9.18.

Figure 9.18  Search Tabs
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5. The Change View “Search Tabs”: Details screen allows you to define the
account identification scenarios, such as B2B, B2C, or Employee (see Figure
9.19). You can also activate Find Related Partners Automatically and acti-
vate the account from the Account Identification screen.

Figure 9.19  Search Tab Details

6. Figure 9.20 shows the Account Roles configuration, where you can add the
account role; those accounts can be searched on the Account Identification

screen. The ship-to party isn’t listed in Figure 9.20; if you try to search for ship-
to, it won’t return any account.

7. Figure 9.21 shows the Related Partner Roles configuration. The Related

Partner Roles field on the Account Identification screen comes with this
configuration.
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Figure 9.20  Account Roles

Figure 9.21  Related Partner Roles

8. Figure 9.22 shows the Relationships configuration, which depicts the relation-
ship of the confirmed partner in the result list. Based on this configuration, the
result list on the Account Identification screen shows related partners.

Figure 9.22  Relationship within Account Identification
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After the account is confirmed, you see the list of the accounts with the partner
functions (Figure 9.23) in the Confirmed Partners section below the result list
in the Account Identification screen.

Figure 9.23  Partner Functions within Account Identification

9. The last step in the configuration is to assign the Account Identification

Profile to the Function Profile ID BPINDENT_MULTIPLE, as shown in
Figure 9.24.

Figure 9.24  Assign Function Profile in the Business Role

9.4.2 Account Fact Sheets

The account fact sheet provides an overview of customers as well as a condensed
view of the data based on your specific business needs. Account fact sheets pro-
vide key information that customer service representatives should know before
interacting with the customer.

The information on the account fact sheet is listed as a part of the assignment
block. This means every view on the fact sheet shows that the assignment block
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and fact sheet can be launched from the account overview screen, as shown in
Figure 9.25. The More button on the account overview for the fact sheet is avail-
able with the UI PFCG role SAP_CRM_UIU_SLS_PROFESSIONAL. You can copy
this UI PFCG role and assign it to your business role.

The information on each fact sheet view can be pulled from different systems or
the same system. It can be pulled from SAP BusinessObjects BI, SAP ERP, SAP
CRM, or SAP Supply Chain Management (SAP SCM). These can be in the form of
master data or transactional data.

Figure 9.25  Account Overview with Fact Sheet Option

We’ll now discuss the steps involved in configuring account fact sheets; you can
change or copy the configuration based on your specific requirements. For our
purposes, we’ll use a standard fact sheet example BP_ACCOUNT_FS. Follow these
steps to configure the fact sheet:

1. Review the views or create a new view based on your requirements to pull the
data from the other systems. Figure 9.26 shows the different views for the BP_
FACTSHEET component that can be accessed via Transaction:BAP_WD_
CMPWB. You can configure the fields on each of views that you want to see on
the fact sheet.
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Figure 9.26  Maintaining Fact Sheet Component Views

2. Add the entry of that view if it doesn’t exist in the configuration path, Cus-

tomer Relationship Management � UI Framework � UI Framework Defini-

tion � Fact Sheet � Maintain Fact Sheet. You can create the new FACT Sheet

ID and assign the views to the customer FACT Sheet ID. Figure 9.27 shows the
view examples from BP_FACTSHEET.

Figure 9.27  Maintaining the Fact Sheet
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3. Configure the fact sheet component BSP_DLC_FS by going to Transaction BSP_
WD_CMPWB and selecting the view BSP_DLC_FS/factsheet. Figure 9.28
shows the fact sheet configuration where you can choose your custom fact
sheet or select the existing fact sheet, for example, Account Fact Sheet BP_

ACCOUNT_FS, and create the new configuration with your business role con-
figuration key (Role Config. Key).

Figure 9.28  Fact Sheet Configuration

4. Select the fact sheet and click the Next button to select the page type. After
you’ve selected the page type, click Next again to assign the existing views to
the fact sheet.

5. Figure 9.29 shows the Available Fact Sheet Views and Assigned Fact Sheet

Views lists. Within the Assigned Fact Sheet views, you can access the config-
uration to add or remove the view fields based on your specific requirements.

In this section, we discussed the account identification overview and account fact
sheet concept. We walked through the configuration steps involved in creating
both. In the next section, we’ll look at interaction records.
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Figure 9.29  Fact Sheet Views

9.5 Interaction Records

An interaction record logs all of the interactions that have taken place between a
customer service representative and customer while on a call. Any transaction
placed during a call with the customer is logged into the interaction record under
the activity clipboard. This becomes a basis to fetch the report based on the call
received. In addition, you can get the call time report from other reports, but the
interaction record gives you more specific details related to the call with the cus-
tomer.

Interaction records are a central navigation point in the IC, and SAP highly recom-
mends avoiding switching off this functionality because it’s core to IC capabilities.
After the call is completed and the customer service representative ends the call,
an interaction record is saved with all the necessary information that has been
executed during the call.

Figure 9.30 shows the Interaction Record screen with some details such as the
Activity Clipboard with the customer and transaction attached to it executed
during the call with the customer. Some of the last interactions can be viewed
from the Interaction Record screen as well.
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Figure 9.30  Interaction Record

Note

SAP has provided BAdI CRM_IC_IARECORD that can be used to suppress the creation
of the interaction record. See SAP Note 828402 BAdI of Interaction Record, for more
details.

9.6 Agent Inbox

The agent inbox helps the customer service representative work on incoming
items, such as incoming calls, emails, faxes, and so on, and respond to the cus-
tomer to solve any issues and answer any queries.

From the agent inbox, customer service representatives can view all of the busi-
ness transactions and work items assigned to their respective group. This helps
them pull these work items on their name and resolve the issues in a timely man-
ner. The agent inbox can also be used for IC Marketing functions, for example,
running planned activities created from the call list, contacting leads to convert
them to opportunities, and later triggering some sales out of the leads. Figure
9.31 shows the agent Inbox screen with various selection criteria and the Result
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List. The business role is IC_AGENT where the inbox is readily available. You can
copy the IC_AGENT business role to suit your specific needs.

The Search Criteria consists of Main Category, which includes the transactions
that you want to search; Status, Time Period, Object ID, Assigned To, Descrip-

tion, Date Type, Priority, Account, and From/To date.

Figure 9.31  Agent Inbox

The search Result List includes the Node, which shows the link of a specific
transaction to the different transactions in the tree structure; Status; Priority;
and Overdue, which shows the status of the item being red, yellow, or green
based on whether the work item has missed an SLA, object ID, description,
employee responsible, and so on.

9.6.1 Business Functions

The following are some functions that customer service can perform from the
agent inbox:

� Emails, faxes, and scanned letters 
Organizations receive complaints, orders, or any other service request via
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emails, faxes, or scanned letters. These get stored in SAP CRM as a transaction,
which is assigned to the customer service representative’s group. This can be
done through the routing rules based on organization-specific needs. Customer
service representatives can pull these emails, faxes, and scanned letters in their
agent inbox and work on those items to resolve them within the SLA specified
on each of the transactions.

� Work items 
You can process all the work items (i.e., SAP and any of your custom work
items in the agent inbox). Some examples of customer work items can be the
creation of the backoffice work items and tasks for issues such as an incomple-
tion log, under/over-DELIVERY, back order exceptions, or any kind of other
exception that customer service representatives should work on to resolve cus-
tomer issues.

� Business transactions 
You can pull any of the business transactions in the agent inbox, for example,
sales orders, sales contracts, service orders, confirmations, and so on.

� Advanced warning for due date  
Customer service representatives can view their work items that are nearing
their SLAs. These items are marked with a yellow Status Indicator in the Over-

due column. This is termed as advanced warning for due dates.

9.6.2 Configuring the Agent Inbox

For the purposes of example, let’s consider a business scenario where we create a
work item that shows up on the agent inbox screen to resolve a customer issue by
communicating with the customer.

Let’s say that a customer sends an email with information to place an order, but
he forgets to mention in the email whether the product ordered is a customer
pick up or should be delivered by an organization. This is controlled via the ship-
ping condition on the sales order. In this case, the customer service representa-
tive places an order and puts the order on delivery block. This creates the work
item in the form of a task where customer service should contact the customer
and confirm the shipping conditions on the sales order.
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This process plays out as follows:

1. An order is created with all information from the email received by the cus-
tomer service representative except the shipping condition piece, so the order
is placed on the delivery block (see Figure 9.32).

Figure 9.32  Order Created with Delivery Block

2. As soon as the order is placed on the delivery block, the task is created and
routed to the service skill group. This functionality can be achieved by config-
uring the actions to trigger the task based on the scheduled condition in status
for delivery block. The routing rule can be configured with the rule modeler
functionality covered in Chapter 4. You can implement routing rules based on
your specific needs and the customer master attribute.

3. Figure 9.33 shows the Delivery Block Task created and assigned to the sales
order. The task is assigned to the skill group; the skill group has multiple
employees assigned to it as well. Any of the employees can yank the task on
their name and call the customer to get the specific information on the shipping
condition.
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Figure 9.33  Agent Inbox Showing the Delivery Block Task

After the employee receives the information, he can update the order and close
the task. You can also assign a SLA to the task so that you can monitor the high-
priority issues more closely. The Overdue column helps you identify those tasks
that are nearing their SLA.

9.7 Business Transaction Routing

Business transaction routing helps an organization assign the appropriate skill
group to work on an SAP CRM business transactions. This can be done manually
or automatically. When business transactions are created, mostly service transac-
tions, these transactions can be escalated to different groups based on the cate-
gory listed. The category is based on the customer calls received; for example, if
a customer calls an organization saying that the product purchased isn’t up to the
standard quality, this would be pushed to a service skills group to escalate this
issue to the quality control department. In this case, you can either manually esca-
late the issue to the quality control department or configure the routing rules to
escalate the issue to the quality control department based on the transaction cat-
egory. In either case, the quality control team then views the service transaction
in its inbox and takes the necessary action.

In SAP CRM, the rule modeler is used to execute the automatic routing and con-
sists of various contexts. A context is a group of related attributes, operators, and
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actions that support a particular scenario or process, such as Email Response

Management System, Bounce Management, Order Routing, Intent Driven

Interaction (IC WebClient), or Lead Distribution, as shown in Figure 9.34.

Figure 9.34  Rule Policies Context

Each context has unique and specific attributes and actions, for example, for esca-
lating service tickets, you need Order Routing context. The Order Routing con-
text has the following attributes in standard SAP CRM:

� Transaction Type

� Customer

� Product

� Category

� Status

� Priority

As shown in Figure 9.35, order routing also allows the following actions within
the system:

� Invoke Policy 
You can use this action to branch from one policy to another policy based on
rules. Separating rules where the requirement results in multiple rules causes
huge performance issues. Therefore, it makes sense to separate the rules and
make use of the invoke policy based on your specific needs.

� Routing 
This changes the Responsible Group of the transaction to the organizational
unit defined in the rule and removes the other current Employee Responsible.
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� Stop Further Rule Processing 
This stops further rule processing within a policy. You typically use this action
in nested rules to stop rule evaluation at a desired outcome. This avoids super-
fluous evaluation of the rest of the rules in the policy.

Figure 9.35  Actions within the Order Routing Context

9.8 Call List Management

Call list management allows companies to organize new or existing customer and
make calls regarding any kind of promotion that the company is running. They can
execute these calls from the IC application. In most cases, managers create the call
list and assign the call list with the relevant agents. You can also assign a call script
to the call list so that agent knows exactly what to communicate to the customer.

Marketing professionals might want to make sure that existing customers are sat-
isfied with the services provided by the company or execute some kind of cam-
paigns for a target group of customers. In this scenario, call lists and planned
activities play an important role because they help call the list of the customers
based on the customer calling time. Call list management can involve activities
such as telesales, telemarketing, service follow-ups, and more.

SAP CRM enables you to generate call lists and create planned activities (outgoing
call), as shown in Figure 9.36.
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Figure 9.36  Generating a Planned Call List from the Business Partner Call Times

For the purposes of example, let’s say an organization has a requirement to gen-
erate a call list for a specific set of customers as a part of a regular activity and ser-
vice follow-up. Most companies hire employees to execute this kind of task and
run telemarketing activities to create new customers and service existing custom-
ers. In these scenarios, creating call lists and planned activities comes in handy for
generating the call list that can be maintained by the marketing manager and
agents involved.

The planned activities and the call list refer to the business partner calling hours,
and you have the option of creating one activity for each call time. This means
that one activity is created for the calling hours maintained for the business part-
ner; for example, calling hours for Monday are 10:00 am to 11:00 am and for
Tuesday are 11:00 am to 12:00 am. Therefore, two planned activities will be cre-
ated, one for each set of calling hours. You can create the call list and planned
activities via the menu path, Interaction Center � Supporting Processes � Out-

bound Calling � CRMD_CALL_LIST - Generate Business Transactions and

Call Lists.
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Within Transaction CRMD_CALL_LIST, it’s important that you keep the Gener-

ate Call List checkbox activated. You can assign the responsible user or organi-
zational unit to assign the call list that is generated.

Figure 9.37 shows the Call List Maintenance: Change screen where, along with
deleting, viewing, copying, splitting, and merging the call list, you can also search
for the call list, assign the call list to the agent, synchronize call lists with the CTI
tool that requires automated dialing, and view the call list statistics.

You can maintain the call list via the menu path, Interaction Center � Supporting

Processes � Outbound Calling � CRMD_TM_CLDIST – Call List Maintenance.

Figure 9.37  Call List Maintenance

Call List Maintenance

You can’t access the Call List Maintenance screen from the SAP CRM WebClient UI
because this function is only available in the SAP CRM GUI. In addition, this transaction
isn’t marked for SAP GUI for HTML, so you can’t launch this transaction on SAP CRM
WebClient UI either.
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After the call list is created and maintained, you can view the call list and the cus-
tomer calls that need to be executed in the WebClient UI screen, that is, the Call

Lists work center, as shown in Figure 9.38.

The call list can be executed as a part of Manual dialing or Automated dialing as
designated in the Mode column. Manual dialing is simple: the call list generated
is assigned to the agent, and the agent executes each call within the call list man-
ually. For automated dialing, the call list is transferred to the CTI tool, which
sends the call to the agent as an incoming call if the business partner answers the
call.

Figure 9.38  Call List on the WebClient UI Screen

A call list is a helpful and powerful tool that allows an agent to connect with cus-
tomers and reduce the service cycle time. We’ve covered some basic aspects of
call list creation, maintenance, and execution. In the next section, we’ll look at
how scripts can be generated for customer calls.

9.9 Interactive Scripting

The Interactive Script Editor enables you to create the script with specific ques-
tions directed to the customer. This is very helpful in cases where an organization
is running some kind of campaign or a promotion and requires you to provide the
product information to the customer.

The Interactive Script Editor is an extension of the call list functionality, which
means the interactive script can be assigned to a call list that the agent works on.
The Interactive Script Editor is available under the business role IC_MANAGER
and can be created by a marketing promotion manager. The script created is then
assigned to the agent to run the promotion.

The Interactive Script Editor allows you to create questions, answers, and actions.
It also consists of a repository of existing and searchable scripts. Interactive
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scripts are useful for guiding a newly hired agent through the call. It also im-
proves the communication between the agent and customer.

9.10 Knowledge Search

The knowledge search function within SAP CRM allows an agent to search for
solutions for recurring customer problems. Furthermore, knowledge search is
comprised of knowledge articles that provide information such as user manuals,
storing transaction templates, how-to documents, troubleshooting articles, and so
on. It’s one place where all information regarding any problem resides.

While organizations often do have solutions to customer problems, the informa-
tion is scattered and not collated at one place. Knowledge search provides a way
to store the answers to key problems in order to react quickly to customers needs.
One example of knowledge search is the SAP Support Portal; before logging any
kind of incident to the SAP help desk, the SAP Support Portal takes you to the Pre-
pare Solution Search and Find Solution steps. This means you can find SAP Notes
in the SAP Support Portal solution database that can resolve your issue before log-
ging the incident.

A knowledge article resides in a knowledge base. The SAP default knowledge base
is Solution Database (SDB). If you want to create your own knowledge base, you
can do so by implementing BAdI: Knowledge Bases. The knowledge article search
is carried out by the TREX search engine.

9.11 Email Response Management System

The Email Response Management System (ERMS) allows an organization to manage
incoming email effectively. Sometimes companies have difficulty managing their
incoming mail due to the sheer volume. This results in delayed responses to cus-
tomer issues.

To avoid any kind of customer issues, it’s imperative to properly manage incom-
ing emails and route them to the corresponding service skill group to work on to
reduce the time gap between receiving emails and executing the actions. This is
an automated way of managing emails with minimal manual intervention. ERMS
also helps managers view the complete email lifecycle and monitor those emails.
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This functionality adds value to an organization because it saves both time and
money. In some instances, an organization may want to auto-respond to certain
issues without creating any business object in the system. ERMS provides some of
the automated features that help organizations respond to customers on certain
issues without agent intervention. Based on your business needs, you can also
auto-prepare emails before responding to the customer and send it for approval
to the agent. The three automated email response features are email acknowl-
edgement, auto respond, and auto prepare. With email acknowledgement, you
typically create the transaction with the incoming email like a service ticket,
whereas with auto respond, you don’t need to create a transaction for the incom-
ing email and respond to the customer with the issue resolution.

9.11.1 Business Functions

ERMS provides a number of functions. Some of these features belong to the IC_
MANAGER business role, whereas some falls under the IC_AGENT business role:

� Rule policies 
Rule policy is used to achieve certain business functions that are carried out by
an organization on a frequent basis. It invokes specific actions automatically as
soon as predefined conditions are met. For example, with certain email
addresses, you can configure the rule policy to create a specific transaction.
ERMS services trigger the rule policy assigned in the configuration.

� ERMS Simulator 
ERMS Simulator helps the IC manager simulate the rules created within the
rule policy. This way the IC Manager can see the result of the rules created.

� Email Workbench 
The Email Workbench provides the capability to assign, route, forward, edit
rules for, and set the email to complete. These are IC manager functions that
give a manager an overview of the email processing in the IC.

� Email threading 
Email threading allows you to link an email to the service transaction. This
means that any email coming from the customer or agent replies are linked into
one tree structure with the service transaction. Tracking text is used to link the
emails to the transaction and mail forms are used to create a tracking text.
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� Auto-transaction creation 
Any email received by a customer can create a transaction in the SAP CRM sys-
tem if the rule policies are set up appropriately.

9.11.2 ERMS Setup

Following are some of the basic steps required to set up ERMS in your system:

1. Activate the workflow customizing, which is carried out in SAP NetWeaver under
Application Server � Business Management � SAP Business Workflow � Main-

tain Standard Settings (see Figure 9.39).

Figure 9.39  Maintaining Workflow Standard Settings

2. Create the receiving email address that the customer is going to use to send an
email to the organization. This is maintained in the SAP menu; choose Inter-

action Center � E-Mail Response Management System � Settings � Define

Receiving E-Mail Addresses/Fax Numbers (see Figure 9.40). Enter the
Description.

Figure 9.40  Defining the Receiving Email Address
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3. To trigger the ERMS workflow, assign the receiving email address to the ERMS
workflow. In the SAP menu, choose Interaction Center � E-Mail Response

Management System � Settings � Maintain Recipient Distribution. The New

Recipient is assigned based on the SAP object instance – ERMS support 2 (see
Figure 9.41 and Figure 9.42).

Figure 9.41  Inbound Distribution: Settings for Recipient Distribution (1)

Figure 9.42  Inbound Distribution: Settings for Recipient Distribution (2)

4. Next, assign agents to the general ERMS task to allow the email to be routed
to the specific skill group. You can see the task when accessing the Assign

Agents hyperlink shown in Figure 9.43. Then activate the workflow event by
selecting Activate event linking. To activate the event link, access Interac-

tion Center � E-Mail Response Management System � Settings � Assign

Agent for E-Mail Handling (see Figure 9.44).
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Figure 9.43  Activate Event Linking

Figure 9.44  Event Linkage: Triggering Events

5. Object type ERMSSUPRT2 is executed when the customer sends an email to the
email ID assigned to the new recipient ERMSSUPRT2. This initiates the ERMS
object type, as shown in Figure 9.45. The methods within this object type are
initiated, and after the processing of the object type is completed, the event
MailReceived triggers the workflow 200001 ERMS1, which triggers the service
manager profile assigned to the receiving email ID.

Figure 9.46 shows the assignment of the Object Type ERMSUPRT2 to the
Workflow template 200001 ERMS1.
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Figure 9.45  Object Type: ERMSUPRT2 ERMS Support 2

Figure 9.46  Object Type ERMSUPRT2 Assigned to the Workflow 200001 ERMS 1

6. Navigate via the menu path, Customer Relationship Management � E-Mail

Response Management System � Service Manager � Define Service Manager
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Profiles. In this step, you configure the ERMS service manager profile (Srv

Mgr Profile) and assign the profile to the Receiving E-mail ID. The DEFAULT

rule is assigned to the InvocOrder 50 under Directly Called Services (see
Figure 9.47 and Figure 9.48).

Figure 9.47  Service Manager ID

Figure 9.48  Assigning the Email ID to the Service Manager Profile

After these steps are configured, you can create the ERMS rule policies and rules
under Process Modeling � Rule Policies by accessing the IC_MANAGER role.

ERMS Configuration

For more details about ERMS and its configuration, refer to SAP Note 940882 ERMS
FAQ Note.

In this section, we gave an overview of ERMS features and setup. ERMS allows an
organization to manage incoming emails and route them to a specific group that
can reply back to the customer in a timely manner.
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9.12 Summary

In this chapter, we discussed the integrations, features, and functions available in
the IC. We covered the CTI, multichannel integration, account identification and
fact sheets, interaction record, agent inbox, business transaction routing, call list
management, interactive scripting, knowledge articles, and ERMS functionality.
In addition to these, different business functions such as IC Sales, IC Marketing,
and IC Service were also discussed. In the next chapter, we’ll look at another SAP
CRM application: the Web Channel.
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Chapter 10 

Web Channel applications cover web-based sales and services transactions 
and targeted marketing. In this chapter, we’ll discuss Web Channel appli-
cations functionality and configuration settings.

10 Web Channel

Web Channel applications enable the use of web technologies to conduct sales,
services, and interactions between an organization and customer. SAP E-Com-
merce turns the web into a profitable sales and interaction channel. SAP CRM has
provided a complete E-Commerce solution that supports both business-to-busi-
ness (B2B) and business-to-customer (B2C) business scenarios. SAP E-Commerce
helps organizations carry out their business with minimal manual intervention,
allowing customers to place orders and initiate services from the Web Channel.
This results in fewer order errors and fewer calls to the customer call center. With
SAP E-Commerce capabilities, an organization can reduce its overall sales transac-
tion costs and maximize customer satisfaction by providing information they
need on the web.

In this chapter, we’ll look at the E-Commerce architecture as well as the general
Web Channel functions. From there, we’ll move on to the B2B and B2C Web
Channel capabilities, before diving into the product catalog, Extended Configura-
tion Management (XCM) settings, and Web Channel user management settings.
Finally, we’ll look at Web Channel Experience Management (WCEM).

10.1 E-Commerce Architecture

SAP CRM provides a web tool to enable customers to conduct order placements
and agents to carry out customer service with the help of the Internet. This appli-
cation allows customers to track their orders and enter service requests in real
time. With Internet sales and service being one of the important mediums in
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today’s market, SAP has leveraged its application to include web applications as a
core competency within the SAP CRM space.

To deploy SAP E-Commerce, you need a Java stack, which is installed as a part of
SAP NetWeaver Application Server (AS) Java and consists of the SAP CRM Java
components. When you implement SAP CRM, you already have SAP NetWeaver
AS ABAP, which includes the Internet Pricing and Configurator (IPC) engine for
calculating pricing and other SAP CRM components.

SAP CRM is connected to the SAP ERP backend system to realize the shipment
and invoicing for the orders that are placed from the Web Channel, and SAP
Advanced Planning and Optimization (SAP APO) is used to carry out an availabil-
ity check on the web orders. Figure 10.1 shows details around the Java 2 Enter-
prise Edition Application Server (J2EE AS), which is a part of the Java stack.

Figure 10.1  J2EE Application Server

XCM

Presentation and Interaction Layer

Business Object Layer

Business Logic Service Layer

Web browser

SAP CRM/IPC/IMS/SAP ERP Systems

SAP Java connector/other connections
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As shown in Figure 10.1, the following layers are part of the J2EE AS:

� Presentation and interaction layer 
The web user sends the request to the presentation and interaction layer trig-
gering specific Java classes from the business object layer (BOL) based on the
user-specific action.

� Business object layer (BOL)
The BOL layer consists of the Java classes that help communicate user actions
to the SAP CRM backend. Java classes within BOL include the shopping basket
and catalog, which provide the business functionality that can be customized
based on your needs.

� Business Logic Service layer (BLS) 
This BLS layer provides access to business functions placed in different Enter-
prise Information System (EIS) such as SAP CRM, SAP ERP, and so on. For
every object in the BOL, a corresponding backend object is available as well. An
interface within the BLS layer is used to connect to the backend you’re using,
which may be BasketCRM or BasketR3. The complete lifecycle of the object
management is controlled by Backend Object Manager (BEM). Java Connector
(JCo) is used to connect the BLS layer to the enterprise application system, that
is, SAP CRM or SAP ERP. The object flow details are shown in Figure 10.2.

� Extended Configuration Management (XCM) 
XCM is used to configure the Web Channel after you’ve deployed the web com-
ponents. XCM is used to configure the application based on your specific needs
and to activate Shop Management and User Management, as well as configure
the specific application configuration.

Figure 10.2 shows a more detailed view of BOL and BLS with backend communi-
cation. It shows the logic flow of the basket backend within BLS connecting to the
enterprise application system.
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Figure 10.2  SAP CRM Web Channel Java Interaction Layer – Business Logic Service Layer

10.2 Business Functions

The Web Channel is a web-based marketing, sales, and services application that
enables customers to access product information and place orders anytime, any-
where. SAP CRM provides a customer portal to access the web shop, E-Services,
billing, and E-Analytics as a single point of entry.

Partner Channel Management

Partner Channel Management consists of a partner portal that helps partners collabo-
rate with the end customer and provides partners with self-service capabilities, includ-
ing key company information that helps businesses grow.
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The Web Channel has a number of capabilities that allow companies to interact
with customers and conduct web-based transactions:

� E-Selling 
SAP CRM provides E-Selling capabilities to both B2B and B2C customers. E-
Selling can overcome some of the key issues that an organization faces when
deploying any e-selling tools. With E-Selling, an organization uses functional-
ities that provide information on the availability of products, tools, customer
order statuses, and more.

� E-Marketing 
E-Marketing capabilities allow an organization to set up its own eeb shop with
product recommendations. This helps companies increase their sales by pro-
viding information on product recommendations, accessories, and cross-sell or
up-sell.

� E-Services 
E-Services allows customers to execute self-services for items they have bought.
This reduces the overall service costs and results in minimal error. E-Services
capabilities include account self-service registration, Knowledge Management
(KM), product registration, Service Request Management, and Complaints and
Returns Management.

� E-Analytics 
E-Analytics helps an organization analyze its customers’ buying behaviors and
sales-related information.

In the sections that follow, we’ll look at the three core SAP CRM functions that
can be used in the Web Channel applications: Marketing area, Sales area, and
Internet Customer Self-Service (ICSS).

10.2.1 Web Channel Marketing

Web Channel Marketing provides functionality that enables customers to apply
campaigns or determine the campaigns on a sales order, carry out global product
recommendations, and check for accessory products. It also helps organizations
propose products to customers via cross-selling, down-selling, and up-selling. The
following are some marketing functions within the Web Channel:

� Campaign determination in the web shop 
Customers can enter campaigns manually in the web shop or determine the
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campaign automatically on the sales order in the web shop. After the campaign
is applied, the prices are adjusted accordingly, and the customer benefits from
the campaign from that organization.

The B2C web shop has some limitations on the automatic campaign determina-
tion, but a customer can add the campaign manually to apply certain discounts
to the products purchased.

� Global product recommendations 
With this functionality, companies can recommend products to customers
based on specific target groups. Target groups are assigned to the web shop
during setup so a company can see which products were bought by specific cus-
tomers. This way, you can promote the right products to the right customers.

� Accessory products 
A company can create and maintain accessory products for core items that a
customer may purchase. For example, if a customer is buying a camera, the cus-
tomer may buy the camera bag separately. The camera bag is an accessory prod-
uct to the camera. These can be maintained and shown to the customer on the
web shop for purchase.

Such a process can allow a company to “bundle” certain products together and
promote products that a customer otherwise may not have seen.

� Cross-sell, up-sell, and down-sell 
Like accessory products, an organization can cross-sell, up-sell, and down-sell
items that aren’t available so that the customer has the option of buying similar
products at lower costs.

For example, if a product ordered by the customer isn’t available on the
requested date, a typical cross-sell is to offer a similar available product of a dif-
ferent brand. A customer can opt for that product and place an order. Up-sell-
ing and down-selling options are also available where customers can check
lower cost or higher value products of a similar kind.

10.2.2 Web Channel Sales

Web Channel Sales covers functions of creating quotations, contracts, and orders,
as well as some of the key sales order functions such as product determination,
batch characteristics in the sales transaction, free goods processing, and more.
Web Channel Sales lets a customer browse through the product catalog on the
web shop and carry out contracts and sales orders.
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With the product catalog, customers can view product prices and availability
before adding the product to their shopping cart. With certain web shop config-
urations, customers can view the complete document flow and the sales statuses
(e.g., delivery) and invoice number from the web shop. We discuss product cata-
logs further in Section 10.5.

The following are sales functions within the Web Channel:

� Contracts 
Web Channel Sales provides the functionality to determine contracts from the
web shop. If the proper web shop settings are activated for the contract deter-
mination, a contract can take place when placing an order. You can specify the
contract attributes in the configuration that you want to display on the web
shop, for example, product list, product details, and more.

� Quotations and order processing 
Order processing within the web shop allows customers to order products
online and provide companies with information on the sales statuses based on
where the product is in the sales cycle. An organization can mention one trans-
action type on the web shop for the sales order and one transaction type for the
quotation when setting up its web shop. This is a core feature of the web shop
functionality that allows customer to get the pricing information on products
when requested.

� Batches 
Companies can enter batches on the sales order line item or select batches from
the dropdown function on the shopping cart. Batches can be entered only on
the shopping cart and aren’t available on the product catalog. The batch deter-
mination occurs on the delivery document in SAP ERP, but SAP CRM provides
the functionality to enter it on the web shop if needed. This is then used in the
Available to Promise (ATP) check.

� Product determination 
SAP CRM provides two important product determination functions on the
Web Channel: product alternative ID and product substitution. The product
alternative ID helps to identify SAP products when creating business transac-
tions. This can be in the form of a customer product ID, vendor product ID,
alternative ID (own attribute), and Global Trade Item Number (GTIN).

Within the product substitution functionality, the system can automatically
replace one product with another within the order entry. If there are any seasonal
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demands for a product where your organization requires a product to be substi-
tuted, then using this functionality will help overcome any product substitution
obstacles.

� Price determination 
Web Channel Sales also provides the ability to view product prices on the prod-
uct catalog and when placing the order in the shopping basket. When creating
the product catalog, you need to assign the required pricing procedure to view
the pricing on the product catalog. There are two options to select the price on
the catalog: price determination via IPC and reading the price from the index
server (list price).

� ATP check 
Web Channel provides the functionality to carry out the ATP check when plac-
ing an order on the web shop or when accessing the product catalog. There are
two options to choose from: availability check via SAP APO or availability
check via SAP ERP. You can select either of the options based on your business
needs when setting up your web shop. ATP configuration was covered in
Chapter 6.

10.2.3 Web Channel Internet Customer Self-Service

Web Channel Internet Customer Self-Service (ICSS) provides organizations with
customer self-service capabilities. When accessing and checking the status of their
Web Channel sales order, if customers see any kind of late deliveries or any issue
with their order, they can create the service request without involving or calling
a customer service representative.

The following are ICSS features available through the Web Channel application:

� Account self-registration 
From the Web Channel, you can register an account and administer the user.
With this application you can also check the account status, update account
information, and verify account history.

� Knowledge Management 
The Knowledge Management functionality provides customer with solutions
for products they ordered to resolve issues without involving any service rep-
resentatives. The knowledge base for the problem and the solution are main-
tained for each product and can be view on the Web Channel.
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� Installed Base (IBase) Management
IBase Management allows customers to manage their products and keep their
product portfolios. This helps keep track of the products purchased and creates
service requests for any issues or malfunctioning of their products.

� Service Request Management 
Service Request Management allows customers to track the service cycle for
their problem products. Customers can create, monitor, and update the service
request during the complete service process cycle.

� Complaints and Returns Management 
Complaints and Returns Management helps customers create the complaints
that they have with their product, and the organization can in turn issue the
credit or return the product from the customer. Customers can view the status
of the credit or returns on the web.

In this section, we looked at the core Web Channel Marketing, Sales, and ICSS
business functions. In the next section, we’ll look at the B2B services provided by
the Web Channel.

10.3 B2B SAP CRM Web Channel

The Web Channel allows a company to exchange services, products, and informa-
tion with B2B, B2C, business on behalf, collaborative showroom, and more. With
the B2B SAP CRM Web Channel, companies and direct business partners to the
B2B web shop log in to order products.

In a typical B2B scenario, a manufacturer sets up the web shop where a distribu-
tor can log in and carry out its daily activities by logging business transactions.
Before any channel partner logs in to the web shop, the partner first need to be
set up in the manufacturer’s system. The product catalog is set up based on the
specific channel partner.

The following describes the typical B2B Web Channel cycle:

1. Before the business partner logs in to the web shop, the company makes sure
that the business partner record is set up for his ID in the manufacturer’s sys-
tem. The business partner logs on to the web shop.
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2. The business partner views the product catalog and browses for the desired
product to be ordered.

3. After the product is selected, the user adds the product to the shopping cart.

4. The business partner verifies the contract details.

5. The business partner checks for cross-sell, up-sell, and down-sell to order any
additional products.

6. An availability check is performed on the product selected in the shopping cart,
and the business partner verifies the delivery address or changes it if necessary.

7. The order is then ready to save. After the order is saved, the business partner
receives the confirmation and can monitor the status to make sure the delivery
dates are committed based on the order request date.

10.4 B2C SAP CRM Web Channel

In B2C, a consumer can log on to the web shop to place an order. There are some
basic differences between B2B and B2C from a web shop perspective:

� The user registration is different between B2B and B2C.

� A B2B has customer-specific pricing, meaning that prices differ from customer
to customer, whereas B2C price offerings are standard across all consumers.

� Business partner classification in SAP CRM is different between a B2B customer
and B2C consumer.

� A product catalog is assigned to a specific target group for B2B customers.

The B2C Web Channel cycle involves the following steps:

1. The consumer registers on the web shop to log in to the shopping site.

2. The consumer browses the web shop and searches for the product he wants to
order.

3. The product is selected and added to the shopping cart.

4. The consumer checks for cross-sell, up-sell, and down-sell to order any addi-
tional products.
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5. An availability check is performed on the sales order to check whether the
order can be confirmed for the order request date.

6. The delivery type is chosen, and the delivery address is changed if required.
The consumer selects the payment type before saving the order.

7. The order is then ready to save. After the order is saved, the consumer receives
the confirmation and can monitor the status to make sure the delivery dates are
committed based on the order request date.

10.5 Product Catalog

A product catalog is the grouping of products in a hierarchical manner to be dis-
played on the web shop. The product catalog can be maintained based on the
product hierarchy in the product master, or you can create your own product cat-
alog which isn’t a replica of the product hierarchy.

The product catalog in SAP CRM can be created by copying an existing product
catalog or in the same structure as the product hierarchy in SAP ERP. When
selecting products from the Web Channel product catalog, customers can check
product availability and prices and then transfer the product to their shopping
cart.

Figure 10.3 shows the product catalog setup and architectural flow. The product
catalog is created via web-based catalog management and is stored in the SAP
CRM database. The product catalog is replicated to the index server, which serves
as a product catalog search engine. To ensure that the index server is updated
with the latest product catalog version, any changes to the product catalog
requires replication to the index server.

The index server is the product catalog database on the web and increases prod-
uct search efficiency within Web Channel. Multimedia objects are published from
SAP CRM to the web server. If the necessary HTTP and FTP setting are main-
tained, then the images on the product catalog are replicated from SAP CRM to
the web server. The index server doesn’t support binary data such as images and
other MIME objects.
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Figure 10.3  Product Catalog Architectural Flow

10.5.1 Hierarchical Elements

The product catalog consists of different elements that comprise the product hier-
archical structure displayed in the web shop. The product catalog consists of a
variant that allows you to feed in the pricing procedure and the sales area to
determine the price of the product in the product catalog. You can restrict the
view of the product catalog to a list of specific business partners based on your
business needs. Figure 10.4 shows the product catalog structure and its element.

The following sections look at the different elements of the product catalog’s
structural hierarchy.
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Figure 10.4  Product Catalog Structures

Catalog Header

The catalog header consists of the basic and administrative data of the product
catalog. Figure 10.5 shows the catalog header that consists of the Catalog Type,
validity period of the product catalog (Valid From/Valid To), Status, and basic
characteristics list (Basic LOC).

Figure 10.5  Catalog Header
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Header data

Administrative data

Variant and views
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The catalog type determines the following:

� The type of product assignment (manual, automatic, or both) possible and the
product types allowed (i.e., Material or Service)

� The text determination procedure for catalog areas and product items

� Which structure of directories will be automatically suggested and created
during the initial creation of documents for a catalog area or catalog item

The product catalog types are shown in Figure 10.6. They can be either an auto-
matic product assignment or a manual product assignment. If you choose the
automatic product assignment when creating the product catalog, then the prod-
ucts belonging to the product hierarchy that you assign to the product catalog will
be copied in the item list automatically. If you choose the manual product assign-
ment, you have to manually assign the product under the item list of the catalog
area.

Figure 10.6  Product Catalog Types

To configure the product catalog type, follow the configuration path, Customer

Relationship Management � Master Data � Product Catalog � Define Catalog

Types.

Figure 10.7 shows the product catalog type detail configuration for the manual
product assignment.
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Figure 10.7  Product Catalog Type Details

Catalog Areas

The catalog area shows the product catalog in the hierarchical structure. You can
enter the basic information while creating the product catalog hierarchy, as shown
in Figure 10.8. You assign the documents, for example, images, to the catalog area.
You can index the catalog area if the catalog and the catalog area are active. Figure
10.9 shows the General Data Area, Area Texts, and the Area Images & Docu-

ment of the product catalog hierarchical structure.
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Figure 10.8  Catalog Subarea

Figure 10.9  Catalog Area

Variants

Catalog variants allow a company to use multiple languages, pricing models, cur-
rencies, and distribution chains for one product catalog. Figure 10.10 shows the
catalog variant with the language, currency, pricing procedure, sales organiza-
tion, distribution channel, division, customer group, price group, and price list
options. You can create the catalog variant with the validity period to be activated
along with the catalog and catalog area.
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Figure 10.10  Catalog Variant (1)

Figure 10.11 shows the catalog variant created for the product catalog PRODCAT_

ELECT. The catalog VARIANT ID is ZCATVAR_ELEC.

Figure 10.11  Catalog Variant (2)

Views

Catalog views act as filters to the product catalog and allow you to assign a busi-
ness partner or target group to the catalog view. This allows you to restrict the spe-
cific product catalog views to the specific customer. This also increases the overall
selling efficiency and helps organizations understand customer buying behavior.
As shown in the Catalog View screen (see Figure 10.12), in the Product Cata-

log Hierarchy section, Computer is activated under the Used In Catalog View
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column and assigned to a business partner. When this business partner logs in to
the web shop, he will view the products under “Computer” only.

Figure 10.12  Catalog Views

Item List and Details

The catalog area consists of the items that are viewed on the web shop. The
product catalog shows these items with price information and availability
details. Figure 10.13 shows the Item Overview section within Product Catalog

Area, which consists of the Item ID, Description, Status, Accessories, and
Configurable Product options. The list must be activated to be visible on the
web shop.

The Product Catalog Item details consist of General Data, Item Texts, and
Item Images & Documents. Multimedia objects such as images can be assigned to
the product and then replicated to the web shop to be viewed by the customer
(see Figure 10.14).
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Figure 10.13  Item Overview List within the Product Catalog Area

Figure 10.14  Item Details

After the product catalog is set up, you need to activate the product catalog at dif-
ferent levels, that is, catalog header, catalog variant, catalog area, and product
item (see Figure 10.15). After the product catalog is activated at all levels, it’s rep-
licated to the Index Management Service (IMS) server.
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Figure 10.15  Product Catalog Activated at All Levels

10.5.2 Indexing

Product catalog indexing enables products to be replicated to the TREX index
server so that the product catalog can be viewed in the web shop by the customer
logging in.

SAP provides two types of indexing: initial indexing and delta indexing. Figure
10.16 shows the Initial Indexing and Delta Indexing buttons highlighted on the
Product Catalog screen.

Figure 10.16  Product Catalog Indexing

Initial indexing is done when you create the product catalog, and it’s the first time
that you’re carrying out the product catalog indexing. Any further changes to the
product catalog are replicated to the TREX index server via delta indexing.
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10.5.3 Pricing Concept

Product catalog pricing is one of the key elements in any Web Channel applica-
tion. A customer needs to know the price of the product before adding the prod-
uct to the shopping cart. SAP CRM enables companies to show product prices in
the product catalog while browsing through the products to help customers make
informed decisions about their purchase. Figure 10.17 shows the flow diagram
for product catalog pricing.

Figure 10.17  Product Catalog Pricing Flow

As shown in Figure 10.17, the list price is assigned to the product catalog and rep-
licated to the TREX index server with the other product information. When the
product catalog is accessed via the Web Channel, the prices in the product catalog
are retrieved from the TREX index during runtime. This results in quick product
price information for the list price, whereas the IPC price calculates the price on
the product catalog based on the pricing procedure assigned to the catalog variant
in the product catalog. The IPC further follows the route of determining the price
based on the specific condition records with a combination of master data fields.
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The following describes the product catalog pricing cycle:

1. A customer logs in to the web shop and chooses a catalog variant; as soon as the
catalog variant is selected, the RFC-enabled function module CRM_ISA_PRIC-
ING_HDRDATA_GET is triggered to retrieve the pricing-relevant header attri-
butes. As shown in Figure 10.17, these attributes are business partner data,
sales organization data, or catalog variant data.

2. The product IDs are then retrieved from the TREX index and passed to the IPC.

3. In addition to the header attributes, further pricing-relevant item attributes are
retrieved via the RFC-enabled function module CRM_ISA_PRICING_ITM-
DATA_GET. The attributes retrieved are specific to the product master data.

4. After all the pricing-relevant attributes have been retrieved, these attributes are
sent to IPC for pricing of the products in the web catalog.

5. After IPC calculates the product price, these prices are then published on the
Web Channel product catalog.

In this section, we discussed the overall functionality of the product catalog in the
SAP CRM Web Channel. We looked at the different hierarchical elements, prod-
uct catalog indexing, and how prices can be displayed in the product catalog. In
the next section, we’ll walk through the XCM settings required to set up the web
shop and User Management.

10.6 XCM Settings

Extended Configuration Management (XCM) is used to configure Web Channel
applications after installing the web components. SAP provides various options to
suit your specific needs. The XCM configuration settings are required to launch
the shop administration application, user administration application, and B2B
application.

Figure 10.18 shows the Shop Management process required to set up the web
shop. It consists of settings such as General Information, Catalog, Order, and
Marketing. General application settings such as application security are applica-
ble to the whole web application.
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Figure 10.18  Shop Management Process

10.6.1 Shop Administration Settings

Before configuring the web shop, it’s necessary to set up the shop for maintaining
the web shop configuration via http://servername:port/shopadmin/admin/xcm/
init.do.

Figure 10.19 shows the shop administration settings screen, which displays the
application configurations crmshop, erpcrmshop, and r3shop from SAP. Based
on your business scenario, you can configure the shop administration with the
appropriate JCo. crmshop is used if you’re using an SAP CRM sales order and an
SAP CRM catalog. erpcrmshop is used if you’re using an SAP ERP sales order and
an SAP CRM product catalog.

Figure 10.19  Shop Administration Settings

Web-based Shop Management

Maintain Web Shop Setting

Save the web shop data in the SAP CRM
backend tables

http://web-server:port/shopadmin/shopadmin/init.do

- General information
- Catalog
- Order
- Marketing
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In this specific example, the customer configuration is a copy of erpcrmshop,
which needs a JCo pointing to SAP ERP and JcodataAlt pointing to SAP CRM.
For crmshop, both JCos will be pointing to SAP CRM.

After the shop administration configuration is completed, you can log in to the
web shop and configure the web shop General Information, Catalog, Trans-

actions, Customers, and Marketing tabs as shown in Figure 10.20 and Figure
10.21, respectively. The General Information tab includes options for Lan-

guage, Country, Address Format, IPC active, and Usage.

Figure 10.20  Web Shop General Information Tab Configuration

Figure 10.21 shows the Product Catalog configuration that consists of the Cat-

alog and Catalog Variant fields. You can also configure whether the price on
the product catalog can be a list price or be determined via the IPC.

Figure 10.21  Web Shop Catalog Tab Configuration
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Figure 10.22 shows the Transactions tab where you can configure the type of
the transaction to be created when the order is placed from the web shop.
Because the example configured here is erpcrmshop, you should populate the R/

3 Order Type field in the transaction configuration.

Figure 10.22  Web Shop Transactions Tab Configuration

Additional functionality that you can configure with the web shop transaction is
Allow Order Changes if you want the order to be changed by the customer if
required, Enable Contract Display, Display Invoices, Down Payments and

Credit Memos, and Allow Ordering of QUOTATIONS.

10.6.2 Application Settings

SAP has provided predefined configurations that customers can use and copy
from. You can change the B2B application configuration based on your specific
needs. You configure the application in the link, http://servername:port/b2b/
admin/xcm/init.do.

Figure 10.23 shows the Extended Configuration Management (XCM) Adminis-

tration screen for erpcrmstandard. You can copy the standard configuration,
which is used when configuring B2B for the product catalog in SAP CRM and when
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orders are created in SAP ERP. The customer configuration is a copy of erpcrm-

standard, which is configured with a JCo pointing to SAP ERP and JcodataAlt

pointing to SAP CRM. Some of the predefined configuration applications provided
by SAP are b2bWithUME, b2bcrmstandard, erpcrmstandard, homcrmstandard,
mcmstandard, ocicrmstandard, and oobcrmstandard. You can configure the field-
related settings for the web shop within the XCM customer configuration.

Figure 10.23  XCM Administration for B2B Application

SAP has provided two types of shopping baskets that control the data storage and
how the shopping basket behaves in the web shop:

� crmbasket 
This is managed by the SAP CRM order functionality, which doesn’t require
any further configuration.

� javabasket 
This is managed by the Java Application Server and requires the configuration
to be set up if activated. Basket data is stored in the J2EE database.

10.6.3 User Administration Settings

After the configuration on the shop administration and B2B application is com-
pleted, you need to configure the user administration so that you can log in to the
user administration portal to create the contact person and assign the relationship.

To configure the user administration portal, log in to the following link: http://
servername:port/isauseradm/admin/xcm/init.do.
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Figure 10.24 shows the Extended Configuration Management (XCM) Adminis-

tration screen for user administration wherein the XCM configuration is copied
from isar3useradmStandard. Because this is an SAP ERP sales order example, the
JCo connection is pointing to the SAP ERP system. If an SAP CRM sales order is
used, then you need to configure isauseradmstandard.

After the configuration is completed, you can access the user administration por-
tal to create new users.

Figure 10.24  XCM Administration for User Administration

The user administration application is used to create a user as the contact person
and maintain the relationship with the customer. To create the new contact, use
the link, http://servername:port/isauseradm/admin/init.do.

Figure 10.25 shows the E-Selling User Management login page.

Figure 10.25  E-Selling User Management Login Page
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After you log in to the User Management portal, you can create the new user or
change the existing user from the link, as shown in Figure 10.26.

Figure 10.26  User Management Portal to Create a New User

After completing the web shop configuration and setting up the user B2B, the appli-
cation is ready to access the shop and place an order via link http://servername:port/
b2b/b2b/init.do.

Figure 10.27 shows the E-Commerce Business-to-Business Application login
page.

Figure 10.27  E-Commerce Business-to-Business Application Login Page

In this section, we covered the basic concepts and settings of XCM. We’ve also
specified the links required for setting up each of the XCM functions required to
set up the web shop. In the next section, we’ll discuss in greater depth the User
Management settings that can be configured for the Web Channel.
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10.7 User Management

User Management within Web Channel is used to create and manage existing
Internet users that carry out day-to-day activities in the web shop. You can create
users for two types of shops: a B2B shop and a B2C shop. The users can be created
in the SAP CRM backend system for those who access both shops. The Web Chan-
nel User Management application is applicable to B2B shop users only.

When Internet users are created, authorization roles are assigned to them so that
they can shop on the Web Channel. The authorization roles are assigned to both
the B2B and B2C users. The authorization roles are different for normal Internet
users than for web shop managers and super users.

10.7.1 User Creation in a B2C Web Shop

Figure 10.28 shows the B2C web shop user creation process where the consumer
registers its user as a part of self-registration, and the user is created in the SAP
CRM system and then replicates back to the SAP ERP system.

Figure 10.28  B2C Web Shop User Creation Process

The authorization role is created and assigned to the reference user so that after
the consumer registers, he will be assigned with the authorization role from the
reference user. This creates the Internet user for the consumer in the backend

B2C Web Shop

SAP CRM System

SAP ERP customer record created

Consumer registers

- Automatic creation of business partner master record
- Role consumer
- Classification consumer
- Data retrieved from the reference business partner
- User creation

Customer replication
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SAP CRM system, and the Internet user is assigned to the business partner with
the role and classification consumer. Figure 10.28 shows the registration process
for the B2C web shop where the system creates the business partner and the
Internet user in step 2. After the business partner is created, it uploads to SAP ERP
in step 3.

10.7.2 User Creation in a B2B Web Shop

Figure 10.29 shows the user creation process in a B2B web shop where you can
make use of the User Management application set up via XCM.

Figure 10.29  B2B Web Shop User Creation Process
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In this scenario, the system administrator creates the web shop manager user via
Transaction SU01 and assigns the appropriate authorization roles. The web shop
manager then logs in to the web-based User Management application, creates the
super user from the customer side, and links him to the sold-to party.

The sold-to party is replicated from SAP ERP to SAP CRM. After the super user is
created from the User Management application, the system sends the user ID and
password to the super user. The contact person is created with the contact person
role. The Internet user role is created for the same contact person who was
assigned with the authorization roles. This helps them to log in to the web shop
and carry out their day-to-day activities on the B2B web shop.

This section described how the web-based User Management application can be
used to manage existing users or create new users for the B2B web shop applica-
tion. The process flow definition and the diagrammatic representation of the user
flow helps to show the user-creation process for both shops.

10.8 Web Channel Experience Management

SAP Web Channel Experience Management (WCEM) evolved from a demand for
e-business solutions based on market needs. Current licensed users of WCEM can
benefit from this platform’s multi-channel, customer self-service capabilities.
New users are encouraged to use hybris Omni Commerce as described in the note
box below.

Important!

As of January 2014, SAP has removed WCEM from its price list due to the acquisition of
hybris by SAP and the innovations brought by the hybris Commerce Suite. As of now,
hybris Omni Commerce is poised to succeed WCEM. More information on hybris can be
found at https://www.hybris.com/en/. The information here pertains only to SAP CRM.

The WCEM framework is supported with backend object layer that communi-
cates with the backend system, BOL, UI, and interaction layer, which allows users
to log in and access the web shop. The web service layer allows users to access
business objects via SAP CRM Mobile browser or apps.
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The configuration tool includes Web Channel Builder, which helps companies set
up their web shops, and SAP NetWeaver Developer Studio (NWDS) is used to
modify the UI based on the customer-specific business needs.

The following are business functions provided by WCEM:

� E-Marketing 
E-Marketing delivers personalized recommendations, Loyalty Management,
campaigns and promotions, ability to target catalog content based on a specific
business partner, product ratings and integration to third-party web content
management systems.

� E-Commerce 
E-Commerce delivers order management, product catalog management, check
out and payment processing, availability check in store, and pick up capability.

� E-Service 
E-Service delivers self-service, Service Request Management, Complaints and
Returns Management, product registration, IBase Management, and Knowl-
edge Management.

WCEM also provides new architecture around how the product catalog is dis-
played in the web shop. One of the options from WCEM for showing the product
catalog is multi-channel catalog (based on SAP Master Data Management) with
the SAP CRM backend. In this option, the product catalog in the web shop isn’t
retrieved from the SAP CRM system, and therefore catalog variants for maintain-
ing the currency and language don’t exist in SAP CRM. The products from SAP
CRM are loaded to SAP MDM via FTP (SAP Process Integration [PI] isn’t
required). The web shop then retrieves the product, images, and multimedia
objects from SAP MDM to show and display in the web shop for the business
users.

10.9 Summary

The Web Channel allows consumers to order online and distributors to buy from
manufacturers. In this chapter, we discussed the Web Channel application archi-
tecture and business functions. We then dove into the different applications that
can be used to configure the Web Channel. In the next chapter, we’ll discuss SAP
CRM Mobile solutions.
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Chapter 11 

Mobility is vital to business modernity in a society that is constantly on 
the move. In this chapter, we’ll discuss the SAP CRM Mobile solution.

11 SAP CRM Mobile Technology

For companies that have field employees out working with customers, system
mobility is key. Employees need to be equipped with the devices and infrastruc-
ture to provide accurate information on business transactions or customer infor-
mation. Therefore, it becomes important to provide them with the right tools to
overcome mobility issues.

SAP CRM provides mobile solutions that can help an organization do just that. In
this chapter, we’ll look at the mobile solutions for SAP CRM processes. We’ll also
identify key SAP CRM Mobile business functions and implementations. To begin,
let’s look at an overview of the SAP CRM Mobile platform.

11.1 SAP CRM Mobile Overview

SAP CRM Mobile provides sales and service functionalities that cover most of the
key transactions and information required for a technician or a sales professional.
This enables field employees to carry out their work more effectively at a cus-
tomer location. They can easily access tools for interaction logs and business
transaction information. This also reduces data redundancy and the duplicate
effort of maintaining data.

As discussed in previous chapters, SAP CRM architecture covers different chan-
nels that connect to the backend systems required to support SAP CRM, provid-
ing information on availability, reporting capability, and executing the logistics
transactions. These include SAP Supply Chain Management (SAP SCM), SAP Busi-
nessObjects Business Intelligence (SAP BusinessObjects BI), and SAP ERP.
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As part of the SAP CRM architecture, field applications also serve as a channel that
connects field technicians and sales professionals with customers anywhere,
offering the latest information on purchases or product information.

Field applications in SAP CRM consist of mobile clients and handheld devices.
Mobile clients connect the SAP CRM backend system to laptops and handheld
devices like iPhones, BlackBerrys, or any Android phones. We’ll discuss more
about mobile clients and handheld devices in the next section.

11.2 SAP CRM Mobile Business Functions

SAP CRM Mobile business functions allow an organization to log its transactions
and access master data information from laptops to handheld devices. Mobile cli-
ents are normally laptop computers on which the SAP CRM Mobile Sales and SAP
CRM Mobile Service applications are executed. Mobile clients are connected to
the SAP CRM server for data exchange via the communication station.

Figure 11.1 shows the SAP CRM mobile client connected to the SAP CRM server
via a communication station. Figure 11.1 shows high-level information on how
the SAP CRM system connects with the SAP CRM mobile client, SAP ERP, and any
other third-party system.

Figure 11.1  SAP CRM Mobile Client Connection to the SAP CRM Server via a Communication 
Station

The field service or field sales representative executes different business function-
alities and then adds the relevant information to the SAP CRM mobile client. This
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System
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reduces the time and effort to enter the same information when on-premise
within the company’s SAP CRM system. Following are some of the business func-
tions that are available on the SAP CRM mobile client that field sales/service rep-
resentatives can carry out when communicating with the customer. The informa-
tion added for these transactions on the SAP CRM mobile client is synced back to
the SAP CRM server:

� Activity

� Leads

� Opportunities

� Sales orders

� Service orders

� Service confirmations

� Installed Bases (IBases)

� Complaints and returns processing

� Service Contract Management

� Products and business partner management

� Service Parts Management

11.3 Implementing SAP CRM Mobile

SAP CRM provides multiple options to enable SAP CRM Mobile solutions that
provides you with the capability to connect with SAP CRM applications on lap-
tops and handheld devices. The following sections discuss these various options.

11.3.1 Mobile Client

A mobile client is used by field sales and service employees on laptop computers
to connect to the SAP CRM server via the communication station. The mobile cli-
ent is usually disconnected to the SAP CRM server and can be synced with master
and transaction data via a request. This can be done by the field sales/service rep-
resentative once a day when the mobile client establishes the connection to the
SAP CRM server.

The connection between the mobile client and the SAP CRM server is established
via ConnTrans. If ConnTrans is activated by the sales representative, the data flow
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from the mobile client and the SAP CRM server is initiated. Any change in the
data from the SAP CRM mobile UI is queued up in the outbound of the mobile cli-
ent and is triggered to update the SAP CRM server via a communication station
when ConnTrans is activated. The data transfer is done via Distributed Compo-
nent Object Model (DCOM) and is received from the message transfer service
server via the communication station. For mobile clients, a Synchronous BDoc
(SBDoc) is generated, and this undergoes validation, replication of the data, and
confirmations to the mobile clients for the data receipt from the SAP CRM server.

Figure 11.2 shows the SAP CRM mobile client landscape with different compo-
nents connected to each other. This is a typical mobile client landscape used by an
organization.

The following list provides more information on these components:

1 SAP ERP system 
The SAP ERP system is connected to SAP CRM and is the source of all master
data that flows to SAP CRM.

2 SAP CRM system 
The SAP CRM server consists of all middleware services and data that are
required to pass on to the mobile client. The consolidated database is a part of
the SAP CRM server, which receives the Customizing objects master data
loaded from the SAP CRM database to the consolidated database.

3 Mobile Repository Server 
The Mobile Repository Server (MRS) resides in the Mobile Application Repos-
itory (MAR) and is used as a test application database.

4 Communication Station 
The communication station is used for data exchange between the SAP CRM
server and the SAP CRM mobile client.

5 Mobile Development Workstation 
The Mobile Development Workstation (MDW) is used to design the SAP CRM
mobile client applications. It’s also used to provide authorization to SAP CRM
mobile client users. The Mobile Application Studio (MAS) is the tool used to
design the applications, and the Authorization Management Tool (AMT) is used
to provide appropriate authorizations to users.

6 Mobile client  
The mobile client is the application used by field sales/service representatives
to log their work and access relevant customer information.
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Figure 11.2  SAP CRM Mobile Client System Landscape

In addition to these components, the workgroup server and workgroup clients
can also play a part when in use via the workgroup solution. The workgroup ser-
vice is connected to the SAP CRM communication station. It’s used for storing the
central database that the workgroup clients connect with.

11.3.2 Sybase Mobile Sales for SAP CRM

Sybase Mobile Sales for SAP CRM provides organizations with the capability to
connect SAP CRM to SAP mobile applications. Sales representatives can use the
mobile applications to meet their needs. The data from the SAP CRM backend sys-
tem is transformed by the Sybase Unwired Platform to view it in a mobile format.

The Sybase Unwired Platform consists of the following different tiers that have
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(DOE), UI capabilities, databases, software applications, and web services.

The Sybase Unwired Platform consists of the mobile SDK, which allows the creation
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Figure 11.3 shows the Sybase Mobile Sales architecture that provides an overview
of the system components involved to set up the SAP CRM Mobile Sales on the
Sybase Unwired Platform.

Figure 11.3  Sybase Mobile Sales Architecture
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SAP NetWeaver Mobile and its gateway entry point. DOE consolidates and dis-
tributes the data to the Sybase Mobile application via the gateway. DOE uses
messaging to transmit the data to and from devices. On the Sybase Unwired Plat-
form, the Entry Set Definitions for Mobile Applications (ESDMA) converter util-
ity converts the ESDMA bundle into a Sybase Unwired Platform package that is
deployed to unwired servers.

11.3.3 SAP CRM Mobile Sales Applications

There are a number of SAP CRM Mobile Sales applications that can be imple-
mented with a number of devices. In this section, we’ll discuss not only the spe-
cific mobile application for SAP CRM Sales but also the other applications and
devices that the module can be used with.

Mobile Application

Similar to Sybase Mobile Sales for SAP CRM, the SAP CRM Mobile Sales applica-
tion requires an add-on to the SAP CRM system. The SAP CRM Mobile Sales
application enables sales representatives to log their daily activities on the mobile
application to maintain their work data at multiple places and increase their pro-
ductivity. In addition to this, they can also access customer information anytime
and anywhere.

The following list shows the key functionality provided with the SAP CRM
Mobile Sales application. These functions can be searched, create, and updated
from the mobile applications:

� Accounts and contact management

� Lead Management

� Opportunities

� Activities

� Quotation management and order management

� Analytics

Figure 11.4 shows the SAP CRM Mobile Sales application overview with the con-
nection and the flow from the SAP CRM backend components to the mobile
adaptation and device connection.
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Figure 11.4  SAP CRM Mobile Sales Overview

Figure 11.5 shows the detailed SAP CRM Mobile Sales flow diagram, including
the SAP CRM add-on MOB_CRMS required on the SAP CRM server and SAP Net-
Weaver Mobile for connecting to Sybase Unwired Platform. The Sybase Unwired
Platform is required for both the SAP CRM Mobile Sales application and the Syb-
ase Mobile Sales application. The data flows back and forth from the SAP CRM
system to the device via mobile adaptation add-ons.

Figure 11.5  SAP CRM Mobile Sales Flow Diagram
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SAP Sales Diary for iPad

The SAP Sales Diary for iPad allows an employee to capture notes and log them in
the SAP CRM system as accounts, opportunities, and activities. This functionality
comes in handy for sales representatives because they can convert the captured
notes to the task within SAP CRM system.

Figure 11.6 shows the SAP Sales Diary for iPad architectural flow, which requires
the SAP Sales Diary add-on (LWM_CR004) to SAP CRM. SAP Gateway is con-
nected to the Sybase Unwired Platform/SAP Mobile Platform. The relay server
acts as a messaging channel that connects to the mobile device.

Figure 11.6  SAP Sales Diary for iPad Architectural Flow
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SAP Sales Pipeline Simulator for Windows Tablets

The SAP Sales Pipeline Simulator for Windows tablets allows a company to view
the sales pipeline of the customer. The sales representative can view the details of
the opportunity pipeline and monitor the dates, total revenue, and chance of suc-
cess of an opportunity. This app provides the opportunity pipeline as a bubble
chart that helps sales representative visualize the total revenue of the opportunity
pipeline.

Figure 11.7 shows the SAP Sales Pipeline Simulator for Windows tablets architec-
tural flow, which requires the SAP Sales Pipeline Simulator add-on (LWMCR005)
to SAP CRM. SAP Gateway is connected to the Sybase Unwired Platform. The
relay server acts as a messaging channel that connects to the mobile device. The
supported device for the SAP Sales Pipeline Simulator is Windows 8 tablets.

Figure 11.7  SAP Sales Pipeline Simulator for Windows Tablets Architectural Flow
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SAP Sales Companion for iPad

Just like the SAP Customer Briefing app (see Section 11.3.4) and the SAP Sales
Diary app, the SAP Sales Companion for iPad app provides even more options in
customer analytics. The SAP Sales Companion for iPad app is also powered by
SAP HANA. The app also has the benefit of integration with groupware calendars
and tasks.

Figure 11.8 shows the SAP Sales Companion for iPad architectural flow, which
requires the SAP Sales Companion add-ons (SALECOM1, SALECOM2, and
SMOBFND) to SAP CRM. SAP Gateway is connected to the Sybase Unwired Plat-
form. The relay server acts as a messaging channel that connects to the mobile
device. The supported device for SAP Sales Companion is the iPad.

Figure 11.8  SAP Sales Companion for iPad Architectural Flow
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11.3.4 SAP Customer Briefing for iPad

The SAP Customer Briefing for iPad allows sales representatives access to infor-
mation that relates to the customer. This includes information on open activities,
opportunities, and display documents that may be important to review when
meeting with customers.

Figure 11.9 shows the SAP Customer Briefing for iPad architectural flow, which
requires the SAP Customer Briefing add-on (LWMCR003) to SAP CRM. SAP Gate-
way is connected to the Sybase Unwired Platform/SAP Mobile Platform. The relay
server acts as a messaging channel that connects to the mobile device.

Figure 11.9  SAP Customer Briefing for iPad Architectural Flow
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11.3.5 SAP Citizen Connect for iPhone and iPad

SAP Citizen Connect for iPhone and iPad is specifically used in municipality sce-
narios. If you want to report issues related to debris, potholes, and so on, then
you can use the SAP Citizen Connect app to log an issue and get the proper atten-
tion in a timely manner to resolve these issues quickly.

This also reduces the overall customer call center activity within the municipality
offices, increases efficiency, and reduces overall costs to improve customer satis-
faction. It helps to categorize the issue quickly and locate it via GPS.

Figure 11.10 shows the SAP Citizen Connect for iPhone and iPad architectural
flow, which requires the SAP Citizen Connect add-on (LWM_CCC) to the SAP
CRM system. For SAP Citizen Connect, only SAP Gateway is required to run the
mobile application. The relay server acts as a messaging channel that connects to
the mobile device.

Figure 11.10  SAP Citizen Connect for iPhone and iPad Architectural Flow
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SAP Fiori Apps

SAP Fiori provides transactional apps that support different SAP CRM functional-
ities. These apps are available for the following SAP CRM releases:

� SAP EHP 3 for SAP CRM 7.0 SPS 8 or higher

� SAP CRM 7.0 SPS 6 or higher

� SAP EHP 1 for SAP CRM 7.0 SPS 3 or higher

� SAP EHP 2 for SAP CRM 7.0 SPS 1 or higher

In the sections that follow, we’ll look at the different SAP Fiori apps compatible
with SAP CRM.

My Accounts

The My Accounts app helps you search and display the account that you’re work-
ing on and provides your account information with contacts, appointments, and
opportunities in detail. This helps you prepare for any meetings and discussions
with customers. You can also share the account in SAP Jam.

The My Account app is only available with SAP EHP 3 for SAP CRM 7.0. This app
provides the following features:

� Create new accounts and edit existing account data.

� Create contracts, opportunities, tasks, and more for an account.

� Perform account searches for your personal account, customer accounts, col-
league accounts, and corporate or company accounts. You can also filter the
account search option by account group.

� Display account details such as expected opportunity revenue, SAP ERP quota-
tions and sales orders, contracts, tasks, appointments, leads, and more for an
account. You can then click on these details to display even more information.

� Customize the layout of the app to change the order of search columns in the
search list, views, and so on.

My Appointments

The My Appointments app helps you create, change, and manage appointments.
You can create follow-up appointments, follow-up tasks, and opportunities with
this app. The appointment is also synced with the SAP CRM backend.
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The My Appointment app provides the following options:

� Create new appointments with attendees and assigned accounts and contacts.
You can also create appoints using multiple transactions.

� Display the details of an appointments accounts and points of contact.

� View your calendar and other employee calendars. Within your calendar, you
can change the view to monthly, weekly, or daily.

� Provide notes for an appointment. Notes and other documents can also be
attached to appointments.

My Contacts

The My Contacts app helps you manage your contacts by creating the contacts
and accessing existing contacts in the SAP CRM backend. You can also view com-
munication data, create follow-up activities, edit existing contacts, and add notes
and attachments to the contacts.

Other features available with the My Contacts app include the following:

� Search and sort capabilities by contact first name, last name, and account name.

� Edit contact information.

� Take a quick look at account details and overviews.

My Leads

The My Leads app helps you manage your leads effectively and efficiently. You
can add partners and products to the leads. You can edit and view leads that
belong to you. You can also add notes and attachment to the leads.

This app includes additional key features such as the following:

� Have your assigned leads sent directly to you for acceptance or rejection.

� View and edit parties involved in a lead. You can add, edit, and view the
employee responsible for a lead. You can also add and view participants.

� Add, edit, and remove products.

� Edit header data.

My Tasks

With the My Tasks app, you can create or change the existing task, which is
synchronized with the SAP CRM backend. You can create follow-up tasks,
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opportunities, and appointments. You can also display all the tasks that are due
today or this week.

Additional important features for this app include the following:

� View and edit task statuses. You can change your existing tasks and set them to
be shown as complete.

� Create new tasks. These can have specific transaction types assigned to them as
well.

� Search for tasks based on key words, or accounts and contacts connected to the
tasks.

My Opportunities

The My Opportunities app allows you to create, edit, and display your opportu-
nities. Like leads, you can manage partners on the opportunity and view compet-
itor information. This helps you connect with your customer effectively and make
key decisions when meeting customers. You can add notes and attachments to an
opportunity, and you can also share and discuss topics related to an opportunity
using SAP Jam.

Additional key features for this app include the following:

� View, add, or edit the employee responsible for the opportunity.

� Add or edit participants, and view information on the parties involved.

� Add, edit, and delete products involved in the opportunity.

� Create follow-up activities for tasks, appointments, and opportunities.

My Notes

With the My Notes app, you can manage your personal notes while you’re visit-
ing customers or during discussions with the customers. You can create, change,
or delete the note text. You can also forward notes as an email.

Additional features for the My Notes app include the following:

� Sort notes alphabetically or by date.

� Create notes in Activity Management as appointments or tasks. You can also
connect with the My Appointments and My Tasks apps.

� Locate character strings within notes.
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Simulate Sales Pipeline

The Simulate Sales Pipeline app allows you to change the expected sales volume,
closing date, and chance of success of opportunity. With these attributes, you can
simulate the target achievements. Opportunities are retrieved from SAP CRM,
and changes within the app are then synced back to the SAP CRM backend.

Additional features of this app include the following:

� View opportunity details such as contract information, accounts, and so on.

� Display opportunities by time period and view your opportunity pipeline.

� Edit opportunity information such as value, end date, and success ratio.

Track Sales Pipeline

The Track Sales Pipeline app helps you view the overall targets achieved by your
employees against the set targets. You can also view the top 10 opportunities
within your team and the opportunities assigned to the respective employees.
You also have the capability to view opportunity by sales organization and filter
top opportunities.

Additional key features for this app include the following:

� Display opportunities by time period.

� View opportunity details such as account information, employee responsible,
and contact information.

SAP Fiori Architecture

Figure 11.11 shows an overview of SAP Fiori’s architecture, which requires the
SAP Fiori apps to be installed at the frontend server. SAP Fiori apps consists of
frontend and backend components. The frontend component is the UI, and the
backend component is the OData service connected to the SAP Business Suite
backend via SAP Gateway.

SAP UI components for SAP Fiori and SAP Gateway are deployed on the same
server. The UI component is an SAP Fiori product that is required to be installed on
the SAP NetWeaver AS ABAP, as shown in Figure 11.11. SAP Fiori runs on desk-
tops, smartphones, and tablets. To run SAP Fiori apps, a client (e.g., a browser)
should be compatible with HTML5. The information flows from the client to SAP
Gateway via OData and then connects to the backend SAP Business Suite.
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Figure 11.11  SAP Fiori Architecture Overview

Installation of the SAP Fiori UI components, SAP Gateway, and its compatibility
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menting SAP Fiori for SAP CRM.

11.4 Summary

In this chapter, we discussed SAP CRM Mobile and how field representatives can
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ality: SAP Cloud for Customer.
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Chapter 12 

This chapter describes SAP Cloud for Customer, including its major 
features, how it fits into SAP’s overall cloud and customer engagement 
strategy, and use cases for deployment with SAP CRM.

12 SAP Cloud for Customer

SAP Cloud for Customer is part of the SAP Customer Engagement and Commerce
portfolio (SAP CEC). The key capabilities of SAP CEC include sales, commerce,
billing, marketing, customer service, loyalty management, and social enga-
gement. SAP Cloud for Customer complements SAP CRM on-premise. This chap-
ter describes the features of SAP Cloud for Customer and its integration with
SAP CRM.

When integrating SAP Cloud for Customer and SAP CRM, you gain several advan-
tages by leveraging both:

� Packaged integration, with single vendor accountability for your end-to-end
value chain

� Real-time master data synchronization of accounts, account hierarchies, pros-
pects, contacts, territory assignments, competitors, products, and campaign
headers

� Real-time integration of transactional SAP CRM data, such as leads, opportuni-
ties, activities, and service requests

� Lead-to-opportunity process with initiation of an SAP CRM order

SAP Cloud for Customer comprises SAP Cloud for Sales, SAP Cloud for Services,
SAP Cloud for Social Engagement, and SAP Digital for Customer Engagement.
SAP Cloud for Customer also delivers optional industry solutions for professional
services, banking, retail, insurance, and high tech, to name a few.

This chapter describes core capabilities across SAP Cloud for Customer as well as
specific SAP Cloud for Sales, SAP Cloud for Services, SAP Cloud for Social
Engagement, and SAP Digital for Social Engagement capabilities. We’ll also look
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at business cases for when to use SAP Cloud for Customer and SAP CRM. Addi-
tionally, SAP Cloud for Customer extension capabilities and common integration
scenarios will also be described. First, let’s look at SAP’s strategy for customer
engagement and commerce.

12.1 SAP Customer Engagement and Commerce Strategy

SAP’s customer engagement and commerce paradigm complements its SAP CRM
offering by helping companies reach their customers across multiple channels,
devices, and touch points. SAP’s solutions for customer engagement include the
omni-channel hybris platform, SAP Cloud for Sales, SAP Cloud for Service, and
SAP Cloud for Social Engagement; together, these enable B2B and B2C companies
to interact with their customers in real-time.

For example, when a customer first purchases your product or service via a web
site, you email them information about support and other products and services.
The customer responds using Short Message Service (SMS) for support. Later, the
customer tweets about his experience or puts a note on your Facebook page.
With all the different interactions and touch points, the information and context
is consistent regardless of how the customer interacts with your company.

SAP CEC includes four pillars:

� Commerce 
The commerce pillar includes hybris Commerce, hybris Product Content Ma-
nagement, hybris Order Management System, and SAP Billing and Revenue
Innovation Management (SAP BRIM) (convergent billing software).

� Marketing 
The marketing pillar includes hybris Marketing, Loyalty Management, and See-
Why.

� Service 
The service pillar includes SAP Cloud for Services, SAP CRM, and SAP Jam.

� Sales 
The sales pillar includes SAP Cloud for Sales, SAP CRM, and SAP Jam.

This chapter focused on the details of SAP Cloud for Customer only. More details
on hybris can be found at www.hybris.com.
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Landscape 12.2
12.2 Landscape

The SAP Cloud offerings include cloud platform offerings, private cloud offerings,
and SAP public cloud applications. SAP Cloud applications have no on-premise
installation and no requirements to install patches, upgrades, and so on. SAP
Cloud applications are maintained by SAP Cloud support. As features are added,
customers can activate them as needed.

Customers access their cloud application via a URL that is unique to their account:
myXXXXXX.crm.ondemand.com. The XXXXXX is replaced with a value unique for
each customer. SAP Cloud for Customer is SAP’s public cloud solution for cus-
tomer engagement. It includes applications for enterprises as well as an applica-
tion for small teams. The SAP Cloud for Customer portfolio is comprised of the
following core applications:

� SAP Cloud for Sales

� Opportunity management and insight

� Account management and intelligence

� Sales performance and effectiveness

� SAP Cloud for Service

� Customer service across every channel: email, web, phone, social, SMS

� End-to-end field service

� SAP Cloud for Social Engagement

� Interaction through social channels

� Integration with Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, and so on

� SAP Digital for Customer Engagement

� Simplified cloud customer relationship management for small teams (e.g.,
fewer than 10 team members), with enterprise-grade capabilities

� Limited feature set as compared to SAP Cloud for Customer

SAP Cloud for Customer has an extensibility layer for key users to extend their
application. Additionally, it provides a Software Development Kit (SDK) and an
integration layer to further extend and integrate the application with other cloud
or on-premise applications.
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SAP Cloud for Customer is quick to implement with average implementation
times of 8–10 weeks. With new releases every three months, the product is con-
tinually improving and delivering new features. Customer feedback has a direct
influence on product development and helps to drive new features.

The product architecture is a cloud multitenancy running on SAP HANA. Custom-
ers access SAP Cloud for Customer over the Internet. Each customer receives a
tenant. Tenant refers to an individual customer instance with a unique URL. A
tenant is part of a multitenancy system, meaning that a tenant shares hardware,
networking, and computing resources with a system.

When working with cloud applications, the cycle of new features and innovations
is much faster than on-premise applications. All deployed software, including
upgrades and patches, are managed and deployed by SAP. Customers review the
new capabilities and scope the new features they want to use in their tenant. The
timing of new capabilities is communicated via several mechanisms:

� Customers maintain contact information in their tenants. SAP uses the contacts
for all communications.

� The calendar with planned new releases, patches, and all system activity is
available from within the tenant.

� SAP Community Network (SCN) has a dedicated community for SAP Cloud for
Customer where information and planned upgrade dates are published and
calls about new features are hosted.

Due to the frequency of changes and rapid releases, this chapter focuses on core
capabilities on which other features are built. The summary portion of this chap-
ter explains how to get the latest information regarding functions and features.

12.3 Capabilities and Features

SAP Cloud solutions offer a number of capabilities and benefits such as reduced
total cost of ownership solutions for smaller number of users, innovation fre-
quency with the cloud release cycles, independence from IT and upgrade/patching
cycles, fast deployment and time-to-value, no software or hardware investment,
and easy onboarding and offboarding.
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SAP Cloud for Customer features a modern UI, strong collaboration and social
capabilities, standard analytics, packaged integration to SAP ERP and SAP CRM,
and the standard mobile solution that is device agnostic. The benefits of the cloud
in addition to the deep capabilities in on-premise lead to several use cases for
joint deployments:

� Subsidiary or new division 
 You can run sales offices or subsidiaries through cloud solutions with shared
master data. This provides consolidated forecasting and reporting capabilities.
Other core capabilities such as Territory Management, social engagement, and
groupware can provide immediate value to the subsidiary.

� Mobile 
The online and offline mobile capabilities of SAP Cloud for Customer are entic-
ing reasons to deploy SAP Cloud for Customer. Mobile applications can be
downloaded from respective stores of hardware vendors immediately to allow
business users to be mobile-enabled.

� Cloud-only strategy for cross-company organizations 
SAP Cloud for Customer provides a quick way to move to cloud while leverag-
ing the on-premise business processes.

� Quick Start to SFA in the cloud 
SAP Cloud for Customer provides the option to start quickly with a few key cus-
tomer-facing capabilities, for example, Sales Force Automation (SFA) or Lead
Management, and leave other capabilities, such as service or call center, for a
later deployment.

While the SAP Cloud for Customer portfolio includes SAP Cloud for Sales, SAP
Cloud for Services, and SAP Cloud for Social Engagement, there are several foun-
dation capabilities that apply to all applications within SAP Cloud for Customer.
In this section, we’ll look at the key capabilities and features available in SAP
Cloud for Customer.

12.3.1 Account Management and Intelligence

Account management and intelligence focuses on providing valuable intelligence
so high-value accounts can be easily recognized. These are accounts where you
can provide the most value and realize the best results.
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Accounts can be corporate or individual accounts. Each account can have multiple
contact persons, and a contact can have a relationship with multiple accounts. To
help an organization better understand a customer, it’s possible to maintain the
relationships between accounts and also the relationships of accounts and per-
sons. Some relationship examples include “has a reseller” and “is a distributor of.”
You’ll find that most of the relationship types are standard with SAP Cloud for
Customer. However, new relationship types can be easily created. Account hier-
archy shows a collection of accounts linked by parent-child relationships. When
inspecting an account, you can view the hierarchy, the year to date (YTD) revenue
and active pipeline for each child account, and the roll-up values.

The account team management defines a responsible team for the account. This
includes designating the account owner and account team members. Custom
roles for the account team can be defined.

Accounts can be searched and displayed by responsibility (my accounts, my
account team’s accounts, my territory team’s accounts, all accounts) and in a cal-
endar view by navigating to the accounts and activities on the calendar. Accounts
can also be filtered based on account characteristics. All relevant account informa-
tion can be viewed at a glance, including data from SAP CRM on-premise and SAP
ERP on-premise. This includes the customer cockpit and customer fact sheets.
You can view social information with the InsideView integration and/or Dun &
Bradstreet integration. InsideView provides insights about relationships, business
information, contact data, online news, social media, and customer data. Dun &
Bradstreet 360 provides relevant, complete insight and sales tools so sales and
marketing teams can get more insightful information about the accounts.
Accounts can be selected from Dun & Bradstreet and then be replicated in SAP
Cloud for Customer as accounts. Other integrations with this feature include
Microsoft Outlook, IBM Lotus Notes, and Google Gmail. Additional features such
as map views and geo tracking enables accounts to be visualized on Google Maps
or Bing Maps. Latitude and longitude fields are also available.

Accounts can be assigned to sales territories to define responsibilities and grant
authorizations via Territory Management. Accounts can be assigned to more than
one territory, and the territory structure can be adjusted to meet changing sales
markets. There is a rule-based determination of territory as well as sales analysis
on territory dimensions. In the next section, we take a closer look at what Terri-
tory Management entails.
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12.3.2 Territory Management

Territory Management enables you to define, create, and realign complex territo-
ries all through an easy-to-use UI. You can manage complex territory rules all
through one system. Territory definitions can be integrated with SAP CRM. If you
have complex realignment rules in SAP CRM, you can do your territory alignment
in SAP CRM, and the results can be replicated to SAP Cloud for Customer.

After territories are configured, they can be used to support many functions,
including analytics, drilldowns, access restrictions, roles, routing, and so on.
Some key features of Territory Management include the following:

� Territory hierarchy can be used to adjust your territory structure according to
the changing sales markets.

� A territory team with roles allows you to do the following:

� Assign the same person to multiple territories with a specific role to support
matrix organizations.

� Swiftly handle employee reassignments to territories when employees leave
or are taking a well-deserved vacation.

� The same account can be assigned to one or more territories with indirect
assignment in account teams.

� Account attributes can be used to define account assignment rules and define
who owns what. They can also be used to define workflow to derive a territory
when creating and saving an account.

� Named accounts, territory overrides, and exceptions to rules are included.

� Rule-based realignments can be used to redetermine territory in an account and
business documents (e.g., leads and opportunities). Rules are defined based on
account attributes, which enables quick and easy realignment of territories to
ensure optimal sales market coverage.

� Sales analysis uses territory dimensions.

� Authorization and data access are based on territory hierarchy.

� A complex sales territory structure includes SAP ERP sales organization mapping.
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12.3.3 Mobile

Mobile is a primary UI for business users. SAP Cloud for Customer is intended to
be used on mobile devices for all business users. Configuration and administra-
tive tasks are performed using the desktop. SAP Cloud for Customer UIs include
a responsive UI based on SAP Fiori that adapts to different devices, HTML5, and
some legacy Silverlight for administration functions. This responsive UI is device
agnostic and responds automatically to window size. For example, when moving
from the desktop to the smartphone, the UI automatically does a form-fit. The fol-
lowing are major capabilities used by customers on mobile devices:

� Tablet access

� Smartphone access

� Offline read, create, and update

� Mobile dashboards and key performance indicator (KPI) monitor

� Advanced mobile analytics with multilevel drilldown

� Metadata-driven mobile extensibility

For the latest update on what devices are supported, features available with 
offline access, and any device restrictions, please see the security guide at 
https://service.sap.com/cloud4customer.

12.3.4 Analytics

Conversations about SAP Cloud for Customer often start with analytics and 
insights. In this section, we’ll walk through some of the analytic features provided 
with SAP Cloud for Customer.

KPI Monitoring

Key performance indicators (KPI) are provided by SAP. Additional KPIs can be 
added as well and built on top of reports. KPIs are then linked to the home page 
and provide easy drilldown into detailed analysis for actionable insights. When 
building KPIs, there is a pattern selection available for best representation of ana-
lytics.

Figure 12.1 shows an example of the KPI view from the home page.
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Figure 12.1  Key Performance Indicator View from the Home Page

Interactive Dashboards

Interactive dashboards are easy to consume and configure via a guided wizard.
Interactive dashboards are created on top of existing reports. Before creating a
custom dashboard, you should decide which reports you want to include as
charts. You also need to consider how you want the charts to respond when the
user selects a data element in a linked chart. You should be familiar with reports
and report variants. After you’re ready to create the dashboard, the wizard will
first ask for information such as the name, business role it should be assigned to,
reports to include, and the navigation point between the reports. You then adjust
the layout and position the tiles to create the look and feel of the dashboard.

Advanced Analytics

Web-based advanced analysis patterns in the browser enable functions such as
drilldown, sorting, defining exceptions and conditions, managing views, and
selection.

The Microsoft Excel add-in enables analysis over Microsoft Excel with live data
from the cloud. It allows you to log in directly to SAP Cloud for Customer, and
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then open, use, and save workbooks. Figure 12.2 shows the SAP Cloud for Cus-
tomer add-in within Microsoft Excel.

Figure 12.2  Excel Add-In for SAP Cloud for Customer

Extensibility and Administration

The extensibility and administration key features allow you to create and publish
customer reports on standard delivered or custom data sources. You can create
custom data sources by joining multiple sources and defining the calculated and
restricted measures. This capability allows you to customize your dashboards,
publish to other users, and connect with Microsoft Excel for creating and publish-
ing workbooks. Additionally, you can add extension fields in standard and cus-
tom reports.

Analytics Integration

When integrating analytics information, there are three options:

� Consume external analytics using mashups 
This scenario is commonly used when you want to consume an external report
in SAP Cloud for Customer. The external system, for example, SAP Business
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Warehouse (SAP BW), provides a URL for the report. SAP Cloud for Customer
consumes the URL to view the report in SAP Cloud for Customer.

� Reporting data transfer outbound 
In this scenario, data is transferred outbound to an external analytics system via
an Operational Data Provider (ODP) data source in SAP Cloud for Customer.

� Reporting data transfer inbound 
In this scenario, a web service is called from SAP Cloud for Customer to load
data into SAP Cloud for Customer. When using SAP BW, it’s done using the
open hub destination.

12.3.5 Groupware

Groupware integration allows sales representatives to easily link their appoint-
ments, emails, and tasks with their accounts in the SAP Cloud for Customer sys-
tem, keeping interactions with the customers up to date. Standard groupware
integration includes integration with Microsoft Outlook, IBM Lotus Notes, and
Google Gmail.

To integrate with Microsoft Outlook and IBM Lotus Notes, add-ons are required.
These can be downloaded from the SAP Cloud for Customer download area
within your tenant.

Microsoft Outlook and IBM Lotus Notes Integrations

As stated previously, SAP Cloud for Customer can integrate with Microsoft Out-
look and IBM Lotus Notes. Features of this integration include the following:

� Integrate client-side groupware via plug-in (server-side integration available
from Riva, an SAP partner).

� Integrate with bidirectional updates of contacts and activities (appointments,
visits, and tasks).

� View leads, opportunities, sales quotes, campaigns, and activities for selected
contacts.

� Easily associate emails with SAP Cloud for Customer transactions.

� Direct access to transactions in SAP Cloud for Customer from groupware.

� Search contacts and accounts in SAP Cloud for Customer.

� Create and update contacts and tasks in offline mode.
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Google Gmail Integration

Using the add-in for Gmail in Google Chrome, you can leverage tools you use
every day to be more productive. This extension connects Gmail to SAP Cloud for
Customer and provides a quick view of all sales information when emailing pros-
pects and customers. It allows you to link email conversations, search for dupli-
cate contacts, and create new leads, opportunities, tasks, and visits, all directly
from Gmail.

Key features include the following:

� Linking emails to an existing account or opportunity and keeping all customer
conversations in sync

� Seeing all related leads and opportunities based on the sender’s email

� Searching for duplicate contacts before creating new ones

� Generating new leads and opportunities

� Creating new tasks or visits as a follow-up to an email action item

Having now looked at the capabilities and features offered by core SAP Cloud for
Customer, let’s consider some of the main applications and pillars of SAP Cloud
for Customer.

12.4 SAP Cloud for Sales

SAP Cloud for Sales provides core Sales Force Automation (SFA) capabilities. It
then differentiates with insights, packaged integration, advanced mobile UIs, and
industry capabilities. This section focuses on some of the capabilities SAP Cloud
for Sales provides.

12.4.1 Opportunity Management

Opportunity Management in SAP Cloud for Customer is used to accurately char-
acterize business opportunities and gain visibility into pipeline health. A sales
opportunity has many facets of information. Figure 12.3 shows the overview of
an opportunity in SAP Cloud for Sales. You can also view the collaboration feeds,
sales documents, related activities, competitors, sales team, and other informa-
tion that is relevant for the sales opportunity. Users can personalize the view to
show the related information most important to them.
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Figure 12.3  Opportunity Viewed in the HTML5 User Interface 

Key capabilities in opportunities include tracking and integration with sales
methodologies such as Miller Heiman. Rules can be used to distribute opportuni-
ties. Opportunities have many types of relationships and follow-on documents.
Relationships include products, sales team, activities, competitors, related oppor-
tunities, and so on. Opportunities can also be linked to surveys and include
embedded survey capabilities. Of course, they are also used for pipeline manage-
ment and revenue scheduling.

Opportunities are integrated bidirectionally with SAP CRM. SAP CRM opportu-
nity integration includes opportunity attachments. SAP Cloud for Customer
opportunities can create a quote, order, quote inquiry, or order inquiry on SAP
ERP. Opportunity pricing can use the latest pricing in SAP ERP.

12.4.2 Quotation Management

Flexible quoting capabilities enable you to deliver compelling offers, provide
consistently accurate pricing, and streamline the sales process. Quotation man-
agement has similar features to opportunities. Unique capabilities for quotation
management include the following:

� Customer-specific product lists

� Support of configurable products (through integration)
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� Mobile table support, including digital signature capture

� Deep pricing integration with SAP ERP and SAP CRM

The pricing integration as part of quotation management looks at the pricing con-
ditions in SAP CRM and allows the sales representative to apply discounts. Figure
12.4 shows the process flow for the external pricing using SAP CRM to price
quotes in SAP Cloud for Customer.

Figure 12.4  Quote External Pricing with SAP CRM

The quote is created in SAP Cloud for Customer. SAP CRM simulates the order
and returns the pricing. After the sales representative adjusts the quote, SAP CRM
simulates the order again and adjusts the pricing, returning a final price. SAP
Cloud for Customer then triggers the creation of the sales order in SAP CRM with
the quote price from SAP Cloud for Customer.

12.4.3 Visit Planning and Execution

Visit planning and execution enables field sales personnel to plan and record site
visits and activities while on site at the account. Visit planning is common in many
industries. One example is in retail. A sales representative visits a store and fills in
a survey based on the visit. Survey results can trigger specific actions that need to
be taken. For example, if a visit from a sales representative reveals a customer’s

Sales Rep in SAP Cloud for Customer SAP CRM

Create quote with products

Select “Request Pricing”

View all pricing details including conditions

Adjust customer discount and select
“Request Pricing” again

View all pricing results

Select “Create External Follow-Up 
Document” to trigger sales order in 

SAP CRM

Simulate order and return pricing

Order simulated again with adjusted
customer discount

Sales order created with quote pricing
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dissatisfaction with a product, this is recorded by the sales representative. If it
can’t be fixed during the visit, follow-on actions are taken to resolve the problem.

When a sales representative is visiting many customers in a day, visit planning
and execution ensures that the value of the visit is maximized, from planning the
route to what should be discussed during the visit. A smartphone or tablet
becomes a personal itinerary planner.

The visit and planning execution process includes three aspects:

� Visit administration 
Visit administration includes the following features:

� Survey definition

� Flexible activity planning and routing to enable definition and assignment of
tasks and surveys to be performed in an account

� Enhanced account 360 views with recommended visit frequency and visit
history

� Product lists to determine account-specific product proposals

� Enhanced reporting on survey answers, visits, and visit tasks

� Visit planning 
Visit planning includes the following features:

� Map-based visit planning with integrated calendar view in browsers and iPads

� Rule-based determination of recommended tasks and surveys from the activ-
ity plans and routine rules

� Ability to select tasks and surveys to be completed in visit

� Offline capability

� Visit execution 
Visit execution includes the following features:

� Check-in/check-out of visit

� Adding/completing tasks and surveys

� Capture of pictures to attach to survey results

� Creation of follow-up quotes, orders, opportunities, service tickets

� Easy quote creation with product lists

The use of visits is all scoped and configured within activity management.
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12.4.4 Activity Management

Activity management is used to record interactions with customers as well as any
internal work specifically done toward meeting goals. The activity provides the
history of interactions for the sales representative. It also creates transparency to
other sales team members working on the same account. Supported activity types
in SAP Cloud for Customer include appointments, tasks, phone calls, and emails.

Key capabilities of activity management include the following:

� Notes or message area for participants

� Attachments

� Statuses (Open, In Process, Complete)

� Reference an account and contact

� Reference a lead or opportunity

� Integration with Microsoft Outlook, IBM Lotus Notes, and Google Gmail

� Quick create activities

� Flag and favorite activities

� Mobile access to activities

� View change history

� Differentiate activities by document type

� Feed updates when new activity created or updated

This section has provided an introduction of a few of the core capabilities for SAP
Cloud for Sales. In the next section, we’ll move on to SAP Cloud for Services.

12.5 SAP Cloud for Services

The goal of customer service is to help customers get the maximum value from the
product or service they have purchased. Sophisticated customer service organiza-
tions don’t operate to only answer questions from customers but are proactive and
anticipate the needs of their customers. The simple goal is to exceed customer
expectations and to drive the best customer service in each respective industry. SAP
Cloud for Services has three major capabilities:
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� Omni-channel customer support 
Omni-channel customer support drives advocacy, provides a choice in the way
an organization offers support, enables companies to be one step ahead, and
allows proactive communication.

� Field service management 
Field service management equips your field agents with the right insight. It
optimizes operations and scheduling and reduces delivery costs.

� Social media and engagement 
Social media is used to listen to your customers, engage your customers on
their terms, respond in real time to critics and brand advocates, and strengthen
brand perception.

With these capabilities, organizations can walk through the service process,
which includes the following:

1. Incoming communications

2. Processing

3. Resolved issue

4. Respond

5. Close

Next, we’ll look at each step of this process in detail.

12.5.1 Incoming Communications

The service process usually begins with an incoming customer communication,
which means different communication channels of contact must be supported.
The following channels are supported with SAP Cloud for Services:

� Email
Companies using SAP Cloud for Services can expose to customers several dif-
ferent email addresses, for example, help@yourcompany.com, salesinforma-
tion@yourcompany.com, and productname1@yourcompany.com. For each
address, the company must evaluate whether to use the B2B or B2C process
(based on master data policies) and set up email forwarding accordingly. For
each address, the administrator can configure different routing, default cus-
tomers, and branding templates.
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� Phone 
SAP delivers the SAP Cloud for Customer Computer Telephony Integration
(CTI) client adapter and the Live Activity pane in the SAP Cloud for Customer
application. The CTI desktop client can be from the SAP Contact Center solu-
tion or provided by equivalent third-party CTI vendors.

� Chat 
Chat starts with a customer sending a message on social media, such as Twitter,
Facebook, or via email. The agent responds with a chat URL and requests that
the customer initiate a chat session. The customer then clicks on the chat link.
The chat is routed to the agent who is processing the ticket or to another agent
from the team. The agent chats with the customer and tries to resolve the prob-
lem reported. The agent may also update information on the customer record
on a ticket. At the end of the chat, the ticket is updated with the chat transcript.

� Social media 
Social media functionality includes integration with Facebook, Twitter, Bitly,
Knowledge Base, and Klout. Social media channels are used to directly create
tickets. Agents can respond to questions and posts via social media channels.

� Self-service portal 
The self-service portal reduces the cost of service by deflecting customers from
live support channels. It empowers customers to solve their own problems by
providing them access to the knowledge base on a self-service support portal.
Service can be improved by allowing customers to create and track service tick-
ets and register products.

� SMS 
Customers can create tickets via SMS. Agents then respond to the ticket.

12.5.2 Processing

After the customer contact, certain steps are applied either automatically by the
system or manually by someone in the customer service organization to make
sense of the customer communication and create the relevant context.

The processing capabilities are broad. They include text analysis, work distribu-
tion, workflow, service levels, service categories, Warranty Management, regis-
tered products, Installed Base (IBase), activity planner and surveys, work ticket
management, work ticket visit scheduling, as well as others. Two of the most
important of those capabilities include the following:
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� Work distribution 
Work distribution routes tickets to the right team or all the way to the right
agent. Routing can be based on territories, customer categories, country, prod-
uct category, service category, priority, escalation status, and more.

� Service levels and service categories 
Service levels are used to specify the performance objectives of the service pro-
vider for delivery of the service itself. Service categories answer the question,
“what is the reason for the call.” This describes the product problem. Service
levels and categories are configured in SAP Cloud for Customer and can be used
for routing, resolution, and analytics.

12.5.3 Resolve Issue

A critical step in the overall process is the actual resolution of the item that caused
the customer to contact the organization in the first place.

12.5.4 Respond

After the agent has completed the steps needed to resolve or attempt to resolve
the customer issue, the system has the flexibility to respond either in the original
communication method or to switch to a new, more appropriate communication
method. The agent uses collaboration, communication channels, and knowledge
articles to drive toward a resolution.

12.5.5 Close

As with most other processes, this is typically the point where individuals, man-
agers, or teams can reflect on whether the process can be improved. The system
supports this process through analytics that instrument the entire process to pro-
vide feedback to the organization on how it is executing to its own performance
goals or benchmarks.

12.6 SAP Cloud for Social Engagement

SAP Cloud for Social Engagement enables intuitive customer engagement across
social and tradition channels. It enables you to select the right channel for
responses, whether public or private social media, email, web, chat, or phone.
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One example of how this is used is with SAP Cloud for Services. In the previous
section, various channels were described on how to manage incoming communi-
cation. These channels are all available via social engagement.

SAP Cloud for Social Engagement leverages routing and escalation rules to ensure
that posts are always handled by the right person. The SAP Cloud for Customer
social media features are based on using social channels such as Twitter, Face-
book, and YouTube. It also may include partners such as Bitly to shorten URLs in
an SAP Cloud for Services scenario, and Klout to determine social media influence
on a Twitter handle. Collaboration scenarios are based on SAP Jam for collaborat-
ing, for example, collaborating on opportunities.

Let’s consider a social media integration scenario where a customer posts a ques-
tion or comment on Twitter and includes your organization’s Twitter handle.
This interaction creates a ticket in SAP Cloud for Services. Routing rules can be set
up to determine how the ticket should be routed. An agent is assigned to the
ticket and responds via the Twitter handle. Based on the known information and
the required actions, the agent could also link to knowledge articles or require an
on-site service, email, or call to resolve the issue.

Twitter, Facebook, and other custom channels are part of the standard configura-
tion within SAP Cloud for Customer. In the configuration, you determine
whether you want to support direct Facebook or Twitter messages, as well as how
messages should be handled. You can also integrate with branded communities,
such as Bazaarvoice.

In addition to social integration, SAP Cloud for Customer provides collaboration
using native feeds and SAP Jam. SAP Jam groups can be created in the context of
accounts, opportunities, and service requests. It facilitates collaboration to help
speed up sales cycles, increase customer and employee engagement, and reduce
training costs. Some examples of SAP Jam collaboration include the following:

� Account management done in SAP Cloud for Sales and collaborated in SAP Jam

� Opportunities and sales cycles created in SAP Cloud for Sales and collaborated
in SAP Jam

� Service tickets based on service agreements processed in SAP Cloud for Services
and collaborated in SAP Jam
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Now that we’ve looked at the enterprise core capabilities on SAP Cloud for Cus-
tomer, let’s look at a smaller version of SAP Cloud for Customer targeted to very
small groups or individuals.

12.7 SAP Digital for Customer Engagement

SAP Digital for Customer Engagement is a version of SAP Cloud for Customer
intended for small teams, so it has a limited feature set as compared to SAP Cloud
for Customer. This feature set isn’t discussed here in detail because it’s updated
several times a year. Visiting www.sapstore.com is the best way to keep updated
on what specific features are available. SAP Cloud for Digital Customer Engage-
ment has these unique features:

� Start with a trial using your email ID.

� Converts to monthly subscription via credit card.

� Migration path to full SAP Cloud for Customer.

� The features listed are unique because most SAP products require an actual
sales representative, either from SAP or a partner, and a formal contract. This
software is intended for very few users that purchase with a credit card.

� SAP Cloud for Digital Customer Engagement has the same UI as SAP Cloud for
Customer and still runs on SAP HANA. It has all the same core platform capa-
bilities, with more limited functional capabilities. After using SAP Digital for
Customer Engagement, you can easily upgrade to SAP Cloud for Customer if
you decide to.

� Now that you have a basic understanding of the major application features,
you’re ready to learn more about the extensibility and integration features.

12.8 SAP Cloud for Customer Extensions

Every customer customizes the look and feel of SAP Cloud for Customer based
on business needs. In addition to branding changes, most customers request
additional fields, changes to field labels, and additional business logic or new
capabilities. SAP Cloud for Customer provides all of this through personalization,
adaptation, the SDK, and Application Programming Interfaces (APIs).
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12.8.1 Personalization

SAP Cloud for Customer allows business users to personalize how their UI should
look. For example, a user might display a field that is hidden by default or hide a
field that isn’t needed.

Individual users can also personalize the information they want to see. For exam-
ple, when viewing accounts, there are various tabs available for contacts, account
team, opportunities, and so on. Although many tabs are available, only a few are
shown by default. The business user can personalize which ones should be visi-
ble. Many companies allow personalization, but many don’t. Companies who
don’t allow it are concerned about help desk tickets. When someone calls for
help, the help desk may not be able to help if every user’s UI is different. Others
allow personalization, and the internal help desk can use screenshots from the
incident or a screen sharing tool to help the user.

12.8.2 Adaptation

Adaptation moves beyond personalization. With adaptation, you can make
changes similar to what you can do in personalization, but the changes apply to
all users, not just individual users. You can also add fields and even business
objects. Adaptation is normally performed by a key user. This role is analogous to
someone on-premise who does the IMG configuration, or someone who does
workflow design or rules. A key user understands what is being implemented and
is familiar with technical concepts and how the application works but isn’t a soft-
ware developer.

Adaptation includes the following capabilities:

� Extensibility 
Extensibility enables you to add, edit, or remove custom fields. When new
fields are added, the related web service (API) is also extended with the new
field.

� Master layout 
The master layout is the default layout for users. You can adapt this as a base
layout for all business users. This includes the following:

� Define search queries.

� Reorder and relabel fields and facets.
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� Change field properties, for example, make a field read-only, mandatory, or
hidden.

� Change facets, and even make some invisible.

� Page layout 
Page layouts are a subset of the master layout. They can vary by line of busi-
ness, role, geography, and so on. It’s important to understand that if a field is
hidden in the master layout, it can’t be unhidden in a page layout. The master
layout applies to everyone, and you can have many page layouts based on the
same master layout. For example, in the master layout for accounts, you have
multiple page layouts such as one layout for all sales managers and another lay-
out for all sales representatives. You might also have a layout for the Americas,
one for Europe, one for Asia, and so on. Within page layouts you can do the fol-
lowing:

� Change field properties, for example, make a field read-only, mandatory, or
hidden.

� Change facets, and make some invisible.

� Assign page layouts to achieve dynamic UIs based on a business role or busi-
ness process.

� Code list restrictions 
Restrict the dropdown values of a field based on the value of other fields or on
business roles of the logged-on user.

� Workflow rules 
Create notifications, send emails, and update fields when conditions are met.

� Mashup authoring 
Enable mashups (UI integration) for integration with external applications.

� Language adaption 
Change field labels and menu items to your own terminology.

� Custom object 
Create your own custom objects, UIs, data sources, Web Services, and queries.

The adaptation layer is enhanced with every release. The goal is to push as much
adaptation to the key users as possible, reducing the need for software developers
to write code using the SDK.
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12.8.3 Software Development Kit and SAP HANA Cloud Platform

The SDK of SAP Cloud for Customer is called SAP Cloud Application Studio, and it
enables partners and customers to adapt and enhance the product. The SDK is
required any time business logic needs to be added. For example, if you add a cus-
tom field called Bonus, this can be done using the adaptation tools. The value for
Bonus needs to be calculated using additional business logic that needs to be
done in the SDK. SAP Cloud Application Studio has a workbench that is down-
loaded from the SAP Service Marketplace. You then connect the SDK to your
tenant, and you can begin development.

The following are key features of the SDK:

� Business configuration so new development can be scoped and configured in
SAP Cloud for Customer

� Creation of new business objects and related business logic and UIs

� Extension of SAP business objects, including UIs, APIs, and business logic

� Enhancements that allow you to change standard behavior without modifying
the standard solution

For customers or partners who want to develop new capabilities and solutions on
their own that will integrate to SAP Cloud for Customer, SAP HANA Cloud Plat-
form is the recommended development environment. For example, you want to
add a bonus rating and calculation application that considers performance
reviews, forecast, opportunities, and other information from SAP Cloud for Cus-
tomer. This is a new application that needs to integrate with SAP Cloud for Cus-
tomer. In this example, the new application is developed using SAP HANA Cloud
Platform and integrates with SAP Cloud for Customer.

Another example is that you add a Bonus field to SAP Cloud for Customer. You
calculate the bonus based on closed opportunities or quotes. In this example, SAP
Cloud for Customer is being enhanced, and this development should be done
using the Cloud Application Studio.

12.8.4 SOAP and OData APIs

All custom objects and custom fields can be easily consumed using SOAP or OData.
All standard SAP APIs are documented at http://help.sap.com/cloud4customer. APIs
can be used for application integration or UI integration. Examples of application
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integration are discussed in the following section with integration to SAP on-
premise applications. UI integration is also common and often uses OData. SAP
Jam integration is an example of a UI integration.

Historically, SOAP APIs have been used for application-to-application integration.
The integration to SAP ERP and SAP CRM is based on SOAP APIs. A transition to
Representational State Transfer (REST) services, such as OData, is occurring
because REST services are less complex in their structure than SOAP services. A
REST message just has the body as data. Mobile applications, for the most part,
have transitioned to REST-based services.

New OData services in SAP Cloud for Customer can be created without any devel-
opment by using the OData Service Explorer. For example, you could create a
new object using the Custom Object Builder, and use the OData Service Explorer
to create a new OData service.

The most common use cases of OData in SAP Cloud for Customer today are the
following:

� Extension applications on SAP HANA Cloud Platform

� SAP Cloud for Service support portal

� Customization of support portal

Now we’ll look at integration in more detail, focusing on integration of SAP Cloud
for Customer with SAP CRM and SAP ERP.

12.9 SAP Cloud for Customer Integrations

SAP Cloud for Customer was built with integration as a core feature. This section
focuses on packaged integration to SAP ERP and SAP CRM. However, SAP Cloud
for Customer has integration with the following as well:

� Social channels 
Facebook, Twitter, Snap Engage, Bitly

� Groupware 
Microsoft Outlook, IBM Lotus, Google Gmail, Riva

� Accounts
Dun & Bradstreet, InsideView, Marketo, Google Maps, Who@
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� Sales and marketing 
Revegy, Avention, ABBYY, Fan Appz, Miller Heiman, rFactr

� SAP applications 
SuccessFactors Employee Central, SAP Jam, hybris Commerce

This is only a partial listing that grows with every release. The integrations are
based on SAP Cloud for Customer APIs. APIs are an integral part of SAP’s cloud
integration strategy.

SOAP and OData APIs

Documentation on the SOAP and OData APIs can be found at http://help.sap.com/
cloud4customer.

Cloud applications can offer clear benefits to organizations. Although it’s tempt-
ing to see these applications as plug and play, the reality is that you’ll have to cre-
ate information silos unless you integrate cloud applications with your existing
applications landscape (on-premise or cloud). Consistent data is the foundation
for trusted information and is needed at all steps in a business process to provide
consistent analytics and reporting. In addition, there’s a pressing need by many
organizations to provide mobile device support and collaboration features with
the unified data that both on-premise and cloud applications contribute. Having
automated integrations not only provides information consistency but also allows
for more efficient workflows to be constructed that cross application boundaries.

To provide standard integration with cloud applications, SAP has a three-pronged
integration strategy approach:

� Open APIs  
All cloud applications must provide APIs that enable integration to the cloud
application. With SAP Cloud for Customer, this is done using SOAP and OData
APIs. Leveraging the APIs, you can access the application for any integration
scenario.

� Packaged integrations  
Integrating cloud applications to on-premise or other cloud applications can be
costly to implement in both time and effort. It’s critical to have a deep under-
standing of both the business processes and data structures of all integrated
applications. SAP Cloud for Customer has invested heavily in packaged integra-
tions that can be implemented quickly.
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For example, a sales representative is meeting a customer to discuss products
and pricing. The sales representative needs to provide a quote for the customer
that leverages all customer discounts, pricing conditions, product substitutions,
and other relevant information from SAP ERP or SAP CRM. This is a common
scenario for customers integrating SAP Cloud for Customer to SAP ERP or SAP
CRM. A packaged integration flow for external pricing takes into account the
customer-specific pricing in SAP ERP, including but not limited to credit limit
check, free goods, Available to Promise (ATP), material substitutions, and pric-
ing discounts. With packaged integration, the customer is still able to configure
the scenario but doesn’t need to worry about how the processes and data are
aligned between the applications. SAP has provided this within the packaged
integration content.

� SAP HANA Cloud Integration  
When integrating applications, middleware is often used to manage the inte-
gration. Historically, SAP has provided on-premise middleware such as SAP
Process Orchestration and SAP Data Services.

SAP HCI enables SAP’s deep integration expertise in the cloud. It ensures your
hybrid scenarios and cloud-to-cloud integration scenarios are integrated via
cloud middleware where SAP ensures the middleware is maintained,
upgraded, and ready for execution. SAP HCI enables you to extend the SAP
packaged integration to meet your specific requirements.

When integrating SAP Cloud for Customer with SAP ERP or SAP CRM, standard
packaged integration are provided with SAP PI, SAP PO, and SAP HCI.

The decision to use SAP HCI, SAP PO, or SAP PI really depends on your busi-
ness needs and the system architecture of the customer. SAP HCI was devel-
oped for customers who want to integrate but don’t have expertise with SAP’s
on-premise middleware.

SAP Cloud for Customer recommends that you use SAP PO for integration in
the following situations:

� You actively use SAP PO today.

� You’re on at least release SAP PI 7.11 and updated on support packages.

� Your primary integration scenarios are cloud to on-premise.

SAP Cloud for Customer recommends that you use SAP HANA Cloud Integration
for integration in the following situations:
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� You don’t actively use SAP PI today.

� You don’t want to install any on-premise middleware but would rather have
the middleware runtime in the cloud.

� Your integration scenarios include cloud to cloud.

SAP’s cloud integration strategy starts with cloud applications providing open
APIs. The APIs can be leveraged with SAP HCI. Finally, the packaged integration
provides deep insight into business processes and ensures your cloud applica-
tions don’t become a siloed application. Additionally, as SAP Cloud for Customer
grows, integration to SAP applications is part of the roadmap and grows with the
application.

12.9.1 Integrating SAP CRM with SAP Cloud for Customer

SAP provides many standard integration scenarios when integrating to SAP CRM.
These will be discussed in terms of core master data integration and campaign to
quote process. When configuring SAP Cloud for Customer, it’s common to reuse
existing master data that is “owned” by SAP CRM. In many cases, SAP CRM is the
system of record, and SAP Cloud for Customer is the system of engagement. The
master data includes accounts, contacts, products, customer hierarchies (based on
business partner relationships), employees, social media profiles, product catego-
ries, marketing attributes, and sales organization hierarchies.

The master data is then used to enable business process integration. One example
is campaign to quote. For example, let’s say a campaign is executed in SAP CRM.
An in-house sale in SAP CRM qualifies the lead and forwards it to the sales orga-
nization. This is shown in Table 12.1.

SAP Cloud 
for Cus-
tomer

Accept lead Create 
opportunity

Update 
opportunity

View follow-
up docu-
ments

SAP CRM Execute 
campaign

Qualify lead Contribute 
to opportu-
nity

Update 
opportunity

Convert SAP 
CRM oppor-
tunity to 
quote or 
order

Table 12.1  Campaign to Quote Integrated with SAP CRM
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The sales representative accepts the lead in SAP Cloud for Customer. The sales
representative creates opportunities. The opportunity is integrated with SAP
CRM, and the in-house sales person contributes to the opportunity in SAP CRM.

Transactional packaged integration content between SAP Cloud for Customer and
SAP CRM includes campaign headers, promotions, and bidirectional integration
of leads, activities, and opportunities. Service tickets created in SAP Cloud for
Customer can be replicated to SAP CRM. Once completed, the status replicates
back to SAP Cloud for Customer.

Figure 12.5 shows the master data integration between SAP Cloud for Customer
and SAP CRM. The arrows indicate which way the integration flows.

Figure 12.5  Master Data Integrated between SAP Cloud for Customer and SAP CRM

For example, a product category integrates from SAP CRM to SAP Cloud for the
customer. This makes sense because you don’t need sales representatives to cre-
ate product categories when they’ve been created in SAP CRM. In Figure 12.5
notice that the accounts to business partners shows the integration is bidirec-
tional. Also notice the marketing attributes with an arrow from SAP CRM to SAP
Cloud for Customer and a dotted arrow back. For marketing attributes the mar-
keting attribute set is unidirectional from SAP CRM to SAP Cloud for Customer.
For example, an attribute is the operation system. The operating system attribute
is defined in SAP CRM. Then, in SAP Cloud for Customer, values can be assigned,
for example, Linux, Windows, and so on. Those values are then integrated back
to SAP CRM.
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In Figure 12.6, we see that the transaction data integration includes campaign
headers, leads, activities, promotions, real-time pricing, and quotes in SAP Cloud
for Customer to sales orders in SAP CRM, and ticket integration.

Figure 12.6  Transaction Data Integrated between SAP Cloud for Customer and SAP CRM

Packaged integration content is also available when integrating SAP Cloud for
Customer to SAP ERP, as discussed next.

12.9.2 Integrating SAP ERP with SAP Cloud for Customer

SAP provides many standard integration scenarios when integrating to SAP ERP.
These will be discussed in terms of core master data integration, opportunity to
order integration, and service ticket integration. As with SAP CRM, when config-
uring SAP Cloud for Customer, it’s common to reuse existing master data that is
“owned” by SAP ERP. In many cases, SAP ERP is the system of record, and SAP
Cloud for Customer is the system of engagement. The master data includes
accounts, contacts, products, customer hierarchies, employees, currency conver-
sion rates, equipment, and functional locations.

A typical sales scenario for SAP ERP involves Lead → Opportunity → Quote →
Order. Standard integration to SAP ERP is provided across the full scenario.
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When an opportunity is created, the following integration scenarios are available:

� Real-time pricing, which simulates an order in SAP ERP and returns a price

� Creating a quote inquiry or quote in SAP ERP

� Creating a sales order inquiry or sales order in SAP ERP

When the quote is created, the following integration scenarios are available:

� Real-time pricing, which uses all pricing conditions and discounts, and enables
the sales representative to adjust the discounting in SAP Cloud for Customer

� Creating a sales order in SAP ERP

When creating orders in SAP Cloud for Customer, the following scenarios are
available:

� Real-time pricing, which uses all pricing conditions and discounts, and enables
the sales representative to adjust the discounting in SAP Cloud for Customers

� Creating a sales order in SAP Cloud for Customers and replicating it to SAP ERP

� Replicating sales orders created in SAP ERP and then updating in SAP Cloud for
Customer

While many integration scenarios are available, customers normally only need a
few of them. It’s important to determine what the business flow should be. Com-
mon questions to ask include the following:

� Do the sales representatives create quotes, or is this handled by the backoffice?

� Should sales orders be created only in SAP ERP? Should the sales force trigger
this?

� Is an inquiry document needed, or can the sales representatives trigger the
sales order creation themselves?

Within SAP Cloud for Services, when the work ticket is released to SAP ERP, doc-
uments are created in SAP ERP for the stock or service and the time recording.

The flow of the integration is as follows:

1. An internal order (IO) is created and persisted (includes commit work). There
will be exactly one IO for a work ticket ID. If an IO exists already for the work
ticket, it will be reused.

2. Items are processed according to the preceding logic of the action codes.
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3. A billing request is created that includes all billing-relevant items of the IDoc
message.

4. If no error occurs, all data gets saved (commit work).

5. From the billing request, a confirmation IDOC is sent to the work ticket con-
taining the billing request ID.

Packaged integration with SAP ERP includes master data, sales, and service pro-
cesses.

12.10 Summary

This chapter outlined SAP Cloud for Customer, which includes SAP Cloud for
Sales, SAP Cloud for Services, SAP Cloud for Social Engagement, and SAP Digital
for Customer Engagement. The core foundation capabilities of SAP Cloud for Cus-
tomer include account management and intelligence, mobility, analytics, group-
ware integration, social capabilities and collaboration, as well as Territory
Management. SAP Cloud for Customer provides APIs and includes many standard
integrations—from Twitter to SAP CRM. The application is easily extendible,
branded, and personalized.

SAP Cloud for Sales includes Opportunity Management, quotation management,
visit planning and execution, as well as Activity Management. SAP Cloud for Ser-
vices includes incoming communications, processing of tickets, resolving and
responding to tickets, as well as closing tickets. SAP Cloud for Sales and SAP
Cloud for Services include packaged integration with SAP CRM and SAP ERP.

More Information

SAP Cloud for Customer has new releases every quarter and is continually being
enhanced. To find the latest information about product capabilities, use both the SAP
Community Network (http://scn.sap.com/community/cloud-for-customer) and SAP Help
(http://help.sap.com/cloud4customer).

This chapter briefly discussed SAP Digital for Customer Engagement as well. SAP
Digital for Customer Engagement is a version of SAP Cloud for Customer
intended for use by a small number of users, either individuals or teams. SAP Dig-
ital for Customer Engagement has a 30-day free trial, a monthly fee, and can be
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upgraded to SAP Cloud for Customer as your business needs and usage grow. You
can sign up for a free trial at the SAP store (http://www.sapstore.com).

In the next chapter, we’ll turn our attention to SAP CRM analytic capabilities.
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Chapter 13 

In this chapter, we’ll provide an overview of SAP CRM Analytics and 
analytic functions.

13 Analytics

SAP CRM Analytics helps you measure, predict, and optimize customer relation-
ships. In SAP CRM Analytics, data gathered within operational SAP CRM systems
are analyzed in terms of how customers are being serviced. This could be the seg-
mentation of a customer or to identify cross-selling and up-selling potential. SAP
CRM Analytics helps to forecast the organization needs and determine the cus-
tomer behavior. Data collection and analysis is an ongoing and iterative process.
With effective analytics, companies can reduce their unnecessary inventories,
thereby reducing overall inventory cost.

SAP CRM Analytics is spread across SAP CRM Marketing, Sales, and Service,
including SAP CRM applications such as partner channel, Interaction Center (IC),
and SAP CRM Mobile Sales. SAP CRM Analytics provides organizations with real-
time insight into customer information such as identity, buying behavior, and
account activity. This allows a company to customize its marketing efforts and
interactions with a particular customer. SAP CRM Analytics effectively illustrates
how marketing campaigns and segmentations have influenced sales based on cus-
tomer behavior.

13.1 SAP Business Warehouse Reporting

SAP CRM Analytics offers information on a company’s sales data to analyze per-
formance while running key service business functions such as reporting. The
reporting functionality in SAP CRM Analytics can be done via SAP Business-
Objects Business Intelligence (SAP BusinessObjects BI) tools or via interactive
reporting. SAP CRM Analytics provides different reporting options based on the
user experience. This means appropriate reporting tool should be available for
the right user group. The following different reporting tool options are available:
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� SAP BusinessObjects Dashboard

� SAP Crystal Reports

� SAP BusinessObjects Web Intelligence/SAP CRM interactive reporting

� SAP BusinessObjects Explorer

� SAP Business Explorer (BEX)

SAP BusinessObjects BI offers comprehensive reporting functionality as a sepa-
rate application software, which can be used in SAP CRM Analytics via SAP BW
reporting. Companies can therefore use the SAP BW reporting functionalities
within their SAP CRM system. Installing additional SAP BusinessObjects BI con-
tent allows an organization to work through interactive reporting to overcome
their ad hoc reporting requirement.

The SAP CRM Analytics architecture contains operational SAP CRM and backof-
fice information as transactional processing. SAP CRM transaction data is loaded
to the SAP BW system via standard or custom data sources. After data is extracted,
transformed, and loaded to the SAP BW system, it’s stored in the operational data
stores or Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) cubes in the SAP BW system.

Based on the organization reporting requirement, the SAP BW reports are then
launched from the SAP CRM system and can be role specific.

The following areas in SAP CRM Analytics provide reporting capabilities via
SAP BW:

� Marketing analytics 
Marketing analytics is important to understand from an organizational point of
view as you should know how the market is responding to the product you’re
selling and understand the demand of any new products in the market. Under-
standing the market situation and carrying out marketing activities, that is, run-
ning campaigns, building segmentation and target groups, and so on, at the
control cost is equally important as understanding and implementing effective
and cost-controlled marketing procedures. SAP CRM provides some of the mar-
keting analytics that help to meet the marketing needs. Following are some of
the marketing reports:

� Segmentation and Targeting

� Campaign Planning

� Marketing Budget Planning
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� Marketing Optimization and Refinement

� Marketing Plan Analysis

� Campaign Analysis

� Lead Analysis

� Sales analytics 
With sales analytics, an organization can understand the market trend as to
which product is the best-selling product and understand the sales pipeline.
This helps organization better plan the customer’s delivery and improve on
sales planning. SAP CRM Analytics also provides sales order and sales contract
analysis capability that drives many of the organization’s key selling decisions.
Following are some of the sales analytics reporting capabilities that are useful
in analyzing the sales planning and sales pipeline for an organization:

� Sales Planning

� Sales Pipeline Analysis

� Activity Analysis

� Opportunity Planning and Analysis

� Contract Analysis

� Sales Quotation and Order Analysis

� Sales Analysis

� Billing Analysis

� Service analytics 
Service analytics provides complete information on the service transaction anal-
ysis that helps organizations understand their needs from a resource allocation
perspective and control their service costs as a whole. Providing optimum cus-
tomer service results in the maximum customer satisfaction. Having reporting
analysis provides information that can fix gaps in the service business process
and that way organizations can attract more customers at the lower service
cost. Following are some of the service analysis reporting capabilities provided
by SAP CRM Analytics:

� Strategic Service Planning

� Case Management Analysis

� Service Contract and Quotation Analysis
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� Service Order and Quotation Analysis

� Complaints and Return Analysis

� Installed Base Analysis

� Customer analytics 
It’s imperative to understand customers’ buying behavior for any organization.
Customer analytics helps an organization get the customer-related information
in order to predict customer behavior. In addition to the customer behavior,
organizations are also interested in understanding the prime customers that
can bring more business to the organization. This is also called customer value
analysis. Following are some of the customer analytics report examples:

� Customer Satisfaction and Loyalty Analysis

� Customer Segmentation with Clustering

� Account and Fact Sheet Analysis

� Customer Profitability Analysis

� Business Partner Marketing Attributes Analysis

� Product analytics 
Product analytics help organization understand the associated products that are
sold to the customer. Making the right decision on the cross-selling analysis
helps organizations increase their sales and in turn generate more revenue. Fol-
lowing are some of the product analytics reporting examples:

� My Top 10 Products

� Product Profitability

� Cross-Selling Analysis

� Complaints by Product

� Competitor Analysis

� Interaction Center analytics 
IC analytics provides reporting capabilities to capture interactions between the
customers and customer service representatives. Understanding the average
wait time for the calls received, percentage of the calls answered, customer
feedback, and so on are important for improving on customer service results
and customer satisfaction. The following are some examples of IC reports.

� IC Analytics

� Helpdesk Analytics
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� Interactive Scripting Analytics

� Email Response Management System Analytics

� Interaction Statistics

Figure 13.1 and Figure 13.2 show the reports available with the analytics profes-
sional business role, which includes Sales Planning and Forecasting, Custom-

ers, Activities, Sales Performance, Products, Leads, Opportunities, Campaigns,
and Service Tickets Reports.

Figure 13.1  SAP CRM Analytics Professional Role (1)

Figure 13.2  SAP CRM Analytics Professional Role (2)
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13.1.1 Report Assignment

The SAP CRM Analytics business role provides the capability to assign reports
from SAP BW to the selected business roles and their work centers. You can also
select and assign interactive reports to the business roles and their work centers.

Figure 13.3 shows the Assignment of Reports to Business Roles view from the
ANALYTICSPRO – Analytics Professional role.

The following report types can be imported using the wizard:

� SAP BW Enterprise Report 7.x

� SAP BW InfoProvider 7.x

� SAP BW Query 7.x

� SAP BW Query Views 7.x, 3.x

� SAP BW Template 7.x, 3.x

� SAP BusinessObjects Dashboard

� SAP Crystal Reports

� SAP BusinessObjects Enterprise reports (e.g., Web Intelligence)

Figure 13.3  Assignment of Reports to Business Roles
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13.1.2 Analytical Methods

SAP CRM Analytics provides key capabilities around analytical methods to under-
stand the customer behavior via SAP BW. These include the following steps:

1. Measure 
SAP BW receives data from various systems that helps organizations under-
stand the trend and collect the relevant data accordingly. This helps the orga-
nizations monitor their business more closely and focus on key areas that can
bring success to the business.

2. Predict 
Predicting customer behavior based on the data gathered is key to reducing
overall company costs and increasing profit. Different data mining methods in
SAP BW can help organizations predict customer buying behavior.

3. Plan 
From an analytical point of view, after the data is gathered and analyzed, orga-
nizations can develop the right strategies that can drive success. Right predictive
planning drives key decision to increase the profitability of an organization.

4. Optimize 
Optimizing SAP CRM Analytics helps organizations close the loop on the ana-
lytical findings, including key points regarding customers and customer-centric
decisions. Optimizing SAP CRM operational processes is the outcome of the
data analysis and data mining. Having complete information at the hands of the
sales representative and customer service representative is a big win for any
organization from the customer servicing perspective.

13.2 Interactive Reporting

SAP CRM also provides real-time reporting as a part of interactive reporting for
data modeling in real time. This is useful for organizations that don’t have a sep-
arate SAP BW system for reporting purposes and provides the functionality to
create ad hoc reports based on their specific needs. For interactive reporting, you
don’t need a separate SAP BW system. SAP BusinessObjects BI content within
SAP CRM is used to run the interactive reporting.
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SAP recommends creating a separate SAP CRM client for interactive reporting.
SAP CRM provides you with the standard business role ANALYTICSPRO – Analyt-
ics Professional wherein you can access all SAP CRM reports and also create the
interactive reports. Interactive reporting is a self-service reporting and analysis
that is simple to use and is designed for all types of users.

The following is a list of interactive reports available in each of the SAP CRM core
areas:

� Sales analytics

� Opportunities

� Activities

� Sales Quotation

� Sales Order

� Sales Contracts

� Marketing analytics

� Leads

� Campaigns

� IT Service Management

� Service Request

� Problems

� Request for Change

� Service management

� Service Tickets

� Service Order

� Complaints

� Interaction Center

� Interaction Record

Transaction /CRMBW/CONFIG_WIZARD (SAP CRM Interactive Reporting Con-
figuration Wizard) consists of the configuration steps to activate interactive
reporting. To use the Interactive Reporting Configuration wizard, you need to
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activate the business function CRM_ANA_BOB (SAP Business Objects Integration
and CRM Interactive Reporting).

SAP has also provided addition BAdIs for interactive reporting:

� CRM_BADI_OR_IL_DYN_DATE_CONVER – Conversion of Custom Time Peri-
ods for Date Filter Fields

� CRM_BADI_OR_IL_FLT_CHECK – Conversion and Checking of Extensibility
Filter Fields

� CRM_BADI_OR_IL_NAV – Operational Reporting Interaction Layer Navigation

13.3 SAP CRM Analytics Powered by SAP HANA

SAP Business Suite is powered by SAP HANA, which has in-memory computing
capabilities. This means that a large amount of the data can be stored in the main
memory of a database system, which reduces the amount of time it takes to fetch
data and run the logic on the SAP Business Suite. This improves business pro-
cesses in one aspect and reduces the round-trip to the database system.

SAP HANA provides real-time analytics due to massive data being accommodated
in-memory and provides the information back to the source system, which can be
an SAP BusinessObjects BI or SAP CRM system. The transaction data and analyti-
cal data stored can therefore be executed in real time for SAP CRM Analytics,
allowing companies to make informed business decisions more quickly.

Figure 13.4 shows SAP HANA in conjunction with the SAP Business Suite (i.e.,
SAP CRM and SAP ERP) where the data flow from SAP Business Suite is happen-
ing in real time to SAP HANA. The data within SAP HANA feeds into SAP Busi-
nessObjects BI or the SAP Business Suite.

Figure 13.5 shows SAP HANA on the side car with a new application. In the side
car approach, you can implement SAP HANA without changing any of your exist-
ing system setup. The operational information can be transferred in real time to
SAP HANA, which can then be used for real-time analytics. Figure 13.5 shows the
SAP CRM Analytics query being performed in the source system itself. For SAP
BusinessObjects BI, the data consumer will be SAP BusinessObjects BI instead of
the source system.
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Figure 13.4  SAP HANA in Conjunction with SAP Business Suite

Figure 13.5  SAP HANA in a Side Car Approach with a New Applications
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Summary 13.4
SAP CRM powered by SAP HANA also provides the SAP 360 Customer solution
that combines SAP CRM intelligence, SAP CRM Mobile, and SAP CRM social. As
a part of SAP CRM Analytics, it provides real-time customer reporting such as
SAP Customer Value Intelligence, SAP Audience Discovery and Targeting, SAP
Account Intelligence, and SAP Predictive Analytics.

13.4 Summary

In this chapter, we looked at SAP CRM Analytics and its functions. We discovered
reporting capabilities that can help an organization obtain the necessary informa-
tion to make key business decisions. This chapter also included some of the
report templates provided by SAP CRM Analytics out of the box to suit your busi-
ness needs. In addition to these reports, SAP CRM also offers interactive report-
ing that acts as an ad hoc report giving real-time information on the operational
analytics. Finally, we looked at the basic functions around interactive reporting
and SAP CRM Analytics powered by SAP HANA. In the next chapter, we’ll look at
SAP CRM performance analysis.
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Chapter 14 

In this chapter, we’ll briefly discuss how to measure performance and 
identify unnecessary calls being performed by custom code.

14 Performance Analysis

In SAP CRM, performance analysis becomes key during an implementation when
performance issues arise while functionalities are being executed in the system.
This chapter focuses on some of the main concepts of workload analysis and how
you can analyze performance issues within SAP CRM AS ABAP with the tools pro-
vided by SAP.

14.1 SAP CRM System Workload Analysis

Any implementation of an SAP CRM system or other SAP modules involves a per-
formance analysis phase before and a monitoring phase after the project goes
live. Typical implementation performance analysis situations involve volume
testing in a production-like environment while running complex scenarios to ver-
ify system performance as a whole. If any performance issues exist, it can be due
to various reasons such as workloads caused by end users, lack of memory allo-
cated to end users, execution of background jobs, complex and poor coding,
remote function calls (RFCs) to different systems, and more.

IT departments should know the call flow within the system to understand per-
formance issue gaps. To enable this, SAP has provided the following transactions
to monitor and analyze issues that can help to narrow down performance prob-
lems:

� Transaction ST03 (Workload Monitor)

� Transaction SM50/SM66 (Work Process Overview)

� Transaction ST06/OS07N (Operating System Monitor)
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� Transaction DBACOCKPIT (Database Monitor)

� Transaction ST02 (Set Up Buffers)

� Transaction ST12 (Executing Single Transaction Traces)

Performance issues in SAP CRM may be due to various reasons. One reason may
be that the system isn’t configured correctly and not enough hardware is available
to cope with the transaction volume. In this case, if the transaction volume
increases, the system performance starts decreasing. This situation becomes more
problematic when production systems show better performance.

To fix a performance issue, the SAP CRM system may require the appropriate tun-
ing. Tuning can be done in two areas: SAP technology tuning and SAP application
tuning. The following are some tunings that should be considered while working
on any kind of performance issue:

� SAP system parameters optimization

� Operating system configuration

� Database optimization

� Workload distribution optimization

� Hardware sizing verification

� ABAP code optimization

� SAP Customizing optimization

� Table buffering verification

Call flow details are provided for each and every component involved with the
call made when it’s triggered from the frontend. These include the following:

� Dialog response time 
Dialog response time is the total time required between the requests received by
the application server to the response received on the application server. The
dialog response time is measured at the application server. This means when a
certain action is executed by the user on the front screen, the request goes to
the application server, which then triggers the logic and retrieves information
from the database back to the application server. This complete round-trip on
the application server is measured in terms of timing.
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� Wait time 
Wait time refers to when the dispatcher dispatches the request to the work pro-
cess type, which sits in the request queue to process when the free work pro-
cess is available. After the work process on the application server is available to
process the request, the wait time ends.

� Roll-in time 
Roll-in time is one of the components that adds to the total response time. Roll-
in time is the time taken for the user context from the roll area to be copied into
the local roll memory of the individual work process.

� Load and generation time 
Load and generation time is the time required to load a program, screen descrip-
tions, and the Central User Administration (CUA) description. In general, the
loading and generating of programs and data is very quick because they are
being stored in the buffers.

ABAP Program Generation

For details about the ABAP program generation, refer to SAP Note 162991: Generation
Tools for ABAP Programs.

� Processing time 
The processing time is the time taken to execute the program. and it isn’t mea-
sured but calculated as shown on the Transaction STAD records. The processing
time is calculated by subtracting all of the components from the total response
time.

� Database request time 
The database request time is the time taken for the program to get the required
data from the database to the SAP instance during program execution.

� Buffer access time 
Buffer access time isn’t listed separately because the time spent to load the
requested data to the SAP buffer is very fast.

� Enqueue time 
Enqueue time is the span of time required to set the SAP locks by making use of
the enqueue work process. The total enqueue time spent is very little and
should be less than 5ms.
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� Roll-out time 
Roll-out time isn’t considered part of the response time because it occurs when
the data is transferred to the presentation layer or the frontend. In this case, the
work process writes the user context back to the roll buffer, and the dispatcher
sends the response to the presentation layer.

� CPU time 
CPU time is the time consumed by the CPU resources on the specific work pro-
cess during the execution of the dialog step. This means CPU time is part of all
the times consumed during one transaction step. The processing time is the
actual execution of the ABAP code that triggers the functionality for that dialog
step. If the CPU time is higher that means not enough CPU resources are avail-
able to execute the ABAP code and may require thorough checks on the CPU
bottlenecks.

� Roll wait time 
Roll wait time is the total time accumulated when the user context is rolled out;
for example, roll out occurs when there is an RFC happening to the other SAP
system, and the same transaction step is still being executed.

Performance Analysis Tips

The following are some SAP-recommended performance analysis tips:

� Roll wait time should be less than 10% of the response time.

� If database time is greater than 40% (response time minus wait time), then detailed
analysis of the database is required.

� If the processing time is twice the CPU time or greater, then detailed analysis of hard-
ware bottlenecks is required.

� A load time greater than 50ms requires detailed analysis of the SAP memory config-
uration.

� Roll in/out greater than 20ms requires detailed analysis of the SAP memory configu-
ration.

14.2 Perform and Analyze Traces

As mentioned, SAP has provided tools within the SAP CRM system to perform
and analyze traces. One example of performing and analyzing traces is shown
next for Transaction ST12 (Single Transaction Analysis).
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Figure 14.1 shows an example of executing traces for a sales order and analyzing
the performance issue to determine why it’s taking a long time to save the order.
Proceed with the following steps:

1. Log in to the SAP CRM GUI, and access Transaction ST12. Enter “Sales Order
Save” in the Comment field. Select the Server as All Servers (you can also
select the specific application server if you know the application server you’re
going to use to log in and save the order), and the Tasktype as *. The default set-
tings can be kept the same, as shown in Figure 14.1.

2. Click on Start trace. Make sure that you don’t click or enter anything and
you’ve logged on the WebClient UI screen to execute the step.

Figure 14.1  Single Transaction Analysis (1)

Figure 14.2 shows that the trace has been executed.

3. Execute the save order step, as shown in Figure 14.3. Then go back to Transac-
tion ST12 to end the trace. Click End traces & collect to end the trace.
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Figure 14.2  Single Transaction Analysis (2)

Figure 14.3  Order Save

4. The traces will be collected as soon as you end the traces. Click on the Full

Screen button on the Single Analysis Trace screen to view the details of the
traces. The Trace analysis screen is shown in Figure 14.4. SAP has provided
different tools in the Trace analyses fullscreen List, including ABAP trace,
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Performance traces, SQL trace summary and Statistical records (Transac-
tion STAD), to analyze the issue further.

Figure 14.4  Trace Analysis Screen

5. Click on the ABAP trace button located on toolbar to check the ABAP calls and
the time taken on each of the ABAP calls. As shown in Figure 14.5, the Gross

in % and Net (%) can be sorted from high to low and allow you to check the
maximum time taken by each of the ABAP calls. The different functions avail-
able on the ABAP trace toolbar include Per ModUnits where you can view the
maximum time spent, Time Split Hierarchy, and Top down and Bottom up

calls.

Figure 14.5  ABAP Trace Analysis

Like an ABAP trace, a performance trace is an option to view the Program Name

that took the maximum time, as shown in Figure 14.6.

Figure 14.6  Performance Trace Analysis
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The SQL Summary on the Trace Analyses Fullscreen shows the SQL query with
the corresponding times on each of the SQL queries (see Figure 14.7).

Figure 14.7  SQL Trace Summary

The statistical records (Transaction STAD) can be viewed from the Trace Analysis

screen. This illustrates the breakouts on CPU time, total response time, processing
time, load and generation time, roll time (in and out), and database request time
(see Figure 14.8).

Figure 14.8  Statistical Records (Transaction STAD)

14.3 Summary

This chapter provided a brief overview of how to measure system performance
and identify unnecessary calls/performance bottlenecks due to any custom code.
It discussed the importance of performance analysis and how workload analysis
can be carried out using the standard tools that are available in the system. Under-
standing the different options available to analyze traces is useful when measur-
ing system performance in a sustainable environment. This chapter provided an
example of the trace analysis tool that helps to execute the traces on the business
transactions and provided details on ABAP trace, SQL trace, performance trace,
and Transaction STAD records.
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information, 695
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Data transfer
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management, 417
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load, 101
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Duration
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settings, 62
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transaction, 161, 477
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condition tables, 258
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Function profile, 539
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Funds Management, 20
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General relationship, 173
Generic Integration Layer (GenIL), 521
Genesys, 574

Gplus Adapter, 574
SAP CRM configuration, 575
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BOL browser, 530
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Global Location Numbers (GLN), 53
Global product recommendations, 616
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Goal, 348
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Google Gmail, 666
Graphical User Interface (GUI), 27
Group condition, 79
Groupware, 653, 671, 685

Gmail integration, 672
Microsoft Outlook integration, 671

Growth, 18
GTIN, 160
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Handheld devices, 644
Header
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configuration, 548
data, 154
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transaction type, 448

Incompleteness check, 162
Index server, 621
Indexing, 630

delta, 630
initial, 630

InfoPackage, 135
InfoSet, 293, 303
Initial flow, 114
Installed Base (IBase), 24
Interaction

history, 572
layer, 613
logs, 343, 344
records, 535, 572, 591, 592

Interaction Center (IC), 18
Interactive

dashboard, 669
scripting, 580, 601

Interactive reporting, 28, 701, 702
BAdI, 703
configuration wizard, 702

Interactive Voice Response (IVR), 572
Internal

order, 691
text, 196

Internet Pricing and Configurator (IPC), 19, 78
Inventory management, 26
Invoice, 21, 463, 480
Invoke policy, 597
IObject, 443, 571, 581
IPC, 87, 612, 631
Item

assignment, 502
condition, 79
data, 154
level, 154

Item category, 154, 156, 157, 159, 361, 371, 
392
credit group, 406
group, 75

Item category determination, 238
IVR, 573

J

J2EE Application Server, 612
JAR package, 90
Java project, 88
javabasket, 636
JRE system libraries, 88

K

Key performance indicators (KPI), 668
Knowledge

article, 474, 602
search, 571, 602

Knowledge Management, 497, 500, 618
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KPI
monitoring, 668
view, 669

L

Language adaption, 683
Layout profile, 536, 538, 548
Lead Management, 21, 316, 568

functions, 317
processes, 318

Leading
system, 426
transaction category, 155, 347

Leads, 316, 341, 355, 566, 568, 645
analysis, 697
configuration, 319
creation channel, 319
distribution, 319
follow-up, 319
generation, 318
group, 320, 322
header, 320
item category, 320
manage, 657
object relationship profile, 323
origin, 322
priority, 323
qualification level, 321
questionnaire, 322
settings, 321
usage, 316

Legacy System Migration Workbench 
(LSMW), 133

Letters, 579, 580, 593
Lexicographically, 148
Lifecycle

data, 55
stage, 55

List Management, 20
List price, 631
Listing check, 390
Load

date, 391
time, 709, 710
types, 140

Logical link, 538, 542
define, 544

Logical system, 128, 136, 137
Logistics, 21
Long text, 54, 205
LORD (Lean Order), 421

interface, 569
Loyalty Management, 325, 568

building blocks, 325
configuration, 326

M

Maintenance group
create, 85
define, 86

Mapping
fields, 82
formats, 312
modules, 106, 115

Market Development Fund (MDF), 270
Marketing, 20, 662

analytics, 21, 696
attributes, 55
calendar, 270
elements, 271
expert tool, 333
Funds Management, 271
organization, 33, 270
plan, 20
professionals, 533
report, 696

Marketing plan, 265, 266, 271
campaign, 266
configuration, 272
functions, 270
planning profile, 269
types, 274

Marketing Resource Management (MRM), 20
Mashups, 520

authoring, 683
Master data, 101, 110, 136

busines partner, 50
configuration, 31
integration, 688
Organizational Management, 31
pricing, 78
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Master data (Cont.)
product, 65
synchronization, 661
vendor, 95

Master layout, 682
Master service request, 500

transaction types, 500
Material

availability date, 391
data, 71
number range, 73

mBDoc, 102, 106, 110, 112, 122
Measure, 701
Membership handling, 326
Message bar, 548
Message flow, 102, 110

outbound, 114
Messaging BDocs (mBDoc), 101
Metadata, 668
Method

calls, 215, 220, 221
schema, 336

Microsoft Excel, 669
Microsoft Outlook, 343, 666, 671
Middleware, 99

reorganization, 146
replication, 136
role and function, 99
setup, 135

Mobile, 668
repository server, 646

Mobile Application Repository (MAR), 646
Mobile Application Studio (MAS), 646
Mobile Business Objects (MBOs), 647
Mobile clients, 100, 644, 645, 646

connection, 644
Mobile Development Workstation (MDW), 

646
Mobile Repository Server (MRS), 646
Mode, 361
Model, 525
Multichannel

catalog, 642
integration, 577

Multilevel categorization, 237, 474, 478, 498, 
570
configuration, 237

Multilevel categorization (Cont.)
transactions, 237

MVC, 521, 525
My Accounts, 656
My Appointments, 656, 658
My Contacts, 657
My Leads, 657
My Notes, 658
My Opportunities, 658
My Tasks, 657, 658

N

Navigation bar, 520
configuration, 542, 543
profile, 536, 538

New division, 665
Notes, 345, 658
Number range group, 74

O

Objects, 433, 438
browser, 530
category, 441
class, 107
configuration, 440
fact sheet, 439
family, 443
list, 460
relationship, 346, 359

Obligatory text, 200
OData, 659

API, 684
OLAP cubes, 696
Omni-channel customer support, 677
Online Transaction Processing (OLTP), 143
Open Data (OData), 647
Operational, 18
Opportunity, 355, 568, 645, 656, 659, 673, 

702
follow-up activity, 658
group, 360
header, 359
hierarchical, 363
quotations, 361
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Opportunity (Cont.)
success, 659

Opportunity Management, 21, 355
attachment, 357
business functions, 356
configuration, 358
forecast data, 357
notes, 357
organization data determination, 356
partner, 356
products, 356
relationships, 357
sales cycle, 356
sales team, 356
status, 357

Optimize, 701
Order

confirmation, 215
probability, 386
routing, 597

Order-to-cash, 26
Organization, 173, 346

model, 35
model rule, 46

Organization data determination, 41
organization model rule, 46
responsibilities rule, 41
rules, 41

Organization model
assign business role, 537

Organization structure, 34, 37
number range, 34
transport, 37

Organizational data
profile, 45

Organizational Management
master data, 31

Organizational unit, 35, 38
Outbound

flow, 123
packing, 393
processing, 103
queue, 101

Outbound warranty, 448
item category, 448
transaction type, 448

Output determination, 478

P

Packaged integration, 672, 686
Page layout, 683
Parties involved, 174
Partner

management, 26
order management, 26

Partner and channel analytics, 26
Partner Channel Management, 25, 614
Partner processing, 165

master data, 173
organizational data, 173

Partner product range (PPR), 180, 247, 389
configuration, 248
item, 251
master data, 248, 255
sales order, 257
transaction types, 254
types, 249

Partner/product check, 389
Payment

card processing, 414
data, 370, 417
method, 414
transaction, 54

Paymetric, 414
PDF, 56
Performance

analysis, 707, 710
trace, 713
tuning, 708

Personalized mail form, 289
PFCG, 539
Phone, 678
Pipeline simulator, 652
Plan, 701
Planning profile, 265, 269, 274, 361
Plants, 63

number range, 64
Position, 33
Post Processing Framework (PPF), 215
Predict, 701
Predictive planning, 701
Presentation layer, 521, 613, 710
Pricing, 52, 335, 474, 477

agreement, 365, 369, 459
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Pricing (Cont.)
conditions, 364
data, 106, 370, 417, 420, 484
determination, 618
indicator, 361
integration, 674
master data, 78
procedure, 622
procedure determination, 78
process, 384
routine, 87

Print format, 54
Priority, 348
Private Branch Exchange (PBX), 571
Procedure user, 170
Processing

engine, 326
time, 709, 710

Product, 65
alternative ID, 617
analytics, 698
awareness, 568
category, 67
check, 504
component, 433
concept, 65
determination, 174, 179
download, 73
entry, 160
functions, 69
group, 71
hierarchy, 67, 147, 440
list, 460
manage, 657
master data, 65
prices, 69
promotions, 21
proposal, 474
registration, 571
relationships, 68
replication, 76
substitution, 22, 180, 183, 617
taxes, 70
type, 65
upload, 77

Product catalog, 616, 618, 620, 621, 642
architectual flow, 622

Product catalog (Cont.)
area, 625
header, 623
hierarchial elements, 622
indexing, 630
item list and details, 628
pricing concept, 631
type, 624
variant, 626
views, 627

Product determination, 617
Product Master Data (PRD), 73
Product proposal, 327

configuring, 329
customize past orders, 338
general settings, 335
maintenance, 335
method schema, 336
sales order, 331
target group, 329
types, 327, 337

Profile set, 279, 294, 299
Profiles, 230
Program

management, 325
RSPPFPROCESS, 229

Publication, 116, 118
Pull email, 578
Purchase

order, 388, 496
requisition, 496

Push email, 578

Q

Quality Management, 505
Quantity, 363

check, 388, 504
contract, 365

Query object, 523
Questionnaire, 345
Queue, 110, 142, 572

demon, 145
name, 112
register, 144
replication and realignment, 142
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Queue (Cont.)
status, 567

Queued remote function calls (qRFC), 104
Quick start, 665
Quotation, 22, 361, 378, 617

accepting, 380
actions, 379
alternative items, 380
approving, 380
availability check, 379
business transaction category, 383
completion, 380
configuration, 381
data exchange, 386
determination, 381, 415
functions, 379
header, 383
item category, 383
management, 566, 673
releasing, 381
sales probability, 379
status, 379
transaction type, 381
transfer, 386
validity period, 379

R

Ratings
assignment, 409
procedure, 408
profile, 410, 417

Real-time pricing, 691
Rebate, 106
Recruitment, 26
Reference object, 206
Region, 296
Relationships, 51, 68, 173
Relay server, 652
Releasable products, 366
Release list, 461
Reminder alert, 244
Remote Function Call (RFC), 138
Rented address, 313, 315
Replication, 73, 142

activity, 144

Replication (Cont.)
object, 117
problems, 63
status, 77

Report
assignment, 700
CRM_COM_ORGMAN_BUPA_INTEGRATE, 

38
Reporting, 21, 28, 566, 665
REQ implementations, 92
Requested quantity, 406
Resolve issue, 679
Resource planning, 24, 486, 514

functions, 514
process overview, 516

Resource Planning Application (RPA), 514
Resource requirement, 72
Resources, 515
Respond, 679
Response

profile, 72
time, 710

Responsibility category, 44
Returns, 24, 503, 645

configuration, 508
process, 506
workflow, 506

Revenues, 471
Reward rule, 326
RFC

call, 109
destination, 127, 238
user, 137, 138

Roles, 51
configuration key, 536

Roll wait time, 710
Roll-in time, 709
Roll-out time, 710
Root object, 523
Routines, 78, 94

create, 89
Routing, 392, 572, 597

business transactions, 596
rules, 594

Rule
container, 41
policy, 243, 245, 603
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Rule (Cont.)
processing, 598

Rule Modeler, 243, 596
configuration, 243

Runtime repository, 523
editor, 523

S

Sales, 21, 662
analytics, 23, 697
area, 40, 70
contract, 22, 363
cycle, 21, 355, 359
district, 33
group, 33, 71
item, 476
methodology, 357
office, 32
order, 22, 69, 387
organization, 32
professional, 534

Sales contract
cancellation, 367
completion rules, 367
copy controls, 372
data exchange, 378
dates, 367
determination, 371, 415
item category, 371
price agreement, 369
search, 366
transaction type, 368
types, 365

Sales Contract Management, 363
functions, 365

Sales Force Automation (SFA), 672
Sales order, 113, 645

check, 388
configuration, 415
data exchange, 423, 426
discount determination, 194
general functions, 387
header, 416
interdependent changes, 424
item category, 418
on-premise to mobile, 430

Sales order (Cont.)
processing, 617
replication, 119
shipping and scheduling, 390
special functions, 394
third-party, 393
transaction type, 415

Sales Order Management, 22, 566
SAP 360 Customer, 705
SAP Account Intelligence, 705
SAP Advanced Planning and Optimization 

(SAP APO), 64, 612
SAP APO, 100, 183, 394

availability check, 395
planning in SAP ERP, 396
rules-based availability check, 400

SAP Audience Discovery and Targeting, 705
SAP BCM

functions, 573
integration architecture, 574

SAP Business Communication Management 
(SAP BCM), 573

SAP Business Planning and Simulation (SAP 
BPS), 269

SAP Business Suite, 648, 659, 703
SAP Business Warehouse (SAP BW), 28
SAP BusinessObjects BI, 133, 695

data flow, 133
SAP BusinessObjects Business Intelligence 

(SAP BusinessObjects BI), 643
SAP BusinessObjects Dashboard, 696
SAP BusinessObjects Explorer, 696
SAP BusinessObjects Web Intelligence, 696
SAP BW, 100

adapter, 101
analytic methods, 701
cube, 293
reporting, 695

SAP Citizen Connect for iPhone and iPad, 655
architectural flow, 655

SAP Cloud Application Studio, 684
SAP Cloud for Customer, 661

account management, 665
adaptation layer, 683
additional information, 692
analytics, 668
extensions, 681
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SAP Cloud for Customer (Cont.)
features, 664
groupware, 671
integrations, 685
intelligence, 665
landscape, 663
layers, 663
mobile, 665, 668
personalization, 682
release cycle, 664
SAP Cloud Application Studio, 684
SAP Cloud for Sales, 672
SAP Cloud for Services, 676
SAP Cloud for Social Engagement, 679
SAP CRM integration, 688
SAP Digital for Customer Engagement, 681
SAP ERP, 690
SAP HCI, 687
SAP PO, 687
Territory Management, 667

SAP Cloud for Sales, 663, 672
activity management, 676
opportunity management, 672
quotation management, 673
visit planning and execution, 674

SAP Cloud for Service, 663, 676, 685, 691
incoming communications, 677
processing, 678

SAP Cloud for Social Engagement, 663, 679
SAP Credit Management, 403

configuration, 404
SAP CRM, 689

applications, 25
architecture, 19
backend, 100, 657
billing, 480, 496
connect to SAP ERP, 138
data exchange, 164
E-Commerce, 190, 611
email, 578, 579
external systems, 125
functions, 20
landscape, 100
master data, 31
middleware, 99, 135, 137
mobile client, 101
objects, 438
performance analysis, 707

SAP CRM (Cont.)
release, 140
request data, 123, 125
roles, 60
sales order, 569
SAP Cloud for Customer integration, 688
SAP ERP data exchange, 443
server, 101, 102, 646
settings, 141
shopping basket, 636
system setup, 135
tax data, 151
tax type, 149
transaction, 41
upload to SAP ERP, 113
workload analysis, 707

SAP CRM Analytics, 19, 28, 695
architecture, 696
methods, 701
reporting, 696
SAP BW, 695
SAP HANA, 703

SAP CRM Application Server (AS) ABAP, 19
SAP CRM AS Java, 19
SAP CRM ICI, 580
SAP CRM Marketing, 20, 265

analytics, 702
SAP CRM mobile, 27, 430, 643

functions, 644
implementation, 645
services, 644

SAP CRM Sales, 21, 341
analytics, 702
closed loop cycle, 341, 342
rules-based availability check, 399
scheduling dates, 391

SAP CRM Service, 23, 431
SAP Crystal Reports, 696
SAP Customer Briefing for iPad, 653, 654

architecture, 654
SAP Customer Engagement and Commerce 

(SAP CEC), 661
SAP Customer Relationship Management (SAP 

CRM), 17
SAP Customer Value Intelligence, 705
SAP Digital for Customer Engagement, 663, 

681
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SAP E-Commerce, 27, 183, 611, 612
SAP Enterprise Portal, 19
SAP ERP, 19, 23, 53, 59, 64, 80, 100, 101, 

495, 612, 621, 643, 646, 687, 690
account groups, 60
adapter, 101
availability check, 396, 401
backend, 100, 103
billing, 496, 497
business partner tax classification, 150
business partner tax group, 150
Controlling, 471, 491, 495
database, 109
download to SAP CRM, 107
Financials, 471
HCM, 517
Logistics, 492
master data, 104
material master, 71
middleware settings, 136
quotation, 656
sales order, 421, 422, 569
scheduling dates, 391
service product type, 68
settings, 138
standard fields, 61
tax types, 149
technical objects, 442

SAP Fiori, 655, 668
apps for SAP CRM, 656
architecture, 659

SAP Gateway, 651, 655, 659
SAP Graphical User Interface (SAP GUI), 519
SAP GUI, 90
SAP HANA, 653, 703, 704
SAP HANA Cloud Integration (SAP HCI), 687
SAP HANA Cloud Platform, 684, 687
SAP HR, 60
SAP IT Service Management, 497, 702
SAP Jam, 658, 680, 685
SAP Master Data Management (SAP MDM), 

642
SAP MDM, 642
SAP Mobile, 651
SAP NetWeaver AS ABAP, 659
SAP Note

1139562, 69

SAP Note (Cont.)
914437, 60

SAP PI, 126, 127, 131, 687
SAP PO, 687
SAP Predictive Analytics, 21, 705
SAP Sales Companion for iPad, 653
SAP Sales Diary for iPad, 651
SAP Sales Pipeline Simulator, 652
SAP SCM, 643
SAP Solution Database (SDB), 602
SAP Supply Chain Management (SAP SCM), 19
SAPConnect, 578

email, 578
SBDoc, 646
Schedule

automatically, 218
condition, 222
engine, 515
job, 280
line, 391

Scratch pad, 566
SDK, 663, 684

mobile, 647
Secondary transaction category, 155, 159
SeeWhy, 662
Segment Builder, 292
Segmentation, 20, 291, 568

basis, 294, 307
create, 308
elements, 295
process, 293
validation, 310

Self-service portal, 678
Service, 662

agreement, 461
analytics, 697
arrangement, 515
categories, 679
contract, 23, 458, 462
cycle, 462
data, 71
item, 475
levels, 679
management, 702
manager, 163
order, 23, 463, 472, 570
organization, 33
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Service (Cont.)
part item, 475
plan, 72
professional, 534
profile, 72
quotation, 472, 479
request, 570
tickets, 702
type, 486

Service API (SAPI), 135
Service confirmation, 480

business transaction category, 494
configuration, 492
functions, 476

Service contract
analysis, 463
configuration, 463
copy control, 468
determination, 470, 473, 477, 482, 504
functions, 458
heading, 465
integrate with SAP ERP Controlling, 471
invoice, 462
item category, 466
item category determination, 468
quotation, 462
structure, 459
transaction type, 463

Service Contract Management, 23, 458, 471, 
645
process, 461

Service level agreements (SLA), 23
Service order

analysis, 480
business transaction category, 156
configuration, 481
confirmation, 463
copy control, 488
cycle, 479
functions, 473
integration with SAP ERP, 489
integration with SAP ERP Controlling, 495
item category, 484
item category determination, 488
transaction category, 482
transaction structure, 475
transaction type, 481

Service Order Management, 23, 472
process overview, 478

Service Parts Management, 393, 645
Service quotation

convert to service order, 480
item category, 473

Service request
business transaction category, 502
configuration, 500
header, 502
transaction type, 501

Service Request Management, 497, 619
functions, 497

Set types, 65, 71, 389
Shop administration, 632

configuration, 634
settings, 633

Shop Management, 613
process, 633

Short Message Service (SMS), 579
Side car, 703
Simple bulk (msg), 118
Simple intelligent replication, 118
Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP), 125
Simulate Sales Pipeline, 659
Sites, 117

attributes, 143
IDs, 143

SLA, 25, 196, 208, 458, 483, 514, 570, 596
determination, 498
profile, 460

Smart forms, 215, 220
SMS, 580, 662, 678
SOAP

API, 684
inbound processing, 133
outbound processing, 132

Social
channels, 685
engagement, 677
media, 23, 292, 678

Source
site, 63
system, 105

SQL
trace, 714

Start condition, 222
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Statistical value, 384
Status

data, 55
number, 211
profile, 212, 214

Status management, 73, 210
configuration, 211

Structure
gap, 433
scope, 419

Subject profile, 234, 349, 417, 483
Subordinate project, 274
Subscriptions, 116, 117, 132, 143

business partner, 118
table, 109

Subsidiary, 665
Substitute products, 190
SuccessFactors Employee Central, 686
Surcharge, 79
Sybase, 647
Sybase Mobile Sales, 647, 648
Sybase Unwired Platform, 647, 650
Synchronous BDoc (SBDoc), 646
System

setup, 135
status, 210

T

Table
buffering, 708
BUT000, 57
CRM_BUT_CALL_FU, 98
CRMATAB, 147
CRMC_IT_ASSIGN_S, 159
CRMC_ITEM_TYPE, 159
CRMC_PR_ASSIGN, 159
CRMC_TAX_MAP, 151
CRMCONSUM, 139
CRMM_LOCMAP, 64
CRMPAROLTP, 444
CRMRFCPAR, 113, 139
CRMSUBTAB, 97, 109, 120
CUS903, 184
DNL_COND_A903, 187
SMOFFILDLD, 106

Table (Cont.)
SMOFFILFLD, 62
SMOFOBJECT, 107
SMOFPARSFA, 94
SMOFTABLES, 105
SMW3_BDOC4, 146
SMW3_BDOC6, 146
SMW3BDOCIF, 113
T005, 147
TB071_CM, 150
TBE11, 141
TBE34, 62
TCURC, 147
TSKM, 149, 151
TSTL, 149, 151

Tablet access, 668
Target

contracts, 458
group, 279, 294, 301, 568, 616

Target group
business partner, 295
InfoSet, 303

Tasks, 342
status, 658

Tax
classification, 53
group, 149
number, 53
replication, 148
types, 149

Technical object replication, 442
Technical profile, 536, 538
Technology performance tuning, 708
Telemarketing, 25, 565
Telephony, 100
Telesales, 25, 566
Temporary quantity assignment (TQA), 396
Tenant, 664
Territory

hierarchy, 667
team, 667

Territory Management, 667
Text, 196

component, 433
determination procedure, 204
ID, 198
management, 196, 393
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Text (Cont.)
object, 196
types, 196

Text Retrieval and Information Extraction 
Engine (TREX), 602

Tier group, 325
Time

allocation, 515
sheet integration, 490

Tool item, 476
Toolbar, 566
Top n product lists, 328
Top-down budgeting, 271

configuration, 271
Trace, 142, 710
Track Sales Pipeline, 659
Trade promotion, 21, 273, 274
Trade Promotion Management (TPM), 21
Transaction

/CRMBW/CONFIG_WIZARD (SAP CRM 
Interactive Reporting Configuration Wiz-
ard), 702

/SAPCND/GCM (Maintain Conditions), 86, 
188, 228

/SAPCND/UE_DEV, 88, 90
BAP_WD_CMPWB, 588
BD54, 137, 553
BD97, 553
BP, 412
BPH_DNL, 52
BSP_WD_CMPWB, 522, 527, 551
BUCF, 35, 58, 64
COMCPRFORMAT, 147
COMM_ATTRSET, 176
COMMPR01, 182
control field, 71
CRM_TAXCUST_VALIDATE, 151
CRMC, 508
CRMD_CALL_LIST, 600
CRMD_MKTSEG_MGR, 309
CRMM_PPR, 255
CRMM_UIU_PROD_ALTID (Create UI Config-

uration for ID Type), 181
CRMS_IC_CROSS_SYS, 271
CRMXIF_C1, 132
DBACOCKPIT (Database Monitor), 708
FIBF, 111

Transaction (Cont.)
filter, 338
GENIL_BOL_BROWSER, 529
GENIL_MODEL_BROWSER, 529
KP26, 491
nSPPFCADM, 216
OVZC, 59
PIDE, 60
PIDV, 97
PITC, 149, 150
PPOMA_CRM (Change Organizational 

Model), 537
PPOSA_CRM, 37
R2AS, 97
R3AC1 (Business Objects Exchange), 62, 76, 

104, 107
R3AC3 (Customizing Objects Exchange), 107
R3AC5 (Condition Objects Exchange), 84, 

107, 187
R3AM1, 63, 77, 83, 151
R3AR3 (Monitor Requests), 125
R3AR4 (Start Requests), 125
R3AS, 52, 62, 83, 109, 120, 148, 444
SBWP, 285
SCC4, 137
SE11, 61
SE16, 146
SE19, 57
SE38, 38
SM30, 62, 139, 140, 271
SM31, 96
SM50/SM66 (Work Process Overview), 707
SM59, 132, 138, 141
SMICM, 133
SMO8FD, 105, 110, 122
SMOEAC (Administration Console), 95, 113, 

117, 143
SMOHQUEUE, 145
SMQ1 (Outbound Queue), 110
SMQ2 (Inbound Queue), 110
SMQR (Inbound Scheduler), 110, 144
SMQS (Outbound Scheduler), 110, 145
SMW01, 103, 110, 113
SMWP (Middleware Portal), 63
SPPFP, 229
SPRO, 35
SQ02, 303
ST02 (Set Up Buffers), 708
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Transaction (Cont.)
ST03 (Workload Monitor), 707
ST06/OS07N (Operating System Monitor), 

707
ST12, 708, 710
SU01, 137, 143, 641
SU3, 70, 536
types, 155, 159, 346, 358
VA05 (List of Sales Orders), 553
VMCJDB, 94
volume, 422
WE20, 129, 131
WE21, 128

Transaction Launcher, 542, 552
Business Object Repository, 552
URL, 552
wizard, 553

Transfer type, 200
Transport, 392

request, 38, 90
TREX, 57
Twitter, 678, 680

U

UI component, 522
Unicode, 142
Unit of measurement (UoM), 70, 374
Upload, 113
Up-sell, 22, 327, 568, 616
URL, 554
User

interface, 520
manual, 602
status, 210

User administration, 632
settings, 636

User exit
formula, 93
type, 91

User experience (UX), 520, 655
User group, 533

Interaction Center agent, 535
marketing, 533
sales, 534

User group (Cont.)
service, 534

User Management, 613, 638, 639

V

Validation, 102
services, 113, 120

Validity period, 363, 479, 491
Valuation

profile, 384
type, 486

Value contracts, 365, 458
Vendor, 450

download, 95
master data, 95
subscription, 96
warranty, 447

View, 525, 526
navigation, 528
object, 523

Virtual Machine Container (VMC), 19
Visit

administration, 675
execution, 675
planning, 674, 675

VMC, 19
Volume testing, 707

W

Wait time, 709
Warm leads, 319
Warning, 594
Warranty, 24, 69, 447

business transaction categories, 455
category, 72
check, 453, 473, 483
claims process, 449
configuration, 450
data, 72
determination, 504
hierarchy, 450
IBase, 452
item category, 456
products, 435
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Warranty (Cont.)
set type, 451

Warranty Management, 24, 447, 449
WCEM

framework, 641
functions, 642

Web Channel, 18, 26, 611
B2B, 619
B2C, 620
functions, 614
Internet Customer Self-Service (ICSS), 618
marketing area, 615
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